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I dreamed I was a butterfly, flitting around in the sky; then I awoke.
Now I wonder: Am I a man who dreamt of being a butterfly,
or am I a butterfly dreaming that I am a man?
Chuang Tzu 389-286 BC

As we live through thousands of dreams in our present life,
so is our present life only one of many thousands of such lives
which we enter from the other more real life and then return after death.
Our life is but one of the dreams of that more real life, and so it is endlessly,
until the very last one, the very real life of God.
—Leo Tolstoy

Row you boat gently by the stream
merrily. Life is but a dream.
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PROLOGUE
I think, therefore I am
—René Descartes
No, no, you're not thinking; you're just being logical.
—Niels Bohr

Writing a memoir can be the ultimate exercise in self-involvement and, if one is not careful, selfdeception. Memory is a complex and highly fluid faculty and, even under the best of intentions,
it can be easily and unintentionally diverted. You think you remember your story accurately but
what you remember is often colored by ego or bias, wishful thinking or underlying worldview.
You have to be constantly on guard and question every experience you document in order to
stay objective.
Like memory, objectivity too is a complex and evasive notion. As we will see in the pages of this
book, it is based on assumptions about what is truly real. The price for objectivity can be quite
steep. I believe that our attempt at objectivity may compromise our ability to engage with
deeper truth because the latter habitually flees from the former’s reach leaving behind a
skeleton of “facts” which masquerade as truth. In a court of law, determining these facts is often
all that is needed to administer justice, but in science, philosophy and even the forming of
opinion, first causes frequently hide behind paradigms and assumptions. They are seen through
them and understood accordingly. It takes paradigm shifts to get closer to the essence of the
whats and whys, as the history of science and ideas have made amply evident. Increasingly in
theoretical physics and philosophy, we are confronted with the specter of language, which
ordinarily dispenses meaning and defines for us what reality is, 1 but is increasingly becoming a

1

It is not just language that causes a confusion about the nature of reality. A 2019 study provided
experimental proof about the conundrum at the heart of reality. “The scientific method relies on
facts, established through repeated measurements and agreed upon universally, independently of
who observed them. In quantum mechanics the objectivity of observations is not so clear, most
markedly exposed in Wigner’s eponymous thought experiment where two observers can experience
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barrier to true understanding of the world out there, assuming that the world “out there” is
indeed out there—no longer an unreasonable proposition, as some parts of the ensuing story
will hopefully demonstrate.
As with any autobiographical text, this memoir is for the most part a straightforward reporting
of straightforward events but there are moments in it, and these moments are serious mindbenders, which will challenge most people’s understanding of reality. In such instances, most
readers will yield to the temptation to question the integrity of these reports (and, by extension,
of the reporter) instead of allowing for the alternative possibility that our currently popular and,
to some extent, scientific understanding of reality may be incomplete or even false. I
unconditionally stand behind these reported events and their authenticity, having experienced
them in full consciousness and having questioned them myself to the full extent of my
intellectual ability before accepting them, therefore I have no option but to accept and endorse
the alternative possibility that things may not be at all as they appear to be. This is a possibility
which theoretical physicists could perhaps more readily accept, or at least not rule out, although
they would just as readily reject my interpretation. I am fully aware of the problem but, after
having examined the facts from many different angles, there can be no alternative
interpretation, at least for some of them. In the end, I must resign to the fact that, if my
interpretation of reality puts my own objectivity on the line, so be it. Given a choice between
objectivity and truth, I will always side with truth.
I consider this text as the first of two volumes. It was completed in 2010 and covers the period
from my birth in 1953 to a time that I describe as “exiting the shadows,” sometime during the
years 1993 and 1994. There are no immediate plans for a second volume, or even a need for

seemingly different realities. The question whether the observers’ narratives can be reconciled has
only recently been made accessible to empirical investigation, through recent no-go theorems that
construct an extended Wigner’s friend scenario with four observers. In a state-of-the-art six-photon
experiment, we realize this extended Wigner’s friend scenario, experimentally violating the
associated Bell-type inequality by five standard deviations. If one holds fast to the assumptions of
locality and free choice, this result implies that quantum theory should be interpreted in an observerdependent way.” “Experimental Test of Local Observer Independence”, Science Advances, 20 Step
2019, Vol. 5, no. 9 eaaw9832.
https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/5/9/eaaw9832?fbclid=IwAR3elmPOje2h0ejxT8Ul6wb1CEpzkGS1LMavsZb35nsD4sSpI4XgwHOSII
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one. The rest of my life since then has been part of the public record. It may be best to let others
biographically document it, if anyone is up to the task.
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THE PHILOSOPHICAL BACKDROP
[At this point, I suggest that you make a decision: You can read this discourse on my view of
reality and my defense of this view or skip to the next chapter so that you can remain for a while
longer on terra firma. The discussion in this chapter will set some context for what will be
presented in the second part of this autobiography, but it is not necessary that you dive into the
murky waters of concepts distilled from my life experiences before you familiarize yourself with
these experiences. There you will see more concretely how these experiences are responsible for
these concepts and beliefs that I will be introducing here. There these experiences will be
examined in the context of newer and constantly evolving theories in various scientific and
scholarly fields. So . . . if your mind does not enjoy putting the cart before the horse, meet me at
the next chapter.]
As the name indicates, objectivity endorses objects, not subjects. Objects as something different
than the objectifying subject. The ultimate effect of this process, intended or not, is the gradual
objectification of reality. The objectification process engenders viewing the world as fragments
and sums of fragments, not as One indivisible whole. One indivisible whole must by necessity
contain everything, including the objectifying observer, and furthermore it must invalidate the
observer’s effort at objectification to avoid the ensuing contradiction and circularity. 2 Choosing
to be objective ultimately means taking sides. Our judgment tends to become detached from
intuition and, as I already mentioned, it is rendered progressively incapable of connecting to
what I believe to be the deeper causes of the world around or inside us. We can of course
investigate possible first causes by means of reductionist logic as philosophy has been doing
since Socrates and modern science since Galileo. I will argue that this method never leads to
true understanding: the kind we have come to recognize intuitively since perhaps even before

Cosmologist Max Tegmark, a “big picture” theorist, would not find my formulation entirely
objectionable as he argues that reality is a mathematical structure which must include individual
consciousness as an epiphenomenon (or, in his view, a mathematical sub-structure) of the whole. He
would strongly disagree, however, with my view that the “External Reality Hypothesis,” a
foundational axiom necessary for science to even exist, is an epiphenomenon of our consciousness or
that our consciousness is the only reality, mathematically or otherwise. The latter will be my
recurring refrain in this memoir. (Tegmark, Our Mathematical Universe: My Quest for the Ultimate
Nature of Reality 2014)
2
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the onset of consciousness as the only true path to enlightenment; the kind which rationalism
rejects as pure imagination. From early childhood, and although steeped in philosophical
thinking, I have opted against the reductionist method; I chose to become an artist and a person
of faith. When it comes down to ultimate essence, I have found the two to be indistinguishable
from one another.
It has been proposed recently by scholars in a number of disciplines that reductionist thinking, a
downward arrow which invariably points to and ends in particle physics, misses entirely the
reality of our cosmic and everyday experience and perhaps misses the true nature of reality
altogether. 3 Increasingly in scientific and philosophical writings, particularly in biology, this
downward arrow is downplayed in favor of emergence and agency, whereby reality is a selfgenerating concept that can spontaneously emerge at various stages of the evolutionary process
as opposed to being invariably reduced to particle physics. The understanding of emergence as a
concept varies among theorists. Some consider emergence and consciousness to be a property
of sufficiently complex systems, others doubt that complexification alone may be responsible for
emergence and consciousness. All these ideas are part of an attempt by researchers in the life
sciences to counter a version of reality that theoretical physicists are more comfortable with,
the version that claims that we and everything else in the universe are a constellation of
particles and sub-particles and nothing more, which has become entangled in increasingly
bizarre formulations that often run contrary to our intuitive understanding of the world.
Arguably, the concept of emergence can be construed as a rebellion by the sciences of the
center (principally biology) against the depictions of reality by the sciences of the outer edges
(quantum physics and cosmology).
Interested as I am in studying the evolving thinking of recent years among researchers and
scholars as regards the still prominent reductionist paradigm, I believe that both reductionism
and emergence are mostly driven by an atheistic impulse, the same driving force that has
dominated scientific inquiry since the 17th Century and which, given the current conundrums
threatening the dominant paradigm, needs to revise its fundamental assumptions and is

Two relatively recent books by philosopher Thomas Nagel and biocomplexity researcher Stuart A.
Kaufman agree on this point. (Nagel 2012), (Kauffman 2008).

3
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attempting to do so with concepts such as “emergence” or “quantum consciousness.” By
“atheism” and “theism,” I do not mean the human reactions to the rather naïve depictions of a
capricious God, at times benevolent and at other times vengeful, or of an arbitrarily organized
religion. These approaches populate the polemics of both creationist and anti-creationist
rhetoric or even the more nuanced rhetoric of the proponents of intelligent design. I mean
something more fundamental; something that exists behind our concepts of Being, of unity
versus multiplicity, of agency, order, disorder, determinism, randomness, free will and purpose.
The traditional means of probing and soliciting meaning from the world around us (the
scientifically acceptable means) is observation, logic and reliance on mathematical descriptions
of reality. The problem is that all three of the above tools of inquiry are arguably products of our
consciousness and we know preciously little about what consciousness truly is. Nor is it possible
to ever come to any true understanding of consciousness beyond mere conjecture: the
necessary distancing which makes acceptable science possible is not possible when it comes
down to discussing the nature of consciousness. Given this conundrum, one cannot use sensory
observation, logic and mathematics, three products of the same agency, to give reliable witness
about each other, let alone about the agency that produced them. This conundrum renders the
very concept of “proof” nebulous, in fact meaningless. The fact that a scientific theory is first
backed by mathematics and then “proved” experimentally means very little at this deep level of
inquiry where the only thing left standing is circularity.
“Big picture” scientists are not unaware of this problem. It is in fact for this very reason that the
External Reality Hypothesis (ERH) is such a crucial hypothesis for science. If ERH is a fact, then, in
the interest of arriving at a single Theory of Everything, external reality must subordinate the
brain to a component role and, in turn, the brain must subordinate consciousness to an
epiphenomenon of its own mechanical function. This is the pecking order of traditional scientific
thinking and, with ERH firmly in place, scientific reasoning appears indeed to be secure.
However, the existential Cartesian statement “I think, therefore I am” that heads this prologue
seems to me to suggest that thinking is the horse and existence outside the self is the Cartesian
buggy that it pulls along. Therefore, subordinating consciousness to the external reality, as per
the ERH and the logic that ensues from it, would be akin to putting the cart before the horse.
There is, however, a more significant reason why the ERH may be problematic. In classical
physics and certainly in common sense, the proposition that the external reality is real seems
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intuitively self-evident. Very little persuasion is necessary to convince people of the truth of this
hypothesis, given the concreteness of our experience of external reality reinforced by our
senses—the kind of reinforcement that Bernard Russell describes as “naïve empiricism.” 4 PostNewtonian theoretical physics, however, has been constantly chipping away at how “real” this
reality is.
As we search for substance in the microcosm, all we find is almost completely empty space at
every level of magnification, while the elusive material substance, an infinitesimally small
percentage of the empty space at any level of magnification, constantly retreats and evades us
no matter how much we zoom in, leaving behind ever more empty space. Eventually, the
discussion about material substance discretely switches from “substantial” particles to bits of
information. It also enters an abstract space of infinite dimensions, the Hilbert Space, where
quantum reality exists in all its infinite possibilities, not only the ones to which it decoheres upon
observation exclusively for our own viewing pleasure. In less abstract terms, this means that
reality is not at all what our senses inform us that it is, one “classical” stream out of infinite
possibilities. Instead, it is all infinite possibilities, existing in a mathematical space, while space
and time and all the furniture that they contain are but perceptual illusions, which scientists call
qualia. The only way that this may be possible to logically understand is if, at every increment of
time, our universe and we in it are cloned so that every possible outcome is real in one of these
universes, including our own, who together comprise the multiverse. Of course, from within our
universe with its specific physical laws and observational limitations we are not able to observe
or experimentally confirm anything that may or may not happen in the other universes and this
will always be so. We cannot even confirm if this infinite splitting is real. In his book Our
Mathematical Universe: My Quest for the Ultimate Nature of Reality, 5 cosmologist Max Tegmark
enthusiastically endorses the multiverse version of reality and goes even further to explain why
the only real thing out there is mathematics and not any other kind of substance.
Tegmark champions a mathematical version of Plato’s Cave allegory but, if this is all there is to

(Russell, An Inquiry into Meaning and Truth 1950) p.15. Rather crudely stated, “naïve realism” is
accepting our sensory impressions as real and the manipulation and combination of these sensory
impressions by our brains as “reality.”

4

5

(Tegmark, Our Mathematical Universe: My Quest for the Ultimate Nature of Reality 2014)
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reality, it raises the question “which comes first, mathematics or consciousness?” It is the
“chicken or the egg” question, but it seems more reasonable to me to give causal primacy to
consciousness: “I think, therefore I mathematize”; the “I” before mathematical thought. This
would make the External Reality Hypothesis a far less self-evident proposition or even a
particularly viable one, and would identify science, mathematics and our commonplace concept
of “reality” as the offspring of consciousness. Since it is not possible to know what consciousness
is, the distance between the observer and the observed cannot be logically defended. There is
probably no distance at all and, consequently, no objective way to logically approach and
evaluate the observed, if there is anything “out there” to be observed at all. Of course, by
assuming the ERH, one can raise the question “how can the Big Bang be the offspring of
consciousness, when the latter emerged roughly fourteen billion years after the former?” but, as
I already said, this question assumes the ERH as a given and, from what we have already
discussed and we will encounter at the real-life level in the second section of this memoir, this
can no longer be considered a given. Considering how science has reframed its understanding of
matter, there’s no reason to assume that the “out there” is indeed out there and not “in here.”
Plato’s realm of Forms may be the internal engine of consciousness and not a Level IV
Multiverse, external to us and incorporating us, as Tegmark claims. 6
Because of this logical singularity, rationalism and its scientific fruit are hopelessly circular: they
can answer most questions except the ones directly under their feet—that is the ones lying
beneath the “Big Bang” of consciousness. For example, if the world out there is simply an
illusory product of our consciousness and not out there at all, then observation is nothing more
than introspection; the solidity of logic is whimsical, and mathematics is an equally whimsical
byproduct of logic. In such a scenario, consciousness, imagination and creativity are largely
interchangeable concepts—all expressions of a logically inscrutable “I.” Consequently, scientists
and philosophers are at best artists and, furthermore, if they believe in the value of their own
work, they should not object to being called . . . creationists. Their insistence on an independent
existence of the world out there must ultimately be viewed as an act of faith. Given this logical
impasse, our current rationalist edifice increasingly resembles the old cartoon characters who

6

(Tegmark, Our Mathematical Universe: My Quest for the Ultimate Nature of Reality 2014) p. 319.
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unwittingly step over a cliff, but they are still suspended mid-air because they have not yet
realized that they have stepped over the cliff. They rely on the reflex “logic” of walking and the
solidity that this logic impresses on the walker but the minute they become conscious of the fact
that they are walking on thin air, they fall into a logical abyss along with everything else they are
carrying.
I am not bringing any of this up because I am interested in building a logical defense for the
worldview that I intuitively understand as true. Given what I stated in the previous paragraph,
my worldview is as logically indefensible as any other one and, I suspect, rather improbable to
most readers. It is important to point out, however, that I did not reject my own “naïve
empiricism” whimsically. As the discussion in this memoir will show, I have been using every tool
and every theoretical and intuitive approach to reality known to me to make sense of
experiences in my own life, particularly during a very short period in the early 1980’s, which,
simply put, defy logic. Instead of alienating me from science, these experiences and my effort to
come to terms with them, had initially sent me running to science for answers. Some answers
were readily found there but they pertain to the subatomic world, not the world of our everyday
reality, and they will open a conceptual can of worms if transposed to everyday experience. 7
Most of the experiences reported in this memoir beg for a more inclusive view, a monism that
transcends the duality of physical/metaphysical, randomness/determinism, human free will and
God’s omniscience that have plagued science and religion forever it seems.
Both organized science and organized religion have been trying to transcend this dualism by
resorting to a theory or an explanation of everything from their own vantage point, invalidating
or downgrading whatever on the other side cannot be processed exclusively through their
respective grind. The Church during Galileo’s time did this, and biologist Richard Dawkins and

Recent physics have attempted to extend Quantum Theory to the macrocosm in an effort to arrive
at a Theory of Everything that includes all four fundamental forces into one grand equation. The
concepts of “Quantum Gravity” and, more recently “Quantum Consciousness” ( (Kauffman 2008) are
such attempts. Their improbable success is a question for the future.

7
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others have done this more recently in reverse. 8 These attempts at “monism by exclusion” are
self-contradictory and fruitless. Neither view has been able to transcend the dualism which,
perhaps due to their original denial of it, has become transplanted to the very heart of their own
exclusive approaches to the question of Being: the heaven/hell divide and the free
will/omniscience conundrum in Judaism, Christianity and Islam or the continuing failure to
combine the laws describing the microcosm and the macrocosm of the universe into a single
theory in physics or the competing perspectives of our lateralized brain in mind research. 9 It
appears in fact that this dualist divide exists at the very root of our consciousness and for this
very reason it becomes mostly invisible to our consciousness. To investigate it using the tools of
our consciousness (the tools we use for understanding in both theology and science) would be a
circular and hopeless exercise, as indicated above.
Atheism is not an answer to transcending this divide, certainly not in my case. Because of what I
mentioned above about the inscrutable nature of consciousness, atheism or religious belief
must be based by necessity on inner experience alone, or its absence thereof, but under no
circumstances can they be subjects for rationalist deconstruction, at least not fruitfully so. With
a brief exception during my early twenties, the atheistic impulse has been alien to me. Even
when I felt it, it was felt more as an act of spiritual rebellion against my (our) source; as a
centrifugal force countering the centripetal force that constantly pulls us towards our center and
destined resting place. It may be that these two forces temporarily canceling each other out
and keeping us in orbit around a mystical center are the cosmic corpus callosum, the porous
divide of dualism in our consciousness that renders our experience of the world “out there” as
real and us as fundamentally self-conflicted creatures. If this is true, it would mean that our
consciousness, individual, collective and beyond, lies at the center of the initial conditions of the
Big Bang that make our experience of the world possible, an argument similar to the one
philosopher Thomas Nagel advances in his recent book Mind & Cosmos. This of course is also

Dawkins, Richard. The God Delusion. (Dawkins 2008). Dominant paradigms tend to behave in such
persecutorial manner against contradicting theories or ideas when they have reached the apex of
their own legitimation or show internal fissures or both.

8

Neuropsychologist Iain McGilchrist gives a brilliant account of the latter in his book “The Master
and His Emissary: The Divided Brain and the Making of the Western World.” (McGilchrist 2009)

9
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circular, however poetic: our consciousness causes the world that we inhabit as an
infinitesimally small part of it, even though we do not appear in this world until roughly fourteen
billion years after its inception (and, perhaps, conception). 10 Thus consciousness resides at both
the delivering and the receiving end of our experience of the world and raises questions about
the foundational assumptions of the Neo-Darwinian conception of nature.
As I mentioned earlier, many of these circularities are caused by our insistence on the External
Reality Hypothesis, specifically the reality of the dimensions of space and time. If the concept of
external reality as something separate from us as observers is denied, these circularities
disappear. The denial of the ERH makes possible a different way of expressing the Anthropic
Principle of physics without the need for recourse to multiverse—a concept gaining steady
momentum in scientific circles, but which is loaded with conceptual and moral danger. Denial of
the ERH allows for the wonderful possibility of experiencing the Platonic realm of Forms as a
projection of our consciousness on the make-believe big screen of the universe. 11 It makes it
possible for us to experience the mind of God by becoming holographic avatars of the truly
existing One with no need for dividing the world between internal and external, subjective and
objective.
In presenting my spirituality as the inevitable result of intense intellectual pondering, I am not
being entirely honest. It is this too, of course, and, in a milieu of increasingly bizarre
cosmological formulations about the universe, I consider spirituality to be the shortest distance
between two points. Be that as it may, my intellectual deductions are not the only or even the
primary cause of my spirituality. Religion was a profound experience for me since my childhood,
certainly before I was capable of having any intelligent thoughts about the world and our place
in it. Having said this, I am also an academic who is willingly participating in an intellectual
experiment, several centuries old now, which has embraced the belief that objectivity and
reason are the only sure path to truth. I would not be honest in exercising my profession within

(Nagel 2012) Fully aware of the circularity of this argument, Nagel does not propose a specific
theory for monism, only the need for such theory, which he considers presently unattainable.

10

Plato seems to suggest such a movie projection concept in his dialogue Timaeus, where he
mentions that the eye projects outwards (from Forms to the Receptacle) as opposed to receiving
information from the outside.
11
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the academia if I did not constantly question my instinctive and psychic impulses, even at the
risk of thwarting them in the process. According to our current norms of scholarship, and as I
have already pointed out, you do not tackle a subject that does not allow for a requisite distance
between it and you. This distancing is as important for thinkers as it is for surgeons, who are not
allowed to operate on their own relatives. It is this distancing that ensures that you remain
objective and dispassionate. This distancing is particularly crucial in autobiography. It is also this
distancing that encourages the belief that the world is plural, a dimensional matrix of space and
time filled with subjects and objects individually understood and assembled into larger units by
our minds. 12 The more pervasive this belief becomes, the more it asserts itself as its own proof,
but, as we have already seen, any proof of this kind is by necessity circular: it assumes the
answer in the investigation of the question.
There are several recently discovered phenomena in the physical sciences that point to the
possibility of such circularity (such as quantum entanglement in physics,) but to outright accept
them (and it) would force a major paradigm shift in both our scientific and everyday thinking. 13
Already concepts such as emergence show fissures in the reductionist paradigm, which appears
to be crumbling under its own weight. A shift of this magnitude, however, despite its
consequences and intellectual fallout, is necessary, imminent and immanent. Like a forest fire, it
will allow for new growth. It is at such a juncture in the history of ideas that the arts and
spirituality may be called to play a leading role again in our intellectual lives after centuries of
being ignored, ostracized or demonized by rationalist thinking and the culture of scientism. My
entire life has been a period of training and waiting for such a possible moment.

Admittedly, this is a more Newtonian concept of the world than what some branches of modern
physics propose. But, even though theoretical physics grudgingly opens the door to alternative
conceptions of reality, such as quantum entanglement, the concept of distance between observer and
observed or researcher and research subject is still a foundational principle of research in the
academia and elsewhere.
12

13

Since writing this chapter, Quantum Entanglement has been experimentally confirmed.
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THE OUTLINE
[If you have skipped the previous chapter, welcome back.] Let me now return to the reason why I
felt that this philosophical discussion was necessary at the outset of this book. At about halfway
through this story (Part II “In North America,”) we will encounter logical and conceptual
conundrums that will incompatibly pit popular “naïve empiricism” against real events and
experiences that took place during a relatively small period of my life. I have tried with the best
of my logical prowess to explain away the most difficult of these puzzles, but it has proved
impossible. (It was possible to explain some other ones as “serendipity,” even though such an
explanation defies the statistics of coincidence and does not constitute the most direct line
between two points.) These conundrums and some possible explanations for them will be
discussed at some length. Inevitably, that section of the memoir will feel more like a
philosophical treatise than biographical prose and so will the conversation on my interpretation
of these events in the Epilogue. Whatever your stance as a reader may be towards these
conundrums and how they can be explained, they have been crucial to my own spiritual and
intellectual development and have made it very challenging for me to find a point of balance
between the nature of reality that most people agree upon and experiences at seminal
moments in my own life that raise serious questions about this empirical and seemingly
universal consensus. It would not be the first time in human existence that the overwhelming
majority opinion is wrong and yet it is this overwhelming majority opinion that shapes our
collective understanding of our world. It may be that reality, as we understand it by our naïve
empiricism and by extension the empirical sciences, is nothing more than a majority consensus
and that swaying this consensus is the ultimate language game of our time, perhaps of all time.
No matter how one answers the questions raised by this narrative, and I suspect that most
readers will answer them differently than I have, these experiences have been most formative
for my intellectual and creative life. The story of the formative years of my life would have not
been complete if I had omitted them for the sake of credibility and social and professional
acceptance.
After roughly a quarter century of vocational existence within the academia and nearly forty
years of post-student life as an artist, I have managed to find a tentative balance between
intuitive and intellectual existence. It was not easy to strike such a balance. Most of the period
documented in this memoir was dominated by intuitive impulses, both spiritual and atavistic,
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while rational thinking came mostly in short supply and was rarely invited. It was a period of
great fluctuations between darkness and light, despair and spiritual euphoria, a crucible of often
unbearable intensity interrupted by brief moments of sheer delight. All this reached an apex
during the last few months of the year 1980 and the first few of 1981. That short period of time,
which is more extensively documented than any other, was the culminating moment that, in
retrospect, my preceding life appears to have been leading to. It was also the moment which
provided the high-energy stimulus for the rest of my creative and thinking life, even to this day.
It was my own personal Big Bang which caused the entire universe of my subsequent creative,
intellectual and personal existence to emerge and play out in its present form.
The story of those few months reads as too fantastic to not be fictional. It is not fictional. It is
not even colored by the passage of time between the actual events and the time of writing this
memoir, because for the challenging parts of this story I relied entirely on diary entries which
were written immediately after the events in question took place or a few of days later. What
has changed in the intervening period is my understanding that time and space conundrums of
the kind reported in this book are now less fantastic than they were to me when I experienced
them. What is still strange, however, is that they occurred at the level of everyday life as
opposed to the level of particle physics where they are almost universally acknowledged and
accepted. If it were not for the events of that brief moment in my life and their implications
about how our world may be truly structured, I would have not felt the need to document the
story of the first forty years of my life in the first place.
Which leads to the question “why only the first forty years?” Has my life become decidedly more
boring after that and not meriting any mention? The answer of course depends on who you ask:
I suspect that some of you will answer in the affirmative. From my perspective, the year 1994
represents a pivotal point between my previous largely private life and the more readily
documented public life that ensued soon after that year. Although the process of growth and
learning has continued as an uninterrupted stream to this day, there is an independent record of
my creative work, public persona and professional activity from that year onwards and my life’s
story can be told better by others and by the music that has been created since then. This
creative work will tell the real story of my inner life and perhaps it can reveal truths and
essences that no words can capture. Of course, being a language-based medium, this book does
not allow for the music to speak directly and tell its own story. Most of my music of the past
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twenty years, however, is now available on commercially released or archival recordings and can
be heard in live concerts and online videos, so it is readily accessible.
The discussion of my earlier compositions of the 1980’s and early 1990’s which is included in this
memoir, particularly in the chapters “The Law of One,” “The Music of Dualism,” “Spring
Equinox,” “Earthrise and Quarternio” and “Exiting the Shadows,” does not presuppose any
musical literacy on the part of the reader. Two short segments in “The Law of One” that do
require some musical literacy can be skipped without any detrimental effect on the
understanding of the rest of the narrative. Everything else, like my music in general, is meant for
people with no prior musical education—a growing demographic nowadays, given the
increasingly impoverished musical component of our primary and secondary educational
curriculum. The impulse to compose music that did not presume musical literacy on the part of
the listener was the first evidence of a slow spiritual awakening that began in the early 1980’s
and continued with exponential acceleration in the ensuing decades. It was not a conscious
decision on my part. After almost three silent years of post-student existence, I started
composing music that attempted to intuitively communicate with the people who inhabited my
new social environment in Canada, which included hardly any intellectuals. This set me on a
different artistic and career path than most of my colleagues who had completed their
education at about the same time and went on to musically engage with their own, rather
different social and artistic environments. By the time my career entered decidedly the public
sphere in the mid-1990’s, I had become aware that both my music and my thinking about music
had evolved in rather unconventional ways. What began as an inhibiting factor to my connecting
with the classical and contemporary music establishment in the early days has turned out to be
an increasingly appreciated musical signature by that very establishment and beyond.
My public career which started roughly around 1994 or 1995 coincided with my appointment as
Associate Professor to the Faculty of Music, University of Toronto. This appointment was a
turning point for me in a more significant way than my emerging suddenly into full public view.
It has forced me to relearn language after almost fifteen years of not being concerned with
language at all. During those linguistically “dark” years, I spoke primarily the language of music
with its own semantics and syntax. I did not teach or lecture at all, so I was never required to
translate the semantics of my music to the language that everyone else understood and spoke.
After 1995, all that changed. Teaching composition at the university level meant that I had to
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develop a language that could capture the complexity of my musical thinking which by then had
become quite resentful to linguistic formulation and translation. Translating music into ordinary
language is not like translating Mandarin into English. Music and language are not just two
different forms of communication; they are two different forms of consciousness and there is
really no dictionary or grammar book that can facilitate this kind of translation. Music was the
language of our species before language emerged and our brain was retrofitted to
accommodate it.
While struggling to cross this metaphorical corpus callosum, I discovered that metaphor, an
aspect of language that is processed by different centers in the brain than ordinary language is
processed, could become a potent liaison between musical semantics and ordinary language. It
helped me “explain” the creative process to my students and my audiences. But metaphor is still
not as potent as the real thing. Unless one sets himself up emotionally and spiritually to
experience the actual core of music in all its ineffable majesty, one is left with only broken
threads and will probably apply a language-based consciousness to repair the severed
connections. Even if successful in guessing at the connections, such person will only be
approaching a mirage. Profound experience is something entirely different than the
conceptualization of it and this is particularly true with music. Of course, good music can do its
part to invite the listener in but even the best of music cannot awaken something in the listener
that has completely atrophied over a lifetime (or several) of neglect. Some small emotional and
spiritual predisposition, however unarticulated within the listener, is still necessary for any
communication to ensue.
Conversely, knowing something about the composer’s life and experience may elucidate a
deeper understanding of this composer’s music, more so perhaps than any explanations about
the music itself. Even though the patterns of the music and the patterns of the composer that
gave birth to it need not be identical, they must resonate at some fundamental level.
Understanding the patterns that set up the composer as a thinking and feeling individual may
help the listener intuit something important about the composer’s music. It is my hope that this
book will assist in some small way in drawing you closer to the understanding of the music
through familiarity with the formative years of my life: the years that are responsible for the
person I have evolved to be and the music to which this personal development has given birth.
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I. THE EARLY YEARS

There is always a moment in childhood when the door opens and lets the future in.
—Graham Greene (The Power and the Glory)
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BACKGROUND

The place was Volos, almost halfway between Athens, the capital of Greece and Thessaloniki,
the so-called northern capital. Volos is a seaport situated at the apex of the Gulf of Pagasae,
which looks like an impact crater caused by a meteorite collision at the eastern end of Thessaly,
the central province of Greece. To the north and east, the gulf is embraced by the protective
arm of Mt. Pelion, the fabled land of the mythological Centaurs. Volos was a thriving economic
and cultural center during the turn of the century when all of Thessaly’s large agricultural
surplus was shipped abroad and to the rest of the country by sea, gradually diminishing in
importance as train first and then automobile became the principal means of transportation.
The year was 1953; Greece was still licking her wounds from the brutal civil war which followed
the ouster of the Nazis and the prevailing mood was one of general optimism for the future
mixed with political and economic opportunism. There were lingering resentments and
disappointments after the two wars often disguising as political idealism. Religion and local and
international politics were vying for influence in the countries around the “Iron Curtain,” the
countries under Soviet control or influence. It all made for a strange cocktail in postwar Greece.
It was the beginnings of consumer society, of the Greek postwar middle class, of radio detergent
advertisements and of political intimidation ranging from mere detentions to exile and torture.
Last (and in the minds of most people—least), it was the beginning of me, born to Panayiotis
and Maria Hatzis that year, a small and insignificant addition to the baby-boom euphoria of the
times.
When I stop to think of what my childhood was like, I get flashbacks of kindergarten lineups with
our tin cups for the daily Red Cross allowance of powdered milk and American process cheese,
of marching in school parades as a component of the “perfect nationalist machine," of Sunday
matinee movies where the image was projected not on the screen, but on the thick clouds of
cigarette smoke blocking the path of the projector. It was an adult world too tall and too busy
with its own problems to interact with people my size. Then again, there were moments of
sheer delight: trips up Mt. Pelion aboard my father’s locomotive train, picnics at Milies, a rustic
village on top of the mountain, under ancient chestnut trees and night boat rides with my family
with dolphins dancing to the music of my accordion.
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I had a happy childhood. I had two very supportive and loving parents, a younger brother I
always looked up to, an even younger sister who also looked up to my younger brother and,
other than that, no traumatic experiences that I can recall. I was a very secluded child. I spent a
great deal of time by myself at home, drawing—later painting—preferring this to participating in
the crude games the kids of my age played around the neighborhood and which often were
mere caricatures of games adults played at higher up places. I wasn’t good at school; I couldn’t
come to terms with the dictatorial ways of transmitting knowledge that were the norm in Greek
schools those days, and at home I preferred to play the accordion, draw, paint or daydream than
do my homework. I had no real friends at school—or elsewhere, for that matter—in fact I had
only one lasting friendship worthy of the name before my university years in America. I thought
of adults’ treatment of kids as cruel and abusive, although this was hardly my opinion of the way
my parents raised me and my siblings: it was mostly a reflection on prevailing attitudes within
Greek society in general and maybe that was partly responsible for my lack of interest in the
man-made world outside my home.
My early recollections are very scattered and confused. The furthest back I have managed to go
is at the age of two or thereabouts. I remember jumping up and down on a bed in the kitchen of
our first home on Analypseos Street—which also served as my bedroom—while my parents
were on their knees scanning the floor in search of a pin which my mother had dropped
accidentally. They were worried that I might find it and swallow it. What is really impressive, if I
may say so myself, is that I still remember the tune I was singing while the search was carried
out. It went “Eyambo” (nonsense syllables), then I remember the notes of the tune, but not the
words and finally the closing verse of the refrain, “pinoun ke glendoun” (they drink and make
merry). 14 The performance must have been quite an accomplishment on my part because I can

Actually, it turns out they were not nonsense syllables. It was in the summer of 2007, while I was
having dinner in an Italian restaurant in Parry Sound, Ontario, that I heard on the radio the song
“Mambo Italiano." It is either that I had never heard it since my childhood or that I never paid
attention, but suddenly the falling perfect fourth interval of the chorus accompanying the words “Hei
Mambo," which are phonetically very close to the nonsense syllables “Eyambo” that I remembered as
a child, instantly invoked in my mind my childhood memory. I thought then that I had fused together
two different songs: the “Mambo Italiano” and another undiscovered Greek song of the same period.
"Mambo Italiano" was a popular song written by Bob Merrill in 1954. His arrangement was based on
an Italian folk song of unknown origin. The biggest selling version, recorded by Rosemary Clooney,
charted in 1954 in the United States and reached number one in the UK Singles Chart early in 1955.

14
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still recall the youthful faces of my parents hardly able to contain their laughter. My next
recollection is an incident which must have taken place not long after that, because I remember
that my brother couldn’t walk yet and it was during the great earthquake of Volos which took
place in 1955. When the quake hit our city, it literally demolished it and our house along with it.
My father and I barely escaped as one of the outside walls went crashing down where we had
stood just seconds earlier. My parents moved us temporarily to the stronger stone house of my
maternal grandfather, one of the few houses in Volos to have survived the earthquake. Fearing
an aftermath, they nonetheless decided to send my brother and me to Pharsala, 15 my father’s
birthplace which was further away from the epicenter of the disaster, to live with my paternal
grandparents. But even at Pharsala, the mud and brick houses were no protection from an
earthquake, so the family spent the nights in uncle Loukoutos’ bus making all sorts of makeshift
sleeping arrangements. One night, as my brother Sotiris and I rested on the knees of my
grandparents in the bus, an old man exclaimed waving threateningly his cane, ‘God is punishing
us for our inequities’. An old man’s utterances were not to be taken lightly in our culture. Age—
human, historical or artistic—was authority: the whole of Greek culture during my youth and
adolescence was a form of ancestor worship. In later years most young people my age made
light of this or turned into cultural cynics. I suffocated and eventually left the country of my birth
altogether.

In Greece “Mambo Italiano” would have been playing as a hit song on the radio in 1955 or very soon
thereafter, which is consistent with my recollection of having this memory when I was two years old.
A further internet search in 2018 revealed that actually I had not fused two songs as per my original
appraisal. Also in 1955 and immediately after, “Mambo Italiano” made it to Greece, Grigoris
Bithikotsis, one of Greece’s most popular “rebetiko” singers released a Greek version of this song
called “Mambo Zeibekano”—same melody, different lyrics. And, yes, the closing three words of the
chorus (exactly where I remember them in the song) were “pinoun ke glendoun.”
15

Known in ancient Greek as Pharsalus.
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PATERNAL LINEAGE

A society that is based on the patriarchal family inevitably makes the patriarch the source of all
authority and knowledge. My father was an exception: he was a forward looking man who had
suffered a great deal from other people imposing their ideas on him and was not about to make
the same mistake by imposing his on us. My mother was only slightly more educated, but she
commanded a great deal of respect from my father and his friends, so in our home there was a
balance between sexes, quite unusual for that time in rural Greece. My mother was also a
marvelous manager of resources, which in many cases were inadequate. During the early years
when we were very poor, there were times that there was not enough food to go around. I
recall once my mother served us kids a meager meal and when asked why she wouldn’t eat with
us she replied that she would wait to eat with my father later in the evening. She put us to bed,
but I could not sleep. I stayed awake unnoticed until my father returned from work and then I
realized that there was only one portion of food left which was served to him. Upon his inquiry
as to whether she had already eaten, my mother replied that she had dined with us earlier.
“That is not true” I exclaimed as I entered the kitchen unnoticed and, in response, my mother
slapped me across my face and sent me immediately to bed. She broke into tears of desperation
afterwards as did my father who was normally the emotional bedrock for the rest of us.
Privately, I used to sob a lot when my feelings were hurt, but, interestingly enough, I never cried
at funerals, not even at my own paternal grandfather’s, Christos’, whom I loved dearly. I
remember I was happy for him; he had lived the life of an honest man and had finished his life’s
marathon a winner. What reasons, other than selfish ones, were there to cry for? I was quite
young when my grandfather died, eight or nine, but old enough to remember the goodness of
the man who, every time he visited Volos from Pharsala, took all the little ones out for a walk to
the Liberty Square, a public garden in the middle of the city, and spent all his meager allowance
from my mother on our straghalia and passa-tempo (roasted chick-peas and salted pumpkin
seeds—the poor man’s delicacies of the day) keeping just enough drachmas for one glass of
retsina for himself at the “old peoples’ café," down by the seashore. We would not return home
unless he was completely penniless, at which point my mother would scold him for spoiling us.
That had little effect on him, as did my father’s protestations every time he interfered with the
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occasional disciplinary punishments which were imposed on us. He was my favorite grandfather.
Our relationship was a simple one; it was a silent, but mutually agreed upon conspiracy against
the predominance of middle age. I was told that the day he died he had asked my aunt
Hermione who also lived in Pharsala to prepare his good suit for him to wear, a rather
perplexing request considering it was a weekday and he was to go to work in the fields like every
other working day. He dressed as if he was going to a wedding. He died quietly in his bed later
on that day from a heart attack already dressed for his own funeral.
My grandmother Eleni had died several years before him. I was too young to remember
anything about her except a rather unpleasant incident during the exhumation of her remains. A
year or so after her funeral, all the relatives gathered according to custom and walked to the
cemetery to exhume her skeletal remains which were to be placed in an ossuary. The walk to
the cemetery was a long one, several kilometers away from the village in the prairie wilderness.
Cemeteries in Greece are nothing like the serene and well-kept parklands one encounters in
North America; they are macabre looking enclosures kept away from inhabited areas. You can
tell their location from a distance due to the abundance of cypress trees in the vicinity (some
superstitious Greeks get the chills at the sight of cypress trees because they remind them of
death). Anyway, when we finally got there, I managed to escape from my parents’ surveillance,
who naturally had tried to keep me away from the specific site where the diggers were at work,
and take a look inside the opened grave. They had all grossly miscalculated: Grandma was
considerably overweight and not enough time was allowed for Nature to do her disintegrating
work . . . it was not a pretty sight. Too young to be able to deconstruct what it was that I was
seeing, I fed upon the revulsion which was registered on the faces of the attendants who
covered the grave again with dirt as quickly as they could and who, rather rattled by the sight,
headed hurriedly for the exit. In the midst of the ensuing commotion, my parents assumed that I
was in the company of relatives and did not notice my absence until they had already walked a
considerable part of the way back to the village. Meanwhile back in the cemetery, it was getting
dark and I was in such shock that I could neither move nor speak, so I stood there for the better
part of one hour—or eternity, it seemed—in the company of the cypress trees and whatever
was left of my grandmother.
Pharsala is known in world history principally as the field of the Battle of Pharsalus on August 9,
48 BC between Julius Caesar on one side and Pompey with members of the Roman senate on
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the other. It was a decisive battle in Caesar’s career, as the outcome solidified his control of the
senate and Rome. For the locals, who are completely disinterested in Roman history, Pharsala
was the land of the Myrmidons, where Achilles, the legendary hero of the Iliad, was reputably
born. There was a little pond close to the center of the village fed by a spring which was called
Tambakos. My father once said very seriously that Tambakos was the pond of immortality
where Thetis, the mother of Achilles who fathered him with Zeus, the chief of the twelve Gods
of Olympus, held the baby by the heel of his foot and immersed him into the waters. The only
part of Achilles’ body that was not immersed in the waters of immortality was his heel. Towards
the end of the Trojan War, Thetis’ secret was revealed to Paris, the Trojan prince, who killed
Achilles by shooting an arrow through the Greek’s heel. The only thing we know with certainty is
that the expression “Achilles’ heel” is the result of this incident. The other certain thing is that,
no matter how many times I secretly immersed myself in the waters of Tambakos defying my
fear of fresh water eels and water snakes that slithered freely in the pond, I am quite sure that I
have not achieved immortality. So, either Thetis lied or she had used a different pond for her
son’s reputed baptism.
My father’s family tree starts in Northern Epirus in Lia, a small village almost at the border with
Albania. One of my father’s ancestors was named Constantinou, better known by the nick name
“Pallas” (bearer of “palla," the wide sword), a minor historical personality in the Greek
independence war against the Ottoman Empire, who led a small revolutionary contingent
against the ruling Turks and Arvanites of that region. For a few generations, the family went
under the name Constantinou and later, when one of my ancestors made a pilgrimage to
Jerusalem, it changed to Hatziconstantinou. “Hatzi” was a prefix that was added to the last
name of every pilgrim to the Holly Land who was baptized in the River Jordan. The name is a
Greek corruption of the Islamic “hajji” meaning “holy," which in turn is a corruption of the Greek
“hagios” which means “saint” or “saintly” and which was also used as an appellation for pilgrims
during the time of the Eastern Roman Empire. During the Nazi occupation of Greece, when my
father had joined the resistance movement and the Gestapo went to the town registry to locate
the Hatziconstantinou family with ill intentions, a registry clerk friend of the family managed to
delete part of my grandfather’s name from the registry and leave only the Hatzis prefix. He
probably saved the family from serious trouble. And thus the name has remained ever since. My
grandfather was not the only Hatzis who emerged from the Nazi occupation linguistically
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circumcised. There were many. As a result, the name “Hatzis” is as commonplace among Greeks
as “Smith” or “Jones” is in English.
Panayiotis, my father, had four older siblings: a brother, Vassilis, and three sisters: Merope,
Maria and Hermione. At the time of my birth, Maria, Hermione and Vassilis lived in Pharsala and
Merope in Volos. According to the customs of the time, the boys in the family had to work and
save money to build a dowry for the girls so they could find suitable husbands. Marriages were
mostly prearranged and young girls without dowries had diminished changes of attracting a
husband. Christos Hatzis’ family was considered among the poorest in the village. With so many
girls close to marrying age, it was impossible to endow them adequately without serious
sacrifices by the two boys and their parents. My grandfather had to pull my father out of second
or third grade so that he could work in the fields with him. Panayiotis loved education and I
think he never quite forgave his father for not letting him continue with school. He did not know
how to read or write. As he grew to manhood, he realized that the family had no intention of
letting him marry and have a family of his own before all his sisters got married. During Nazi
occupation and the civil war that followed, the three girls and Vassilis remained in Pharsala
tending the family fortunes, such as they were. My dad enlisted the EAM-ELAS, the leftwing
guerilla movement and joined the resistance against the Nazis.
Still a teenager after the Nazi defeat and the ensuing civil war, my father was roaming the
countryside of Greece as one of the younger members of a band of partisans. Weapons were in
scarcity and my father was too young to be trusted with one. He was armed with a club and was
assigned the role of a messenger boy for the band. Belonging to an army, any army, was the
surest way for a young male to survive the civil war. It gave him the license to defend himself,
whereas in urban areas he could be arrested and immediately executed on mere suspicion or
caprice by either side. My father’s claim to fame—or infamy, as some of his former comrades
affectionately teased him—was during a routine raid on a small village in the countryside. He
was posted at the telegrapher’s house—the only means of electronic communication between
the village and the outside world—to guard against any transmission to the army while his
comrades went looking for provisions. The only people in the house were the telegrapher’s wife,
expectant and on her ninth month of pregnancy, and a couple of other women. Partly due to the
shock from the raid, and partly due to the ripeness of time, the telegrapher’s wife went into
labor and the women pleaded with my father to help them with the delivery by fetching fresh
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water from a nearby well. He did, thus abandoning his post, and in the midst of all the
commotion someone managed to send word to the army about the raid. To my father’s good
luck, the band withdrew before the army arrived at the village without any casualties on either
side.
After the armistice and against its terms, Panayiotis Hatzis and his comrades were arrested and
interned as political prisoners on the desert island of Makronisos, a concentration camp, for an
indefinite term. Not being on the military’s “most wanted” list, he was let go after a while, but
not before a file was created in the headquarters of Asphalia—the Greek Secret Police—
describing him as ‘politically suspect’ which meant that my siblings and I were condemned even
before we were born to not be admitted to a university or to the civil service because we too
were suspects by association. As it turned out, neither my sister nor I had to avail ourselves of
the blessings of either system, while my brother entered the Polytechnic School of the
Aristotelian University of Thessaloniki at a time of political transition. Even then, however, he
was warned that his enrollment would be guaranteed only with a highly visible placement in the
entrance exams, which would have made his dismissal embarrassing to the authorities. His
marks placed him second or third from the top nationwide.
Upon his return from exile under a slightly milder political climate and having narrowly escaped
tuberculosis, my father went initially to Pharsala where he had to join the effort to get the
family fortunes restored after the ravages of the civil war. An ambitious man, he saw that his
own future would be indefinitely postponed until his sisters got married; only then would he be
allowed to have his own family. Being a rebel by nature and fresh from the traumatic
experiences of the civil war and his political imprisonment and persecution, my father was not
keen on traditional etiquette, if he ever was. After a sharp exchange with his father he packed
his few clothes and left home for good. His sisters, particularly the two older ones, never forgot
that he abandoned them or forgave him for this. Merope and Maria married out of necessity.
Merope married in Volos and moved there and Maria married an alcoholic and abusive
blacksmith and horseshoe outfitter in Pharsala and lived with him in the old farmstead, a rundown mud and straw excuse of a house that threatened to collapse at any time. As a young boy I
hated sleeping there at night, although on occasion we were told that we should—not to offend
Maria's family. I was afraid of the huge rats freely roaming around the house, the caving roof
and the bulging walls. Both Maria and Merope were stern and bitter looking: I can’t recall ever
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catching either of them smiling. In contrast Hermione, my chubby younger aunt, smiled all the
time and lived a happy and comparatively prosperous life. Fairly late in life, she was wed to
Jason Galanis, a jolly, perpetually happy man with some property and they lived a happy life
together. They were by far my favorite aunt and uncle. There was never a dull moment with
them.
Maria and Merope never stopped blaming my father for their misfortunes. They feared that
they would age badly because of him. There was hardly any safety net for old age in Greece in
those days. Taking care of old people was the responsibility of their children. So people, women
in particular, dreaded the possibility of aging childless, for children were one’s retirement
insurance. All three sisters were sterile (or their husbands were) and had no children of their
own. They even blamed my father for their sterility because they married in their late twenties
or early thirties as opposed to their teens or early twenties, when they thought they would have
been more fertile. Uneducated, they had very little medical understanding of human
reproduction and based all their theories on “old wives’ tales” of which there were plenty to go
around—both tales and eligible wives that is. After two continuous wars, there was a gender
imbalance in Greece, with a lot of men either dead or immigrants to North America and
Australia in search of a better future. Maria and Merope adopted children (girls, as they were
more likely to look after them later in life) and thus brought more lives into the fold of their own
private misery. Years later Elena, my sister, learned through the grapevine that Maria and
Merope hired a sorcerer to put a curse on my father and his yet to be family so that he would
not find happiness while they were left to live in misery. As misfortune would have it, the curse
fell on the older brother, Vassilis, who was their favorite sibling. One day, while taking a nap
inside a parked track, another track came crashing right into Vassilis. He died instantly. The
family was devastated. My grandmother’s heart was broken and a few months later she too
passed away.
By then my father was already living in Volos, where Merope had moved with her husband,
Giorgos Venetsianos ("George, the Venetian"), who later became an agoraphobic hypochondriac
and died after spending many years indoors, without ever venturing outside. During his preagoraphobic days he worked at Sotirios Schinas’, my maternal grandfather’s, bookbinding
workshop. One day while visiting his brother-in-law, my father met my mother, Maria Schinas,
who was helping her father at the workshop that day. My father saw in her the world of the
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establishment, which he, a country boy and a former communist partisan, was never allowed to
become part of. My mother saw in him the freedom to be herself, which according to her
upbringing was a mortal sin. It was love at first sight. Sotirios Schinas objected, at first
emphatically, but soon realized that my father was not the sort of man who would take no for
an answer from anyone. Sotirios Schinas was confronted with a de facto decision and all he
could do was to either oppose the marriage, and alienate himself from his own child, or bless it.
It was typical of my grandfather’s sensibility and commendable lack of passion that he chose to
bless the marriage.
Left: Christos Hatzis (senior) and Christos Hatzis (junior) circa 1955.
Below: Panagiotis Hatzis circa 1948
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MATERNAL LINEAGE

In contrast to Grandpa Christos, Sotirios Schinas, my mother’s father, was a reserved, quiet, and
humorless man who always commanded respect and nearly always got it. He was deeply
immersed in ecclesiastical matters and was the proud owner of one of the biggest private
libraries in Volos, all religious books: cannon law, lives of saints—the kind which used to make it
to the top of the best seller lists in the Middle Ages—books on the theory and practice of
Byzantine music, and all sorts of religious trivia. It must have undoubtedly been a day of spiritual
weakness when he allowed this ‘heaven on earth’ of a library to be compromised by a World
Atlas and two large, multi-volume encyclopedias, the only secular traces in his theologically
austere private universe. Books were also my grandfather’s livelihood. He was an accomplished
bookbinder (I remember spending hours at a time admiring the handiwork of those leatherbound, gold inscribed volumes) and a printer, owning a press which looked very similar in
vintage to Gutenberg's. With the assistance of my two uncles, Sotirios Schinas would spend
several days assembling letter-by-letter the metal fonts for the plate of a single page of printed
material. Tedious work for sure, but done with such finesse that the final result looked more like
a work of art than a simple day’s work. Not that there should be a difference between the two
either. To my grandfather, however, the only art worthy of the name was iconography and the
Byzantine Chant.
Grandpa Sotiris (the familiar version of the more formal Sotirios) was also the editor of the
periodical Hagioretike Bibliotheke, a journal of writings by the monks of Mt. Athos. Located in
Northern Greece, Mt. Athos was a self-governed peninsula hosting various Orthodox monastic
communities and individual ascetic retreats dating back to the first Christian millennium. The
monks of Mt. Athos maintained a strong tradition of doctrinal influence throughout the Eastern
Roman Empire (known in Greece as the Byzantine Empire), and in post-Byzantine Greece. When
he was younger, Sotirios Schinas used to walk on foot or ride on horseback vast distances to
deliver in person each issue of Hagioretike Bibliotheke to subscribers across Greece. Sending it
by mail meant more often than not that he would not be able to collect the subscription fee
and, even if he did, paper money was very often a worthless commodity in those days. It was
hard times for the people of Greece, especially in the forties. In doing this excruciating work year
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in and year out, my grandfather was vested both by the zeal of a missionary and with the
satisfaction that, even during the time of the Nazi occupation and the ensuing civil war, he was
able, unlike most people, to provide for his family, however meagerly, exchanging books and
magazines for eggs or small quantities of oil and flour, and trying to avoid the German and later
the rightwing and the partisan armies to bring the food back to Volos. He was a courageous
man. In those days you needed all the courage you could muster in order to retain even a
semblance of humanity and self-respect. From all this crisscrossing the entire country on foot
many times over, he developed an amazingly fast gait. I remember that every time I had to walk
somewhere with my grandfather as a child, I literally had to run to keep up with his relentless
pace.
Grandpa Sotiris was complex person. He was quite aloof and formal, so it was difficult for me to
figure him out at such a young age. I never felt as comfortable around him as I did with my less
complicated grandfather Christos, although I was filled with awe in the former's presence, which
is the kind of non-intimate respect he would have preferred. His family was originally from
Aghia, a small town in Northern Thessaly. I did not know anything about his family except that
he had a first cousin, Katina, who lived in Athens. She was educated, had a great sense of humor
and, as a character, she was the exact opposite of my grandfather, probably the reason why he
kept his (and our) distance from her, although we loved her a lot. Outwardly, Grandpa Sotiris
was the pinnacle of piousness and propriety. He kept company with the highest ecclesiastics and
it was not unusual for traveling abbots of various well known monasteries in Greece to stay at
his house when they passed by Volos. Local archimandrites and even the bishop would visit the
house on special occasions, like my grandfather’s name day on August 8, and my grandfather
seemed to thrive on these kinds of social connections. Religion and the establishment were
inseparable to him. There was no mechanism for questioning authority in his mind. The
establishment was always right. Inwardly, I believe that he must have been a tormented
personality in complete denial of his inner urges. His fundamentalist mindset dismissed even the
slightest indulgence as grave sin. Dating was a grave sin. Going to the movies was a grave sin. As
I was growing up I was hearing that there might be some skeletons in his closet regarding sexual
improprieties on his part but nothing certain ever surfaced. Once, overhearing a verbal fight
between my parents with my mother delivering her usual mantra that her marriage to my father
was a social step down for her, I heard my father say that “I don’t want to open my mouth and
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say what I know about your father but, if you push me too hard, maybe one day I will." He never
did.
My maternal grandmother, Anna, was a wonderful woman, extremely uneducated and not very
sharp, but what she lacked in brains she possessed in heart. She survived all my grandparents by
at least a decade, so I have more recent recollections of her. She was from Portaria, a small
village perched on the side of Mt. Pelion overlooking Volos from a considerable height. Pelion in
those days was a verdant paradise. There were springs bursting everywhere with brooks on the
side of every cobblestone street—the windy and steep calderimia. Because of the altitude and
the fact that cold, refreshing water was bursting out from everywhere on the mountain, the
temperature during the summer was several degrees cooler than on the hot mainland and this
made Pelion a tourist attraction before and since the war. It also became an intellectual centre.
It was the seat of the Schole tou Ghenous (Academy of the Nation), a teacher’s college— the first
educational institution in Greece during and after the war of Independence in the early eighteen
hundreds—and since then a magnet for “people of the letters” both Greek and foreign. As a
result the peasant culture on Mt. Pelion was different than that of the plains like Pharsala. Anna
and her family in Portaria were probably among the most uneducated in my family but they had
wisdom, an innate understanding of things and a generosity of character that were rare among
the Greeks of my childhood.
Grandma Anna did not object to the strict rules that her husband imposed in their household
although she did not subscribe fully to his views on sin. As a young teenager, I used to sneak into
my grandfather’s house and take my grandmother “for a walk” but we invariably ended up in
the outdoor movie theatres watching Greek and foreign films. She didn’t mind the foreign films,
even though she could not read the subtitles; the whole movie going experience was such a
feast for her eyes, compared to the drabness and austerity of my grandfather’s home, that she
didn't care about the plot. She never complained about anything or anyone. She gave birth to
two boys and two girls, Kostas, Eleni, Maria (my mother) and Chrysostomos (Makis for short).
Before marrying Anna, my grandfather was a widower, so Grandma Anna also raised the two
children from my grandfather’s previous marriage, Nikos, who was killed in the war and Vasiliki
(Kiki for short) who remained until her death my mother’s best friend. It was a large family and,
to some extent, rules helped keep the household running like clockwork on relatively meager
means. The rules also created problems, particularly for the boys, whose disposition was not the
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kind that could square with their father’s utter faith in authority and the establishment.
Eventually both turned into cynics living conflicting and unhappy lives. They picked wives that
were not approved by my grandfather, but turned out, nonetheless, to be the brightest lights of
the Schinas family. The boys spent their lives running a bookstore of religious literature, while
neither of them shared in their core their father’s faith and conviction. With the exception of
Kiki and Eleni, all of Sotirios and Anna’s children lived their lives with an unwarranted sense of
entitlement, feeling deep inside that they deserved better than what they got in life. This
created emotional wounds for their spouses and children, all of who, remarkably, turned out to
be warm and accomplished individuals.
Left: Sotirios Schinas
Below: Maria Hatzis with Christos Hatzis at the Liberty
Square (Plateia Eleftherias) in Volos circa 1956.
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My very first photograph: March 21, 1953

MY SPIRITUAL LINEAGE

I was born on the day of the Spring Equinox, on the 21st of March 1953 at 10 am right on the
cusp between the last zodiac house, Pisces, and the first, Aries. My mother, for whom astrology
represented the ‘evil science of darkness’, preferred to remember it as the first day of spring.
My father, to whom the only viable astrology is written by man’s free will on the body of space
and time and against all adversity, saw it as yet another manifestation of the natural process
which had a great deal more to do with events of his own doing nine months earlier than with
the positions of the planets on the firmament that day. I was given my favorite grandfather’s
name, Christos, as was customary and I was expected by my father to choose any career I
wanted, so long as it was not in the civil service or the army. Little did I know then that, for
reasons other than my father’s will, those careers were not open to me anyway. My grandfather
Sotiris’ plans (and secretly my mothers’) were for me to become a Greek orthodox bishop, not
just a priest, but a bishop. Degree of spiritual development and position within the church
hierarchy went hand-in-hand in the value system of my mother’s side of the family.
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From early on my grandfather, who was also a Byzantine cantor and teacher of Byzantine music,
set out to teach me "the music of the angels" as he used to call it. In his dark study with the
distinct smell of decaying paper, where the awesome library and the sober surroundings
rendered any self-assertion on my part impossible, there was an icon with three images in it,
one facing forward with its back against the wall and two sliced up back to back on what looked
like vertical Venetian blinds placed perpendicularly against the back image. You could see the
image of Christ wearing a wreath of thorns if you stood right in front of the icon, the sliced up
image of John the Baptist, if you looked at the icon from one angle, and another sliced up image
of the Madonna with child if you looked at the icon from the opposite angle. It was really a
tasteless trick which I found at odds with the sacred images represented, but it didn’t seem to
bother anyone else, certainly not my grandfather. To him a sacred image could transform kitsch
into high art—certainly into fetish. I was made to kneel and pray aloud in front of it under my
grandfather’s watchful eye before commencing on each music lesson, a practice which made me
feel ridiculous at best (I was a teenager by that time) and which has, along with other similar
incidents, helped me shape my present views on mechanical religion.
This might have been enough for anyone to turn him into a religious cynic. In fact, it hardly ends
there. As early as I could sing, I was taken by my grandfather to the cantor Yannis Vassiliou at
our parish Church of Metamorphosis (The Transfiguration). It was a large basilica with some of
the best interior iconography in that part of Greece which was still a work in progress at that
time, carried out by a young, mute painter. I was deeply impressed by this young man’s quiet
determination, covering with paint a few square inches every day, an accomplishment which
paled in comparison with the vast, uncovered space of stucco still waiting to be transformed
into Cherubs, Pantocratores and Platyteres. Underneath this slow celestial transformation life
went on with clockwork consistency. Strict adherence to the church cannon was regarded by
everyone as a very serious matter. Yannis Vassiliou, a municipal clerk on weekdays and a vocal
hero on Sundays and church holidays, impressed me from the very start as an oppressed man.
As I was later to find out from firsthand experience as a temporary, part-time employee at the
City Hall, working for the civil service was an exercise in belittlement and degradation between
ranks, which was inevitably transmuted into the relationship between the civil service as a
whole and the general public. In the church, human relationships were not that different.
Internal politics and bickering were always kept in check under apparent piety and often plain
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servility, but they were just as real, perhaps to an even greater degree than a small child at the
tender age of seven could or cared to detect. It was incomprehensible to me at the time why the
person who was intoning the sacred texts of the Liturgy with such a heavenly voice would fill the
pauses between the choral entries with private jokes about the bishop, or the stuffy notables
snobbishly occupying the front rows. My father described all of them as “Pharisees,” a veiled
antisemitic culture’s equivalent for “hypocrites.” He wasn’t wrong, the “hypocrites” part that is,
but my father was not a cynic: he confronted his demons face on. Yannis Vassiliou was good at
fitting in. Cynicism was his way of protesting society's wrongs, while unwittingly participating in
the very system that perpetrated them.
At first, the fact that I was coerced to be a chorister, after graduating as an altar boy, and Yannis’
cynicism caused resentment on my part; nothing can test a child’s patience more than detected
cynicism. To delve, however, only on the negative aspects of the experience, would be to miss
out on the experience itself, and a very profound one at that. Even a ritual that wears itself thin
year after year, century after century, has those moments when it stops being just a ritual and is
transformed into pure magic. For the Greek Orthodox Church that moment is Holy Week. It
would take a whole chapter to describe each and every night of that week and the magical
transformation of people and surroundings, so I will limit myself to a short segment of its final
night. Shortly before midnight on the eve before Easter, all the lights in the church, which by
then is packed with people, are shut off and everything is impenetrably dark for a few moments.
Then out of the altar exits the priest holding three lighted candles bound together and intoning
to the words “come receive light from the Everlasting Light." The front row approaches the altar
with their lambadhes, the beautifully decorated Easter candles, and pass the light on. Soon the
whole church is bathed in the flickering light of hundreds of candles moving in random
configurations inside the church and also outside: the crowds for Easter eve are always too great
for any church to accommodate. It is the beginning of the Resurrection, and at such moments I
imagine even Yannis must have felt a knot in his throat preventing him from reverting to one of
his customary cynical remarks. In my childhood mind, that moment was pure; it was something
infinitely deeper than the carefully orchestrated set of lights and people; it was transformative
and magical!
Every year that night was the culmination point of seven days spent literally in the church.
Schools were closed for Holly Week. Early each day, sometimes even before sunrise, we were
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sent off to church by our mother to help the kantilanaftis, the church superintendent. The poor
man had to scrape tons of candle wax off the marble floors of the church deposited there by
churchgoers the night before. The church had to be readied again for the next evening service
and we were expected to help him with the nearly impossible task. The diet during holy week
was particularly trying for kids: no meat or dairies throughout the week, no oil or other fat on
Holy Wednesday and hardly any food at all on Good Friday. We sustained ourselves with small
pieces of bread out of the Holly Offerings that Kostas, the kantilanaftis, would provide us in
exchange for our work. On Good Friday the large bell had to be rung constantly throughout the
day and evening at roughly ten second intervals, marking the sobriety of Christ's burial. My
siblings, our friends and I took turns for the task. We often disagreed on the method of sharing
the task among ourselves and as a result the slow funeral-like toll of the large bells assumed on
occasion a more erratic character which never failed to earn us a mouthful from Kostas when it
happened. On Thursday night the long ceremony of the twelve gospel readings interrupted by a
symbolic reenactment of the Crucifixion was often too long for our endurance. We counted
backwards the remaining readings hoping to last till the end, but very often we fell asleep at a
corner of the church around midnight, still counting. On resurrection night, however, we stayed
up. Mother would force us to take a nap in the afternoon to be ready for the long night. There
was, to be sure, a materialistic incentive along with the less deeply felt spiritual one for staying
up late that night: back home, mother had prepared a midnight Easter feast which would run
into the early hours of the morning. It was the end of fasting and the beginning of stuffing
ourselves with all the previously forbidden delicacies, barely leaving any room for the greatest
delicacy of all which took place the ensuing day . . . the roasting of the Easter lamb on a spit in
an impromptu hearth in our front yard. I quite seriously attribute the present problems with my
digestive system to those early childhood culinary indulgences.
Easter was the beginning of spring and the time of the blossoming of lilacs, my favorite flower
fragrance, which was the main feature of every garden. From the Crucifixion ceremony on
Thursday evening, through the night and Good Friday morning, the parish women kept funeral
vigil in the church and decorated the Epitaphios, the funeral bed of Christ, with flowers which
parishioners had brought to the church for that purpose. One year (I must had been eight or
nine), when we celebrated Easter at Pharsala, my cousin Sotiria, Maria’s adopted daughter, and I
went out robbing lilacs from everybody’s yard for the Epitaphios of St. Elijah, the parish church
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on the top of a steep hill. When we were finally caught by one homeowner and her neighbors,
there was an inquisition as to the reason for our misbehavior. we managed to explain our
reason in between protracted sobbing and tears, but instead of punishment, we were given a
hero’s welcome by the homeowner and her neighbors with no abstentions. The ritual of the
Death and Rebirth of Christ, a continuation of an earlier pagan ritual associated with Demetra
and Persephone, is to the Greeks the celebration of spring, of nature’s rebirth, of life itself. The
Greeks have been blamed by many theologians, mostly of protestant conviction, that they
turned Christianity into a pagan religion. To them I can only suggest that they spend a week in
Greece during Easter. They may find ample confirmation for their theories, but they will
undoubtedly risk turning into pagans themselves.
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GRACE AND DARKNESS

My comment above about paganism was not entirely in jest. Eastern Christianity’s emphasis on
mysticism and ritual invites comparisons with paganism’s fondness for similar pageantry and its
view of nature as divinely invested and has been the main argument behind Protestantism’s
dismissal of ritual in favor of a rationalist approach to the teachings of Christ. But even if you
strip Christianity of its long tradition and you focus on its canonical texts alone, it is still
impossible to separate it from its mystical and apocalyptic roots. These roots include the belief
in the deeper universal laws responsible for the reality-bending nature of miracles and prophetic
utterances or the rituals of purification responsible for the closer contact with the numinous
which people in biblical times had and we seem to have lost since then. Striping Christianity
from all this is a short step from denying its metaphysical dimension, ascribing only allegorical
significance to the miracles recorded in the Bible and secularizing religion beyond any hope of
repair. So, in this sense at least, paganism may be closer to original Christianity than the present
day rationalization of religion among some theological circles. I believe that original Christianity
was closer to Hermes and Zoroaster than to Markus J. Borg 16.
For all their complicated Canon Law, the Orthodox Church and to an almost equal degree the
Catholic have maintained the mystery at the heart of religion, either through ritual or by a
growing body of tradition: lives and experiences of saints, miraculous incidences of interaction
between God and the world and the acceptance of the rationally impossible as an undeniable
fact of life. Miracles were facts of life in my childhood. I was brought up in a deeply religious
community which did not question miraculous occurrences even when some reports of miracles
were widely acknowledged as orchestrated by ecclesiastical opportunism simply for profit or
political exploitation. It is not that people were gullible and allowed themselves to be
manipulated by religious authority. Their faith in miracles was simply too strong to be
discredited by evidence to the contrary—to the utter consternation of skeptics. My father, one
of those skeptics, was the classical example of a man who doubted and questioned the motives
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of the ecclesiastical establishment but not the underlying reality of miracles. To my father, if you
hear a liar claiming something as true, you should be on your guard, but you should not dismiss
the utterance as a lie solely on the record of the person who made the utterance. You should
examine the utterance independently and on its own merits. He often had unkind things to say
about the ecclesiastical hierarchy but never about religion. To him religion and social revolution
needed not be contradictory. I recall as a child him mentioning several times that “to me the
greatest communist that ever lived was Jesus of Nazareth," to the vocal disapproval of my
mother. My father's "communism" had nothing to do with the repressive regimes that used this
term as a banner. He felt disdain for Stalin and the Soviet rulers as much as for the rightwing
dictators of Greece. To my father, communism meant the agape feasts of the early Christians
who shared everything voluntarily and in deep spiritual communion.
My mother’s mechanistic understanding of religious faith and ritual became even more empty
and mechanistic as she grew older. She had no room for bridges with what she understood as
the dark or demonic side. Everything beyond what the parish priest said was deemed heretical.
Some parish priests, many of them uneducated, often said outrageous things that lied outside
Canon Law or common sense. In this dynamic of widespread illiteracy and superstition, it was
difficult to separate religion from secular politics. The Orthodox vote went nearly always to the
political right because the upper echelons of the Greek Orthodox Church had a symbiotic, or
rather mutually parasitic relationship with the conservative establishment and in the late
nineteen-sixties and early seventies the church leadership was the primary bastion of the
rightwing military junta. While on a visit to Greece from Canada sometime in the 1980s, I had
the opportunity to personally witness this in action. After officiating in the feast of the
Dormition of the Theotokos (the Virgin Mary), in the church by the same dedication which my
father and mother helped build and which was located right in front of our home, Bishop
Christodoulos, the bishop of our area who later became the archbishop of the Orthodox Church
of Greece, visited our home for coffee and a crowd followed him. August 15, the day of the
Dormition was my father’s and mother’s name day. (Name days back then were celebrated in a
similar way that the rest of the world celebrated birthdays.) My mother was proud beyond
measure and was delighted to offer coffee and cookies to everyone who crowded our front
yard. At that time there was a federal election coming up and the political campaigns were in
full swing. Andreas Papandreou, the leader of the socialist party was the frontrunner, a first for
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post-junta Greece. Bishop Christodoulos was asked by a provocateur in the company, who was
known to me, if Orthodox Christians should be allowed in good conscience to vote for
Papandreou. The bishop paused for rhetorical reflection and then replied, “voting for
Papandreou is like voting for the Devil." It was too much for me to take. I indignantly pointed
out to him that Jesus said “Render unto Caesar the things which are Caesar’s, and unto God the
things that are God’s." 17 Calmly but disapprovingly he replied that my quote was given by Jesus
in connection with paying tribute to the Roman authority and it was not relevant criticism of his
comment. It was relevant, but, as far as the devoted crowd rallying around their bishop was
concerned, he had shut me out. His self-congratulating smile, however, did not conceal the fact
that he had felt insulted by this arrogant half-foreigner who was clearly not raised properly by
his pious mother. Almost immediately after this exchange, he voiced an excuse and took his
leave. My mother was inconsolable. I have a suspicion that, to the end of her earthly life (or,
slightly earlier, before her memory failed her completely), she had not completely forgiven me
for this indiscretion.
If I sound negative about the Greek Orthodox Church, I am not painting an accurate picture.
Some of the most influential people in my early years were devout Orthodox Christians and I
was very much committed to my faith in Christ, but no longer with the divisive denominational
fervor. As far back as I can recall, I wanted to become a priest. Religion was not an empty
exercise in power politics for me. It was a profound connection with God and, through God, with
humanity and the cosmos. At seven or eight years of age, I used to fall on my knees and ask God
to let me serve him with a stream of tears running down my cheeks. It was a kind of
transcendent communion with the numinous that only a child can have. I didn’t know how to
describe it, but I knew that it was special because very little else made me feel so connected
with the world around me like these moments did. I don’t remember whether my mother saw
me in one of those moments of prayer or whether I informed her of my desire to become a
priest, but my grandfather Sotirios was properly notified and started making plans for me. He
announced to me that I ought to become a bishop; not a deacon and then a priest, as the
degrees of priesthood required, but a bishop. To my grandfather, the ecclesiastical ladder was
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primarily a ladder to authority and power and only secondarily to service and responsibility,
although he would never make a public or even private proclamation to this effect. To lead
meant to be at the top. Never mind the poor rabbi of times past who walked, worked and
suffered at the bottom of the ecclesiastical hierarchy of his time and became our Savior and the
leader of our religion. Never mind the thousands of saints who led spiritually from positions of
poverty, deprivation and social insignificance since and before Jesus.
To be perfectly fair to my grandfather, his loyalties were rather conflicted with respect to power
and authority and he was not even consciously aware of this. He had huge respect for the
hermits and monks of Mt. Athos, particularly their spiritual authority: even though poor by
worldly standards, the most respected of them had the authority to bend the will of even
influential bishops: the cult of monasticism was and still remains a very strong ultra-conservative
political force in the Greek Orthodox Church. In the rare occasions when a rift between the
monastic and the ecclesiastical authority occurred, my grandfather experienced an inner crisis.
In his theocratic view of the world, this could (should) never happen. To him, God ruled the
world through the ecclesiastical and secular establishment. Even if God’s representatives on
earth were sometimes less than perfect, their station commanded respect and it was impossible
for anyone to draw the line where the station ended and the holder of the station began, so it
was best to not dwell in scandal. 18 It was a very mechanical and ultimately self-centered view of
the world. Yielding to authority, giving alms to the poor, even dedicating one’s grandson to the
Church were for my grandfather all a means to an end and the end was personal admission into
heaven. This was the ultimate reason for doing everything you do in your life. This may sound
like a strict and praiseworthy moral code but, because of its self-centered objective, faith,
charity and dedication were mechanical and not deeply felt. Love was much discussed but came
in rather short supply. Submission to ecclesiastical authority was not accompanied by
understanding and therefore it could not act as a deliberate and self-motivated act of ego
removal, except in exceptional circumstances, so ego remained strong and dark in spite of all the
metaphorical and mainly public self-flogging. The only time my grandfather became critical of

I should mention parenthetically that Orthodox clergymen up to the station of priesthood were allowed
to marry before becoming clerics and, mainly due to this fact, there has been considerably less scandal in
the Orthodox Church than in the Catholic.
18
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the Church was when it seemed to veer from its ultra-conservative foundations, those more
rigorously upheld by the monastic communities of Mt. Athos, and yielded to reformist
pressures. Being the official church of the state, with clerics being salaried public servants,
meant that the Greek Orthodox Church had to be savvy in the ways of the world. It was
therefore a matter of time before the ways of the world became the ways of the Church. Often
the church hierarchy felt compelled to temper its absolutist stances to better navigate the
murky political waters of post-war Greece, but, every time this happened, Mt. Athos marshaled
the ultra-conservative elements within the church against the Archdiocese in Athens or
individual bishops. In those rare occasions, my grandfather waved the Mt. Athos flag, and would
unofficially court the palioimerologites, a schismatic ultra-conservative faction of the church
which celebrated all its holidays according to the old Julian calendar, as a further demonstration
of his anti-reformist mindset. Yet Sotirios Schinas was consistent and unwavering on one matter:
I was to become a bishop of the official church, reformist or not.
My father was no match for the combined influence of my mother and grandfather. Their inbred
sense of social superiority helped keep him feeling repressed and sedated most of the time, in
spite of his innate disquietude and his occasional volcanic outbursts. He valued education,
something which had been denied to him, and he placed my mother on a pedestal because she
had an education, that is she could read and write. But he had learned the ways of the world the
hard way and was a naturally intelligent person with a keen strategic instinct. He was worried
about the undue influence that Sotiris Schinas was exerting on me and equally worried about his
plans for my future in the Church. My assurances to him that this was what I wanted for myself
did not amount to much because he felt that children think and feel what adults want them to
think and feel. He couldn’t suggest that I stop going to Sunday Liturgy without inviting a
hailstorm, both within our home and without: he was still suspected by the authorities as a
communist sympathizer and any anti-church pronouncement on his part would confirm this
suspicion—such was the paranoia of the times. So, he suggested instead that I join the boy
scouts. To my grandfather the scouts were part of a Masonic ploy against the Church. Why else
would they congregate at the same time on Sunday mornings as the Liturgy? Most conspiracies
in those days were invariably referred to by Greeks as “Masonic” in origin, mixed to varying
degrees with antisemitism, but more often than not the referent was the invisible structures
and networks of secular conservatism. The secular conservative establishment supported the
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boy scouts. Scouting helped instill character in young men and women and a respect for law and
order (which invariably meant conservative law and order). Besides, it indirectly helped keep the
overreaching influence of the Church in check. Secular conservatism had a love/hate
relationship with the Church. The survival of the conservative political system in an
impoverished country like Greece, which had been emotionally and ideologically radicalized by
its very poverty, depended on the Church and its support. On the other hand, secular
conservatism did not look favorably upon theocracy and had to constantly maintain checks and
balances to ensure against being consumed by the latter. It was the same kind of dance that
years later I saw happening between the Republican Party and rightwing Christian
fundamentalist groups in the United States. Pitting one form of conservatism against another,
neither of which he approved, my father scored a political coup de grace: I became a boy scout,
and at the same time he scored points with the secular conservative establishment. But my
mother did not give up the fight without imposing concessions from her husband. I was to go to
Church every other Sunday. So, one Sunday I attended a reading from the gospels of Matthew,
Mark, Luke and John about Jesus’ ministry in Galilee and Judea and the following Sunday I
attended a different reading from the Jungle Book by Rudyard Kipling about Mowgli and his
animal friends. After church or the boy scouts, I might sneak undedected into one of the movie
matinees in one of the two movie theaters in town and watch a “spaghetti western” or
Spartacus or Ben-Hur. Somehow, it all made sense. I was teaching myself how to separate
surfaces from substance; how to peel and separate the postmodern surface of an orange from
the juicy fruit inside. As a child I enjoyed equally both the peels and the juicy part.
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THE PRESSURES

I was highly idealistic and interested in religion, philosophy, painting and music, all unusual
preoccupations for a child in the working class neighborhood where I grew up. I was considered
odd by the other children and adolescents and this encouraged me to stay home most of the
time and engage in pursuits that did not involve others. I had hardly any friends during my high
school years; my fellow students thought of me as the student most likely to fail and I became
an easy target for their mocking and occasionally hurtful pranks. Because school was not an
environment I cherished, school homework too became an undesirable activity and my
academic performance worsened each year to the point where I barely made the marks I
needed to graduate from high school.
By contrast, my younger brother, Sotiris, was one of the top students in his class and successful
in everything he tried (academics, sports, social life), which made me wish that I could be more
like him and command more respect from those around me. We loved each other very much
and still do but I always lived under my brother’s shadow. In Grade 7 or 8, because of a modest
success in javelin throwing during gym class, I saved enough money from my allowance to
purchase my own javelin and kept on practicing with enthusiasm around the dried up salt ponds
of Alykes where we spent the summers, showing some slight improvement after considerable
effort. All the while, my younger brother kept on asking me to let him try the javelin too, but I
did not let him. Eventually one day I did. His first effort far surpassed my best score. I was
devastated and gave up the javelin and sports for good. He moved on to become an athlete of
note in decathlon and win some regional competitions.
One day at about the same period, our father took Sotiris and me to the local conservatory for
music lessons. His dear friend, Paraskevas Michalopoulos, had done the same thing with his
older sons slightly earlier, so my father refused to be outperformed, even though we had no
money for such “frivolities.” Accordion was the instrument of vogue at the time and Sotiris and I
were enrolled for lessons. Babis Kehaides, the local teacher was, predictably enough, full of
compliments for Sotiris during the first few weeks, but then, when the time came to combine
the right and left hands, Sotiris for some reason hit a mental block and could not do it as easily
as I could. It was a breakthrough for me. I still joke occasionally that I chose music as a vocation
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because this was the one thing that Sotiris could not do better than me. I am quite sure that our
father must have been secretly relieved that one of us dropped out, because I suspect that he
hadn’t figured out how he would pay for all this. Even though he could not play better, Sotiris'
musical tastes, unlike mine, were always somehow warranted by the facts. When we were in
our early teens, I had become fascinated by an Italian pop singer named Little Tony and his hit
song "Cuore Matto." I kept on telling Sotiris that he would dominate the pop charts for years to
come. Sotiris was not convinced. Instead, he insisted that an up and coming quartet whose
music was also becoming known at the same time would be the ones to hit it big. He was right:
the Beatles did dominate the pop music scene and we never heard of Little Tony again after
"Cuore Matto." In 1974, just before I left Greece for good, Sotiris and I were watching the
Eurovision song contest on television, the largest pop music event in Europe. I was rooting for
the lyrical song "Si" by the Italian beauty Gigliola Cinquetti. There was no doubt in my mind that
this was the strongest contestant in the competition—both song and singer. Sotiris was betting
on "Waterloo," the song representing Sweden. I was slightly turned off by the Swedish group's
kitschy clothing, guitars and antics on stage and told Sotiris that they had no change at all
winning over the demure Cinquetti and her melodious "Si." ABBA, my brother's pick, won and
their victory acted as the launching pad to a brilliant international career through the seventies
and eighties and a revival of their music in the new millennium by means of the successful
musical "Mama Mia." Cinquetti's "Si" came second. 19
Interestingly enough, long after Sotiris and I went our separate ways, the Beatles and ABBA
became two of my favorite groups. But at that time, these innocent contests between us and my
being regarded by just about everyone as an underachiever and he as an overachiever had a
slightly off-putting effect on me tempered only by my deep admiration and love for my sibling.
This low self-esteem during my early years, in combination with my high idealism, almost
pathological perfectionism, and strong imagination, caused an inward withdrawal which

It was not until the time of writing this book that I realized that "Si" might have won if it did not
become entangled in a controversy in Italy, the country it represented at the Eurovision contest. Italy
was embroiled in a referendum on the legalization of divorce. It was feared that the song's title,
would be construed as an incitement to vote "yes" for divorce. RAI, Italy's national broadcaster, not
only banned the song from the airwaves, but even censored it from their telecast of the Eurovision
Song Contest itself, thus robbing the song of the crucial Italian votes that it needed to win.
19
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emotionally and socially isolated me from my environment. Even now I have very few memories
from the first nineteen years of my life in Greece, particularly those associated with my
schooling. I am occasionally invited to high school reunions and, when I look at the list of names
of former classmates, I can hardly remember who they are and what connection I had with
them. One event from my high school years that I recall was typical of my life back then. After
watching a Silver Screen movie about the life of Viennese composer Franz Schubert, I was so
moved emotionally, that the next day I confided my reaction to one of my trusted "friends" (I
can no longer remember who he was). In no time I had a new name. Everyone at school called
me "Schubert" and it was not meant as a compliment. It stuck for years and each appellation
was almost always accompanied by group laughter and mockery.
This emotional withdrawal was the main cause of the severe deterioration of my academic
performance in high school. After a while I fell so far behind in class that I would not even
bother to do any of the homework in algebra and science, although I maintained an active
interest in geometry, classical languages, religion and philosophy but, even then, my interest in a
subject did not translate into stellar performance in class, the latter requiring a rather different
strategy to homework than the relentless pursuit of tangents I occupied my mind with. By
contrast, my aptitude in the conservatory was excellent and Babis Kehaides, my music teacher,
often said that this was the field that I would excel in. He was baffled when he was told by my
parents (and perhaps others) that my high school performance was substandard. The fact
remained that, in spite of my musical aptitude which no one outside the conservatory and my
immediate family took seriously in any case, all my high school peers thought that I was of very
low intelligence, with the possible exception of Thanasis Hadzilacos, one of the most brilliant
students in our school who went on to study computer science abroad and has a brilliant career
in this field. Thanasis was perplexed by my dismal academic performance, since at that time I
spent hours at home and sometimes at school composing fugues and, once, a double fugue.
According to him, solving problems of high school algebra were relatively simple compared to
the complexity of problem solving in a successful fugue, let alone a double fugue. That small nod
from the most promising student in our class meant a lot to me then, but it was not enough to
change the general perception or my own isolation from my social environment.
This isolation was not all bad. It had its positive side too. Since trying to fit in seemed futile, I was
able to confront my social environment critically and put it in proper perspective, probably more
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so than everyone else around me who naturally jockeyed for a favorable position within their
peer group and were more willing to accept things and situations with less questioning. One of
the things that I was very sensitive about was discrimination against anyone who did not happen
to be an indigenous heterosexual white male. Greece was fraught with discrimination during the
time of my youth. In insular and monolithic cultures, the Other is often perceived as a threat or
easy target. Combine this with an understanding of ethics as a prescribed code of behavior
controlled by others (the ecclesiastical authority for Orthodox Christians and the State for
secular conservatives) and you can see how uncritical and prejudicial can public regard for the
Other become at the mere suggestion of impropriety from the top of the social ladder. We
witness this now daily in the functioning of fundamentalist or otherwise insular regimes in the
Middle East but also just about everywhere in the world. In such a climate, those supporting the
authority structures in society see an opportunity to dress their intolerance with a garment of
self-righteousness while those opposing authority tend to turn into cynics and unwitting
participants in the system, even though keenly aware of its flaws. Often the latter become the
very group of people the system depends upon for its perseverance, for they form the politically
and ethically grudging but lethargic majority. There is also a third group of course, those who
oppose such social structure and are willing to pay the price for dissent. These are usually few
and far in between. In the post-war Greece, everyone still had a fresh memory of the horrors of
civil war, and this experience was causing widespread paralysis even at the very thought of
leading the country into new political or ideological adventure. So, throughout my youth, Greece
remained a country of unhinged conservatism at the top of the social ladder and deep but
largely unarticulated political resentment combined with cynicism at the bottom.
Getting back to the Other and discrimination, I witnessed countless times rampant
discrimination against unattached single women, gays, the Roma, Jehovah's Witnesses,
evangelicals and occasionally Jews. After the Holocaust, relatively few Jews remained in Greece
and kept mostly to themselves. They were almost completely invisible to me except for a family
in Karditsa, a town quite a distance from Volos in those days of poor transportation. They were
my mother’s friends of earlier days, when she was not as immersed in Orthodox dogmatism as
when she was older. The few times that our families met were very pleasant (they were
wonderful people) and I got to be friends with Joachim (or Zakino as they called him in Greek),
their only son. But eventually, I suspect after my grandfather’s intervention, our families drifted
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apart to my utter disappointment. What baffled me as a child was how people that I knew and
loved felt unable to establish their relationships with other people based on criteria of personal
worth and trust and had to rely instead on doctrinal propaganda to tell them who to befriend.
The stories about the Jews that my mother would relay to us having heard them in her religious
circles were obviously phony and objectionable to any reasonable person. Why could a child like
me deconstruct them for what they were and the adults upon whom I was relying for guidance
could not? Yet my mother was a more complex creature than I am giving her credit for. As I said,
it was she who initiated the friendship with the Jewish family in the first place and it was also
she who kept a close friendship with my aunt Dora, the widow of my mother’s step-brother who
was killed in the war. Dora and her mother had joined an evangelical group in our town, and,
because of this, they became anathema to my grandfather. After their conversion, Sotirios
Schinas’ family was forbidden to maintain any contact with them. My mother defied her father’s
order and stayed close friends with Aunt Dora until the latter passed away in the 1990’s. So,
there was a rebel hiding inside my mother too, a quiet but determined one. She adored and
respected her father but, when it came to convictions she held strongly, she refused to be
swayed by arguments to the contrary. Her greatest rebellion of course was to elope with my
father, the most unlikely candidate in my grandfather’s list of eligible bachelors.
Of all her children, my mother had a weakness for me. My brother and sister did not much mind,
but I was feeling rather uncomfortable by all the attention. Most of the attention did not
translate into any kind of spoiling because I was not interested in any of the things that usually
cause the spoiling of children. I did not care much for new or fancy clothes, in fact, up until the
time that I was thirty years old, I wore mostly other people’s used clothing. I was completely
disinterested in fashion. Even though my mother and my sister tried to teach me how to colorcoordinate my attire, I dressed in whatever was in front of me and was impervious to the sly
comments of peers about my “fashion statements.” I am still like this: a casual dresser, even in
formal occasions, wearing clothes from discount stores and being generally oblivious to dressing
codes and occasions. I cultivate in fact a slight suspicion of people who believe in dressing up,
because to me all this represents attempts at cultivating a persona which is often meant to
conceal from view a not so cultivated individual. But all this disinterest in the basics, also meant
(as I was to find out later in life) that I never managed to develop even basic survival skills. All
the subsequent years that I lived alone I was not able to take care of myself: shop groceries or
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cook a meal or purchase cloths or anything else that was necessary for my day-to-day existence.
My early aversion to the outside world made me dependent on all the services that were
automatically provided at home and which I took for granted.

THE TRAIN
In the midst of all this, life went on and it was often a beautiful life, particularly for a child like
me who was contented in living within the comfort and protection of his own family. During the
first eighteen years of my life, my father made his living as a railway engineer. My favorite
pastime as a child and adolescent was to travel with him aboard a small locomotive train from
Volos, my home town in Greece, at the foot of Mt. Pelion, to Milies, a village up the western side
of the mountain. I will let a short piece written in the 1980ies tell the story of my love affair with
locomotives:
The Volos-Milies train was unusually small even for the gargantuan world of my
childhood, consisting of two or three cars for passengers and one for merchandise. In
the summer, the passenger cars were completely open. There were no walls or
windows, and you could step on or off the train at any point. The train moved at such
ridiculously slow speed, especially uphill, that my father used to joke: “if you miss it in
one village, you can always walk to the next one and catch it there.”
On rare occasions, and against railway regulations, I had the privilege of riding in front
with my father. Those were days of exploration and discovery for me. As the dragontrain challenged the mountain heights, puffing black smoke out of its nostrils and
sending loud noises into the stillness of the forest, I was absorbed by a kaleidoscopic
play of images: sudden, panoramic views of valleys falling away to the sea thousands of
feet below or old transparent bridges suspended from the firmament enticing me to
stare into the void directly beneath my feet. It was a sequence of sharp changes in
scenery and orchestration, the only connecting thread being two endless parallel lines of
the tracks which always met far ahead, at a point I could never reach. Every once in a
while, my father unlatched the furnace door to shovel in coal and I would gaze with
terror into the inferno, the fiery heart of the monster. Then my eyes would rush outside
to the festival of colors and shapes, and then, with disbelief, back into the inferno. Such
completely opposite worlds, even at so great a proximity, cannot coexist within a single,
logical universe. They are mutually exclusive, yet, somehow, complementary. Their
coexistence is irrational, like the coexistence of our two brains.
At Carnival time the dragon-train of my fantasies turned into a real dragon, the main
tourist attraction of Volos, slithering its way through the city and then up the mountain,
with my father peering through its monstrous eyes and cursing the authorities because
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he was forced to inhale more than his normal share of carbon emissions. It was a
strange apparition which confirmed my deepest, unspoken fears and further inflamed
my fascination with the train and the ride up the mountain.
Mount Pelion is the seat of the mythical Centaurs. The most renowned of them,
Cheiron, a wise creature, was the teacher of Jason the Argonaut. Jason and his
companions left Volos, the ancient Iolkus, in their ship, the Argo, embarking on an epic
journey to Colchis on the eastern shore of the Black Sea, in search of the Golden Fleece.
It was a treacherous undertaking purposely designed by his uncle, the ruler of Iolkus, to
cause Jason’s demise. The Argonauts reached their destination after a long and
adventurous voyage and brought the Fleece back to Iolkus. But together with that
symbol of knowledge and prosperity they also brought Medea, who represents the dark
side of knowledge . . . the side which constantly plots and destroys.
I was taught to take these stories seriously. I grew up in a rural environment in which
mythological narrative was as inflexible as news reporting and every detail of the
narrative mattered enormously and could not be altered ad libitum. This is what I was
taught, but in my mind the Argonautic expedition was my escapist dream, my own
internal journey into a world which I was just beginning to discover. And on that voyage
of self-discovery the dragon-train was my vehicle. At Milies I used to climb down a steep
hill leading to a cave which my father had once named “Cheiron’s Cave." It was deep
and very dark in contrast to the blinding sunlight outside. I can still recall very clearly
each and every step I dared take towards its interior, the panic in my breath, the blood
pumping in my veins. I kept on looking back toward the safety of the sunlight, yet a
small voice inside kept telling me that light is never safe unless you first face darkness
and get to know it: knowing darkness will render it powerless. At “Cheiron’s Cave” I
heard, for the first time, the echo of my own voice. For me this was as profound an
experience as seeing one’s reflection for the first time in a mirror, and even more so, for
the voice is not merely an outer feature of one’s body; it originates within. Compared to
the noisy life in Volos this was an anechoic chamber. In “Cheiron’s Cave” my body would
turn suddenly into a noisy factory of heartbeats, pulses and audible breathing. Even my
thoughts, to the extent that I was able to have any thoughts at all during those
awesome moments of self-discovery, would have a sound of their own, as if they were
conceived in my mind like embryos, and then born into the world as real physical
entities that emitted crystalline sounds in the process.
The sounds of my youth! We had no Bach and no Mozart, but we had concerts of
crickets on hot summer days, solo arias of morning roosters, and chamber music of
goats climbing the mountain sides. But now, in retrospect, I know that I had Bach and
Mozart too. Inside “Cheiron’s Cave” all space and all time were an eternal here and now.
It was as if the cultural black holes of northern Europe were secretly connected to a dark
invisible quasar at the back wall of the cave which I never dared approach. It was as if I
was becoming everything and everything was becoming me in the mystical alchemy of
the dark. I was an initiate into the mysteries of the universe, a half-man, half-beast
yearning to become fully a man, and Cheiron, my inner self, the echo of my own voice,
was guiding me through the arches and corridors of my soul. The world was never the
same after my visits to “Cheiron’s Cave." Mount Pelion, the Temptress, no longer had
exclusive rights on me. My mind would be filled with growing Asias, aging Europes,
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starving Africas, complacent Americas, and other vast, wonderful worlds, waiting to be
rediscovered. Returning home to Volos in the evenings was a completely different
journey. The sharply delineated outline of the mountains would gradually turn into a
brooding mass of grey, the sky and the sea changing into darker shades of blue. As it
grew darker, the outside world would become invisible and the dragon’s heart would
become the world. I am still haunted to this day by the apocalyptic vision of Greece
turning into a fiery path of lava in the dark night.
At twelve, I wanted to be a painter. I would walk with my father around the scrap yard
of the Volos railway station drawing sketches, and then at the offices of the rail workers’
union, where I used to spend whole days at a time, I would make crude attempts at
painting trains. One day my father pointed to an abandoned car on two disjointed rails
and said: “That used to be a home once. The engineer who designed the Pelion railway
line stayed there with his family. He was Italian and his son was also a painter.” It was
many years later, and on another continent that I first saw the paintings of that
engineer’s son, and that encounter changed my life as an artist. Could it be that this
artist, who as a young boy had traveled aboard the same dragon-train, had also known
about—and perhaps even visited—“Cheiron’s Cave?” Could it be that it was there in the
dark recesses of space, time and mind, where Jason had been schooled and where the
man and the beast in each one of us was incarnated as a Centaur, could it be that it was
there where surrealism was born from a temptress mountain and a fiery dragon’s heart?
The answer lies in the paintings. The artist’s name is Giorgio de Chirico 20.

Giorgio de Chirico (10 July 1888 - 20 November 1978) was an influential pre-surrealist and later
surrealist Italian painter born in Volos, Greece. He founded the scuola metafisica art movement.
20
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Panagiotis Hatzis (center) in front of the Mt. Pelion locomotive train.
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MY EARLY MUSICAL STEPS

I mentioned already how I started studying accordion at the local branch of the Hellenic
Conservatory in Volos and how my brother’s lackluster performance in music gave me enough
confidence to continue. There was of course something deeper than sibling rivalry that made
this discipline right for me. It is clear from the description of myself so far, and it will become
abundantly clear as the story continues, that I was a right-brain person trying to function in a
predominately left-brain world. For two millennia, Greek culture and education has been a
continuing conflict between classical Greek reason and Christian mysticism. The official racist
motto of the military junta was “Greece of Greek Christians,” but all the official propaganda in
the world could not conceal the sharp contradiction imbedded in this slogan. “Greek” and
“Christian” were two conflicting and incompatible paths to the ultimate truth. In religious
education, the emphasis was on belief but in our secular education the emphasis was on
rational inquiry and Aristotelian logic which was an actual course taught in high school. Pit this
against propagandistic admonitions against questioning political authority made (under
government pressure) by the same teachers who admonished rational inquiry and you can begin
to understand the climate of rampant cynicism that permeated Greek education and other
facets of life during those years under a military regime. Although very interested in philosophy,
particularly in the logical conundrums that philosophical thought led to and which in turn invited
a more right-brain view of the world to help transcend these conundrums, my intuitive side
needed a language that could express it and this language turned out to be music.
I started accordion lessons when I was in the fourth grade. A year later I started music theory
and harmony. Harmony was taught according to the French conservatoire system, which was
extrapolated from the chorales of Johann Sebastian Bach, and it mainly consisted of figured bass
exercises and setting of the soprano line. In the interest of the readers who do not know what I
am talking about, a figured bass is a system developed in the Baroque era of music, whereby a
written bass line annotated with Roman and smaller Arabic numerals gave the performer all the
necessary information about what chord and in what inversion should be stacked above each
note of the bass line. A Baroque keyboard specialist can reconstruct the entire harmony for four
voices if provided only with a numerically annotated bass line. Because the rules of how chords
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resolve to other chords (by keeping the common tones and avoiding the intervals of parallel
octaves and fifths) are quite rigorous, it means that different players will create very similarly
sounding harmonic renditions of the figured bass. The setting of a soprano line is a more liberal
undertaking and requires more imagination. So long as you keep the strict rules of chord
progression, there are several solutions to the setting of the soprano line problem, some more
elegant than others. With practice, you learn that certain movements in the soprano melody
imply specific harmonies and a specific motion in the bass line. It is a bit like playing chess,
except for the fact that the end-goal is not victory but elegance.
After a few uncertain initial steps, I became quite good at this. By the time I entered high-school
I was doing one such exercise almost every day. I never studied counterpoint at the
conservatory, which is the skill of successfully combining several melodies unfolding horizontally
in time while adhering vertically to the rules of harmony mentioned above. But as I was
becoming footloose with harmony, I was intuitively discovering and understanding the rules of
counterpoint so, by the time I was finishing high school, I had not only mastered the basics of
counterpoint but also of fugue, the epitome of contrapuntal writing in classical music.
Unbeknownst to me at the time, it was quite an accomplishment for my age: in North America,
music students do not get to learn these skills until after they enter university. Counterpoint is
taught at the upper undergraduate years and again in graduate school. I completed my entire
undergraduate and graduate education by testing out of counterpoint courses, so I still don’t
know what some of the theoretical terms mean, even though counterpoint features
prominently in my compositional practice.
Charalambos (Babis) Kehaides was a great teacher. He was patient but demanding and severe at
the same time. He was an ambitious teacher and his ambition was contagious. The conservatory
was an old, heavy stone building, one of the few that had survived the 1955 devastating
earthquake. It should have been decommissioned by the authorities, as there were cracks on
the walls and serious fault-lines in the foundation, but it was still in operation until soon after I
left Greece for good. It looked like a haunted house. When I came to my accordion lessons
unprepared, Kyrios (Mr.) Babis, as we were instructed to call him, sent me to a practice room at
the back of the building, a scary-looking claustrophobic storage space with a music stand in the
midst of all the debris, to learn the material I had to prepare before returning back to the main
music room to continue with my lesson. Often the fear that a young person experienced in being
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alone in that room was intimidation enough to make you think twice before you went to your
next lesson unprepared but, due to poor discipline, I had to acquaint myself with the
architectural details of that space quite often, particularly during my teenage years. With my
usual self-deprecation and low self-esteem, I thought that I was not good at all at music either,
but, despite his chiding me, Mr. Babis was telling my parents and everyone else otherwise. It
seemed that at the annual conservatory recitals I was becoming a performer of note, although I
still recall these experiences as dismal failures where, out of excessive nervousness, I played
wrong notes and messed up musical lines that I had managed to better master at rehearsal.
After one of my final concerts in accordion, Mr. Babis told my parents “your son will one day
make Greece proud." It was not a comment warranted by the facts, but my parents beamed
with pride and were filled with hope. I believe that by then they had secretly given up on any
hope that I would amount to much in my life, given my dismal academic performance in high
school and elsewhere. It was a confidence boost for me too, but it also gave me some breathing
space. Like the conservatory building itself, I was feeling the walls of my own protected
environment caving in on me and comments like these helped me push them out a bit.

Charalambos (Babis) Kehaides
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Vassilis Kotsmanides, my high school theology teacher, an enlightened individual and a life-long
friend since my high school years, was monitoring my progress in music from a certain distance.
A few years younger than me, George Kotsmanides, Vassilis’s son, was my best friend in high
school and we were inseparable. He is the only high-school friend that I have been continuously
in touch with since our youth. As young teenagers, George and I spent our time unfashionably
discussing philosophy and the meaning of life, in short, the kind of subjects that normal
teenagers wouldn’t be caught dead suggesting as conversation subjects to their peers. I recall
one night that our philosophical conversation about the relationship with the opposite sex and
its cosmic meaning would just not end. He walked me from his home to mine, more than a
dozen city blocks apart. When we arrived at my home the conversation was just getting so
interesting that I walked him from my home to his, then back to mine, then back to his, until we
realized that it was early morning and we would get in trouble if we continued. Unbeknownst to
me, I was already in trouble. My father was livid when I had not returned home by midnight, so
he locked the front door of the house and instructed my siblings under the threat of severe
punishment to not open the door for me when I returned home and knocked to be let in. In
desperation I walked to the side of the house and knocked at my brother’s window asking him
to let me in. Sotiris whispered that he was not allowed, but I pleaded with him for quite some
time. It was rather cold outside, and I was inadequately dressed for the night chill. Until that
night, I had never been in a situation that I was forced to spend the night outside. After my
repeated pleas, Sotiris relented and quietly unlocked the front door to let me in. I crawled into
my bed in our shared bedroom and fell asleep. The next morning our father called both of us to
join us for the inevitable talking to. We were expecting a severe punishment but, instead, he
admonished us that, no matter what anyone said or instructed us to do, we should always band
together and be inseparable. He was proud of Sotiris for defying his explicit orders. The rebel
inside Panagiotis Hatzis was alive and well, but to be sure, he also interrogated George and
consulted with Vassilis Kotsmanides before he was satisfied with our and their assurances.
Like me, Vassilis Kotsmanides was sensing that, at that stage of my musical education, the
regional conservatory system was gradually shrinking as an educational possibility for the future,
so he arranged for my father and me to meet with Menelaos (Menios) Mourtzopoulos, a
polymath (musicologist, composer, poet, theologian, legal expert and philosopher) who was
living in Volos and making his living as a lawyer. Mourtzopoulos had a reputation among the
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Volos intelligentsia as an odd and eccentric man who could easily get into an argument with you
and which he would always win because the breadth and depth of his knowledge could be
matched by very few, if any, in our city—certainly not across so many disparate disciplines.
Unlike Babis Kehaides who was a practical man and taught as he had been taught but with no
fundamental understanding of the deeper forces that shape artistic practice beyond surface
rules, Menios Mourtzopoulos was able to explain the historical forces that connected anything
of the present to anything of the past and present a coherent picture of the evolution of ideas,
musical and otherwise. That is, if he liked you and thought you worth spending his time on.
Given the fragmented and often contradictory information circulating about this eccentric
savant and his overpowering character, I was in awe of meeting him. At Vassilis Kotsmanides’s
suggestion, my father called for an appointment and to our surprise Mourtzopoulos was willing
to see us. I brought with me the double fugue that I was working on at that time.

Menios Mourtzopoulos

Menios Mourtzopoulos was tall, imposing and with an angry looking face. He looked incredibly
like the familiar bust of Ludwig Van Beethoven, with his unkempt white hair violently flying in
every direction. If his looks were meant to intimidate his adversaries in court, they certainly
succeeded with me. He looked at my double fugue and laughed. He asked me how many single
fugues I had completed. I confessed that I had none completed. “And so, you think that you are
now ready to trample with your clumsiness all over a double fugue?” he shouted and threw my
manuscript out of his second floor studio window. That was my original and only manuscript and
its loose pages were fast spreading like litter on the busy street below. Instinctively I run out the
studio, down the stairs and to the street trying to save what I could of my work. With the corner
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of my eye I caught my father boiling over and ready to physically assault Mourtzopoulos for his
unacceptable behavior, but I did not have time to deal with either of them. The wind was
dismembering my fugue and spreading it in all directions, and I had to salvage it. (I did not think
at the time that the loose sheets of my manuscript were using the power of the wind to turn
into a real “fugue,” etymologically from the Latin “fugere” = “to flee,” while I too was turning
into a “fugue,” the flip meaning of the term, from the Latin “fugare” = “ to chase.”) I learned
afterwards that, as soon as I stepped outside the room, Menios waved to my father to calm
down. “If he returns back after this insult, then he wants this bad enough and I will supervise his
musical progress. If he doesn’t, he doesn’t have the stamina and the humility to make
composition his vocation in any case.”
After collecting all the pages, some already trampled under feet, I stood in utter desperation in
front of Mourtzopoulos’ building, angry, hopelessly humiliated and crushed. My thoughts were
racing so fast, like wild horses, that I had no control over them. When I finally managed to rein
them in, I decided to go back up. The world of my town was a closed one with no windows to
the outside. Mourtzopoulos was the only such window I knew. For everyone else, ideas were a
noble and pleasant pastime having little connection with everyday reality. Given the pervasive
cynicism of the times, no one gave ideas anything more than lip service. For Mourtzopoulos
ideas were powerful. They could bend everyday reality and disturb its mundane cycles as this
incident had demonstrated. Even in the height of my justifiable anger, I could not dismiss the
magnitude of that moment. This incident was larger than life as I knew it and, even though I was
on the receiving end of his aggression, I felt a certain admiration for Mourtzopoulos and his
eccentricity. There was no time to lick the wounds which were caused by the blows dealt on my
ego. I needed to go back and seize the moment. I walked up the stairs to Mourtzopoulos’ second
floor studio resolutely but with a keen sense that my brain was vacant and unable to capture
and own any of the furtive thoughts that were rushing through it. When I finally entered his
studio after what seemed like an eternity, I was too seething with anger to say anything but, as
far as he was concerned, I was back and that’s all that mattered. There were no more outbursts.
I had passed the test. Mourtzopoulos’s face was full of amusement and asked me to visit him
again, next time without the chaperon.
Soon I was finding myself making pilgrimages with Vassilis Kotsmanides to Menios
Mourtzopoulos’s hideout on the foothills of Mt. Pelion. There was a spacious home where he
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lived with his wife, a piano teacher and the head of the other branch of the Hellenic
Conservatory in Volos, and his two daughters. There was also a smaller stand-alone studio lost in
a yard full of trees, grape vines and flowers. Inside the studio there was a large photo of Bela
Bartok, the famous 20th Century Hungarian composer, of whom I knew virtually nothing, other
than the name. He was not part of my conservatory education: contemporary music had not yet
breached the ivory tower of the conservatory system particularly in the smaller towns like Volos.
But now every contemporary thinker (and not just composers) pop up, usually in rapid
sequence, during my conversations with Menios which went on for hours. He usually dismissed
any formulations and connections I created with my insufficiently informed mind with a loud
voice and with fascinating counterarguments that touched upon fields of knowledge I knew
nothing about, but it was now a paternal dismissal that did not sting. His contagious loud
laughter encouraged me to ask, investigate and think for myself. I was soaking in his wisdom,
eating up anything that he was serving, hoping to regurgitate everything later at my leisure. I
also held my own. I had my own ideas and I would not be swayed away from them. If
Mourtzopoulos disagreed and prevailed, all it meant was that I had to build better arguments
for my positions. Being a professional lawyer, he always enjoyed a good debate.
Even though knowledgeable of all the modernist trends in music, many of which I was exposed
to for the first time, Mourtzopoulos was a conservative thinker. He was deeply versed in
Theology (he had translated the entire opus of the Russian philosopher and theologian Paul
Evdokimov into Greek) and with deep understanding of Orthodox doctrine, but not approving of
the doctrinaire and uncritical ways it was understood and practiced in some Greek theological
circles. Mourtzopoulos was first and foremost a humanist and filtered every idea through the
prism of humanism. His admonition to me always was to never stray from humanist art, even in
later years when I visited him from the United States and Canada with my extreme modernist
experiments. In those later days, the wise man in him prevented him from outright dismissing
what he must have seen as groundless intellectual products. Even though humanism did not
foresee the need for deconstruction, a need first sensed and addressed by postmodernity,
Mourtzopoulos knew enough about me to sense that, somehow, I would emerge on the other
side of this turbulent stream of modernism. The last time I saw him, shortly before he passed
away was in the summer of 1999. He came to visit at my brother’s office at noon when it was
closed and I played for him my choral work De Angelis, based on poetry and music by Hildegard
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of Bingen, the 12th Century abbess, poet, composer and visionary. What impressed him was not
the work’s humanism but its utter simplicity. Simplicity was not something that Mourtzopoulos
had conquered in his own compositional work although he praised it as an intellectual virtue. His
musical idea of simplicity was to take a folk song and set it in an academic manner, like the East
European national schools in the early 20th Century. He was rather unfamiliar with the “postpostmodern” music of the new spirituality, both intellectually and musically. Towards the end of
the work, when musical time literally stops by the constant reiteration of the opening motif, my
friend and mentor Menios Mourtzopoulos wiped a couple of tears from his eyes and said, “I
have nothing more to give you." I learned a bit later from Vassilis Kotsmanides about Menios’
passing and I imagined the moment as that of a great athlete finally receiving his laurels.
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THE SEXUAL CONUNDRUM

My view of the culture of Greece during my youth is a very personal view, reflecting my own
unique experience of it in my secluded environment, and is probably quite different from other
people’s experience of Greece during that same period. Mine was affected by the heavily
religious environment in which I grew. But some facts were consistent in everyone’s experience,
such as the propaganda of the junta with its pretentious moral codes, to which its own stalwarts
never adhered, and the extensive censorship of anything having to do with sex, which naturally
forced the sex industry to go underground and thrive. A culture which on the surface is so
focused on the spiritual and otherworldly and considers any public discussion of sex to be taboo
is bound to develop a blind spot for addressing sexual urges. What you leave in your blind spot
can eventually become potent and dangerous. Like Victorian England, which was high on purism
and at the same time kept in business a record number of brothels and prostitutes, 21 Greek
society was similarly sexually conflicted during the times of my youth. Women were widely
viewed as sexual objects and a fair game for male desire on one hand and as the cause of sexual
evil on the other, which is something one still encounters today in most religious fundamentalist
mindsets and regimes. I cannot remember how many hundreds of times I had heard religious
elders say that it was Eve’s fault that humanity felt from Grace.
In religious education, abstinence was preached but not always practiced. As I already
mentioned, celibacy was nor required from lower level priesthood in the Orthodox Church; it
was required only from monks, archimandrites and bishops and, as a result, the Orthodox
Church did not experience the level of sexual impropriety that has plagued the Catholic Church,
although there have been instances of impropriety in the higher ecclesiastical echelons. I
remember that once, as a young teenager at Confession, I felt very uncomfortable when the
archimandrite who supervised our religious youth group kept on probing for possible sexual
indiscretions on my part. Partly due to the excessive probing and partly due to the apparent
pleasure that he was drawing from the entire exercise, convinced me to never go to Confession
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again. As far as Confession protocol goes, he did not step over the line, but something in my
instinct rang alarm bells and made me feel psychologically violated. He was a person that I had
been looking up to for guidance and advice. Despite his protestations, I avoided him from that
point on and eventually left the religious youth group entirely. In retrospect, I feel sorry for him.
He needed help and the situation was such that he would have not been able to find it: the
cultural matrix within and without the ecclesiastical establishment had no workable mechanism
for addressing sexual urges or trespasses, so they remained repressed and hidden from public
acknowledgement, even though widely known. The system was so tight-lipped that even the
pervasive and occasionally hurtful gossip among churchgoers would not touch this subject.
Usually young men in my town learned about sex from each other, often through vulgar
anecdotes about other friends’ sexual escapades. Since dating was taboo, quite a few young
men’s first sexual experience was at the local brothel and the running discussion among peers
was about who had already gone and who was still a virgin. Even though outwardly society
praised high morals, young men were encouraged by the prevailing cynicism to view women as
impersonal sexual objects who were simply craving for their virility, thus running the risk of
turning into male chauvinists or even misogynists as adults through continuing exposure to such
influences. It was not unusual for young women walking alone on the street to become the
object of audible or even loud male sexual innuendo. As a result, women would often be seen in
public walking together in couples or groups, hoping that there was strength in numbers, but
this hardly ever discouraged the lewd behavior of men during an encounter with young women
on the street who were otherwise perfect strangers.
As a youth, I found all this simply revolting and so I avoided hanging out with young men my
age, particularly during my adolescent years. This meant that I was ignorant of even the basic
mechanics of sexual intercourse at an age when it was too embarrassing to admit such a fact,
and I am sure that there must have been jokes at my expense making the rounds amongst my
schoolmates. So, rather than be teased and exposed to ridicule, I chose to stay home. My entire
sexual education consisted of a single admonition by my father to my brother and me: “a man
must always be weary of where he puts his penis and his signature” and my mother’s even more
problematic admonition: “no woman in your life will ever love you as much as your mother
does," embellished on different occasions by a variety of sexual conspiracy theories involving
other women’s intentions towards us. This sexual frustration has been something that I had to
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face and work with throughout my life. I too was conflicted. On one hand, my pronounced
sexual drive, which I could not understand except as a bestial remnant of my species’ evolution,
was forcing me to constantly objectify women and I can see in retrospect how this has caused
me to emotionally hurt quite a few women that I met after I moved to North America. On the
other hand, I idolized women. My psyche placed them on a pedestal which could not be reached
by mere mortals. To me, women were such an amazing species: they had grace and luminosity
whereas men were rough and vulgar; they loved selflessly whereas men only desired to possess;
they had hidden virtues whereas men flaunted more virtues than they possessed. So, when
women were not sexually objectified in my psyche, they embodied the mother archetype. Either
way they were unapproachable, perhaps because of my fear of being found insufficient, or
because my personal sense of insecurity did not need any more dismissals and let-downs, or
because women were so elevated in my esteem that I felt unworthy to approach them. Partly
because of this and partly due to my natural shyness in the early part of my life, most of the
women that I dated in my life were ones that made overtures to me, rarely the other way
around. Because of this sense of personal unworthiness, and even after all the breakups, I have
always felt grateful to all the women of my life for having crossed my path and for taking me in.
The first time I became aware of my sexual drive as something different from my childhood
attraction to women as mother figures was in very early adolescence. One day while my parents
were away, I started snooping into my parent’s bedroom and I found under their mattress a
mildly pornographic book of short stories. Reading it inflamed my sexual imagination and it was
my first memory of sexual arousal and guilt thereof. I always assumed that it belonged to my
father. He was the one who would have a more natural attitude towards life in all its
manifestations and pleasures. He never moralized although I knew him as a person of
impeccable ethical standards to which he had arrived naturally. My mother on the other hand
would have considered any impure carnal thoughts to be a sin and would have strongly
discouraged my father from reading such material, hence the fact that the book was carefully
hidden between the mattress and the box spring so that she would not discover it. It was not
until very recently, when I recalled this incident after having forgotten it for many years, that it
hit me: my father could neither read nor write at that time and the book contained no pictures.
So, the only person who could have been reading it and hid it under the mattress was my
mother. I already knew that she was a woman of many surprises, but this latest discovery was
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consistent with the feelings of guilt which were instilled in all the Schinas children by their father
and the children’s inability to rationalize their sexual impulses. I inherited this dichotomy in my
psyche from my mother’s side of the family.
It was in 1969 that I first experienced firsthand a radically different way that the sexes could
relate to each other. It was also my first real encounter with American culture. My family had
volunteered to host an American student for a summer in our home through AFS, an American
student exchange program. His name was Steve Segarra and he was of African American and
Puerto Rican stock from Bronx, New York. It was a wonderful experience for my color-blind
family and community. Steve quickly became the most popular teenager in the neighborhood.
He had a natural way of relating to everyone, with none of the baggage that I was carrying in my
relationships with others. I didn’t realize until later that he too was happy to be in an
environment where people were not classified according to the color of their skin, which made
his existence difficult back home. Racism did exist in Greece of course, but Steve did not belong
to any of the target demographics for racism during that time in his new temporary home.
Steve’s ease with young people, particularly women and especially the American young women
who also came to Volos as exchange students to stay with other families, was an eye opener for
me. I realized for the first time that it was possible to relate to women with no sexual subtext, or
at least in a way that the sexual subtext was not overwhelmingly affecting a more casual
exchange or friendship. It had never occurred to me that it was possible to have women as
friends and confidants. I fantasized about how wonderful it would be to live in a world where
the sexes could relate naturally and without pressure or a sense of guilt with one another. My
fascination with American culture was not limited to just sexual emancipation. It had to do with
the way Americans thought about everything and the way they acted. Their thoughts and
decisions were not weighted down by three thousand years of history like my thoughts and
decisions were. In Greece we only knew Americans through their government’s resented foreign
policy (the USA was the only country that had formally recognized the Greek military junta as a
legitimate government), but the people themselves treaded lightly upon the earth, or so I
thought then, and this fascinated me. I was feeling the weight of my ancestry crushing me and I
longed to feel free. I wanted to leave Greece and Europe, the land of old people as I called it
back then, and go to America on the first possible opportunity.
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IN AMERICA FOR THE FIRST TIME

The opportunity presented itself a year later just as I was finishing high school. I almost failed
twelfth grade because my algebra score took my grade average slightly below that required for
graduation and I had to have my final exams reevaluated by a different committee before I
could get my high school diploma. As soon as I had my diploma, I applied to AFS, the exchange
program that brought us Steve Segarra the year before and I was invited to spend a year with a
family in West Hartford, Connecticut. I was excited beyond measure. It was the first time I would
leave the protection of my own home to go anywhere and this first outing was to a completely
different country across the ocean.
The Cox family was a wonderful family. Jim and Stella Cox had five children. Stephanie who was
older than me, Natalie who was my age, Jamie who was a year younger and two much younger
daughters, Merrie Lynn who was ten and Judie who was seven. It was a tight knit family and I
became Jamie’s roommate who felt relieved to have a male friend in a house crowded by
women. West Hartford was an affluent upper middle class community and the Coxes were quite
a typical family within their community. They knew of my musical interests, so they arranged for
me to take music lessons at the William Hall High School where I attended 12th Grade again and
at the Hart School of Music where I was allowed to take an ear training class. I was already quite
versed on solfège, a method of sight singing with the “Do, Re, Mi” syllables, so I was taught
rhythmic training in the Paul Hindemith system, in which I had no experience whatsoever.
It was easy to settle into my new circumstances because a lot of my interactions with other
people were to some extend orchestrated. Being an AFS student meant that quite a few
students would go out of their way to befriend you and assist you around the school which was
different from the pressures which a new American student would likely encounter in high
school. Soon I became very involved with the music program, and took up art and typing, the
latter being the most useful thing I learned in high school (it is immensely useful right now as I
am writing this). Being an AFS student meant that I was treated as a minor celebrity and spent
the entire year in the spotlight, a far cry from my experience in Greek high school. I was soaking
up information about human relationships, about individualism and how prized it was in my new
environment, about the desire to experiment with things and see what happens, the
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quintessential quality that helped America prosper and become a world superpower. I made
many friends and a couple of them as well as my AFS family visited me in Greece in subsequent
years. In West Hartford I met my first girlfriend, Karen, a bassoon player in the school orchestra
who was very patient with a foreign young man who knew next to nothing about dating and
sexual relationships and was too impulsive and clumsy for North American protocol. Karen was a
wonderful person from divorced parents, vulnerable but naturally generous and with a heart of
gold. It was the first of several times when I felt grateful to a person who helped me understand
the gift of intimacy and love and selfless generosity towards other people.
Was this the ideal world that I had always dreamt of or a process of seduction of which Bishop
Elias had warned me of in a letter he sent from Greece to my West Hartford address? Of all the
Greek Orthodox prelates that I had known up until that time, this one had stood out. Bishop
Elias (Elijah) was conferred the bishopric of Demetrias (the old name of Volos) soon after the
rightwing military junta seized power in 1967 followed by the ouster of King Constantine from
the throne. (The previous bishop, Damascinos, was a vassilophron, or loyal to the king, hence
undesirable to the junta). As a junta “appointee," one would expect a corrupt and opportunistic
individual to fill the Bishopric. Bishop Elias was none of the above. He was a true spiritual
shepherd of his flock, a man of wonderful demeanor, distaste for pomp and circumstance and
one who was not particularly keen in endorsing or promoting the junta agenda to the extent
that this was possible. I first met him while at a youth summer camp run by the diocese. I was
conducting an ad hoc choir that we put together at the camp and he embraced me and
admonished me with the same kind of selfless affection that he embraced all young people. A
gentle man with very mild manners, he was unlike anything one expected from the occupant of
such exalted ecclesiastical position.
I had completely forgotten about Bishop Elias’ letter until it resurfaced in the summer of 2009
during some house cleaning that took place in my mother’s home in Alykes due to renovations.
In it he wrote:
America has huge assimilative power. It assimilates everything and everyone because of
its high technological civilization. It would be unfortunate if a Greek who, with a heavy
duty to his heritage and being the product and bearer of a great and exulted intellectual
civilization, allowed himself to be absorbed by a merely technological civilization. The
opportunity is given to you to take from the United States everything that is noble and
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good and to radiate to the people there the light of your Orthodox traditions and tenets.
Be alert as much as you can; fight the good fight of faith. Pray deeply and continuously.
Was life in the United States, my life, a simulacrum as enlightened people from back home, like
Bishop Elias, feared? Was America a mere technological civilization or something deeper and
utterly new, which the inhabitants of the old world had no tools to decode and understand? As I
was trying to decode my own presumably “orchestrated” circumstances, I kept on coming up
against this question. In the effort to present me with the best possible image of America which
I would take back home with me after my AFS year, my American family naturally tried to keep
other, more shadowy aspects from me and there was a veil of secrecy about some things in the
family that naturally piqued my interest. Jim Cox was the most wonderful husband and father
and had a great sense of humor. But, if you accidentally startled him while he was sleeping or
napping, he was unnaturally alerted and reached for his firearm which he kept close to his bed.
He worked for the Post Office security and that’s all that I was told, but this kind of anxiety and
alertness did not square with what I could imagine as an unexciting job at the Post Office.
Neither he nor the family talked about what his official duties at the Post Office entailed. Stella
Cox was a loving mother of Italian stock and she loved me dearly, but she entertained a
resentment towards African Americans which was in disharmony with her otherwise generous
and giving demeanor. When Steve Segarra, our AFS student in Volos, located me through the
New York office of the organization and called to visit me at West Harford, he introduced
himself on the phone as “my AFS brother Steve” and the Coxes were eager to meet him and let
him take me with him on a trip to New York to meet his family. But when he appeared at the
front door of their house and Stella Cox realized that Steve was an African American, she was in
shock and made no attempt to hide her feelings. She told Steve point blank that she had not
realized that he was “colored” and that she was not sure if I should be going with him anywhere.
It was my turn to be shocked. I had heard Stella talk about African Americans in disapproving
ways, but I thought that this was the way of a feisty woman that I adored letting off some
steam. Witnessing this encounter with Steve, however, taught me how much race questions
were entrenched in the American psyche and culture. After a brief conference with her husband
and the look of shock on my face, Stella reluctantly agreed to let Steve take me with him,
realizing that my family had already hosted him for an entire summer and trusted him and so
did the AFS people, who had already approved my trip to New York City with Steve.
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If there was anything that could have shuttered my suburban experience of West Hartford life in
the early nineteen-seventies, it was the experience of entering Steve Segarra’s life and
circumstances. He lived in a residential "housing project," in the Bronx, I believe, if my memory
serves me well. It was an apartment building with broken doors and windows, debris
everywhere in the hallways and in surrounding grounds. Burned or abandoned old cars,
downtrodden or broken concrete playgrounds, the surroundings looked like a deliberate movie
set depicting urban desolation. In all fairness, my vague memory of the place has been colored
by my feelings and impressions at that time and since, so it is impossible for me now to separate
the two in my memory banks. At one moment on our way to his home, Steve left me to buy
something in a variety store with a barricaded front and, as I was waiting outside alone, I was
approached by a group of young black men who displayed what seemed to me like hostile
intentions. Again, it could have been my white-skin paranoia. Fortunately for me, or for my
paranoia, Steve got out on time, quietly spoke with them in private and then he approached me
and admonished me with the side of his mouth to walk quickly with him away from that spot. I
never quite understood the magnitude of the danger that a person of my skin color could find
himself in during such an encounter. I could imagine even less the danger that the young people
who accosted me would have faced should they roam in a suburban community like West
Hartford. My very presence in that neighborhood must have been considered provocation in the
racially charged atmosphere of the late sixties—early seventies. I had never lived in places up
until that day that I had considered dangerous in any shape or form, so I had no way of sizing up
the situation. Steve’s mother whom I met soon afterwards was a lovely woman who hugged and
kissed me and thanked me and my family for taking such good care of her son in Greece. She
was warm and lovely. The richness of her emotions made their environment luminous and
beautiful. For a few moments I had forgotten that I was in a neighborhood which was a world
apart from the comfort and safety of West Hartford. Later, when I was able to put the whole
experience in perspective, the cultivated image of America that was impressed upon me up until
that point had now a counterweight. America was not just the technologically brilliant
seductress that Bishop Elias had warned me about. It was a world full of contrasts and
contradictions struggling for definition. America was the land of extremes, constantly engaging
in cultural confrontation and negotiation. It did not look towards the past for its identity. It
would only find slavery there and no answers. Its identity was being forged at the present
moment in a dynamic and often raw manner. There was beauty and ugliness growing
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everywhere equally: in the slums of the large cities and in the suburban comfort zones of the
West Hartfords. And I was blessed with making friends in all these extreme incubators of social
life.
Meanwhile letters were pouring in from family and friends in a steady stream. The letters from
my family were particularly worrisome. My mother told me that my father had an accident with
the train engine, which made the front pages of all the local newspapers. After returning to the
Volos railway station from a trip with the train, my father disengaged the engine from the
passenger cars and put it in the parked position. Soon thereafter, either due to accident or
sabotage, the engine breaks malfunctioned. The engine started rolling unattended down the
tracks towards the port of Volos, increasingly picking up speed as it moved towards the main
fish market adjacent to the port. Being its engineer, the safety of the engine was my father’s
responsibility. Because the trains only went to the port in the morning to pick up the cargo that
commercial ships brought in from abroad for distribution by train across the plain of Thessaly, it
meant that at all other times the railway tracks could be invaded by fish retailers who set up
their portable stands to display and sell their fish. It was afternoon, so the train engine, many
tons of speeding metal, caused havoc in the fish market, crushing fish stands and their
merchandise. All my father could do was to get in a cab and run ahead of the engine, which was
impossible to mount at the frantic speed it had developed, trying to warn people to stay clear of
the tracks. Thank God, no one was hurt although significant damage to merchandise was
caused. The engine reached the end of the line and fell into the deep waters of the port.
Fortunately, no large commercial ship was anchored on the spot, because the damage then
would have been in the millions. My father was given significantly reduced retirement pay and
dismissed from OSE, the national railway company. There was also a civil lawsuit for all the
damages caused by the engine in the marketplace. Menios Mourtzopoulos was his defense
lawyer who did not charge for his services. At the trial, the defense called Bishop Elias as a
character witness, to the astonishment of the judge who had probably never seen a bishop, one
of the most powerful posts in our town, appear in his court before, particularly as character
witness for a lowly railway worker. The judiciary in those days was under pressure from the
rightwing military junta to condemn suspected communist sympathizers like my father, so the
judge must have been totally perplexed to see the junta-appointed bishop take the stand to
defend a suspected ex-communist. My mother’s world, which had never quite accepted my
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father, was now rallying to his rescue. The court pronounced Panayiotis Hatzis innocent of all
charges levied against him, so he was spared additional fines for the incident. But the whole
affair had rattled my family, particularly my father, and it was the first of several that started
unraveling the predictable and protected world of my childhood family life.
Attending a school like the William Hall High School, which had its own symphony orchestra,
was an incredible luxury. I knew most of the instruments of the orchestra by name only. I had
seen violins before but not violas or violoncellos and never an oboe or a bassoon and now, not
only I could see and hear them and watch orchestra rehearsals, but I could even attempt to
compose music for them. Martin Elster, a fellow composer at the H.H.H.S, introduced me to the
music of Bela Bartok whose name and photo I had first encountered in Menios Mourtzopoulos’
studio a few years earlier. Bartok’s Concerto for Orchestra was our favorite work. The Coxes
purchased the LP for me, and I listened to it over and over until the grooves wore down and the
stylus started skipping. Inspired, I attempted to write a piece for orchestra. It was called
predictably enough “Greek Symphony” but it was less than five minutes long. The orchestra
performed it at the final concert of the year, and I was asked to conduct it. I was neither a
trained composer nor a conductor of course but the whole thing went well and made an
impression with the audience consisting mostly of parents. It was an incredible boost for me. For
the first time in my life I felt that I could do things and that I did not need to go into hiding from
the world. Orchestrated or not, my year in the United States was a turning point in my life. It
gave me much needed self-confidence. It also instilled in me the desire to return after my
mandatory return to Greece and seek answers to all my questions in this brave new world.
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William Hall High School graduation photo.
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BACK IN GREECE

During the one short year of my absence, the world back home had changed radically. I found
my parents and my sister living in a different city in Greece and my brother already gone for his
own AFS exchange student year in Middletown, Rhode Island, attending prestigious (and much
later, scandal-riddled) 22 St. George’s private boarding school. After the train engine accident, my
father needed work and could not find any in Volos. The word was out that he was politically
suspect as far as the junta was concerned. Potential employers could be considered politically
suspect “by association” just for hiring him. After being rattled for a while due to the public
notoriety of the accident and the fact that no job was available for him, he found employment
as a tunnel digger in Amfissa, a small town in Central Greece not far from the ancient oracle of
Delphi. The work was hard and dangerous. A company was drilling a tunnel through the
Parnassus mountain range. Two crews were digging from both sides of the mountain and were
guided by laser so that they could meet in the middle under the mountain range. Being an
engineer for the drilling machine was the most dangerous job of all. You were further into the
tunnel than anyone else so your chances of escape in case of an emergency were literally nil.
You were also in the front of the action. In the past, similar drillings had encountered pockets of
empty space inside the mountain. In those instances, if the drilling engine was not stopped
quickly enough, the entire drilling apparatus could fall into the abyss below with no chance of
survival for the engineer. My father was employed as the engineer of one of the two drilling
machines, which were aiming towards each other from two opposite sides of the mountain. He
spent a good eight hours a day drilling into the mountain and into uncertainty. His colleagues
were roughnecks who lived alone in the plant, their families far away. My father had brought
with him my mother and my sister who lived in Amfissa and he commuted to work every day on
his small NSU motorcycle.

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/02/us/st-georges-school-sexause.html#:~:text=The%20investigation%20found%20that%20at,numbers%20are%20probably%2
0significantly%20higher. Last visited: 2020/12/17.
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Amfissa was located at the foothills of Mt. Parnassus, the ancient homeland of the Locrians.
Because of the surrounding mountains, it was isolated from the rest of Greece. The main
industry was agriculture, mostly olive-groves and sheep and goat farming in the more
mountainous region. Life in Amfissa was a far cry from the suave, cultured and cosmopolitan life
of Volos. It was a drub place, particularly for my mother who was away from all her friends and
relatives. When I first visited my family, I noticed pronounced changes, particularly with my
father. His indomitable optimism was gone and in its place was frustration and impatience. It
was a feeling I would also understand later, during the 1980’s, when I too experienced a sharp
emotional decline. My sister, Elena, was engaged to be married to a man that she was not
particularly enthusiastic about. The traditional marriage arrangements between the families
(bride’s dowry and other arrangements) were well under way and Elena had agreed to them but
she was beginning to have second thoughts. It was considered a serious breach of protocol and
family honor to go back on a marriage arrangement, so my father had no stomach for my sister’s
misgivings. He felt additional pressure from the fact that Damianos, the brother of Elena’s future
father-in-law was the one who found the drilling job for him in Amfissa, so there was
professional obligation in addition to the engagement vows already given. Elena and my father
were on a collision course and I tried to soften the situation as much as I could. I suggested that,
instead of resolving this, they find an excuse to delay the wedding and buy themselves time to
figure out what to do. They all thought it was a sensible suggestion, so the wedding plans were
put on hold to the dissatisfaction of the in-laws to be.
I wanted to continue studying at the Hellenic Conservatory in Volos, so I decided to live in our
summer home in Alykes, a distant suburb of Volos by the sea, by myself and not move to
Amfissa. Once every month or so, my parents visited for a couple of days but otherwise I was
alone most of the time. My aunt Eleni, my mother’s sister, cooked a large pot of food, almost
invariably chicken stew with peas, occasionally replaced by beef stew with peas for variety, and I
ate the same meal for days at a time until it was finished, at which time she would cook another
pot for me. I had peas and stew and stale bread coming out of my ears by the end of that year.
In retrospect, it would have been so simple for me to just cook for myself and do my own
laundry, but the thought had never crossed my mind. Like many men in Greece, I was totally
incapable of taking care of myself. Picking up the food from my aunt and going to my lesson
once a week was often the only contact that I had with humans during that year. Alykes was a
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summer resort so it was completely deserted during the late fall, winter and spring. Even when I
took a walk at the beach, I was not likely to encounter a living soul during my entire walk. A few
months into this isolation I developed strong phobias. The causes probably date back to my
previous year in America. It was in West Hartford when I watched television for the first time. It
was such a fascinating experience that, if it were not for the limits imposed by my host family, I
would have turned into a TV addict. What I found particularly fascinating were the spook flicks
like The Twilight Zone and Night Gallery. Not having grown with television, I had not developed
naturally the technique of psychologically deconstructing the simulacrum that television is and
this lack of skill at deconstruction came to haunt me in the isolation of Alykes a year later. I was
afraid that I would be attacked by vampires at night and at dusk I sealed all windows and doors
and did not venture out in the dark at night for any reason. It was an intense paralyzing fear
which lasted for several months. Of course, I knew that vampires were not real. But fear has its
own logic and when you are overcome by it, it is its logic that predominates. By the end of my
time in isolation, it felt like I had burned fear completely out of my system. It was not like I never
became afraid again, but I was much less afraid of anything compared to all the other people I
knew. This burning out of innate fear and my hard-earned ability at psychological
deconstruction served me well in my subsequent life and work.
I felt relieved when my family finally decided that they had enough of Amfissa and that they
would return to live in Alykes with me, come what may. There was a degree of normalcy
restored in my life again. My father was in a fighting mood and that is when he was most
magnificent. Since the military junta continued to dissuade potential employers from hiring him,
he decided to become a plumber and do house calls. Let them chase after him. By the time he
would finish a call he would be off to a new one and they would not be able to catch up with
him. He purchased an answering machine asked me to record a business message, called himself
“Mastro Panos, the plumber” and waited for the phone to ring. It rang constantly. Those among
the Volos community who resented the junta could plead ignorance of my father’s political
affiliations when they hired him, so he was on the top of most people’s calling list. He became a
kind of "Robin Hood" in the Volos community. He overcharged the rich, and undercharged the
poor and even did free jobs for those who could not afford a plumber. My father could finally
live fully his socialist dream by becoming a capitalist. The nickname “Mastro Panos” stuck. I
resented it at first (I found it demeaning) but later I and everyone else called him affectionately
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by that name till the end of his life. Even though he was all of a sudden making more money
than ever before in his life, the scars of the preceding years never left him, and his personality
was permanently altered. He was more combative, particularly with my mother and sister, but
also with customers and other people and the sense of frustration and suspicion which
previously were character traits absent from his personality, or perhaps suppressed from view,
were permanently embedded in his behavior from that time on. He and my mother were also
going through a mid-life crisis. As we, their three children, were getting ready to spread our
wings and leave the safety of our home, our parents had to adjust to a life without us. Tight-knit
families experience this postpartum the hardest. My mother, with her rare talent for making you
feel guilty, had told me repeatedly that “ever since you left to go to the United States, every
conceivable misfortune befell our family." Although she must have known that a lot of it was
coincidence, she was psychologically reacting to an imminent life without her children. Sotiris
moved north to Thessaloniki to go to university and I was immersed in dreams of going back to
the United States. Elena would stay back and experience the growing alienation of my parents
more than Sotiris and I did. But for the time being the wedding plans fizzled and she managed to
get out of the engagement after a fight that my father had with our would-be in-laws.
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TWISTS OF FATE

I continued taking lessons in harmony at the local branch of the Hellenic Conservatory. Music
was my passion, but my lessons also had an ulterior motive. It had to do with postponing my
service in the Greek army which for males of my age was mandatory. Even though the Church
sanctioned military service, I firmly believed that killing another human being was murder no
matter what the circumstances. Killing is what soldiers are expected to do in the name of God
and Country. I swore to myself that I would never hold or raise a gun at anyone, friend or foe. I
would prefer to be incarcerated, tortured or even killed, but I would not point a gun at another
human being, let alone use it. Refusing to serve the army meant dire consequences in Greece.
Conscientious objectors were ostracized and intimidated, particularly if they happened to
belong to organized religious groups formally shunning military service, like the Jehovah's
Witnesses. 23 Rumors about the latter were quite widespread among my friends and colleagues.
After their incarceration, it was difficult for conscientious objectors to find a job or function
smoothly within Greek society. They were considered misfits and traitors by a wide cross-section
of society. There was only one solution and that was to leave the country and live somewhere
else, where I would not have to worry about army service. Studying formally at the conservatory
earned me legal deferment from army service for a while, up until a certain age. After I reached
that age, sometime in my late twenties, if I recall correctly, I would be expected to serve but, for
now at least, my music studies were buying me valuable time. Avoiding the draft by enrolling in
an academic institution was a huge incentive for staying in school, first in Greece and later in the
United States. But the fact that I was doing well in my music studies was the greatest incentive
of all. It was the only thing that kept me from being thought of as a complete failure.
My background in classical contemporary music, or even the standard classical repertory was
extremely poor. I did not know any of the music of Stravinsky, Debussy or Schoenberg and none
of the musical giants that followed them and very few of those who preceded them. I had

There is a reference to the history of Jehovah Witnesses in Greece as conscientious objectors at the
War Resisters' International website at http://www.wri-irg.org/node/2772 (Last visited 2020 03
13).
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brought two LP albums with me back from the US, which were Bartok’s Concerto for Orchestra
(which has remained one of my favorite works of 20th Century music to this day) and Symphonic
Metamorphosis by Paul Hindemith. These two works were the total extent of my knowledge of
contemporary music. In one of the English books on music appreciation that I brought back with
me there was a brief mention of the stochastic music of Iannis Xenakis, one of the avant-garde
musical pioneers of the 1950s. In it there was a photograph of one page from the conductor’s
score of Pithoprakta—one of Xenakis’ early works. There was also a photo of a hand-written
sketch by Xenakis of the same segment of music, but as an architectural graph on a
frequency/time matrix showing the stochastic distribution of the individual instrumental lines. It
was the first time I encountered anything that utilized randomness as an operating engine in the
creation of musical continuity. It was also the first time for anything that was not conventionally
conceived with (and through) traditional music notation. Up until then I had not thought at all
about the influence of the medium on the message, in this case, the influence of “technology,”
specifically musical notation, on the ways we think about music. I knew nothing yet about the
pioneering work of Marshall McLuhan in this area. I felt instantly fascinated but also resentful
towards the idea of randomness as a determinant of musical continuity. Perhaps in reaction, a
few days later I became obsessed with musical order. Pythagorean musical intervals, integer
ratios and the overtone series suddenly fascinated me. I tried to find a non-conventional
method of musical notation which could accommodate the microtonality that would result from
the use of such intervals in music. I started notating just intervals as logarithmic distances on a
graph paper but, beyond that, I did not know what to do with all this, having no background in
mathematics and very little in this kind of systematic approach to organized sound. In
retrospect, I find this sudden interest on my part to be quite puzzling from a cognitive and
behavioral point of view. I had no understanding of acoustics, and I had seen the overtone series
once before, notated in a book. That this single visual encounter, the Xenakis graph, had caused
such steering in me, moreover in the opposite direction, is difficult to explain rationally. I
inexplicably felt the strong presence of Harmonia inside me, both its sound and its metaphysical
extensions, which I will be discussing at great length further along. This initial attraction has
never quite left me since then and has been resurfacing during the most important junctions of
my life and my career.
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These two years back in Greece after having experienced briefly life in North America were
difficult, not only for the reasons I already mentioned but also for the fact that I now knew of
the existence of educationally and culturally greener pastures. I wanted to leave the country of
my birth, but I had no way of doing it. We were still quite poor, and my father had to worry
about my brother’s university education which showed more future promise than my prospects
in music. But my desire to leave became too strong for me to ignore. Finally, in September of
1973, with the encouragement of Menios Mourtzopoulos, I got myself a round-trip train ticket
to Athens which I visited for the first time alone and went searching for scholarships to study
abroad. After an abortive attempt at the British Council, I ended up at the United States
Educational Foundation which administered scholarships and provided information for studies in
the United States. It was a bad time to go asking. The military junta was becoming increasingly
repressive and the university students in Athens were on the brink of an uprising. Every
university student smelled trouble in the air and a lot of students, particularly males who would
be facing mandatory army service were eager to leave the country and study abroad. The lineups at the United States Educational office were long and the atmosphere very tense. I got there
on foot from the railway station, which was across town, having barely enough money in my
pocket for a meal and nothing left for bus fare. By the time I arrived at my destination I was
sweaty, dusty and half-baked from long exposure to the relentless sun. There was a desk in the
hallway at the front of a long line with a Greek information officer screening the petitioners and
sending qualified applicants to another, shorter line where they waited for interviews with
American officers. When I finally got to the head of the cue and told the information officer that
I wanted to study music at an American university, she impatiently snapped back at me that
music was not one of the disciplines that they had scholarships for and that I would have to
apply on my own to the schools of my choice for admission and scholarship. She gave me a
bunch of printed info on how to apply on my own and called on the next person behind me.
Disappointed and empty-handed, I walked across town to catch the next train back home to
Volos, roughly an eight-hour trip in those days. While on the train waiting for the departure, I
leafed through the information pamphlets that I was given earlier. Although my English was still
quite inadequate, I understood enough to suspect that I may be in a “Catch-22” situation. In
order to be accepted with a scholarship by an American music school I would have to audition
first in person which meant that I would have to travel to America for the audition. But being an
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army draft prospect meant that the military would not let me leave the country unless I was
already accepted at a university abroad. I wasn’t sure if I understood this right, but I had a
foreboding that, if I stayed on this train to Volos, my whole life would be different than the one I
dreamt about and wished for myself. My return ticket having been already cancelled by the train
conductor meant that, if I did not take the train back home, I would be stranded in Athens with
no immediate way of returning to my hometown. As I mentioned earlier I did not have an
adventurous disposition as a young person, yet, at the sound of the train departing, I jumped off
the train and run across town back to the United States Educational Foundation offices to have
someone clarify for me whether my situation was as impossible as these pamphlets indicated.
I was at the back of the same line again, sweatier and dustier than earlier that day, waiting to
talk to the same unfriendly lady at the information desk who was clearly overworked and
cranky. Suddenly, while still at the end of the line, a door opened just behind me and an old lady
in her mid-seventies walked out and asked me in English if I was next. Confused, having not
quite understood her, I nodded. She asked me to follow her ignoring the protestations of the
Greek lady at the front desk who was trying to tell her that she had picked a person from the
wrong line. Inside her office, she introduced herself as Dorothea Doig and asked me how she
could be of assistance. I told her that I wanted to study music at an American university. As soon
as I mentioned "music" she realized her mistake, but she asked anyway “what kind of music?”
and I explained to her that I wanted to study composition. She confirmed that it would be next
to impossible for me to do this, given my army obligations and the fact that my financial
situation was not conducive to a college education in the United States (I had already told her
that I depended on a scholarship and that I had no money for university studies). However, she
thought of a plan that might break the deadlock: the following day, a friend of hers from New
York, composer/theorist David Diamond would be visiting on his way to the Greek islands and
he would be in Athens for a day. She would try to prevail upon him to give me an interview and
write a reference letter on my behalf based on the outcome of the interview. Of course, I did
not have any place to stay in Athens and no money, but I was determined to sleep on the street
if I had to so that I could avail myself to the opportunity. She had of course figured most of that
out by just looking at my miserable appearance, so she arranged for me to spend the night in
Athens and make myself presentable for the interview the following day.
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It all happened as she planned. I met with Prof. Diamond the next morning and spent most of
the interview time trying to explain to him why my high school grades were not up to anyone’s
expectations. To my surprise and bewilderment, he seemed to be uninterested in my marks and
more interested in my ideas about logarithmic notation and micro-intervals, things that I was
impressed upon by my colleagues and teachers in the Volos Conservatory to think of as of no
consequence. He asked me if I had heard of the term “computers." I had; in the movies (Hal
9000, the computer in Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey). He said that, if I went to study
in America, I would find that these “pipe dreams” of mine could become a reality by this new
technology—these calculating machines called “computers." He must have registered the
momentary sparkle in my eyes as I realized for the first time that my interest in Harmonia (I
didn't have a name for it back then) could turn out to be something doable and not just a
fantasy. Soon our interview was over, but I left feeling that it had somehow gone terribly wrong.
In my mind, Prof. Diamond's lack of interest in my explanations about my grades meant that he
had formed the same opinion of me as my teachers and schoolmates: that I was academically
hopeless. Half an hour later, after consulting with him and accompanying him to the exit, Ms.
Doig asked me which school I would like to attend in the US. I mentioned the Juilliard School of
Music because it was one of two American music schools I knew (the other was Hart School in
Hartford, CT). Somewhat bemused, she advised that I should also apply to another school . . .
“just in case." She suggested the Eastman School of music and I agreed. She then paid out of her
own pocket for my return ticket to Volos and sent me home.
I was so dazed by the whole experience, to the point that it all seemed natural, even though
extraordinary, and I did not ask why she was doing any of this. My mind had been as if in
suspended animation. None of the above resonated with anything that I understood as real and
yet everything: the being picked up at the end of a line by a stranger, the coincidence of David
Diamond, the celebrated professor from the Juilliard School as I was later to realize, arriving in
Athens in the nick of time and giving me an interview on very short notice, and Ms. Dorothea
Doig arranging the interview and paying out of pocket for my stay in Athens and my return trip .
. . it all felt planned, even though my rational mind knew that none of it was. Like in the
moments of deep connection during praying on my knees as a child, everything felt connected
with everything else. Causation was suddenly not linear; it was resonant. This was the first of
many instances of this in my adult life.
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A few weeks later Dorothea Doig mailed me applications for admission and scholarship to both
schools which I filled out and put in the mail not too long afterwards. Having had no actual
compositions written for my portfolio, I had spent a few days writing two pieces, a piano piece
in the style of Bartok (or so I thought) and a short orchestral work for which I used as template a
single page from Stravinsky's score The Rite of Spring that I had found in a book. For the piano
audition tape which was to accompany the application, I struggled as best as I could through the
first movement of the Beethoven Sonata Op. 13 (The Pathetique), the Prelude and Fugue in D
Major from Bach's Well Tempered Clavier and one of the Six Dances in Bulgarian Rhythm by
Bartok from his piano studies book Mikrokosmos. Having never studied piano, only accordion,
meant that my left-hand was completely untrained and these were not the kind of pieces that
one would start with. But there was no time to spare and desperate times called for desperate
measures. A few weeks later, I was admitted with scholarship to both schools; the scholarship
from Juilliard was to be confirmed after an audition upon arrival but the one from Eastman was
already confirmed. I was dumbfounded reading the two acceptance letters arriving in Volos,
only days apart from each other. I would have been even more dumbfounded if I actually had
any perspective at the time as to how difficult it was to be admitted to either of these schools
even for American students, let alone someone living in the middle of nowhere and with a
dismal academic record.
The following months were a time of exhilaration and terror: in November of 1973 the student
uprisings in Athens were violently suppressed by the army with several dead and many
wounded among the students and hundreds arrested, tortured and detained. A few months
later the entire country was in turmoil as Greece was on a war path with Turkey over Cyprus.
Through all these traumatic experiences, Ms. Doig had become like a second mother to me. She
singled me out during the seminars in Athens for all the Greek students who would be leaving
for university studies in the USA and one day, just hours before the tanks rolled into the
Polytechnic School of Athens during one of the darkest days of recent Greek history, she put me
in a taxi herself and sent me back home with instructions to not “leave your house before you
hear from me." In August, as the junta was collapsing, the army was mobilizing for a war with
Turkey over Cyprus and for a few days no one in the country knew who was in charge. Ms. Doig
called my home in Alykes and asked me to pack my suitcases, bid farewell to my parents and
come to Athens because “I don’t know yet how I am going to get you out of the country." In the
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terse few days that followed, I was constantly in her office while she was trying to arrange for an
airplane ticket and an opportunity for me to leave. Males my age were forbidden to leave the
country because of the mobilization taking place at that time, so even after she had secured a
ticket for me, she still had to arrange for a way for me to board the plane past Greek security. In
one relatively calm moment, while waiting for the phone to ring with news, she said to me “you
must be wondering why I am doing all these things for you, considering that we are not sending
people to study music abroad." I was wondering indeed but was too paralyzed by the chaos
around me to ask. I was existing for months in suspended animation.
Dorothea Doig was born in January 2, 1900 in Ohio and passed away on May 3, 2001 in San
Antonio, Texas. She was 73 when I met her at the United States Educational Foundation in
Athens, where she served from 1971 to 1975, retiring a few months after she sent me to
America. She graduated as a composer from the Eastman School of Music in 1923 24. The
Harvard Dictionary of Music lists her as a contributor: “D.D. = Dorothea Doig (Athens, Greece).
Tests and measurements in music." She is also referenced for her work on compositional
strategies of children. I did not know anything about her then or later, not until I found this
scant information on the internet after her passing early in the new century. All she told me at
the time was that “you have been chosen by both schools and I know you would like to go to
Juilliard. But if it is alright with you, I would like to see you study at Eastman. You see, I studied
composition at Eastman back when it was nearly impossible to have a career as a woman
composer. So, I joined the civil service instead, but made a promise to myself that I will not rest
until I send someone else in my place to accomplish what I could not. When you walked into my
office last fall, I knew that my search was at an end."
I never saw or heard from Ms. Doig again. Looking back at that episode of my life I realize now
how different my life would have been had I stayed on that original train back to Volos and I
can’t help but wonder about the forces that made me act completely out of character that
fateful day, jump out of that already moving train on a desperate search for answers, and then,
through incredible synchronicity, meet the woman who was waiting for me all her life to

https://www.legacy.com/obituaries/sanantonio/obituary.aspx?page=lifestory&pid=88814843
Last visited: 2020/12/18.
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become my guardian angel at that pivotal point in my (and her) life. Some people may still see
this as a “lucky chance,” but it certainly did not feel like this to me then or now. This incident
was an example of what I understand as “non-local connectivity,” the first of several that I
encountered in my subsequent life. These incidents have completely altered not only the matrix
of my physical existence but also the way I view and understand life and art.
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II. IN NORTH AMERICA
Intuition is not something that is given. I've trained my intuition to accept as
obvious shapes which were initially rejected as absurd.
—Benoît Mandelbrot
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DECONSTRUCTION

It took me a few years of catching up before I could revisit those musical ideas from my youth in
a more substantial way. The harmonies of the overtone series which fascinated me during my
teen years in Greece had no place in this new and chaotic phase of my life. I was now in
Rochester, NY, embarking on my university education at the Eastman School of Music, living in a
dormitory and having to take care of myself for the first time ever. It was the beginning of a
turbulent time in my life—a time of culture shock and political resentment expressed as political
and artistic radicalism. Not fully aware of the fact until that moment, the seven previous years
under the military junta in Greece had acted on me like a pressure cooker and I was now able to
blow out all the collected steam. The culture shock was a catalyst for this predicament and was
partly to blame for this reaction, but the greatest blame must go to the fact that the Christian
faith of my childhood and adolescence was shaken up and I held God responsible for everything
that was wrong with the world, from the killings of the students at the Polytechnic School of
Athens in 1973 to my turbulent relationships with women to just about everything that was
going wrong in my life at that time. And there were enough things going wrong to ensure a
continuous finger pointing upward.
I was trying to convince myself that I was an atheist, but I had invested far too much energy in
turning God into the object of my anger to allow him to vanish from my world by denying his
existence. My relationship with God had always been a dialectical relationship with the Self. Not
in a conscious manner as it is now but in the same unassuming manner one relates to one’s
parents as a youth, without an accompanying critical understanding of the relationship. This
identification with the Self meant that, when the Self underwent vigorous deconstruction, it was
inevitable that God would have to go through a similar deconstruction too. So, as any analyst
could have told me back then, my deteriorating relationship with God was a symptom of a
similar deterioration in my relationship with myself. By saying this, I am not suggesting that God
is simply a psychological projection of the Self and nothing more, unless one understands the
concept of selfhood as something far more universal than the ordinary meaning of the term, but
that the Self is the conduit in our relationship with the Divine. Our understanding of the Divine
cannot transcend our understanding of Self: to grow in God means to grow in Self. This
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identification was clearly not visible to me then. It is only visible in retrospect. But it seemed
that the best way to “punish” God at the time was to hurt myself. I felt a dark, masochistic
pleasure in failing, in hurting myself, both emotionally and physically and in experiencing the
extremes of existence. I was burning like a comet upon encountering earth’s atmosphere,
leaving a blazing trail of scars on myself and those around me. I became the school’s rebel:
arrogant, atavistic, consuming far too much alcohol and displaying a kind of social behavior that
was not in keeping with my character, at least not how I previously understood my character to
be. With some of my closest friends I got into staging provocative musical happenings in the
fashion of John Cage, the avant-garde pioneer who was turning music on its head throughout
the second half of the 20th Century. Busy, rejecting every established value in music or society
and taking a passionate anti-religious stance each time the subject came up, I was also
advancing rapidly in my education, filling huge gaps in my general knowledge while undergoing
a process of deconstruction at the same time. After realizing how unaware of the classical
musical repertory I was, Joseph Schwantner, my first composition teacher, sent me to the Sibley
library with a long list of compositions to listen to and scores to peruse. It was imperative, he
felt, that I familiarized myself with the music of the present and that of the past eight hundred
years. I listened with manic energy: from Josquin des Prez to Morton Feldman, from Beethoven
to Schoenberg and Stockhausen and from Bach’s The Art of the Fugue to The Nude Paper
Sermon by Eric Salzman, in no chronological order, storing everything in small disjointed bits like
a random access disc but with no possibility of defragmentation.
The excitement of this incessant loading of my data banks at a speed that I was unaccustomed
to was mixed with a kind of intellectual “buzz” which was caused by the exciting and chaotic
world that I was experiencing around me. The amount of information I was absorbing and the
speed by which I was absorbing it, with no corresponding time to intellectually or emotionally
digest the information, made me feel sometimes as if I was watching my own life from the
outside in slow motion: my processing speed was so much faster than the speed of life. At other
times it felt as if I was watching someone else’s life in a movie: things were too strange and
different for this to be my own life. A couple of colleagues vanished after they were drafted for
the war in Vietnam and another one was acting like a mad man throughout his entire time at
Eastman so that he could plead insanity and avoid the draft—a scenario I had considered myself
a few years earlier when I had to address the inevitability of being drafted in the Greek army.
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This colleague at Eastman often walked on all four . . . barking. In the more mainstream school
life, one had to survive the pronounced politics of modernism which was the prevailing mind-set
at any composition school anywhere those days. Variance from orthodox doctrine meant
ostracism and discrimination, not so much from the professors, most of who were actually quite
supportive and sensitive to the fact that I as a foreigner, but from one’s own peers. I became the
favorite target of a couple of bigoted bullies in my class, which caused me some grief but had an
unexpectedly positive effect too: the shy boy of my childhood and adolescence had to take his
leave and give way to the fierce, competitive warrior of my university years and beyond. But,
underneath the surface, this tension in my external environment exacerbated an internal
combustion. For the first time in my life, I was nearing a breaking point, but I was also
discovering that I had my father’s resilience and determination that would not allow me to quit.
Joel K., a less resilient colleague, who was similarly targeted by the same two bullies, left school
at the end of the first year and never returned. I learned recently from a member of his family
who contacted me out of the blue thirty years later, that he tried to take his own life soon after
leaving school and had been in a semi-comatose state ever since. He passed away in 2018, 42
years later, having never fully recovered. It was at the time that I received this piece of news
that I fully appreciated the extent of the pressure that Joel and I experienced during those early
days at Eastman and our contrasting attitudes in dealing with this pressure.
Soon after I arrived at Eastman, I tested out of two years of theory and, as a result, I was placed
straight into the junior year. It was an incredible confidence boost, since up until that time I was
not even sure if I was university material. On the other hand, with my dismal lack of background
in music history and repertory, I had now to fill an even greater gap in my learning. The pressure
was considerable. It only took a slight setback for my newly found confidence to revert to my
chronic lack of self-esteem which I had brought with me from Greece. The other thing that my
cloistered life in Volos had not prepared me for was how to connect and communicate with the
opposite sex, something that I became acutely aware of as I moved from my parent’s house in
Volos into a co-ed dormitory in Rochester, NY. I did not know how to talk to women. The
combination of being hormonally aggressive and socially shy, with a perennially wounded ego
that could not afford any more blows, caused sexual relationships to become yet another
battlefield for which I was totally unprepared. There were bruises both given and received
during those years of intense growing up. The one realization which helped me take hold of
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myself through all this was that I was alone; there was no longer any home to run to and hide in.
Everything started and stopped with me. This was a new feeling that I did not have in Greece.
The confidence that I built during my years at Eastman was due to this self-reliance and to the
growing realization that, unlike high school, I could excel in an academic setting, if I applied
myself to the task. To say that I did not apply myself to the task initially would be an
understatement. In the middle of my Junior Year (my first year at Eastman), I was warned by the
Dean of Students that, if my grade point average did not improve, my scholarship would be
terminated and I “will be sent back to where you came from.” That warning was the muchneeded wake-up call. At the end of that school year I had made the Dean’s List. I completed my
Bachelor of Music “with Distinction” in only two years and my Master of Music, a two-year
program, in one year and a summer.
Because there was not enough time to assimilate centuries of western music history and
creatively respond to it and consuming instead all this music history at the same time with no
sense of linear evolution of style, my creativity was all over the map. From graphic notation and
Cage-like happenings to neo-romantic songs, and everything in between, I was rapidly turning
into a post-modernist, having no idea what that meant and having spent no significant time with
modernism to begin with. My deconstruction was personal, but it also caused quite a bit of
entropy around me. There are so many anecdotes that I could share about that time of my
studies and the head-scratching that they engendered. Many were mindless pranks, usually at
my expense, but some had a fallout beyond our little secluded circle.
In the spring of 1977, one of my graphic notation compositions, looking something like the
photographs below, was to be performed at our Eastman composers’ concert. This was the year
that Jimmy Carter became president of the United States. As part of his détente policy,
President Carter immediately initiated a series of cultural exchanges with the Soviet Union and
one of them included the high-ranking members of the Union of Soviet Composers who made
an official visit to the United States and visited a number of music schools including Eastman
accompanied by a cultural attaché from the US State Department. Composer Samuel Adler, my
composition teacher and head of the composition department of the Eastman School of Music
that year, must have shared with the students composers that our evening concert would be
attended by the Soviet composers and the State Department people, but we paid no heed. We
“rehearsed” my piece just before the concert. Since there were no instruction on how to
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interpret the graphic notation, every player was playing however they understood the notation.
After a few minutes of that we stopped and moved to the concert hall for the performance.
Once the performance started, it occurred to me, and certainly to the performers on stage, that
we had failed to agree on a very important matter: how the performance ends. The
performance continued indefinitely with the performers looking at each other rather puzzled
and embarrassed, not knowing how to end the piece. I could see the Soviet composers in the
front row shaking their heads and both our faculty and the State Department people beginning
to be uncomfortable. Samuel Adler discretely walked up to the last row where I was seated and
asked me “how long is your piece Christos?” I threw my arms up in the air and I responded, “I
have no idea.” This cacophony was already happening for close to 30 minutes, so Adler walked
on stage and stopped the performance apologizing to our guests. I was bracing for a serious
talking to the next day. It never happened. Sam had the patience of a saint.
After the initial explosive deconstruction, I started learning composition by studying composers
that I liked and I imitated them. Luciano Berio’s orchestral masterpiece Sinfonia was my favorite
composition at the time, particularly its collage-like third movement, and my master’s thesis
composition was a Sinfonia-like collage based on Johannes Brahms’s Piano Quintet in C Minor.
Although my teachers were supportive, they could not understand at the time what motivated
me as a composer, and I was not receptive to what they were teaching me. Their modernism
was not deeply felt; it was creedal and induced by peer pressure. I, on the other hand, felt that I
didn’t leave the orthodox certitudes of my own home country in order to immerse myself in a
different kind of orthodoxy. This was not the American freedom of the mind that I had dreamed
of. It was conformism masquerading as avant-garde; it was narrow academic certitudes in a
world that needed a deep intellectual and cultural jolt. It was time for a change. For my
doctorate I wanted to focus on a teacher, not on an academic institution, someone who grabbed
the world with his bare hands and shook it. The name that rose to the top of my list was that of
American abstract expressionist composer Morton Feldman.
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Circa 1977 (Photos by Sotiris Hatzis)
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THE SAMURAI

You drew a circle and included me.
I drew a smaller circle and excluded you.
—Morton Feldman
You drew a circle and excluded me.
I drew a larger circle and included you.
—Christos Hatzis

I had heard Morton Feldman’s Rothko Chapel in the music library at Eastman and I was
emotionally enchanted and intellectually threatened by this calm, aimless and directionless
music. The best way to describe my reaction is how fire reacts in the presence of water. I knew
from my encounter with his music that my relationship with Feldman would be turbulent as
there was very little intersection aesthetically and intellectually between us. But this was also
the attraction. I needed to learn some fundamental truths about composition and dig into the
very core of the phenomenon of creativity and I needed a teacher who could bravely stand at
the edge of reason and fearlessly and acceptingly stare at the abyss beyond. Morton Feldman
was that teacher, judging from his music.
My time in Buffalo with Feldman could be called "Phase 2" of my deconstruction period. It was
tougher than I had anticipated. Unlike my Eastman teachers 25, Feldman did not respect
boundaries. Unlike his music which was sparse and in very quiet dynamics, he was a heavy
handed personality particularly with males. He had a gentle, although often patronizing attitude
towards women, but an antagonistic one towards most men. 26 He was confrontational with me

My composition teachers at Eastman were Joseph Schwantner, Warren Benson, Samuel Adler and
Russell Peck. I also studied orchestration with Sydney Hodkinson.
25

Some very recent email messages from a female colleague who was in a sexual relationship with
Feldman during my studies with him and from whom I had not heard during the intervening 35 years
have forced me to revise my understanding of Feldman’s relationship with women. This person, who
shall remain anonymous unless she herself brings posthumous charges against him, has allegedly
been physically abused and raped by him while his student. There had been unconfirmed rumors
circulating back then about similar abuses of other women and heavy handed actions by Feldman
against their husbands or partners that I did not know then what to make of. I was called once by him
at midnight to his home to pacify one of his new female doctoral students from France who was
experiencing an emotional breakdown and who was sent back home the following day, but nothing
26
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from the very start. But I was there to learn from him and that gave me resilience and
confidence to withstand the pressure and examine and dissect everything he said. I kept copious
notes after each weekly lesson which, by the end of my studies with him amounted to enough
material to write a book. 27 But no matter what I tried, there was no way to be prepared for my
lessons with him. He could dismiss with a sweeping statement or gesture everything I had done,
even though I worked the entire week for this lesson spending every day (and often nights)
preparing for it, sometimes to the detriment of my performance in my other courses. Nothing
seemed to please him enough or to elicit any comment of approval. Strangely enough this made
me more determined and I worked harder for the next lesson, only to be met with even stronger
disapproval. If this had taken place during my early years at Eastman, I would have been crashed
but, by now, I had gained enough confidence and determination to withstand this kind of
reaction. SUNY at Buffalo was a much smaller school than Eastman and, in my class, I was
viewed as having a better musical background than most students, a complete reversal from the
situation a few years earlier. This instilled in me a great deal of self-confidence. I realize in
retrospect that it was exactly this newly-found confidence that Feldman objected to and tried to
remove. The reasons were partly philosophical and partly the result of his own insecurity.
Let’s focus on the former first. It took me a while to understand that you must stare at the abyss
completely naked, with no armor, no guarantees, completely open to any assault and then
perhaps you may be able to see beauty emerge from within chaos. This was Feldman’s approach
to beauty. Like an abstract expressionist painter, he stood in a field of color, soaked in it,
registering minute variations which became progressively more pronounced in the intellectual
vacuum of this experience of color. My reasoning mind and its analytical thinking stood in the

had prepared me for these recent allegations that he may have been a sexual predator. In retrospect,
it baffles me how I was not able to put all these pieces together and confront him. I hope that, in this
“Me Too” era, these alleged victims step forward and seek healing through public disclosure. I will
corroborate what missing information I may be able to provide if they make a stand. Some of these
recent allegations involved me. This colleague mentioned that Morton Feldman had initiated action
with the university to have me kicked out of the doctoral program, an allegation which I had heard
back then from an independent source who was in a position to know. I had chosen to not confront
him then and, soon afterwards, I put the entire matter out of my mind. Whatever his declared reasons
might have been, the university did not respond positively to his request.
27

Unfortunately, years later and in a fit of anger, I threw the entire notebook to the trash.
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way of such a profound experience and Feldman tried to demolish the intellectual filters in me
in any way he could. Only if I could stand outside reason would I be able to see and feel what he
saw and felt. Although I wanted to experience this, after all this was the reason why I was there
in the first place, I did not know how to let go of my analytical filtering mechanisms, which had
been my main tool for understanding music in my former education. I recognized this as being
the goal that we both strived for, so I was ready for any kind of invasive surgery by him that
necessary to accomplish this.
In the group seminar every week Feldman attacked me openly, either in person or through
innuendo (often referring to some “hot-shots from the big schools.") There was nothing I said
that could have provoked such verbal aggression and I felt hurt and belittled each time,
particularly because I looked up at him as my mentor. Even with the increased self-confidence
that I had gradually built since leaving Greece, I was still very vulnerable, no matter how well I
had learned to hide my vulnerability. Between the constant attacks, the endless hours of
preparation for my lessons and the accompanying sleep and rest deprivation, I reached a
breaking point a few months into my doctoral program. I felt that I was fast approaching a
nervous breakdown and that continuing in this manner might cause me irreparable damage. In
one of the weakly seminars I finally snapped back at him and told him that this was it for me: “I
quit." After the seminar was over and I was still glued in my chair, shaking and completely
disconnected from my surroundings, he approached me and invited me to his home for dinner.
He was very different; “fatherly” is the best description that comes to mind. He cooked a
sumptuous meal and after dinner told me a story which I have heard since in several variations
from others. His version was about a young man who wanted to be a samurai and sought to
apprentice with a famous sword master. The master accepted him and gave him a broom
accompanied by the instruction that every day he would come to the master’s house take the
broom and start sweeping the floors of the entire residence. Not quite getting the point of the
exercise but also not wanting to alienate the master, the student did the exercise daily,
wondering all along when the master would begin to teach him martial arts. The samurai
ignored the student’s questions but, occasionally, he hid behind a door or a wall where the
student least expected him and at an opportune moment attacked the student with his sword.
Awkwardly at first and a bit more skillfully later, the student would try to defend himself with
the broom. But the cleaning task continued to be the only task given to the student for a very
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long time. After a while the student had enough. He told the samurai that he was fed up with
this charade and that he was being taken advantage of all along. At that point the master gave
the student a sword and told him that he graduated: he was now a samurai 28.
The story brought tears to my eyes. It was the first and one of the few times when I made a real
and reciprocal connection with my teacher. But a few days later at seminar, to my utter
bewilderment, he reverted to his usual verbal attacks. It was not just his teaching methodology,
such that it was, that was alienating; our politics were on opposite ends of the spectrum too. By
that time, my anti-establishment feelings had assumed a Marxist outlook and Feldman’s politics
were decidedly rightwing. To me at that time, rightwing politics represented everything that was
the basest and darkest in human nature and I thought it inconceivable that an enlightened artist
such as Feldman could endorse, for example, pro-apartheid politics in South Africa, as he would
do on occasion during our heated political discussions.
During the nineteen sixties, the State University of New York at Buffalo (now known as
University of Buffalo) was one of the hot spots of student unrest, with violent clashes between
students and campus police that left emotional scars on the campus for years to come. By the
time I was there in the late seventies there was no more unrest, at least not the violent kind of
the previous decade, but there was still a politically charged atmosphere among the student
population. The conspiracy theorists within the student movement claimed that the new
university campus which was being built in Amherst, a town adjacent to Buffalo, far from the
downtown area and the actual design of the campus was to keep students away from the center
of the city where they could be a more potent political force or influence. Since the unrest of the
previous decade, there was apparently an influx of rightwing professors and administrators to
the university and a corresponding exit of leftwing thinkers and it was rumored among the

The story is very similar to a story in the film The Sacrifice by Andrei Tarkovsky, where a monk
planted a cane on the top of a mountain and asked his apprentice to carry water up the mountain
every day and water the cane. After a long period of time, the apprentice, tired and exasperated with
the meaninglessness of the exercise, told himself that it would be the last time he would do this task,
but when he reached the top of the mountain the dead cane had sprouted and had become a tree.
This story became the inspiration for the wonderful composition by the Estonian composer Arvo Pärt
called Sarah was Ninety Years Old.

28
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students that Feldman was such a political appointment. I never believed this charge, even
though I must confess that I was tempted to during my moments of anger. Buffalo had become
a center for avant-garde experimentation in music because of earlier, high-profile activity there
by composer Lucas Foss who was also the conductor of the Buffalo Philharmonic. Lucas Foss
founded the Creative Associates, a group of pioneering performers developing new extended
techniques and sonic resources for their instruments and Feldman fitted the profile of a major
avant-garde figure who would give further prestige to this activity established by Foss. This is
most likely what prompted the university to offer him a professorship even though he had no
university education at all.
One of these Creative Associates was Nora Post, a pioneer of extended techniques for the oboe.
Nora had a turbulent relationship with Morton Feldman and an ugly breakup. She had left for
New York about the same time that I had moved to Buffalo. I knew nothing at all about all this at
the time but her name as a great instrumental pioneer who was pushing the envelope of what
was possible on her instrument was in the air as I embarked on my doctoral studies. I learned
later that late in the fall during my first semester at Buffalo, Nora Post revisited Buffalo in an
attempt at reconciliation with Feldman. She brought with her an offer of a commission from him
for a new work for oboe and harp. Apparently, the meeting deteriorated into a shouting match
and she left Feldman’s place in a stormy mood. Not content to leaving things at that, she
inquired with her contacts at the music department for the names of a few of Feldman’s
students and someone gave her my name and address. It all started with a knock on my door,
Nora introducing herself to me and inquiring as to whether I might be interested in being
commissioned to write a piece for oboe and harp for her and harpist Mario Falcao. I was of
course interested, very excited in fact: this was my first commission ever and Nora Post was a
legend in the new music world of Buffalo. She knew of course that I would be running straight to
my teacher to tell him my good news. The dark shadow on his face when I shared my great news
with him did not alert me to what had transpired earlier and how I unwittingly got involved in
this intrigue. Nora and I became very close in the ensuing years and she inspired my love for the
oboe and my future compositions for this dark and earthy instrument. She later married (briefly)
Albert Somit, who was Vice President of our university at the time. This caused Feldman
considerable anxiety. It must have ignited his already precarious sense of insecurity and it
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exacerbated our already turbulent relationship. My guess is that it may have also been the
reason why I was not expelled from the Ph.D. program as Feldman had allegedly requested.
There were other incidents. One merits mention because it revealed for me a darker side of
human nature that I had not encountered up until then. If I recall correctly, it was during the
second year of my studies in Buffalo. There were two fellowships in composition at the music
department of SUNY, the Slee Fellowship attached to the position of Lejaren Hiller, one of the
pioneers of computer music composition, and the Varèse Fellowship attached to Feldman’s
position. Even though I was accepted at the doctoral program at SUNY with the Slee Fellowship
and accompanying stipend, upon arrival I declared that I intended to study with Morton
Feldman, which was not the politically correct thing to do. It was indicative of Hiller’s generosity
that he allowed me to keep his fellowship even though I chose not to study with him. Then the
following year the Varèse fellowship opened and the indications were that it would be offered
to me: it was in fact a foregone conclusion by all my composition colleagues. For administrative
and common sense reasons the Slee fellowship should have been forfeited and made available
for a new incoming doctoral student who would be studying with Lejaren Hiller and I should be a
candidate for the Varèse Fellowship. The day of his weekly seminar, Feldman came into the
classroom and announced that the fellowship would be given to a new Jewish student who had
recently arrived from South Africa by way of a kibbutz in Israel, whom hardly anyone knew in
the class—he was a quiet and private person and not a particularly strong composer. I was
devastated but did not react and accepted quietly Feldman’s decision, even though it meant
that I would be stranded without either fellowship. 29 The reaction in the class was one of
suppressed astonishment. Colleagues came to give me their condolences and support after the
seminar. I decided that I would not bring up the subject in my private lesson with Feldman but a
few days later he did. He told me a story of how Iannis Xenakis, the French avant-garde pioneer
of Greek lineage whom Feldman admired immensely, was virtually unknown in France at the
beginning of his career, but then he had a concert in London which was sponsored by Lina
Lalandi, a rich Greek harpsichordist and patron of the arts in London. Lalandi, who directed and
almost single-handedly sponsored the English Bach Festival, used all her influence to establish

The Music Department gave me a TA-ship in Theory immediately after this decision and without
reducing my scholarship money which saw me through the rest of my studies at SUNY at Buffalo.
29
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Xenakis in England. Once discovered in England, the French followed suit. Feldman felt that
Xenakis might have never become the international celebrity he was, if it were not for this Greek
woman in London. And that was it. End of story. No specific mention of the Varèse Fellowship.
Feldman had added insult to damage, but I took it stoically. I did not think of it at the time as a
breach of academic protocol, which it was, but as something understandable, given the natural
sense of solidarity that the holocaust experience had created among many Jews and a
corresponding sense of guilt among non-Jews like me. I understood these deep-seated feelings.
Besides, I had a fresh memory of how a comparatively much smaller human tragedy, the killings
of the students at the Polytechnic School of Athens in 1973, had affected me and how in the
past I had held people responsible who were remotely or not at all connected with the
perpetrators of that act. In the end, however, it was all a psychological evasive maneuver to
distract oneself from dealing with personal problems by pointing the finger outwards to
someone or something else. Feldman's story about Xenakis, was really about the holocaust. He
did not have to offer me any explanation; in fact, given our academic relationship, it would have
been politically more sensible for him if he hadn’t. But he felt compelled to explain the deeper
cause of his decision to a gentile. No matter how much I wanted to be part of his world and
understand him, I was always first and foremost a gentile to him.
My understanding and stoic acceptance of this behavior did not alleviate it. In the spring of
1980, two years after the Varèse Fellowship appointment episode, I went to take my oral
comprehensive exams. Feldman literally hijacked the examination process from the rest of the
committee and failed me on my oral examination. There were formal complaints by committee
members afterwards about the way the examination was conducted but there was no reversal
of the decision. It was one of the most devastating and shameful moments of my adult life and I
felt the world crushing around me. Both Feldman and I knew that this meant more than just
failing an exam. It meant an impending chain reaction which would start with the termination of
my scholarship, followed by the refusal by the Immigration Authority to grant me an extension
to my student visa. I could not stay in the USA without proof of funds for my tuition and living
expenses. Without any funds coming from Greece and not being able to work in the USA on a
foreign student visa, and with no scholarship, such proof was not possible. Refusal of a visa
would be followed by my deportation to Greece, followed by my being immediately drafted in
the Greek army. I would not be able to continue with my education until after finishing almost
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two years of army service, which I was determined that I would not do. Feldman was aware of
all this. He knew what kind of precarious situation I was in. When I confronted him with this in
private after the examination, he said in an almost amused tone “well, Christos, if anyone can
get out of this, you can.”
I was at boiling point. Devastated, I vowed to myself that I would never have anything to do
again with the academia or even with music, if I could help it. It was not possible to part with
music, although I did try, but I did keep my vow to stay away from the academia for fifteen
years. I saw Feldman a year later during my repeat comprehensive exam and once more in
Toronto years later when the Kronos Quartet performed his two-hour long String Quartet. A few
years after that, a confidential folder of recommendations, which was solicited and kept by the
Eastman School of Music placement office, was accidentally returned to me instead of being
destroyed by a prospective employer. The folder included a reference letter by Morton Feldman
which was dated slightly before that fateful examination in the spring of 1980. It read “After
three years as Christos Hatzis’ major professor, there is little doubt in my mind that he is the top
PhD candidate in the history of the department." I was astonished when I read the letter.
Nothing in Feldman’s behavior towards me would have betrayed anything remotely consistent
with this statement. I even entertained the thought for a while that it must have been written
by someone else, but the handwriting and the signature left no double about the author.
Immediately after my failed exam the most urgent thing for me was to try to find a way to stay
in the United States and finish my degree. Since I had moved to Buffalo, I played on weekends
with a Greek band in a Greek night club for which we were not paid but collected tips that the
customers threw at the band as they were dancing. (This was a custom dating back to the
Rebetiko era of Greek popular music, starting with the refugee migrations to Greece from Asia
Minor in 1923.) When I explained my impossible situation to the other band members, Steve
Savvides, the drummer of the band, saw the only crack in the seemingly impenetrable wall
blocking my way forward. He suggested that I work across the border in Canada with a Canadian
working visa and declare the income from my legitimate employment as proof of funds which
would in turn secure an extension on my student visa in the United States. Since I no longer
need to attend classes in Buffalo I could live and work in Canada and commute occasionally to
Buffalo, which was just across the Canada/US border, for meetings and examinations. Call it
another lucky chance, but the next day we were told that a Greek restaurant with live music in
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Niagara Falls, Ontario, a short drive from Buffalo, was desperately looking for a Greek band.
Their previous band had left suddenly without notice. We made the short trip to Niagara Falls
and that very night we had a job in Canada. Unbeknownst to me, as I was sitting there in this
non-descript seafood restaurant inside a shopping mall in the heart of the tourist strip of
Niagara Falls, I had just stepped into the most important place and time of my life. The ensuing
year was going to be a year of continuous wonderment; the year I have been looking back to for
guidance ever since, even now as I am writing this memoir decades later. But first I need to
backtrack and talk about the changes in the music and in myself during my time in Buffalo which
led to this momentous, watershed moment in my life among the neon lights of “honeymoon
town."
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Morton Feldman (Rob Bogaerts / Anefo, CC0, via Wikimedia Commons)
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FROM ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISM…
Most aesthetic concepts are pieces of displaced theology.
The work of art, seen as mysterious, self-dependent,
and self-moving, is an image of God for an agnostic age.
—Terry Eagleton

So far, my relationship with Morton Feldman has been painted in dark hues, but this hardly
explains my strong connection to him and his music and the fact that he was the most profound
compositional influence in my creative life. If I had to name the single most important influence
on the way I approach music composition even today, it would unequivocally have to be Morton
Feldman. Having touched upon the external aspects of our relationship, I will now look at the
transformations in my inner landscape during the three years of studying with him, which were
in part caused by Feldman’s instruction, although I truly believe that the deeper cause, as with
everything important in life, was God’s providence. I was drawn to the sparse, quiet world of the
music of Morton Feldman right from the moment I heard Rothko Chapel in the Sibley Library of
the Eastman School of Music sometime in 1975. I already mentioned that I was intellectually
disturbed by what I heard but, at a deeper level, the music had such a strong impact on me that
it made me want to apprentice with this composer. Here was a person who listened, perceived
and understood beyond the conventions that one is taught at school; a person who did not let
his lack of academic skill or peer pressure crush him when he was young, like I was crushed
under similar pressure in high school, but defiantly rewrote the rules of what it meant to be an
artist and thrived in the face of all ensuing adversity and controversy. I can see in retrospect why
a young person like me would see a person like Feldman, badly beaten but standing tall, as a
hero figure even though we had nothing musically or ideologically in common. It was inevitable
that such a composer would be constantly under attack by a controlling musical establishment
and it is understandable how feeling under constant siege can make you feel insecure and
hyper-defensive. I have certainly experienced and struggled against similar emotional states in
my own creative psyche during my mature professional life. Yes, you could see Feldman’s music
as soft-toned wallpaper, as some of his detractors have, but to me it was the heroic act of a
person defying stale convention. True radicalism is not just picking a number in a ready-to-serve
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political dispensing machine; it is, first and foremost a solitary act, a lonely act; it is an act in
depth.
Composers John Cage, Morton Feldman, Christian Wolf and Earl Brown, the so-called New York
School of the Fifties, questioned the very foundations of western music: while many other
composers of their generation were busy rearranging the furniture in a single room, these four
were busy tearing down the foundation of the entire building. Between them, Cage, Brown and
Wolf engaged in deconstruction intellectually, that is with a keen understanding of music history
and its incessant, “thermodynamic” movement towards a state of maximal entropy. They were
able to detect and understand the ultimate outcome of a process already in motion and to give
expression to it with a language that shocked, provoked and attracted attention. Feldman spent
most of his early life working in the family dry-cleaning business. Not being an intellectual,
Feldman experienced this process, as opposed to intellectually locating and defining it, and thus
captured it in a more profound way than the other three. He did not describe its character in
words but in sound and followed its thread intuitively, past the convoluted labyrinths that the
intellectual pursuit of the same thread led others. When one thinks of Cage’s, Wolf’s or Brown’s
music, one thinks of an intellectual (or anti-intellectual) achievement of historical proportions;
when one thinks of Feldman’s music, one thinks of a specific sound and an accompanying
aesthetic. Nothing else truly matters.
Feldman’s understanding of the term “aesthetic” was akin to a spiritual experience. His
experience of music owes a lot to the understanding of color by his friends and mentors, the
abstract expressionist painters of New York who later dominated the world of modern art:
people like Mark Rothko, Jackson Pollock, Robert Rauschenberg, Willem De Kooning, Franz
Kline, Jasper Johns and others. Several of their paintings hanged on the walls of Feldman’s
studio in Buffalo where he worked and taught. Even though his emotional connection with these
painters was conditioned by the degree of personal affinity that he had with each, I always felt
that his musical sensibilities were closer to those of Mark Rothko. Rothko’s color fields are deep
and spiritual and have an inexplicable pull on the viewer. There is a parallel between this and
the pull that the music of late Feldman has on a listener with open ears. The other strong
influence in Feldman's music was Persian rugs. He was an avid collector of them, and the floors
of his sparsely decorated studio were covered by wonderful specimens of this art. We would
sometimes sit on one of the rugs and meditate on their patterns. He was fascinated with
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patterns in his own music too; loosely defined gestalts of notes and microrhythms, sometimes
abstrusely notated, float against one another in endless, DNA-like sequences which are likely to
keep theorists busy trying to “decode” for some time. He was not consciously encoding
anything. All he was doing was maintaining a certain enhanced state of aesthetic concentration
while composing. Often patterns would repeat in slightly varied, asymmetrical and nondeliberate form because, as he claimed, he quickly forgot where he was in the piece: he just
kept on moving forward, and this accounts for the inordinate length of his late works. But it
would be very exciting if, in the spirit of non-local connectivity, a theoretical “genome project”
on his late work was able to reveal a deep level of meta-organization and a hierarchy of meaning
that evaded even him during the creative process, although I suspect that the kind of structure
we are talking about would be so deep that the theoretical tools currently at our disposal would
be ill-equipped for the job.
Feldman’s attitude towards composition was that of a person observing a process taking place
and recording it as best as (s)he can. He was documenting the process as opposed to initiating it.
This was one of the greatest lessons that I learned from him. My own development as a
composer owes a lot to this surrendering of the narrowly defined “ownership” of the creative
process as it will become evident later. Another lesson that I learned from him, to a lesser
degree perhaps, was his distilled interest in sonic timbre. By this I mean perceiving the
frequency of a sound as color. Feldman divorced his hearing from acoustical convention and
melodic-harmonic-structural cause-and-effect relationships. Pitch to his ear was a very different
experience than pitch class: an octave was not a special interval and there were no octave
equivalences in his music. Even though my interest in acoustics made octaves and other integer
ratio intervals very particular resonances in my music, as we will see later, this sensibility of
Feldman’s still alerts me against the unthinking common practice composers’ use of octaves as
“non-intervals," as pure enhancements of a melodic line for acoustic balance or dramatic effect.
Having experienced the deconstruction that my apprenticeship with Feldman had made
possible, it has been impossible for me to look again at common practice music in a conservative
manner—that is as a horse you simply ride on. My use of the past is now deliberate: there must
be a re-discovery, a re-examination. There must be a raison d’ être for every compositional
choice I make, regardless of whether I am aware or not of what this is exactly during the time of
the actual composition. I trust that properly maintained concentration and meditation will yield
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artistic results which will make sense during posthumous analytical examination. At a more
abstract level, this is also how Feldman approached composition.
Even though Feldman’s aesthetic and his often polemical defense of it appear to be “cold” and
emotionally detached, this may not be an accurate description of what was taking place during
his creative process. He connected emotionally to things and people, even though he thought it
inappropriate to display in public these emotional connections. As I mentioned earlier, I sensed
that he connected emotionally to the work of Mark Rothko and this emotional connection was
so pronounced that in Rothko Chapel, Feldman lowers his uncompromising aesthetic defenses
and allows a youthful tune into the otherwise austere sonic world of the music. Halfapologetically, he would mention much later that a prominent British avant-garde composer
(Harrison Birtwistle, if I recall correctly) said to him “are you sure you want to go down this
path?” It was interesting to me that Feldman would bring this up in a conversation more than
once. The political pressures did not only come from the conservative music establishment but
also from the avant-garde establishment (composers, performers, publishers, presenters) who
by the late seventies were already promoting the Morton Feldman “brand.” Of course, to
Feldman this was his support group and did not think of this as “pressure.” I suspect, however,
that there was a great deal of pressure, like the comment above or when his close friend and
confidant, John Cage, described Feldman’s late works of extraordinary durations as “German
music," a poignant comment that had put Feldman repeatedly on the defensive.
Feldman constantly felt the world closing in on him by encroaching on his precious private
space. One of his famous quotes is “you drew a large circle and included me; I drew a smaller
circle and excluded you." This excluding defined his aesthetic (another quotable saying of his
was “great music is known by what it leaves out”) but it also helped define him politically in the
world at large. When the political leftwing intelligentsia declared abstract-expressionism to be a
reactionary artistic movement, moreover one which was promoted by the political
establishment as evidence of free expression in the West (typical propaganda of the cold war
era), artists like Feldman must have felt trapped in the middle. Excommunicated from the
conservative musical establishment and attacked from the political left, he must have felt that
there was nowhere to go but inward. It is therefore understandable, but also unfortunate, how
this situation could have pushed Feldman into reactionary political posturing. It could also
explain the fact that one had to bend over backwards to contain Feldman’s fears and
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resentments and make him be at ease. When you exist in such an emotional pressure cooker,
paranoia is not far away. There was always a communist conspiracy lurking in the background
starting with his teacher, Stephan Wolpe, his friend and colleague Christian Wolf and any
students or acquaintances who did not reduce themselves to the subservient role of a
worshiper. His heavy-handed actions and reactions could be quite destructive and debilitating to
people under his control, as I had the misfortune of witnessing firsthand on one occasion with a
doctoral student of his from France. Yet, beneath all this aggression, I also sensed a gentle soul
hiding from the cruelty of the world, unaware of the kind of cruelty it too was capable of.
This, in a nutshell, was my mentor.
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. . . THROUGH FRACTALS . . .

You don't see something until you have the right metaphor to let you perceive it.
—Robert Stetson Shaw, Chaos pioneer.

Abstract expressionism was not right for me for several reasons. Feldman was a Jew and very
conscious about how his music was connected to the deepest essence of Judaism although, in
theory at least, it was claiming to be disconnected from everything but itself. He called abstract
expressionism “Jewish” because it discarded and indirectly discredited pictorial representation.
He felt therefore that European art up until the nineteen fifties was “Christian” art. He also felt
that there could not be any art after the holocaust, unless it was a metaphor for mourning,
which is how he understood his own music. Actually, these metaphors helped me understand
abstract expressionism as a student, because I could emotionally and intellectually relate to the
deep state of mourning that often requires the suppression of any expressions of emotion for
reasons of self-preservation. It was within this space, which is rendered possible by metaphor,
that I was able to perceive Mark Rothko’s art and Morton Feldman’s music as emotionally
charged. What this accorded me was the ability to engage with music at a level that for the first
time transcended just raw, instinctive reaction to what I was hearing. I was gradually awakening
to the power of metaphor to make artistic communication possible in the absence of a widely
spoken musical language as was the case in previous eras of European music history. Unlike
simile, metaphor is non-local connectivity. It opens windows to beyond the immediate
environment of the discourse. It reaches out and, as a result, it draws in. To Feldman’s drawing
of lines on the sand and circles of exclusivity around him I started opening windows: windows to
the world, to the sky, even to Feldman. I was changing.
If the Hebrew aversion to pictorial representation became Feldman’s flickering candle for
walking in the darkness, mine was the Christian icon. The icon is not a pictorial representation of
the numinous, but a symbolic gateway to its essence beyond the two dimensional
representation. In Byzantine hagiography you don’t see the eyes of the person on the icon; you
see through the eyes to the eternity beyond. As I was beginning to understand my own unique
make up, my milieu, I wandered what was the musical “icon” that could act as a gateway to a
deeper understanding in my own music. It could not be traditional music any more than
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Feldman’s music was traditional by being Jewish. This focus on the idea of the icon as a
metaphor for my way of seeing and understanding things was taking place at such an abstract
and rarified level that it blindsided me from making the connection which perhaps you, the
reader, has already made. How could the Christian icon be an appropriate metaphor for the
ponderings of a person who denied or, more accurately, defied God?
One day in the fall of 1978 in a conversation with two colleagues and friends at SUNY, Charles
Ames 30 and Paul Gallagher, 31 we talked about the possibility of the overtone series as the basis
for a complete compositional language, not just harmonies and timbres. At a time when
everyone was just about jaded with endless talk of “indeterminacy," which was the buzzword
around SUNY, the three of us got very excited with the prospect of hierarchical structures based
on acoustical properties and each started exploring this idea in a different direction. It felt like
we had made a great discovery. We hadn’t. It hadn’t even occurred to me that this idea was
precisely what got me to America for music studies in the first place—those logarithmic graphs
of my youth mapping the overtone series. But now I was thinking that, besides affecting timbre
and harmony, the overtone series could also affect rhythm and form by simply magnifying the
same integer ratio relationships that already existed within the overtone series and applying
them to the larger compositional parameters. Charles Ames, who had extensive background in
mathematics and computers and later became a known name in the fledging field of algorithmic
composition, assisted me in creating a simple computer program that could translate the
complex harmonic relationships in microtime into rhythmic relationships in macrotime. (Figure
1).
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FIGURE 1.RHYTHMIC MATRIX OF THE OVERTONE SERIES
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There were quite a few composers at the time who were also exploring the overtone series.
Some, like James Tenney, used mechanical means to demonstrate the complex integer ratios of
the overtone series in time, such as player pianos or computer sound synthesis which was still in
its infancy. Karlheinz Stockhausen, the German avant-garde musical pioneer, had based his
mystical Stimmung composed in 1968 on the overtone series and had written about projecting
the overtone series on the realm of rhythm in an important essay “How Time Passes” 32.
Stockhausen’s solution to the problem of notating integer ratios as rhythmic relationships was
with traditional “tuplets”—triplets, quintuplets, etc. (Figure 2) which makes performance very
difficult beyond the small tuplet subdivisions and totally impractical for what I wanted, which
was to depict rhythmic and structural relationships from higher up in the overtone series.

FIGURE 2. HARMONIC RELATIONSHIPS EXPRESSED AS RHYTHMIC TUPPLETS
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(Stochhausen 1957)
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My notational discovery of approximating complex ratios by mapping them rhythmically to the
closest position in ordinary musical notation opened the flood gates of the imagination and in a
couple of months there were two works completed with this new for me way of thinking about
composition. The first work was Aztlan for oboe and harp, Nora Post’s commission, and the
second was Cain for flute and percussion, a request by flute pioneer Robert Dick and
percussionist Jan Williams. Neither of these works has been included in my current list of works,
but at the time they represented a breakthrough for me. They were my first postdeconstructionist musical statements. For the most part Aztlan was rhythmically based on the
information embedded in the rhythmic matrix of Figure 1 with the harp strings retuned to the
frequencies drawn from the overtone series. Its structure was intuitive and episodic, but its
harmony and rhythm were often “locked” in a way that the same integer ratios were
manifesting at the same time in both musical parameters. I was beginning to create fractal
structures, only I had no idea what fractals were. Charles Ames did. His Ph.D. thesis composition
was titled “Fractals” and was inspired by the fractal properties of crystals. The mathematician
Benoît Mandelbrot (of popular fame for his spectacular "Mandelbrot set") had coined the term
only three years earlier, in 1975, as he was leafing through his son's Latin dictionary and
happened upon the word "fractus." 33 He published his ideas in Les objets fractals, forme, hasard
et dimension that same year and the English translation Fractals: Form, Chance and Dimension 34
was published in 1977, less than a year before my first musical experiments with harmonic
(overtone) fractals in Buffalo. It was not so much the fact that the coinage was very recent as
that, having almost failed to graduate from high school because of my less than stellar math, I
believed that the world of science and my world of music were as far apart as anything. As a
result, I felt disconnected and slightly intimidated by mathematics and was not at all in touch
with developments in this field, whether they were one year or fifty years old. Peter Scott, a
professor of Computer Science and Engineering at SUNY whose brother, Rick Scott, was a
composer my age studying in Germany, took a brief interest in what I was doing. He told me that
my musical research was related to the Chaos research which was creating quite a stir among
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small circles in mathematics and physics at that time. 35 But I was so dissociated from anything
that was not directly related to my apprenticeship with Morton Feldman, and I had such low
self-esteem as far as mathematics were concerned, that I managed to not pay proper attention
to Prof. Scott’s remarks. It was many years later, when I read a popular book on chaos physics 36,
that I realized how very much in the air these concerns were during the late seventies when
Charles and I was engaging in our own solitary search for musical order.
My own understanding of what I was doing at the time, particularly with Aztlan, had to do with
capturing musically the quality of light. The downward slowly sweeping gestures from the higher
to the lower overtones of a static harmonic system with the corresponding slowing down of
vibrations conveyed the imagery of light penetrating water. . . “slowing down” . . . dissolving.
This phenomenon is somewhat poetically described in a diary that I started around that time, no
doubt influenced (and mimicking, to some extent) Morton Feldman’s weighty pronouncements
about abstracted qualities of sound. The entry is dated February 14, 1980, only a few weeks
before the emotional and psychological upheaval of my oral comprehensive examination for my
doctorate:
It is a question of Light. The way light dissolves and synthesizes. The way it freezes as it
descends the depths of the sea. Hearing “light” is what my music is about, especially
light in contact with water, the mediator and womb of life. My approach to light is
beyond impression or expression. It is ontological, it analyses it. It seeks to find a world
within a dimensionless ray, a mystical world beyond contradiction, which exists within
light, is born by it and is finally consumed by it. In this elemental dissolution everything
is perceived as color, but seen from the inside, not as an impression or an image but as
concrete reality. My masters in this work are Claude Debussy, Alexander Scriabin and
Iannis Xenakis. Debussy, because music begun with Debussy, or was rediscovered by
him. Before Debussy, it was man’s involvement with himself, the involvement of the
imperfect with imperfection. But Debussy turned music inside out: he evoked primal
images beyond pictorial representation; he spoke directly to a collective unconscious. La
Mer is not about the sea, but about the indescribable otherworldliness that resonates
deep within us to the word “sea." Scriabin, for his universal imagery: the light coming
from a great distance or created by an all-consuming fire, wherein the essence of
mysticism lies, as in the Poem of Ecstasy. Xenakis, for his Mediterranean experience
(similar to mine) of light blinding. . . defining everything all too sharply into a multiplicity

Even so, Chaos was not in most physicists' and mathematicians' radar screen until some years later
and certainly did not reach popular awareness until the mid-1980's.
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of existences as in Eonta. Numerous references from these composers exist in Aztlan,
but they are all fused into the language of the work itself, sometimes to an
unrecognizable degree, so that they too become aspects of pure light.
Aztlan only had partial fractal structure, but Cain, a much more aggressive piece, took the idea
of the fractals one step further and examined closer the connection between fractal symmetry
and chaos. To understand how the music of Cain was derived, you need to look at the rhythmic
matrix of Figure 1 but imagine that each of the notes on this matrix does not represent a
predetermined sonic event in time but the mean of a Gaussian distribution (a bell-shaped
distribution) predicting the statistical location of such an event. It means that the highest
likelihood for this event to take place is where it is notated in Figure 1, but there is no way of
knowing for sure. It could happen to the right or the left of this location. The further away you
move from the notated position of the notehead, the less likely it is that the event would
happen there, depending on how wide you allow the span of the distribution to be. If the span
of all distributions equals zero, the system will be deterministic: it will be what you see in Figure
1. As you increase the span of each distribution, the system can become indeterminate and
noisy to varying degrees. This stochastic approach to the dissonance-consonance continuum
was inspired by my scientifically minded colleague Charles Ames. Neither of us knew at the time
that the Chaos research which was causing radical rethinking of the premises of various
scientific disciplines had better explanations for the phenomena of fractal structure and fractal
noise that we were observing in this dynamic harmonic system. As the quote by Robert Stetson
Shaw at the beginning of this chapter indicates, you need to frame anything you see before you
can even see it at all. In our case, we understood the term "stochastic" because Iannis Xenakis,
an influential 20th Century composer had used this mathematical term in his music and, even
though I did not entirely understand what it meant mathematically, I knew the "sound" of it,
being familiar with his music. In fact the fractal model of dissonance that I was developing for
Cain already had a name in Chaos physics: it is called a Strange Attractor and was first
discovered by American mathematician and meteorologist Edward Lorenz in his seminal 1963
paper Deterministic Nonperiodic Flow published in the Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences 37 but
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not "discovered" by mainstream science until the mid to late 1970s when Chaos research was
beginning to make waves.
In Cain, the noise is “attracted” by the deterministic structure represented by the means of all
these Gaussian distributions. This structure is the harmonic template of Figure1. Furthermore,
this attractor is independent of scale, as the template is a fractal and is identically replicated at
various levels of magnification from within a single sound to the overall structure. So, the noise
too is fractal, allowing at all of these levels of magnification the possibility of "islands" of
harmonic structure to emerge within the surrounding chaos. In Cain, the system is never noisefree except at the very end when there is a very slow falling sequence from the highest
overtones to the lowest for flute whistle tones and glockenspiel drawing its information
exclusively from the template of Figure 1. The premiere of Cain, performed by flutist Robert Dick
and percussionist Jan Williams, was the first professional performance of my music. It took place
on April 29, 1979 at the Albright-Knox Art Gallery of Buffalo. The program also included works by
Charles Wuorinen, Luciano Berio, Robert Dick and Tobias Picker.
The “reality” of a composition like Cain, that is the dynamic, multithreaded potential that the
conceptual engine which creates the material of the piece is capable of, cannot be effectively
captured by what is notated on the music manuscript. What you hear is only one of many
possible expressions of this potential. You can still get a sense of how noisy or harmonic the
system can become by creating composites in your mind of different segments of the music
where the input parameters for the degree of randomness in the system have changed but, as
with all stochastic music, the fact remains that the reality of your hearing and the reality of the
composition itself exist at two different existential levels. It is like the Quantum nature of
subatomic phenomena, where the rich potential of the virtual state of particles (Erwin
Schrodinger’s “wave function”) “collapses” into something essentially different and more
ordinary, or “classical,” upon observation and measurement. So, the listener can only hear the
collapsed traces of the virtual music composition (the musical equivalent of the "wave
function") not the composition itself. The most intriguing thing for me with this compositional
system is how perceptually the system remains noisy even though the randomness in the
system is progressively reduced and then suddenly, when the means of the Gaussian
distributions reach the neighborhood of zero, the system turns harmonic. Even though the
changes in the degree of randomness are smooth, harmony, the perception of harmony, is only
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possible within an infinitesimally small bandwidth very close to or at zero. The lesson to be
learned from this is that, even though we, as individuals or groups, may be pushing steadily
towards harmony, there is no perceptual confirmation that we are approaching our goal until
the very last minute when all of a sudden harmony comes into focus. This is a heartening
observation for coping during disheartening times.
Cain was a watershed moment in my development as a composer. It was dedicated to the
students who were killed at the Polytechnic School of Athens in 1973. It was also me putting the
demons of my adolescence to rest. Even though very aggressive and fairly disjointed on the
surface, Cain was incubating metaphors that were post-deconstructionist in outlook. The
premiere was very successful and the public reception overwhelmingly positive, but I was not
satisfied with my compositional accomplishment. I was still more attracted to the metaphorical
extensions of the conceptual engine than on the “traces” that this engine left upon one of the
countless possible such “compositions," in this case Cain, emanating from it. To appreciate the
virtual character of the meta-composition, or “basement composition,” which was the
conceptual engine itself, one would have to be able to hear in real time what happens when one
changes the input parameters in the system. Of more interest to me than simply have the
listener control the progress of the composition like in a video game was to create a dynamic
system, which was given favorable input (“genetic advantage,”) but its journey from chaos to
harmony would be internally driven by an autonomous “I-dentity” as soon as the “start” key was
pressed. You encode “character traits” at the outset, but then the system runs on its own. Since
there is randomness embedded in the system, it can evolve towards harmony, but it can also
degenerate towards increasing actual and informational noise. To facilitate the path towards
harmony, a “learning” algorithm was created by mathematician John R. Myhill, who was
teaching at SUNY at that time and was very interested in the idea of music composition as an
algorithmic process. John had noticed by watching his young son practice the trumpet that
repeated successful attempts at learning a small passage of music increased the likelihood of the
next attempt being successful and vice versa. This trial-and-error algorithm was embedded into
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the genetic information of the program to facilitate “learning” 38 by the program which in turn
would facilitate evolution towards harmony. This was my first rapprochement to Artificial
Intelligence, even though I had no name for it back then and it became possible with a lot of
help from my indispensable colleague Charles Ames.
The system was a dynamic fractal as opposed to the static fractal depicted by the rhythmic
matrix of Figure 1 which is always harmonic. There were four stages of magnification in the
system: (1) the harmonic, (2) the rhythmic, and two stages of structure, (3) the infra-structure
and (4) the supra-structure. Metaphorically, I understood these levels as (1) the interior world of
our psyche (the level of harmonic superimpositions), (2) our individual action within the outside
world (the level of rhythm) and (3 and 4) two levels of social organization of different
magnitude, the larger representing society at large. If the system momentarily declined towards
the direction of noise at any of the four stages, the decline at that stage disadvantaged the
evolutionary process towards harmony at all other stages. Conversely, if there was a noticeable
gain at one of these stages, in other words a noticeable progress towards harmony, this was an
incentive for the actors at the other stages of the system to evolve towards harmony too. Such a
system could only be realized with a successful marriage between algorithmic composition and
digital sound synthesis functioning in real time. Since digital sound synthesis was very much in
its infancy in the late seventies and the amount of computing power and speed required for this
system were still far into the future, I could only describe the system in algorithmic flowcharts
but not otherwise implement it. With help from Charles Ames and John Myhill, I wrote an essay
called “Towards an Endogenous Automated Music” 39 principally describing this system and the
ideas behind it, which was published by Interface, a journal of new music research, in Utrecht,
Netherlands.

That is to simulate the effects of learning. Actual learning by a machine is a far more complicated
process and the subject proper of Artificial Intelligence which was beyond the means and goals of the
program under discussion here.
38
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(Hatzis, Towards an Endogenous Automated Music 1980)
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. . . TO THE AKASHA
After all, it is no more surprising to be born twice than it is to be born once.
— Voltaire.

In the three short years between 1977 and 1980 that I was in Buffalo I experienced a radical reorientation that took me from the deconstructionist John Cage-like musical “happenings” and
the graphic notation scores (designs with no specific instructions, thus allowing the performers
to interpret them as they wished) which informed my musical experimentation during my
Eastman years to the fractals and algorithmic systems of my tenure in Buffalo. There was
considerable artistic and intellectual ground covered but the real change was taking place below
the surface. Only three years earlier, all I was interested in was to tear down anything that was
standing. The thing that was standing the tallest was the force that had shaped my hopes and
aspirations since childhood, God, so God became my primary target during this angry but
perhaps necessary period in my life. Now I was designing harmonic fractals and building
automated systems which pointed, metaphorically at least, towards Intelligent Design in the
universe. I was still too much of a rebel to notice this shift in fundamental outlook but, once
your center shifts, so does everything around you in everyday reality as I was soon to find out.
One day in late 1977, on a long bus trip from Buffalo to Montgomery, Alabama to visit my
girlfriend, I picked up a book at a newsstand in Cleveland to keep me company during the threeday trip. It was a best-seller by popular writer Jess Stearn called “Edgar Cayce: The Sleeping
Prophet” 40. I read it with utter fascination repeatedly. I wasn’t enamored by Stearn’s writing,
which in order to “sell” the subject far and wide ended up doing injustice to it, but I had an
instinctive sense that there was more to this “sleeping prophet” that met the reader’s eye. For
quite some time, again because of my single-minded preoccupation to perform up to Feldman’s
unrealistic expectations, I did not research Cayce further but kept on re-reading Stearn’s book
whenever opportunity allowed.
Cayce was a fascinating figure: he was born one hundred years earlier, in 1877 in rural Kentucky,
as a member of a deeply religious fundamentalist community. His dream as a child was to
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become a preacher. His family had a tradition of prodigious talent, but his unusual abilities as a
prodigious child stood out disproportionately even in that small community, which was used to
diviners, speaking in tongues, and similarly charismatic people, including some members of
Cayce’s own family. As a young man Cayce lost his voice and, after hopeless attempts at a cure
by the local and imported doctors, he was hypnotized and, under hypnosis, he diagnosed his
ailment and directed his own blood flow to concentrate on his throat and cure himself. Soon
after that incident, he realized that, when in trance, he could diagnose other people’s ailments,
complete strangers who could be near or at the other end of the country or the globe, and
prescribe novel and occasionally bizarre remedies that proved to be effective cures for medical
conditions which several licensed medical specialists had written off as incurable.
So far, all this excited my curiosity but that was the extent of my interest. There was something
about Cayce, however, which was unusual in the world of occult practitioners who claimed to
hold the key to universal knowledge. In his waking state, Cayce was a Sunday school teacher of
fervent Protestant Christian faith, who had read the Bible from beginning to end once for every
year of his life and who was rather uncomfortable with his abilities during trance and
particularly with the notoriety that surrounded him and his family throughout his life as a result
of his gift. All he ever wanted was a simple life with a real job of service to God and his fellow
human beings, but his life’s circumstances were constantly militating against his wishes for
normalcy. The other noteworthy thing about him was that, although there were many
opportunities in his life to “cash in” on his rare gift and accrue considerable wealth, his financial
circumstances hovered around the poverty line and often below it, for he refused to be
compensated by the people he helped beyond whatever small amounts of money some of them
voluntarily sent him in the mail after experiencing the benefits of his advice. These character
traits were for me the litmus test of his authenticity. I must confess, however, that what kept
me hooked on Cayce was something deeper than circumstantial evidence of authenticity. This
was a different kind of teacher reaching me across time, who was also resented by the world
and the establishment, but his reaction to this resentment was not to draw lines in the sand but
to cross them with his spirit and offer of himself generously wherever his help was needed; even
to those who doubted him. He embodied the spirit of Christ and dispensed it far and wide.
Well into his adult life, his trance “readings," which were documented by a stenographer at his
side, moved (reluctantly on his part) beyond medical advice to subjects such as reincarnation,
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lost continents, such as Atlantis, and fabled prehistory, such as a peak civilization in Egypt at
10,500 BC All this information was offered in the context of advice for physical or psychological
(karmic) ailments to people who had need of this advice, but since there are more than 14,000
readings that have been recorded in shorthand until his death in 1945, entire vistas of known or
alternative history and metaphysics emerged by cross-referencing the wealth of information
that came out of this sleeping prophet. Some of the things that Cayce had to say about the
world of the distant past are still considered far-fetched by current scientific thinking, although
some recent scientific findings and theories are getting closer to Cayce’s visions. By “closer” I
mean that science is not as far from Cayce as it used to be during the latter’s lifetime, but there
is still a seemingly unbridgeable gap between the two. For example Cayce’s Adam and Eve, the
first truly human bodily incidence on earth which coincided with the separation of the sexes into
male and female, entered the earth plane in 210,000 BC in Atlantis 41, which according to Cayce
(and Plato, before him) was a continent, the southern coast of which stretched between Florida
and Northern Africa. Modern mitochondrial DNA research, a recent research field, places the socalled “Mitochondrial Eve” some 150,000 to 215,000 years ago in Africa. This pushed back the
clock for science significantly bringing it closer to the date Cayce indicated in trance, and which
was considered completely outlandish during his time. Atlantis according to Cayce was broken
up repeatedly into smaller islands during its long history spanning hundreds of thousands of
years and was finally submerged entirely 12,000 years ago but not before a massive refugee
migration, the last in a long series of such, moved outward to Yucatan, Peru, the Pyrenees and
particularly Egypt where a new civilization sprung at that time. Recent research in Mitochondrial
DNA tracking the spread of the enigmatic Haplogroup X2 finds inexplicable incidences of it in the
Mediterranean basin as well as across the Atlantic Ocean among ancient Native American tribes.
Exciting as all of this is, one should keep in mind that current scientific explanations for these
genetic incidences are in favor of the Solutrean Hypothesis which has Ice Age primitive people in
kayaks crossing the North Atlantic along the edge of the ice pack during the last glacial
maximum. Between these American and European primitives, Cayce places a technologically
advanced civilization with telecommunications, transportation including aviation and amphibian

One of five pairs. Cayce stated that there were five Adams, each representing a different race (red,
yellow, brown, black and white) which appeared on Earth simultaneously.
41
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craft, and extremely high energy consumption paralleling our own, which was sustained by
harnessing solar energy through powerful crystals and by genetically modified slave labor. The
Atlanteans’ continuously growing appetite for energy overdrove their huge solar power stations
which affected the geodesic plates of the earth and resulted in a breakup of apocalyptic
proportions. It submerged the entire continent into what is now the Atlantic Ocean.
Most scientists would laugh equally as hard at such assertions in 2005 as they would in 1935
when these assertions were first made by Cayce. The reason I was fascinated by these claims by
this “sleeping prophet” was not because I lacked the critical faculty to see how unreasonable
they are in the face of past and current scientific evidence but because they made intuitive
sense to me. When intuition and reason contradict one another, I lean on the side of intuition.
This has caused some noticeable bumps in my path when decisions were made lightly, but not
necessarily intuitively, even though the ego always translates non-logical decisions as intuitive.
In hindsight, however, the bumps too were lessons that needed to be learned and were not
experienced in vain. In this deeper sense, at least, these decisions too can be understood as
intuitive, even when, in the narrowest of views, can be deemed unprofitable. I do not view
intuition as a haphazard collection of habits, hunches or motor responses but as knowledge
which has a deeper and infinitely more complex structure than reason and can be a powerful
driver of one’s life, if it is approached responsibly and trusted with the driving wheel.
This significantly higher complexity than the one we associate with reason makes it difficult for
intuition to emerge to the surface of consciousness and articulate its own defense the way
reason can and does. But it is potent in other ways. It shapes consciousness in deep and
profound ways and, in exceptional circumstances, it interacts with our everyday reality in a
seemingly startling manner (as we shall see later on), for the laws that govern it are deep and
universal and are meant to supersede the laws of the physical universe that our reason has
created or, at any rate, considers inviolable. So, this is not a simple choice between fact and
fiction, as far as the earth’s prehistory is concerned, but the result of a deeper understanding of
things that may often defy logic and common sense. Science and the way it sees the world are
constantly evolving, so one hopes that at some utopian moment in our development as a
species, our science and our collective intuition will not be as mutually exclusive and
contradictory as they appear to be at present.
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My observations of Morton Feldman’s creative process acted as a catalyst for the re-awakening
of this understanding in me. Feldman accepted the superior structure of intuition absolutely and
made it the sole operating system within his own composition at the expense of any rational
organization of the compositional material. But he was loath to follow the “logical” extensions of
his compositional methodology and see how it applied to life outside of music. He found
intuitive life outside of music to be unpredictable and threatening to one’s equilibrium. He
needed solid structure and comfort around him. The composer of intuition was in real life a man
who needed a status quo to guarantee him a secure, unchallenging, social environment and yet,
it was this very status quo and its repressive structures that he demonized in his music. With
Edgar Cayce, my new composition teacher, I was learning how to follow the implications of
intuition past the tragic contradictions between Feldman the composer and Feldman the man
and see them play out in the “real” world and, moreover, see them transform this “real” world
into something wonderful, cosmic and magical.
Like many sages of eastern religions and philosophies, Cayce had repeatedly said that space and
time are illusions of the mind put in place for the benefit of our spiritual development. More
specifically he said that three-dimensional reality, the way we see and understand the world, is
an experience unique to earth, the third planet in our solar system; that, when human souls
inhabit and experience other planetary spheres in between earthly sojourns, their experience
within each of these spheres is unique to that realm but not three-dimensional as on earth. He
did not explain this more clearly, nor is it easy to explain any experience beyond or below the
three dimensions in a language that is generated from within the three dimensional experience.
What he seems to be saying is that our understanding of the world is conditioned by the kind of
cosmic glasses we wear when we look at it. It is an idea not that distant from the anthropic
cosmological principle that science has used to address several paradoxes in particle physics that
have plagued cosmologists and Quantum physicists for more than half a century. Theorist Ervin
Laszlo defines one such paradox in Quantum Mechanics this way:
…when a particle’s multiple superposed states resolve into a single state there are not
just two, but a vast number of possible virtual states that this particle can occupy. Thus
a vast number of universes must exist—perhaps of the order of 10100—complete with
observers and measuring instruments….If there are 10100 or even 10500 universes, and
given that in all but a handful of them life could never arise, how is it that we live in a
universe where life, even complex forms of life, could evolve? Is this pure serendipity?
Many science fables address this question, including the anthropic cosmological
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principle that claims our observation of this universe has something to do with this
fortunate state of affairs 42.
Laszlo’s Theory of Everything outlined in his book “Science and the Akashic Field” draws
conclusions from the latest advances in physics to introduce and defend the concept of an “Information Field” as the cosmic pool which springs forth universes through cosmological Big
Bangs, but which by constantly collecting and processing information “improves” on each
attempt by defining more and more advantageously the initial states of later Big Bangs. This
explains the very particular and highly unlikely initial states that are required for any Big Bang to
produce constellations, galaxies, suns, planets around some of them, life on few of them and
consciousness on even fewer of them: Big Bangs like ours. The probability of all this happening
from a Big Bang with random initial conditions is statistically almost nil, which is the argument
used by the proponents of Intelligent Design for the theory’s defense. Laszlo substitutes
intelligent design with the concept of the “in-formation” field which he also calls the Akashic
Field, or A-Field, because it is conceptually so like the Akasha of the Vedic philosophy. The 20th
Century Indian Yogi Swami Vivekanada describes the Akasha as follows:
According to the philosophers of India, the whole universe is composed of two
materials, one of which they call Akasha. It is the omnipresent, all-penetrating existence.
Everything that has form, everything that is the result of combination, is evolved out of
this Akasha. It is the Akasha that becomes the air, that becomes the liquids, that
becomes the solids; it is the Akasha that becomes the Sun, the Earth, the Moon, the
stars, the comets; it is Akasha that becomes the human body, the animal body, the
plants, every form that we see, everything that can be sensed, everything that exists. It
cannot be perceived; it is so subtle that it is beyond all ordinary perception; it can only
be seen when it has become gross, has taken form. At the beginning of creation there is
only this Akasha. At the end of the cycle the solid, the liquids, and the gases all melt into
the Akasha again, and the next creation similarly proceeds out of this Akasha… 43
Edgar Cayce claimed that during trance he retrieved his information from the “Akashic records”
which is a record of all the actions, thoughts and every event or object that exists in the
universe. This information is recorded upon “the skein of space and time” and can be accessed
by everyone who is willing to lay aside his/her ego sufficiently to be of assistance to other

42
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(Laszlo 2007) p. 19

(Vivekananad 1982) Quoted in (Laszlo 2007) p.86
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people’s needs by drawing from this depository of knowledge. In the considerably convoluted
language of his trance utterances, the process of retrieval of Akashic information is described as:
Upon time and space is written the thoughts, the deeds, the activities of an entity— as
in relationships to its environs, its hereditary influence; as directed—or judgment drawn
by or according to what the entity's ideal is. Hence, as it has been oft called, the record
is God's book of remembrance; and each entity, each soul—as the activities of a single
day of an entity in the material world—either makes same good or bad or indifferent,
depending upon the entity's application of self towards that which is the ideal manner
for the use of time, opportunity and the expression of that for which each soul enters a
material manifestation. The interpretation then as drawn here is with the desire and
hope that, in opening this for the entity, the experience may be one of helpfulness and
hopefulness. 44
Cayce emphasized that access to this information should always be for the purpose of improving
the fortunes of those in need around us and not for improving our own personal circumstances
or for knowledge as a self-directed goal. He had repeatedly warned against the latter, for it can
be dangerous and self-destructive. Knowledge must be lived, experienced and applied to
everyday life, or else it is best not to possess it at all, for, when unused or misused, it turns toxic.
He had repeatedly warned against occult preoccupation with power and magic or collecting
information from sources other than the source represented by the Christ, for “all other paths
are those of a thief and a robber." This was not an instruction I was prepared to take yet at face
value. My initial enthusiasm with Cayce was due to all the possibilities of knowledge he
unleashed. I was excited by the prospect of possessing such knowledge. I was an apprentice
Alchemist in search of the Philosopher’s Stone. I had no time to heed to warnings, particularly if
they could slow me down from reaching my goal. I was on my first flight, excitedly testing my
freshly grown wings by heading straight into a perfect storm.

44

Edgar Cayce reading 1650-1.
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Edgar Cayce
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IN THE REALM OF WATER
The soul comes from without into the human body, as into a temporary abode,
and it goes out of it anew it passes into other habitations, for the soul is immortal. . .
It is the secret of the world that all things subsist and do not die,
but only retire a little from sight and afterwards return again.
Nothing is dead; men feign themselves dead, and endure mock funerals…
and there they stand looking out of the window, sound and well,
in some strange new disguise.
—Ralph Waldo Emerson
As long as you are not aware of the continual law of Die and Be Again,
you are merely a vague guest on a dark Earth.
—Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

I moved to Niagara Falls, Canada, in the fall of 1980. I needed to be there every night for my
work at the Greek restaurant and much less in Buffalo where I kept my apartment and meager
household for a while longer. As the tourist season was wrapping up, several motels were
closing completely for the winter, but I managed to get a room in one of them, the Empress
Motel on 4608 Bender Road, with a very low monthly rent. (The motel was demolished few
years later to make room for the Casino Niagara on this same location.) In winter, Niagara Falls
turned into a ghost town before Casino Niagara made the area a year-long tourist draw. The
restaurant in a shopping mall at the center of the tourist strip. The business was owned by two
pairs of brothers. There was some major disagreement between them and the building owners
with pending lawsuits. Apparently, the restaurant owners had stopped paying rent to the mall
owners as a result of their grievance. This caused forceful attempts by the landlords to enter the
restaurant at night and change the locks. The mall owners' intention allegedly was to forcefully
end the stalemate and take possession of the premises. Against this threat, the restaurant
owners took their own precautions. They took turns sleeping in the restaurant at night armed
with weapons to guard against any unlawful break-in. I thought of it as just paranoia on the part
of the owners, but it turned out to be more than that as we will see further along. The staff of
the restaurant consisted of a few waitresses, a bartender, the members of the Greek band and
the four owners who worked either in the kitchen or as hosts at the front. After a couple of
weeks, some members of the old band that previously worked at the restaurant came back so
all that was left of my old band from Buffalo was Steve Savvides, the drummer, and I. Steve
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rented a room a few doors down from mine in the same motel and stayed there temporarily
after his family left Buffalo and moved to Florida where he joined them a few months later.
My days were quite lazy. I woke up late in the morning and usually took a walk all the way to the
Horseshoe Fall, the larger of the two waterfalls, through the perfectly manicured parks of the
tourist strip. Occasionally, I walked up and down the main street with the various wax museums
and the gift shops which competed with one another for the brightest and chintziest neon signs.
I also roamed around the mall, played a ball game in the arcade and browsed book titles at the
New Age bookstore at the far end of the main floor. At the restaurant I started two hours earlier
than the rest of the band playing cocktail piano for the dinner guests and eventually I was joined
by the other musicians performing for the late-hour Greek clientele. There was no desire to
compose. I was still too fresh from my traumatic experience with my doctoral oral exam and
everything that went down between Morton Feldman and me during the years leading up to it. I
had to start preparing again for my repeat exam for which I had not yet set the date but, every
time I picked up my music history book and attempted to read it, I relieved the trauma of the
experience so intensely that I started shaking and the book would literally fall off from my
hands, leaving me in panic, anger and with a worrisomely fast heart beat and pulse. After every
attempt to prepare, I felt like I was run over by a truck. After a while, I resigned to the fact that I
would not be able to do anything with my Ph.D. for a while, so I decided to lay low and wait.
I started spending more time at the New Age bookstore and I befriended the two gay owners
who were delighted by my interest in the occult and were eager to explain to me everything
about all the great mysteries of the universe. They had only a surface knowledge of the subject
matter, things they picked up at psychic fairs and through the “industry," but I was happy to
have a conversation for the first time in years with people about anything but music. I was too
numb to realize how odd my behavior must have seemed to the few friends from my recent
past that I still kept in touch with. Only a few weeks earlier I was on the top of the world,
probing what I considered important problems in aesthetics, compositional technique and
refining the intellectual defense of my positions. I was rather contemptuous of anything that
was not related to the pursuit of the “higher truth." I couldn’t understand people who found
anything else important. Now I was humbled, my ego was crashed, and all my high-brow
pursuits went tumbling down with it towards a bottomless abyss. I was too crashed to even
argue against the “psychic-fair” certitudes of my new friends. With a desire for self-punishment
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which usually follows loss of self-esteem, I inwardly mocked myself and my new interests. If God
existed and thought of me as special, as the Bible says we all are, then I could mock him best by
mocking myself.
I could not possibly forget my mother’s repeated admonitions that the occult was “of the devil."
It was something that Edgar Cayce had to deal with and confront during his own trajectory from
a similarly Christian fundamentalist springboard. Cayce never rebelled against his upbringing: he
never lost his faith; I had. I constantly challenged the object of my faith. My ego was not crashed
enough and was still shouting back in pain. My interest in the occult was not just a reaction to
God; God, as I was taught to understand him in my early upbringing, was not much in my radar
screen in those days, so the only way I could understand this sudden interest in the occult was
as a bizarre extension of my age-old search for the truth. To this purpose I was not willing to
leave any stones unturned, not least because my upbringing and early education had insisted
that I should. I was taught to question everything by the master of questioning—Morton
Feldman. So why not question reason and critical thinking, which seem to legitimize certain
paths of inquiry about the nature of truth and dismiss others? As I already said, for me music
and life were an extension of each other; a continuum. I could not be a radical in one and a
conservative in the other. So here I was in a New Age bookstore discussing occultism with my
new chatty friends and buying every book they had on Edgar Cayce and then some. I started
reading all sorts of things: theosophy, tarot, astrology, but mostly Cayce. The only material on
theosophy I had was Madame Blavatsky’s “The Secret Doctrine." After reading a few pages I had
an instinctive negative reaction towards it and never continued with the reading. I disposed the
book years later having never fully read it, except in abridged reports by other writers. During
my time in Niagara Falls I was more interested in the writings by psychologist Carl Jung and, as I
said, anything by or on Edgar Cayce.
At the restaurant, work life was a mindless routine. I played music, had my dinner, got paid once
a week and the cycle repeated day in and day out. One of the two waitresses at the restaurant (I
will call her “Anne” to protect her identity) exercised a strange attraction on me. I had very few
exchanges with her during work; I was still uncomfortable around women and unable to make
small talk with them. Our interaction usually consisted of her coming close to the piano when I
was playing cocktail music and request the song “I don’t know how to love him," Mary
Magdalene’s song from the Broadway hit musical “Jesus Christ Superstar." I was happy to oblige.
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Anne was married and had a family, but rumor had it that she had an extramarital affair in the
past with someone who was no longer in Niagara Falls. I didn’t care about her marriage or her
previous affair. My moral compass was completely demagnetized. Rejecting openly the very
things that I stood for all my life became part of my personal rebellion, even though at the same
time I frequently accused others and society at large for their lack of values. One evening after
work, we were all sitting at the bar and Anne was behind the bar serving drinks to the staff. She
asked everyone what they wanted to drink and, while serving everyone’s drinks, one person in
the group asked her “what do you want Anne?” She turned to me and said, “I want to run away
with you." I was astonished by her forthrightness. That very night we became lovers.
Anne was born in a third-world country and she did not have any education beyond elementary
school. She was not much interested in world affairs, higher learning, or any of the things that
most people in my previous life prized. She lived a simple life and seemed to have no ambitions
other than her everyday needs. We were in a casual relationship. The fact that we were so
attracted to one another defied explanation. My few former lovers were musicians and
interested in the same things I was. Perhaps this was different because I did not want to deal
with music anymore. She was modestly and discretely unimpressed by just about everything and
everyone: usually one learns about people’s ambitions from how they react to people and
circumstances. It was hard to read Anne. She was rich in her lack of need and desire. Our
conversations were mostly about mutual acquaintances. She never had strong reactions about
any of them, either positive or negative, although you often had the sense that she knew them
naturally, unlike me who was always in the habit of interpreting every signal I was receiving from
people in an attempt to create composites of their personality. A few weeks after we started our
affair, she left Canada to visit her home country with her family for a while.
During those days, I started drawing. It was something I did on a whim. I drew on velum paper
with my rapidographs (special ink pens for architectural drafting) on an elegant architect’s
drafting table which I had bought in a garage sale for $100 a couple of years earlier and had
brought with me from Buffalo. In the past I had used all these tools for creating my music
manuscripts, but I was now instinctively drawn to mandala designs of a certain configuration.
The first design I attempted just happened almost like automatic writing. It was not
premeditated, and I was not consciously aware of what I was doing. No sketches; no failed
attempts; no corrections. It was related to my ideas about the overtone series that I was
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exploring a few months earlier in Buffalo. My plan then was to take the fractal principles that I
had developed (Figure 1) and apply them to every single compositional parameter so that the
entire composition was one large fractal based on the overtone series. While I was
psychologically blocked from composing any music during my early days in Niagara Falls, I was
able to explore these ideas outside of music, in fact outside of time altogether. The mandala of
Figure 3 shows all the possible resonances of a single vibrating string. If you bend a string so that
it becomes a circle and its two ends meet at the top of the mandala, the nodes of each overtone
when connected together form the Pythagorean polygons: a straight vertical line for the second
partial (first overtone) 45, an equilateral triangle for the third, a square for the fourth, a pentagon
for the fifth, and so on. I drew these polygons and then drew the diagonals of each of these
polygons, which represent the “resonances” between the nodes of a single overtone. The
original design was larger in size and with a greater number of overtones than the one in Figure
3 and the mandala was considerably more complex. I was astonished at the beauty of the
resultant curves, which were the phasing patterns resulting from these straight-line resonances.
A note in my impromptu diary dated November 30, 1980 (edited slightly for more clarity) reads:
…It was a great feeling of a magical reality being unfolded in front of me as I only drew
straight lines, yet on the paper a system of curves became gradually apparent which
eventually resulted in fields of visual vibration around a central focal point and several
lesser ones. The more I stared at the drawing during the following days, the more
questions I had. In the graph, musical space was represented by a point; time [was
represented] with an accumulation of such points which resulted in a straight line.
When that “spacetime” line was rolled up into a circumference, it became possible to
observe the resonance of its internal structure, but this resonance was taking place in a
dimension inside the circle, not on the circumference itself. Resonance was taking place
in a dimensional realm of which spacetime was but a minute part: the circumference of
the circle. Furthermore, it was also apparent that the shortest, most efficient route from
one location in space/time (i.e. the circumference) to another was not through linear
time but through resonance.

The terms overtones, partials and harmonics are used interchangeably throughout this book, so a
quick note as to their relative meaning might be necessary. In the overtone series, the fundamental is
the lowest pitch (or number) in the series. It is also the first partial of the series. The first overtone or
harmonic is produced by touching the node at the half-point of the string. It is also called the second
partial. The second overtone or harmonic is obtained by touching the node at 1/3 of the string and is
called (you guessed it) the 3rd partial. Any numbered harmonic (Hn) is also a numbered partial (Pn),
where Pn = Hn + 1.
45
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FIGURE 3. HARMONIC RESONANCES OF A FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY WITH 14 OVERTONES

It took me several days to complete one mandala, but I had time in my hands and the
miniaturist-like precision and concentration required for the task had a therapeutic effect on
me. Upon completion, as I was looking at this mandala, I realized that I was staring at a two
dimensional representation of my Thesis composition, The Law of One, a composition I had not
yet written, but was conceptually already conceived in its entirety in my mind.
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Like a lot of things in my life then and since that time, the title of my Thesis composition also
comes from Edgar Cayce. “The Children of the Law of One” were, according to Cayce, one of the
two main political factions in latter-day Atlantis. The rival faction was called “The Sons of Belial,"
a name which has lingered in biblical lore as the name of the adversary, the Devil. In the Dead
Sea Scrolls these two factions are also described as “The Sons of Light” and the “Sons of
Darkness," which is how they functioned in Atlantis and during several group incarnations since
then, including one in our days. The Law of One centered on the belief in a single creative force,
God, which set the world in motion and is the essence of everything that truly exists. The Sons of
Belial disputed such force, dismissing it as myths unworthy of the brilliant intellectual
accomplishments of latter-day Atlanteans and placed their faith instead in their own
technological and scientific prowess. They separated their world between the strong, those who
had no moral barriers and used their strength as they wished, and the weak, whose lower casts
were thought of as “things," beasts of burden with no rights whatsoever. In the latter part of the
Atlantean civilization, it was the inhuman treatment of these “things” that caused the escalation
of the conflict between the two factions and led to the complete annihilation of the entire
continent.
This conflict was being reborn in our own world, it seemed. The same soul entities, engaged in
the same old conflict, were reentering the stage and becoming again the protagonists of this
continuing conflict of light versus darkness. Slowly, my Marxist ideas which were driven by my
uncompromising belief in human rights were welcoming a spiritual dimension. This struggle was
not just an intellectual debate; it was first and foremost a moral one. I always looked at it as a
moral debate, but I was now beginning to realize that morality divorced from spirituality had no
leg on which to stand. In nature, survival of the fittest is the operating principle, not morality.
The lessons drawn from nature, it appears, favor the cynicism of the Sons of Belial, not the
Children of the Law of One. The latter draw their vision of the world not from nature, at least
not our limited understanding of what "nature" is, but from a source much more elevated and
potent, lying beyond materiality.
In the fall of 1980, there was an underlying fear permeating every conversation as we were
watching dark clouds collecting in the political horizon. In November it was the American
presidential elections and it was a foregone conclusion that Ronald Reagan would be elected
president. There was an ominous heaviness in the air leading up to the election. Reagan’s
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election felt like the beginning of the end for North America and the world. The times were
heavy with apocalyptic import. A few months after the presidential election, on March 29, 1981,
I was at the restaurant afterhours with the usual suspects and someone mentioned that these
times were foretold in the Book of Revelation. He mentioned that the newly elected president
was the prophesized Antichrist who would appear at the end of time, pointing out that each one
of his names (Ronald Wilson Reagan) consisted of six letters that added up to the number 666,
the “mark of the beast” in the Apocalypse. Somewhat joking and wanting to make light of the
conversation I said that, if this were true, then someone would try to kill him; he would be
wounded but not die, referring to the story of the beast in Revelation 13:3. In horror I saw in the
news the following day that there was a nearly fatal assassination attempt on President Reagan.
I had to run to the restaurant and with considerable apprehension try to explain to some
members of the previous night’s audience that I had no psychic abilities of prediction and that I
was caught by surprise as much as anyone else by the day’s events.
This incident aside, I can see in hindsight that this inexplicable feeling of doom that everyone
was sensing at that time was not unwarranted. A review of the past thirty years since Reagan’s
ascendancy to the White House shows that the dark forces that have brought America to the
brink of financial and moral ruin and the rest of the world to its knees—the greed of the banking
system, manipulation of public trust, the widening gap between the “haves” and the “have
nots”—all began with the political bullying, weakening of public regulatory agencies and the
blatant disregard for the rights and needs of the most unfortunate among us in the early
eighties and were systematically promoted by the “Reaganomics” of that administration and its
backers. Progressive economists, like the Nobel Prize laureate Paul Krugman, generally agree
with this assessment. Of course, no one in the company I kept at the time, including myself, had
any background in economics or sociology, so this feeling of impending doom was detected by
sensors that had nothing to do with any rational appraisal of the situation at hand. 46

Decades later, in 2016, while pondering on the electoral victory of Donald Trump and having a
better grounding in numerology, I realized that each of the years 1980 and 2016 are “18” and
ultimately “9.” (In numerology to add the digits of composite numbers until you reach a single digit,
the “essence” of the composite number in a sense.) 18, a number of military might, is the
confrontation number of Christ (99) and his shadow, the Antichrist (666). Additionally, a 36 year
cycle is a complete numerological cycle (another “9” number). Regardless of this correlation, I do

46
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Against this sense of gloom, Edgar Cayce’s idea of reincarnation stood in sharp relief. While the
“here and now” is very important because it is the accumulative result of everything that has
happened in human history up to this point, it is by no means final or irreversible. Reincarnation
introduces the long view, the long process, not just the quick breaks and fixes. It also provides
answers for all the injustices of the world that are otherwise impossible to reconcile with one’s
view of justice and fairness. Having been born and raised as an Orthodox Christian by a devout
and dogmatic mother, the concept of the transmigration of souls or reincarnation was not one
that I had come to naturally but, in my heart of hearts, it always felt natural and answered all
the ethical questions about justice and balance in the world that the official Christian doctrine
did not address to my satisfaction. But the concept should not be as foreign to Christianity as
many orthodox Christians claim for it may have been very much in the hearts and minds of Jesus
and his disciples and edited out of the scripture later. In her book Many Mansions: The Edgar
Cayce Story on Reincarnation, psychologist Gina Cerminara writes:
One must remember first of all that he [Jesus] taught many things to his disciples that
he did not teach to the multitudes. Besides—even if he had taught reincarnation more
generally, one must remember that the original records of his teachings have undergone
many changes throughout the centuries because of the interpretations placed upon
what he said, and because of translations through several languages. Consequently,
many of the authentic teachings of Christ may be lost to us. One passage at least seems
to have remained—the one in which Christ told his disciples that John the Baptist was a
reincarnation of Elias (Matthew 17:12-13). He did not use the word "reincarnation," but
he indicated definitely that "Elias is come already. . . Then the disciples understood that
he spake unto them of John the Baptist."
The very fact, too, that his disciples asked Christ of the blind man" "Master, who did sin,
this man, or his parents, that he was born blind?" was significant. Other passages hinted
at or even clearly pointed to reincarnation. Revelation, Chapter 13, Verse 10 said: "He
that leadeth into captivity shall go into captivity: he that killeth with the sword must be
killed with the sword. Here is the patience and the faith of the saints." This passage hints
that a law of moral retribution operates from life to life.

believe that the seeds for the Trump era were planted in 1980 by Reagan. In my mind, these two
prominent figures in American politics resonate with each other as the “sower” and the “reaper.”
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Gradually Christian orthodoxy had crystallized, to be sure, about those portions of what
Christ taught that did not seem to refer to reincarnation; yet how can we be sure that
orthodoxy was right in its interpretations, its selections, and its rejections? Besides. . . if
one studied the history of the early Christian Fathers one learned that many of them
had written explicitly of their acceptance of reincarnation and had openly taught it as
well. Origen, for example in the early years of his life; Justin Martyr; St. Jerome; Clemens
Alexandrinus; Plotinus; and many others. Could it be possible that they—being so close
in point of time to the fountainhead of Christ's actual presence—had somehow learned
and perpetuated teachings that had come down through the esoteric traditions since
the most ancient times? 47
Even if it was accepted by some early Church fathers (there is no consensus on this—and, by the
way, Plotinus was not a “Christian Father”), Orthodox Christianity expunged Origen’s doctrine of
the Pre-existence of Souls and their final Apocatastasis (“Restoration”—both prerequisites for
Reincarnation) from the official doctrine at the Synod of Constantinople in AD 543. The findings
of the synod were ratified by the Second Council of Constantinople in 553 as was the “Fifteen
Anathemas Against Origen”. One can only speculate why the Synod and the Council would have
even bothered to suppress the doctrine of an ancient Father of the Church and call his ideas
“anathema”, if there was no widespread contemporaneous acceptance of them. In his
Apocrypha, Procopius, the official biographer of Emperor Justinian, blames Empress Theodora, a
circus dancer, who rose by exceptional canniness and intrigue to the highest station in the
empire and to political power and influence surpassing even that of her husband. As for her
reasons, I will defer to the account of Procopius. Although utterly scathing to his own scholarly
detriment according to historians, Procopius undeniably knew her and her husband better than
most of their contemporaries. In trance, Edgar Cayce has variously implied that the text of the
gospels was tampered with for the sake of spiritual “shortcuts” in favor of a system of
mechanical salvation dispensed by the official Church and its protectors, the rulers of the
eastern and western Roman empires. The only times that this might have been possible in the
history of Christianity would have been either during the reign of Constantine I (AD 272 – 337)
or that of Justinian I and Theodora (AD 482 – 565) when the empire was able to control most of
the Christian world and impose the preferred official doctrine on both eastern and western
churches. Since most of the “heresies” and theological disputations took place halfway through

47

(Cerminara 1950, 1999)
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the first millennium, it is much quite likely that this was when thorough scriptural revisions in
the canonical texts must have taken place.
During the 6th Century, the suppression of belief in reincarnation must have created a moral void
which was filled by the medieval concept of heaven and hell. This in turn redefined official
Christianity (to the medieval mind, at least) from a religion of constructive responsibility to one
driven by the fear of punishment. To the early Christian mind, heaven was understood as the
ultimate and permanent state of mind and hell as a transient and temporary one, if Origen’s
doctrine of Apocatastasis is any indication. Describing these two moral extremes as “states of
mind” means that they are self-directed and therefore not a reward or punishment from God. It
is our cosmic selves creating the life situations which will teach us the lessons we need to learn,
whatever these lessons may be. These lessons are different for each one of us. Cayce claims that
Jesus’ self-sacrifice instituted a new law as an alternative to the “Law of Cause-and-effect” or
Karma. He calls this new law “The Law of Grace." We can now choose between the two.
Choosing the Law of Grace does not absolve us from responsibility or the need for reparation for
injustices already committed. But, if we can lay our ego aside to voluntarily take up and joyously
carry the Cross of the Christ, our Cross, our understanding of karma changes and, with it, our
understanding of bodily death.
My own arrival at the concept of reincarnation was from a rather different direction than the
traditional “previous lives” version that populates most esoteric literature and Edgar Cayce’s
readings. Karma to me is something akin to resonance. Whether it is resonance between
separate entities (a soul entity at present resonating with a different soul entity in the past or
even in the future) or an internal resonance between various components of one entity (a soul’s
previous or future manifestations on earth or elsewhere) depends entirely upon how one
defines “I." I believe that identity is fractal and can be conscious at various levels of
magnification. Depending on which of these levels one calls “I" at any given time, the
borderlines between “I” and “Other” are automatically adjusted accordingly. The difference
between the two types of karmic resonance above is a difference of breadth. What fearful
individuals understand as “I” probably excludes anyone else, but a mother’s “I,” while holding
her baby in her arms and in danger, most likely includes her baby. Christ’s “I Am” includes every
human being, past, present and future.
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I arrived at this view of reincarnation by meditating on the Mandala of Figure 3. Being perfectly
symmetrical (the right hemisphere of the diagram being a mirror image of the left), means that,
if the resonating string was stretched across two points in time rather than in space, the shape
of the future and the past across the temporal “corpus calosum” of the present would be a
mirror image of each other and, if we accept the natural cause-and-effect linearity from past to
future, there must also be a reverse future-to-past causation. As a whole then, causation would
be bidirectional: between past and future, here and there, or between whole and part. 48
Language becomes ineffective at this level, but if you can imagine that ego is a weight and the
heavier it becomes the greater dent it makes on the net of space and time, then, the lighter ego
gets, the higher it rises and the more its horizon expands. In the absence of heavy-handed
egotistical actions, time becomes less disturbed and more symmetrical, clearly visible in both
future and past. Unpredictability is the price we pay for cognizing the world from the recesses of
a cognitive Black Hole caused by our own selfish desires.
This view of reincarnation as resonance was closer but not identical to Ervin Laszlo’s
understanding of this doctrine. Past life memories are due to individual people’s ability to tune
into the Akashic field as a whole and resonate with specific contents within the vast ocean of the
A-field’s contents and identify with these specific contents. Laszlo proposes that:
The interpretation that is more consistent with what we know of the in-formed universe
is that our brain becomes tuned to the holographic record of another person in the
vacuum. “Past-life experiences” signify the retrieval of information from the A-field,
rather than the incarnation of the spirit or soul of a dead person 49.

A more thorough discussion of the possibility of bidirectional causality is included in my book
Resonance: A Journey of Connections Made by Intuition, under the heading “Time Bidirectionality”
(sub-heading “Bidirectional Causality”).
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/uo4bc10xs68ot3f/AAABi0shILKCdecvGzUMCyuGa?dl=0
48

(Laszlo 2007) p. 124. Laszlo is caught here in a quicksand of semantics. If the A-field is an
information field and we are also part of this information field (and so is “our brain”), and if the
information of “the spirit or soul of a dead person” is also . . . information in the form of a holographic
record, the difference between the essence of his scientific description and the spiritual description
of esoteric and religious views is a difference in language, not in substance.
49
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Cayce’s view of reincarnation was the more traditional one where one’s identity is a composite
of all of one’s sojourns on the earth and other astral realms, which Cayce calls “soul entity." It is
most people’s understanding of reincarnation, but it is fraught with danger. Cayce warned
against gloating about accomplishments in previous lives. Any nostalgic look back to our karmic
past simply denotes spiritual regression on our part. Our present moment consists of all our
karmic pasts; it embodies everything we have learned or have failed to learn. The distillation of
of our past lives is our here and now, and it is on this here and now that our energies should be
applied. Perhaps this may be the deeper reason why Christianity, a practical religion of social
transformation meant for everyone (as opposed to Buddhism, which focuses mainly on
individual transformation), decided to ban the concept of reincarnation from its doctrine. I
should clarify here my understanding of “Christianity” as the transtemporal action of the Holy
Spirit and not the history of the political negotiations between Church and State across two
millennia. The effects of human ambition and frailty should not be claimed as a triumph (instead
of perhaps unwitting fulfillment) of Divine purpose. I consider such a claim to be naïve at best
and blasphemous at worst. Mechanical understanding of reincarnation can be as misguided as
any other mechanical aspects of religion. Misunderstood, reincarnation can lead to selfindulgence, a sense of entitlement and a preoccupation with karmic past which may distract us
from working on the present life’s problems, the very reason we are on this planet at this time.
It may also be used to justify our lack of compassion for our fellow human beings as it is evident
in some cultures where the doctrine is accepted and practiced. “Everyone deserves what they
get” is an easier thing to say if you believe that everyone’s fortune is first and foremost the
result of their own karmic doing. But, depending on whether one is looking from a spiritual or a
worldly vantage point, the words “fortune," “misfortune," “life," “death," “happiness” can
assume diametrically opposite meanings. Happiness is more likely to be found in a slum than in
a palace, in fact, according to Jesus, the chances of the latter happening (expressed as “entering
heaven”) are equal to those of “a camel passing through the eye of a needle.” All these thoughts
and understandings, however, belong to the time of writing this memoir, not to the time of our
story. In the fall of 1980 my questions were: Have I lived before and if yes when and where?
What should I expect to encounter in the immediate future of this turbulent stage of my life?
Can someone else with a similar gift to Cayce’s confirm independently through trance what
Cayce has claimed in his readings to be the Truth?
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My two friends at the New Age bookstore told me that there was a trance-psychic living in
Blackstock, Ontario with a growing reputation in psychic circles and that I should consider
booking a session with him. His name was Michael Blake Green. When he went into trance, he
became a psychic channel for a group of discarnate entities who called themselves “The
Evergreens." I was intrigued. The three of us and another friend arranged a trip to visit this
psychic. The plan was to make a stop in Toronto first and visit another psychic-healer named
Dona Seymour and then continue to Blackstock. The trip took place on November 11, 1980. I
could not remember the exact date for the longest time, but in December 2020 I found Michael
Blake Green archive online and downloaded an audio recording of this reading forty years after
it was conducted.
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IN THE PRESENCE OF GRACE

The session with Michael Blake Green was quite revealing. While in trance, he ascribed to me a
considerable number of past lives on earth: “1,237, but only 156 resonating with you at the
present time.” I inquired about any possible life with two individuals of great interest to me:
composer Morton Feldman and Nora Post, the pioneer of extended oboe techniques whom I
introduced earlier. I first mentioned their names and addresses to him while he was already in
trance. During trance, and like Edgar Cayce before him, Michael Blake Green needed to be
provided with the geographical coordinates of the named individuals to psychically locate them.
After a few seconds of silence, he responded with “we have this one” and then searched for the
other person in my request. These are not people he could have possibly known or ever heard
of. (For added context, these were the pre-internet days, with no way of tracing people
instantly, or even with several hours’ notice.) After a bit of silence while psychically searching for
a time and location with the three of us, he brought up an ancient sojourn in the area of
Yucatan. Apparently, the three of us were hunters; we hunted animals by imitating their sounds
to draw them in. “You were very good at this mimicry.” He translated this resonance to our
present life as a relationship “through sound. You have an unusual ear and will be able to hear
relationships in sound that most other people would miss." To a question about what people I
would meet in the future who will have a strong influence on me, he said “there will be
someone whose abilities you do not think highly of. You will find that this person’s abilities far
exceed yours." I was intrigued by this latter comment, vague as it was. I guess I was beginning to
long for more intellectually stimulating company. I was even more intrigued when, in response
to a question by the session’s conductor, Phillippa Lee Reed, he clarified that this person would
be a woman. My male-dominated intellectual company up until then, had not included women
of such description. In fact, almost immediately after the psychic reading, I completely forgot
this detail and did not rediscover it until forty years later, when I downloaded and audited the
archival recording of this reading. I will let my long journal entry of December 13, 1980 tell the
rest of the story (the text in brackets is more recent interpolations for clarity):
The most incredible thing happened last night, but I must retrace my story back a few
weeks. At that time, I had visited in Toronto a psychic-healer Dona Seymour. She is
developing a method of healing through resonance and to this purpose she is using
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[ordinary] flower extracts very carefully collected and mixed with fine brandy. These
extracts are mixed in different combinations for different individuals in order to affect
energy equilibrium in the body. Dona made such a combination of extracts for me which
was of some help. Last night my friend Anne [who had just returned to Canada] visited
me and I tried to demonstrate to her how I could detect through her physical reaction
how her subconscious reacted to certain things such as color (red made her particularly
strong) and books (of all the books that I tried the Bible made her particularly strong,
even though she had not read it or knew its contents). Then the idea occurred to me to
see what her reaction would be to the flower extracts which Dona had prepared and
which had a mildly detectable, but positive, effect on me. It made her very strong on all
her chakras [energy centers of the body]. By testing her I found that the best dosage
was five drops, which I administered to her.
She lied down on the bed and I put on some music on the turntable which played [on
repeat] throughout the evening. (It was Claude Debussy’s La Mer and Trois Nocturnes.)
She lied on her back and I turned off most of the lights in the room. After about ten
minutes, I asked her how she felt. Was her head feeling alright? She said it felt “funny”
but alright, but she couldn’t understand why her spine was vibrating so much. That
condition became gradually more pronounced and soon the whole bed was rocking.
Obviously, her mind was fighting all these involuntary reactions and that resulted in
great stress on her physical body. I began to be a bit frightened myself, but tried to send
as positive thoughts to her as I was able to. Her detachment from the physical reality
around her which was becoming progressively stronger reminded me of a woman in
labor. She turned face down. I noticed that her left leg was moving nervously up and
down. She laughed: “a voice is telling me to lift my leg and the leg goes up by itself but
then I say ‘what the heck is going on’ and I put it down but then again the voice says the
same thing and it happens again." I said, “do as the voice says and don’t fight it." There
was profound agony and struggle. She was shaking badly and said she was afraid. The
whole bed was now rocking violently. I picked up the Greek Bible from the bookshelf
and put it in her hands. She held the Bible and, “my back is not shaking any more. This is
very strange." It was at that point that I had the inspiration that she was in the process
of [psychically] regressing. I asked her calmly to put the Bible on her pillow and rest her
forehand on it. She did so. Then I asked her to tell me what she saw. I quote the
pertinent parts of the regression session as clearly as I can remember:
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.

I see…I see him…he’s beautiful.
Who do you see?
Jesus.
Is he alone?
No, he is with people. He is talking to them.
What is he telling them?
He is telling them not to fight; to love each other.
What does he look like?
Very beautiful…Oh! . . . very beautiful.
What color eyes does he have?
. . . blue.
What color hair?
Brown.
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Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.

What color clothes does he wear and what kind are they.
White robe.
Are you anywhere close to him?
Yes.
Push your way through the crowd to get closer.
I am next to him.
What is your name in that existence?
He says it is Maria.
What do you look like?
Oh! I am very beautiful.
What color hair?
Blond.
Do you like being with him?
Yes. Very much. He is very beautiful.
Now I want you to move forward four months in time. Tell me where you
are and what you see.
It is cloudy. I am in the garden.
Can you still see him around?
Yes, he is on the air.
What is he doing?
He is holding my hand. I love him very much. It feels so good being close to him.
Is it before or after the Crucifixion?
After.
So, he is resurrected?
Yes.

It is important to note that, when she advanced four months forward, she went through
another surge of agony shaking again, just like earlier. It must have been because, timewise, she progressed through the Passion. I felt a temptation to ask about the
Crucifixion, but that would clearly put too much stress on her physically.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.

Maria, is there another part to your name? Is it Magdalene?
He says “yes."
What is his mother’s name?
Francesca.
What is his father’s name?
David.
Does he have any message for you?
Yes. He asks me to tell the world not to fight . . . otherwise he’ll come back and
destroy everything.
Who should you tell this to?
Tell everybody this.
Does he have a message for me?
He’s asking you to do the same.
Does he have any suggestions as to how?
He says we know what to do.
Do you like being in his company?
Yes. Very much.
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Ch.

Stay with him quietly for a few seconds.

I ran out of my room as quietly as I could and walked a few doors down to call Steve
Savvides, a friend from work [our drummer]. Anne knows him; they are friends. The
time was by then 2:00 am. I went back to my room while Steve was getting dressed.
Anne was still talking to Jesus when I entered the room. It was more of a romantic or
devotional soliloquy, full of love. She was holding his hand telling him how much she
loved him and that he should not leave her alone. It was beautiful to listen. I did not
interfere. Steve walks in . . . Anne is still facing down on the Greek Bible, her eyes closed,
she could have no physical perception of him entering the room.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.

Oh, I can see Steve. He is behind him.
Behind whom?
Jesus. He is pulling him from the robe. He is taking him away.
To where?
I don’t know. He is taking him away . . . Oh God! Steve don’t take him away.

At the beginning I thought that Steve was creating negative vibrations for her regression
and she was losing the clarity of her vision, hence the “taking away." But I decided I
would make sure.
Ch.
A.

What does Steve wear?
He’s dressed red.

Steve was not dressed in red that night. Her agony was building. She was weeping.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.
Ch.
A.

What is Steve’s name?
What is this? . . . yes . . . Pilate . . . please don’t take him away from me. Oh God!
He says he has to leave me now.
Will he come back?
He says “yes."
What year?
In 2000.
Can he be more specific?
No.
How will he come back? Will he be born again or just come back?
He will not be born . . . he will come back.
How?
I will call him and ask him.
Together with other people or alone?
Alone.
If you could call him to come back could you do it now?
He’s too busy now. He’ll come back in 2000. Now he’s completely gone. Steve
took him away.

I brought her back to ordinary consciousness by a countdown. Before doing this, I asked
her to remember everything she saw and heard after she returned to her waking state.
When she came back to her senses, she was surprised to see Steve there. Steve checked
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her on her biblical knowledge. She did not know in her conscious state the names of
Jesus’ mother and father. She had never read the Bible. The name Pilate did not ring any
bells for and it was one of the few things she did not remember having uttered in her
trance. When I reminded her that she had said it, she looked at me bewildered: “Pilot?
Did they have airplanes back then?” She kept on gently complaining to Steve that “you
took him away” but she was certain that “he will come back." She was terrified by this
prospect and said “my God! he will really destroy everything” which was in sharp
contrast to the tender way she talked of him otherwise. I asked her if she remembered
the messages. She did and repeated them, but then she added “how can I do this?
They’ll think I am crazy."
In the days that followed all three of us were too overwhelmed by the experience to be able to
make much sense of it. But things were unraveling very quickly since that night and I was
entering “Neverland." Looking back at my short time with Anne before that night in December
1980, I started remembering things that had gone unnoticed before, but which started playing
back into my mind now with different meaning. Like the time when an elderly Black woman,
literally folded in two from some affliction of her back, visited the restaurant for dinner a few
months earlier in the company of other ladies. Anne went to serve their table and the woman
told Anne that she came to Niagara Falls because “I know I will be cured here” and looked at
Ann as if the latter would be somehow connected with her cure. Anne politely got out of the
conversation, took their orders and, as she made her way to the kitchen, gave me a look like
saying “the people I have to deal with!” rolling her eyes. A short while after the ladies finished
their dinner and left, the one with the affliction came back walking straight, embraced Anne and
said to her “Thank you, I knew you would do this for me” and left but not before Anne
protested, vocally so that she could be heard by others, that all she did was serve her dinner.
We all thought afterwards that the lady was not mentally stable, blocking from our minds the
fact that her posture after her return was radically different than when we first saw her. It was
amazing in retrospect that none of us thought twice about this very significant detail. There
were a few incidents like this, but Anne had taken great pains to dismiss them as “weird”
coincidences and we all moved past them satisfied by her dismissals. She took great pains to
disguise herself to the point where even I who was so close to her thought of her as a very
ordinary person with no special abilities or interests. But now it was impossible not to project on
Anne the statement of Michael Blake Green during his trance about a woman whose abilities far
exceeded mine.
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Everything that followed confirmed this. In the ensuing days. it became clear that she did not
need to be regressed to be “present” anywhere she wished. And travel she did—at my
prompting and insistence. One of the things that had fascinated me in my readings by Edgar
Cayce was his mention of the Great Hall of Records which the great Hermes had built
underground “between the Sphinx and the Nile” but close to the “Great Pyramid," a time
capsule documenting the Atlantean civilization but also things that were to happen in the
future, all the way to our days and beyond. Cayce said that there was an underground tunnel
that started under one of the paws of the Sphinx and led to the Great Hall of Records, yet
undiscovered by archeologists. He also said that it will not be discovered until the time is right
and humanity is ready to handle the information revealed. Until then it would be “guarded” and
hidden to archeologists as well as everyone else:
With the storehouse, or record house (where the records are still to be uncovered),
there is a chamber or passage from the right forepaw to this entrance of the record
chamber, or record tomb. This may not be entered without an understanding, for those
that were left as guards may NOT be passed until after a period of their regeneration in
the Mount, or the fifth root race begins. 50
He also mentioned that there were two more such halls of records, one submerged under the
Sargasso Sea off the coast of Florida and one in the Yucatan peninsula, all three of which would
open at the same time. I asked Anne to visit the one in Egypt. I guided her there describing the
aerial view of the geography below and she entered the tunnel. It was indeed physically
impassable, and she had to go under water and slime at some point to continue. She finally
reached the Hall of Records which was guarded by an old Atlantean guard. He told her when
asked (by me through Anne) that he was twelve thousand years old, a timing consistent with the
age of the Hall of Records according to Cayce, a fact that Anne was not aware of in waking life.
She asked him if she could enter the Hall of Records and he said that she (exceptionally) was. He
showed Anne books containing all the knowledge of the world before and the world to come.
One of the books was an atlas of the world during different ages of the planet. One of the maps
showed the world after the imminent earth changes that most seers have predicted for our near
future, including Cayce. The map of Canada was very different than the current one. I asked

50

Reading 5748-6 given by Edgar Cayce on July 1, 1932.
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Anne afterwards to make a rough drawing superimposed on the existing map of Canada which
depicted the distribution of land and water she saw in the map that was shown to her. Her
ability to draw an accurate description of the map she had seen was limited, but what she felt
she saw suggests earth changes of apocalyptic magnitude.
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THE HOLY MAN ON THE HOLY MOUNTAIN

Fascinating as all this was, I now had two fanciful tales, one by Edgar Cayce and one by Anne,
about this fabled Hall of Records which has evaded the meticulous search of countless
archeologists, including two who rose to the highest positions in Egyptology, the controversial
Zahi Howass 51 and Mark Lehner 52 (the latter studied Egyptology with a scholarship from the
A.R.E., the Edgar Cayce foundation and initially was inspired by Cayce’s psychic insights about
Egyptian prehistory). I needed to measure Anne’s claims against something concrete that I
already knew. I asked her to visit my home country, Greece, find my home and meet my family:
my parents, grandmother and sister (my brother, Sotiris, an architect, was doing doctoral work
in civil planning at the London School of Economics in London at that time). Since Anne’s waking
sense of geography was virtually non-existent, again I had to give descriptive instructions for her
to find her way (“fly north from Egypt, past Crete, an island that looks like a cigar with a hook,
past the Peloponnese which looks like a huge Maple Leaf to the city of Volos, at the northern tip
of the Gulf of Pagasae which looks like a round pool with a mountain embracing it from the east
like an arm.") She got there and followed the directions to my family’s home in Volos which she
described accurately. She walked in and surprised me by saying that “these people are not your
family. I don’t know who they are." I had not kept in touch with my family for many months. I
didn’t have the courage to tell them about my failed doctoral exam several months earlier.
When Anne said that they were not there, I thought that, in the interim, perhaps my family had
moved elsewhere. I was undecided as to the best course of action for a moment and then I had
an epiphany. I asked Anne to stay in this place but travel backwards in time until she located my
family in that home. She did. Then I asked her to move forward in time, but now follow them to
the present, wherever they lived. She did but, while in the present time, she felt uncomfortable
eavesdropping on my folks. She was witnessing a very tense domestic scene involving my sister.
Elena, whose lifestyle after her failed first marriage was causing considerable anxiety to my
parents, had a horrendous fight with my father at that very moment of Anne's psychic visit. My
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zahi_Hawass. Last visited: 2020 12 20.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_Lehner. Last visited: 2020 12 20.
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mother, who sided with Elena only when the latter was in a confrontation with our father,
intervened to stop them from getting physical with each other and got accidentally hurt as she
threw herself in the midst of the fight. This was very unthinkable behavior for my family. I had
never witnessed anything like this in person, so I did not know what to make of Anne's
description, yet Anne had all the rest of the elements correct: the description of the characters
was accurate and the cause of their quarrel probable. Anne was very uncomfortable and
indicated that she did not want to stay and watch this scene any longer. I instructed her to come
back and she did. When she came back to consciousness, she was visibly upset. A couple of
weeks later, disturbed by Anne's psychic information about my family and worried about their
welfare, I overcame my sense of shame and called home for the first time after almost a year. I
mentioned to my mother the scene which Anne had witnessed psychically without specifying
the source of my information. She got very upset because, after that incident, she had made my
sister promise that she would not tell me about any of this. I assured my mother that Elena
could not have told me about it because no one in Greece had my phone number or address in
Niagara Falls (or even knew that I had moved to Niagara Falls) before I made that phone call. My
mother became suddenly very perturbed, particularly after Elena assured her that she too, had
not heard from me for several months. To my mother it meant that the only way I could have
known about it was by consorting with the "dark side" and she went through her usual
admonitions that I was to immediately find a Greek Orthodox church and go to confession for I
was in grave spiritual danger. Elena, who always had a secret interest in the occult, asked me
after my mother had left the room “who is this Anne? I would really like to meet her.” According
to my sister, now that she could spill the beans, the scene that Anne described was accurate to
the minutest detail. And yes, they had temporarily moved to our more modest summer vacation
home in Alykes, renting out our Volos home for some much needed income.
For weeks I was buzzing with exhilaration and wonderment. Reality checks, like Anne’s visit to
my family in Greece only made things even more surreal. She could have not read my mind, as I
had originally thought, because the incident in Greece was not in my mind. As it turned out, I
was unaware about even my family’s whereabouts and knew nothing of their move until two
weeks later when I talked to them and nothing about the fight between my father and my sister.
Still, I needed to ground myself in something I was familiar with, something from my childhood
perhaps, when the world made more sense to me for all this was just too weird. Anne was just
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as startled by all this as I was, but she was in the driver’s seat with her abilities and I was in the
dark with mine. In one of those moments of disbelief I told her that I needed to ground all these
things on something that I knew and understood. I needed confirmation from someone I could
trust. She lost herself briefly in meditation and then she said, “in your country there are three
peninsulas next to each other that look like a fork." She was talking about Chalcidice in Northern
Greece. “One of those peninsulas is inhabited by only men." Right again. It was Mt. Athos, the
“Holy Mountain," which I mentioned earlier in connection with my grandfather Sotiris. It is
called by the monks “o kipos tis Panaghias," the Garden of Virgin Mary, and according to
tradition she is the only woman allowed to set foot in the peninsula: there are countless tales of
miraculous appearances of the Virgin on Athos. Anne continued: “On this mountain there is an
old man who is much respected among your people and he could confirm all this for you." I was
sure that there must be such a person on Mt. Athos. Many of the recent Greek Orthodox saints
had resided or visited at some point of their lives that monastic community. I knew some of
their stories from my grandfather, who, as I have already mentioned, was the publisher of the
journal “Hagioretike Bibliotheke” ("The Library of the Holy Mountain") which he printed and
distributed for many years, often at financial loss. He was quite well known among the monks of
Mt. Athos and quite a few of them used to come and visit him in Volos. I met and was blessed by
some of them as a child. Whether she was reading my mind or not, Anne had hit the mark. The
only problem was I could not go to Greece. I couldn’t afford the trip and, besides, my situation
with the military was up in the air and I did not want to risk being drafted in the Greek army.
Anne laughed, “We can go now” she suggested, “just hold my hand, close your eyes and
meditate." I did. A few minutes later she opened her eyes and said “Well?” Disappointed and
having experienced nothing in the slightest, I retorted, “Well, what?” She let a sigh of theatrical
exasperation and said laughingly “You are hopeless!"
I will briefly fast forward seven years in my life's story. It was August 1987. It was one of my
earliest visits back to Greece, as I had been able by then to secure temporary exemption from
serving the Greek military during the summer months. I was a guest composer at the Patras
International Festival along with Iannis Xenakis, an internationally renowned avant-garde
composer, who was the keynote guest (it was the only time I met and had a brief exchange with
this major twentieth century music figure). Before getting back to Canada, I spent a few days in
Volos visiting my family. One day I visited George Kotsmanides, the dear friend of my
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adolescence that I have introduced earlier who was struggling at that time with a serious drug
(heroin) addiction. George was the son of Vassilis Kotsmanides, my high school theology
teacher—my favorite teacher and dear friend and mentor whom I also introduced "My Early
Musical Steps.”) During the years of my absence and after trying every kind of detoxification
program in Athens and failing, Vassilis sent George to Mt. Athos to seek help from Gheron
(Elder) Paisios, whose reputation as a miracle worker and a saintly person had spread across
Greece and beyond. Every time George felt that the pull of heroin was becoming unbearable, he
boarded a bus and off he went to Mt. Athos. He was leaving the next day and pleaded with me:
“You have never visited the Holy Mountain. Come with me and meet Gheron Paisios." I thought
that I should make the trip, in my grandfather’s memory if for no other reason: Sotirios Schinas
had passed away eleven years earlier. So, George and I hopped on the bus and headed off to the
Holy Mountain. After a visit to Karyes, the capital of Mt. Athos, where we obtained our visas
(like the Vatican, Mt. Athos is a self-governed state within a state,) we walked for several
kilometers on rugged terrain and under a scorching sun until we reached the hideout of Gheron
Paisios. It was not much of a hideout, as his reputation was causing waves of pilgrims to come
and camp outside his small hut until he was persuaded by their increasing numbers to come out
and bless them. Not able to pray in isolation and live the life of physical and sensory deprivation
that he had hoped for, he sometimes hid in the wilderness of the thick forest for days at a time
avoiding the crowds. George told me that Gheron Paisios knew when he was urgently needed
and on those occasions he exited his forest hideout to meet the people in need. George never
had a problem meeting with him in the past.
As soon as we arrived at the hut, we saw dozens of people waiting for Gheron Paisios. He was
not there and some of the pilgrims had spent the night waiting. It was noon. Then there was
commotion in the crowd. In the unbearable heat of the mid-day sun, Gheron Paisios emerged
out of the forest and approached like a mirage floating above ground. It was of course the
scorching heat and my exhaustion from all this endless walking I told myself. He sat in the
courtyard with the pilgrims, listened to their problems, told them a few kind words, blessed
them all and let them be on their way. He nodded to George to stay back. We did. He took a
short walk with George alone to discuss his progress with his addiction and blessed him at the
far end of the clearing. When they returned, George introduced me to him and told him that I
lived in Canada and that this was my first visit to the Holy Mountain. Gheron Paisios took a
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penetrating look at me and smiled at George, “your friend Christos has come to the Holy
Mountain seven years ago and visited me." I looked at him puzzled and George looked equally
puzzled and tried to say something, but, before he could, Gheron Paisios pulled me on the side
and said to me in a low but austere voice “you know, women are not allowed on the Holly
Mountain." I was speechless. Like with Jesus’ disciples on their walk to Emmaus, my mind’s eyes
were suddenly opened, and it was only at that moment that I remembered the “visit” with Anne
to the “old man on the peninsula” seven years earlier. I felt everything around me as if in
suspended animation. Gheron Paisios blessed us and dismissed us. I have no recollection of our
walk back to the port and our boat ride back to the real world. All the way back to Volos George
was apologetically saying “I don’t understand. He is clairvoyant and he has never got things
wrong before." I kept silent and used some lame excuse to defend Gheron Paisios, not wanting
to share my thoughts with anyone. I could barely hold back my tears.
I never saw or got in touch with Gheron Paisios again. He passed away in 1994. He was buried,
according to his expressed wish, at the convent of St. John the Theologian in Souroti, Mt. Athos,
just outside the borders of the Holy Mountain, so that both men and women could visit his
grave and make their supplications. He is now informally worshiped among orthodox Christians
as a saint and most people think that it is a question of time before he becomes officially
canonized by the Church. 53 In 2008, during a visit to Greece I was given by my mother one of
several biographies of Gheron Paisios now in circulation. 54 I read it twice. If one tenth of the
miraculous deeds that are attributed to him are true—given the experience of my encounter
with him, I have no reason to doubt any of it—he would be a remarkable man by any standards.
In his search for transcendence from the limitations of the material body, he had submitted
himself to inhuman deprivation. He was barely eating anything by the end of his life, surviving
on prayer and faith alone. During his time at Mt. Athos and at the Monastery of St. Catherine’s
at Sinai in Egypt before that, he left a legacy of asceticism like that of St. Anthony and St.
Jerome. He saved the lives of many people with his advice, prayer and miraculous healing
power. Yet, as I read in his biography, his religious and nationalist outlook was very regionally

Gheron Paisios was canonized as “St. Paisios the Athonite” on January 13, 2015, after the
completion of this memoir.
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defined. He fought against the influence of evangelicals and did not recognize the non-orthodox
Christians as Christians at all, a common phenomenon among Eastern Christianity, although not
exclusively, which has evolved to become quite tribal in its outlook. For Gheron Paisios, as for all
Greek Orthodox Christians, salvation is only possible through the Orthodox Church. Everyone
outside the church is cut off from the path to God’s salvation.

Gheron [Saint] Paisios the Athonite in 1986.

This is something I am still struggling with and it does not have to do just with denominational
creeds. What I cannot figure out is how people whose psychic power is undeniably
extraordinary, like St. Paisios, Cayce, Anne and many others, can have visions of the same things
that differ so much from one another. This is the one argument that many skeptics use it to
discredit visionaries. They often agree on the broad strokes of a subject but there is hardly ever
agreement on the details. If they are all drawing their information from the Akashic field, why is
it that in many important details their visions don’t add up? Given their lives’ hallmarks, Anne’s
life did not have the external credentials of Gheron Paisios or Edgar Cayce or visionaries like
Anne Catherine Emmerich (I will mention more about her shortly). If the kind of lives visionaries
live is the only credential of their spiritual authority, then Anne’s life lacks such authority by
virtue of her life being, externally at least, so ordinary and not particularly religious or pious (I
am not saying this as a criticism: clearly I was in no position to be critical of other people’s
ethics). When I asked her about what she thought of Cayce, she was deferential, for she knew
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that I admired him, but I could tell that she did not think very highly of him as a psychic. When
after our “visit” to the “old man on the mountain” seven years before I actually met Gheron
Paisios in person, I asked her to tell me something about the man that she was purportedly
introducing me to, she was similarly deferential but, again, I could tell that she had reservations
about him too. She reflected, however, after she realized that her body movements had
revealed her reservations and said, “who am I to be critical of great people like them?” Yet her
greatness was indirectly confirmed by none other than Gheron Paisios himself that day when I
met him at Mt. Athos. By his admission, she had gone to him with me, despite my inability to be
consciously aware of my presence at the remote location during that visit. When exasperated I
asked her if there was any sensitive since the time of Christ that she thought very highly of, she
named Michel Nostradamus, the famous sixteenth century seer. She admired him immensely,
even though she had not read his prophesies or anything else about him or his life. When I asked
her if Nostradamus was associated with Jesus during the latter’s sojourn in Palestine, she smiled
and refused to answer, an unusual reaction, for I cannot recall any other time that she refused
to answer my questions.
Trying to look up Nostradamus, I picked up a book from my friends’ New Age bookstore called
“the Encyclopedia of Prophecy” which had an entry on Nostradamus. It also had an entry and a
portrait of Anne Catherine Emmerich (1774 – 1824), a Roman Catholic Augustinian nun,
stigmatic, and visionary. From all the entries in the encyclopedia, I was strangely attracted to
this one. I was fascinated by her life and visions. There was not much detail in the encyclopedia
entry, but it did mention that she gave a day by day visionary account of Jesus three years of his
ministry, his Passion and the events immediately after the resurrection. From 1819 until her
death, the well-known literary figure Clemens (or Klemens) Bretano recorded the ailing
stigmatic’s visions at her bedside and the result is a four volume record of Sister Emmerich’s
visions called “The Life of Jesus Christ and Biblical Revelations” 55. Consistent with the high tenor
of those days, I suddenly had a hunch that the reason I was attracted to the figure of Sister
Emmerich was because she and my Anne were connected somehow. So the next time I saw
Anne, I showed her the portrait of Sister Emmerich with no comment. She was startled at first
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but regained her composure quickly; not quickly enough, however, for me not to notice, so she
confessed with a faint smile, “I looked different those days, didn’t I?”

Anne Catherine Emmerich
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THE MAGDALENE

Cayce’s and Emmerich’s account of Christ’s life, relationships and other particulars agree on
some details but differ on most. They agree on the claim that Mary, the mother of the Lord,
lived her last days in a home that John, the Beloved purchased for her at the outskirts of
Ephesus, in present-day Turkey, and not in John’s home in the outskirts of Jerusalem, as it was
traditionally assumed, where she stayed only briefly. The Dormition of the Theotokos took place
in Mary’s home in Ephesus. In a beautiful account of that event, Sister Emmerich describes how
Mary called all the Apostles to meet for the last time in Ephesus. She called them psychically and
all responded and were present during her passing, except for Thomas, who arrived late from
India. 56 But on almost all other events it often feels that Cayce and Emmerich are telling two
different stories.
Why is this? This has puzzled me for a very long time and in a recent essay on a composition of
mine about Mary Magdalene, I took sides and chose Edgar Cayce’s account. 57 Both accounts are
metaphysical: they accept everything mentioned in the canonical gospels and add to them.
Emmerich’s account is incredibly rich in geographical, chronological and cultural detail: names of
small towns, where they were located, the distances between them, political events and rulers
during this time, but also what people ate, wore, what the houses and the customs of the time
were like. Like with Anne’s psychic travels, they are a vivid “eye-witness” account with unusual
emphasis on detail, so much in fact that makes one wonder if it was not Bretano who was
“pushing” for it or even providing some of it. My argument in that essay was that Cayce’s vision
stands in sharp relief to his fundamentalist upbringing and beliefs and this serves to prove that
his vision was not colored by the filtering mechanisms of his everyday life. Emmerich’s vision is
never at variance with the doctrine of Roman Catholicism and has in fact a very “tribal” view of
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religion and Christianity which was typical of her era. Like Gheron Paisios, she condemns as
heretical everything which falls outside the creedal boundaries of her denomination. Yet, again
like Paisios, her unsurpassed piety, willful deprivations and stigmata vouch for her spiritual
authority.
One thing that I noticed in Sister Emmerich's account was her rather black and white portrayal
of all the actors in Christ's drama. Jesus' foes including Judas are portrayed as sinister figures
possessed by demons while his friends and company are portrayed as exulted ones with auras
and halos. The only exception is Mary Magdalene, who is occasionally portrayed as maddened
with grief and acting often erratically and overwhelmed by emotion. She is healed once by Jesus
and then relapses back into her old, sinful ways and eventually healed again and remains ever
since faithful to her Master. This protracted insistence on Magdalene's dark side is out of
character in Emmerich's otherwise consistent narrative. While describing the preamp to her
second conversion, Emmerich loses herself for a moment and seemingly indulges in a
description of Magdalene's stylish apparel, headdress and preparation, presumably to drive a
point home about the extent of Magdalene's moral bankruptcy. 58 Read alone, this passage
appears to indulge in fashion reporting for its own sake. But throughout the unnecessary
indulgence in Magdalene's fashion statements, Emmerich maintains her moral focus and
criticizes Magdalene for her self-serving ways. One could argue that Emmerich dwells on
Magdalene's depravity in order to show the magnitude of Christ's gift to her. But Emmerich's
critical or psychoanalytical approach to Magdalene continues even after the latter's final
conversion. Attempting to explain Magdalene's spontaneous and occasionally erratic behavior,
Emmerich's Jesus says: "She loves unspeakably, but her love is still encompassed by the body,
therefore has she become like one out of her mind with pain." 59 I feel that Emmerich would
have been less critical of a canonized church saint (even during the sinful part of the latter's life)
if she had not felt at some inner subconscious level that, in doing so, she was being self-critical.
Her exceptional and rather conflicted treatment of Mary Magdalene may point to a deeper
psychological identification with her, expressed as mystical and secretive self-deprecation. Being
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that Emmerich never veers from Catholic doctrine, she would have never consciously admitted
to such connection for it would be construed as an endorsement of reincarnation. However, if
this identification with Magdalene is real, albeit unconscious, it sheds some interesting light on
Anne's otherwise haphazard identification with Magdalene and Emmerich.
By contrast, Edgar Cayce's trance engagement with the biblical narrative is more believable and
every-day like and Cayce's characters are more dimensional than Emmerich's. In his description
of the Last Supper 60, he describes Judas as "the better looking of the twelve," which
psychologically may explain his conflicted attitude towards Mary Magdalene when the latter
washed the feet of Jesus with an expensive ointment (it might have been sexually motivated
resentment behind Judas' lame excuse that the money could have been used to help the
poor). 61 The Apostle Peter is described as "the rough and ready . . . very short beard, rough and
not altogether clean" as opposed to Andrew, Peter's brother, whose descriptions by Cayce are
more flattering. Edgar Cayce's son, Hugh Lynn Cayce, was given a former life as the Apostle
Andrew so perhaps, even in trance, the Akashic information is still mildly filtered by the
particular circumstances of the transmitter's life, but not anywhere near the extent that
Emmerich's channel is apparently being filtered. In the latter case, the unconscious information
coming out of the seer and her cultural/religious beliefs during her waking state are never at
variance. Cayce's insights on Judas' motives for betraying Jesus are psychologically truer to type
than either Emmerich's or even the Bible's, although he contradicts neither directly. He confirms
an ancient tradition that Judas Iscariot and his friends believed Jesus to be the awaited
triumphant Messiah but became increasingly frustrated with Jesus' unwillingness to prepare for
the apocalyptic war that would destroy Israel's oppressors. In this vain, Judas' betrayal was
meant to force the hand of Jesus into proclaiming himself a king once he felt the Roman sword
on his throat. Judas acted out of ignorance of Christ's true mission. He realized his gross
miscalculation too late and, by taking his own life, he doubly erred.
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Cayce talked about Judas' trials and tribulations in subsequent lives (his own remorse pushing
him to experience personally one historical tragedy after another in the ensuing centuries) 62 all
the way to Cayce's era, by which time Judas had allegedly evolved into a fine, responsible
individual of impeccable ethical standards. In contrast to Emmerich, who would have a person
like Judas burn eternally in the fires of hell, Cayce has him burn in the self-inflicted fires of
difficult reincarnations until, as Jesus preached, the gold is separated from the more base metals
and humans are released from the karmic debts that hold them earthbound. This story rings
truer with me than Emmerich's, not only for the promise it holds for the rest of us, but for a
more basic reason which will be discussed in more detail in the chapters "The Past-PresentFuture Conundrum" and "The Free Will Conundrum" further along. The reason has to do with
predetermination. If Jesus' Passion was preordained and it had to happen as part of a primordial
plan for humankind's redemption, then Judas' role in this preordained event must have also
been scripted. This much is suggested in the Gnostic Gospel of Judas 63 which goes as far as to
suggest that Judas was instructed by Jesus to betray him. I do not agree with this view of
scripted roles for individuals unless their will is, like that of Jesus of Nazareth, in complete
harmony with the will of the Father, in which case predetermination and free will merge
completely with no ensuing dissonance. Any other kind of predetermination precludes the
exercise of free will and consequently the concept of individual responsibility. I doubt, however,
that Christ in his infinite mercy would have suffered physical torture and annihilation for the
salvation of humankind while assigning to the fires of hell any of the actors in this play of
redemption. Such scenario makes poor optics, metaphysical or otherwise. Reincarnation, on the
other hand, makes possible both the exercise of individual free will and the restoration of a soul
through working out one's karma in a long series of reincarnations on earth and elsewhere.
Cayce's view of humans is that of spiritual entities enmeshed in materiality by their own volition,
"creatively" acting out their free-will either towards oneness with their ancestral source, God, or
towards self-determination divorced from this source. In the process, they have to act within the
constraints of natural law and the biological programs associated with their earthly avatars (the
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Adam body) which they inhabit on earth, until their spiritual evolution over many lifetimes
enables them to "spiritualize" their earthly avatars and transubstantiate them (and, by
extension, materiality) into "resurrection bodies," just like Jesus did two thousand years ago,
pointing the way towards theosis for the rest of us. While Cayce does not contradict the basic
tenets of orthodoxy as espoused by Anne Catherine Emmerich and Gheron Paisios, he presents
us with a dynamic system very similar to the one I discussed earlier in connection with my
composition Cain, whereby free will can move the system towards harmony or dissonance at
several levels of magnification, all the way from within a person's psyche to his/her action in the
world of materiality, to collective action of communities and our species as a whole. The "initial
conditions" in such a system favor evolution towards harmony but they do not guarantee it out
of respect for our free will (we will discuss this in more detail in "The Free Will Conundrum.")
Anne Catherine Emmerich, a Catholic, could not contemplate the possibility of reincarnation as a
tool in human redemption so her approach to what it meant to be Judas or Caiaphas, the head
of the Hebrew Sanhedrin, which (not unanimously) condemned Jesus of Nazareth to die on the
cross, was necessarily different than Cayce's. But, discounting religious orientation and
geographical, chronological and cultural differences, there is no doubt that both Emmerich and
Cayce see details in the same story that are often downright contradictory. These
contradictions in secondary details (as opposed to articles of faith, whereby the contradictions
may be forced to conform to a specific worldview during the "translation" process) are puzzling,
for they need not be affected by embedded filters of "dogmatic censorship" already in operation
within the seer. The names of relatives (who was married to whom, etc.) do not affect a creed or
a tradition, unlike the naming of the brothers and sisters of Jesus and specifying whether they
were children born of Mary, Jesus' mother. The latter would be theologically controversial and is
one of the main arguments against Edgar Cayce in orthodox circles. But the small, inoffensive
details should have been similar as presumably both Cayce and Emmerich draw their
information from the same source. Christ said "ask and thou shall receive" 64 and they are both
asking Christ.
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As I said, I am still struggling with this inconsistency and I may not be able to answer the
question satisfactorily, but perhaps the answer hides somewhere in Edvin Laszlo’s definition of
the Akashic Field as a recording device of every kind of in-formation: matter, energy, deeds,
thoughts, aspirations, etc. The “matter-of-factness” we seek in spiritual history is a much richer
phenomenon with many more attachments than what we like to report in the news as facts.
That is not to say that in spiritual or religious visions, reality becomes embellished. What I am
saying, and string physicists might agree at least in theory, is that perhaps reality is
dimensionally much richer than we think and the facts recorded on the Akashic field are
multidimensional and not confined only to the dimensions which our senses (and therefore our
conscious mind and language) are capable of reading and decoding. But, while this would
account for the metaphysical detail attached to the narrative, it would still not explain the
contradictions at the “factual” level: who was related to whom and how, or who was or will be
where when.
For example in the excerpt quoted from my diary about Anne’s encounter with Christ while in
trance, she identifies herself as Mary Magdalene but in one of his readings Edgar Cayce
identified another woman as the same historical personality [assigned the code number 295 in
the Cayce archives]. This woman, who reportedly displayed similar character traits as Anne, but
reportedly none of her clairvoyance, died in 1987 65 according to the Cayce records, which is
seven years after I met Anne. The life spans of the two women overlap. How can both be
reincarnations of the same historical figure? Another example is Anne's identification of Jesus'
parents as “David” and “Francesca." It is fairly easy to see how the name “David” would be
offered by a woman at the other end of the regression pipeline who was used to hearing her
Master's followers call him “Son of David." “Francesca” on the other hand, is either wrong or
refers to a subsequent “incarnation” of Mary or an earthly resonance of her divinity thereof. The
mind leaps to the Italian saint Francesca Romana (1384 – 1440). Of impeccable piety and
saintliness in life, Santa Francesca embodied the qualities that characterize the Virgin Mary in
the gospel narrative. Aptly, her remains rest in the church of Santa Maria Nova (“The New
Mary”) which is now known as Santa Francesca Romana. This is a long stretch by any standards,
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but I have come to believe over the years that, as the complexity of the Akashic information
must at the point of retrieval “collapse” into a humanly expressible language, it is at this point of
the decoding process that detail received by the human messenger becomes corrupted or
otherwise “compromised”; that human language cannot express the Truth but only a part of it
and hint at the rest; that the more unconscious one is (and, therefore, the freer from personal
or collective conditioning), the more reliable the information coming out of such person can be
trusted to be.
Resonance is not an on and off switch: it is a tuning process and, as such, one is able to tune
better or worse, depending on several factors. One such factor may help explain why Anne was
so accurate in describing the scene with my family in Volos to the minutest detail and yet she
and countless others have come up with seemingly conflicting reports when they experience
scenes related to well-known figures, such as the Christ. In the case of my family in Volos, the
scene was uncluttered by psychic projections by others. No one else ever attempted to
psychically or otherwise receive that information. It was not discussed even amongst our closest
family friends. Had anyone tried, they might have deposited their own projections,
interpretations, wishes, etc. on the Akashic record of the incident, which could be retrieved
along with the so-called "factual" information about the event by someone else. So, it is not only
the retriever's projections that may complicate the reception, but all the various other
projections deposited on the same Akashic “address” by third parties. In the history of the past
two millennia, no other story has been more affected by psychic projections of this kind than
that of the Jewish Messiah. Long before Yeshua of Nazareth was born, his story was already
being written in the Akashic field, not just by his previous biblical appearances in the earthly
realm, as Cayce claimed, but by Jewish and other prophets and the thoughts of everyday folk,
who were depositing patterns of resonance and expectation on a life yet to be lived. These
deposits have been taking place before, during and since Jesus' brief life on earth. It is not
surprising then, that the greatest amount of factual "enrichment" takes place with figures of
religious and historical significance, the kind of people or events which occupy the thoughts of
others for whatever reason.
I still feel that this process is far more complex than I can describe here. Even though I may not
be able to ever solve this to my own or others’ satisfaction, I have deliberately been my own
devil’s advocate and have constantly questioned not only the information I have been receiving
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but also my own motivations for my decisions and conclusions. It is clear in hindsight that Edgar
Cayce has remained the lasting influence in my thinking and life. But is this because my own
process of elimination has led me to this choice or does it have to do with my relationship with
Anne, not just the Anne of today, but the one I have kept running into life after life in the past?
So far, I have managed to keep my karmic self out of the picture but, to attempt to answer this
question, I have no choice but get involved a bit more personally in this karmic drama. My
burning interest in the early days of the Church and what happened right at the heart of that
“Bing Bang,” which Christ’s resurrection represented in the history of the past two thousand
years and beyond, is not accidental. According to Anne, I was there among the crowd (or rather I
am resonating strongly with someone there) and my role was a divisive one, one that caused the
early Church some anxiety. I was neither hot nor cold, or rather I was both and this is something
that I must struggle with in my present sojourn too. The secret object of my conflicted thoughts
and actions was Mary Magdalene. Mary was an enigmatic figure. Even before the events of
December 12, 1980, I was zeroing on this figure for no apparent reason. I had read Elaine Pagels’
“The Gnostic Gospels” 66 in which Mary was a point of focus and scanned the gospels for all the
accounts of her. In the Gospel of Mary, she is rejected by Jesus’ other disciples because she is a
woman:
When Mary had said this, she fell silent, since it was to this point that the Savior had
spoken with her. But Andrew answered and said to the brethren, “Say what you (wish
to) say about what she has said. I at least do not believe that the Savior said this. For
certainly these teachings are strange ideas.” Peter answered and spoke concerning
these same things. He questioned them about the Savior: “Did he really speak with a
woman without our knowledge (and) not openly? Are we to turn about and all listen to
her? Did he prefer her to us?”
Then Mary wept and said to Peter, “My brother Peter, what do you think? Do you think
that I thought this up myself in my heart, or that I am lying about the Savior?” Levi
answered and said to Peter, “Peter, you have always been hot-tempered. Now I see you
contending against the woman like the adversaries, But if the savior made her worthy,
who are you indeed to reject her? Surely the Savior knows her very well. That is why he
loved her more than us. Rather let us be ashamed and put on the perfect man and
acquire him for ourselves as he commanded us, and preach the gospel, not laying down
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any other rule or other law beyond what the Savior said." When […] and they began to
go forth [to] proclaim and to preach 67.
In the gospel accounts, Matthew places Mary Magdalene by the cross, at Jesus’ burial and
together with “the other Mary” as the first witnesses of the resurrection. Mark places Mary at
the crucifixion, at the burial and has her along with two other women be the first witness of the
empty tomb. Moreover, Mark makes Mary the first person to encounter the resurrected Christ
and speak to him. Luke mentions a group of women at the crucifixion, the burial and at the
discovery of the empty tomb and names them at the end of the account. Mary Magdalene is
among them. John places her by the cross, but mentions no women present at the burial. For
the resurrection he offers the poignant story of Mary Magdalene being so troubled by the
empty tomb and the loss of the body of her Master, that, upon encountering him in his
resurrected body, she is so blinded by despair that she thinks he is the gardener and begs him
for the body of her Master. Like in Mark, she is the first witness of the resurrected Christ. There
is no doubt about the importance that the four gospels attribute to this person: to be the first
person to witness the resurrection of the Lord is not a small thing and she is not accidentally or
lightly cast in this role by the authors of the gospels. So why is it that she is not mentioned at all
in the Acts of the Apostles, particularly since the book’s author is Luke who mentions her in his
gospel? How can a person so exulted at the most important moment of Christianity’s inception
be totally absent from the accounts of the activities in the early Church which start only a few
days later? What happened immediately after the resurrection or the ascension to justify this
omission?
It is understandable that, immediately after the untimely loss of a leader, a power struggle
and/or reshuffling of authority is likely to take place. Jesus clearly taught his disciples that such
jockeying for power should not happen between them, but he did not leave behind a clear line
of succession. There were ambitions. The mother of John and James at one point asked Jesus for
exulted positions for her sons and on a different gospel account they asked this themselves.
Cayce places the brothers in the upper class of Judean society. The Zebedees owned and
operated large fisheries in Galilee. Peter and his brother Andrew worked for them and belonged
to the working class. Cayce mentions that John’s estate alone would have established him as a
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millionaire during Cayce’s time. Jesus does appear to give the nod to Peter with his statement
”you are Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church; and the gates of Hades shall not
overpower it” (Matthew 16: 18), but one wonders if this statement was not an afterthought
inserted into the gospels when various apostolic seats were vying for prominence within the
young Church. After all, Peter, John or James did not become the leaders of the Jerusalem
Church, as it would naturally flow from the gospel discourse. That position was given to the
other James, Jesus’ much younger and inexperienced half-brother as an indication of “honor to
the Master” according to Cayce. But one can’t help but wonder if young James was also
awarded the position because he was not a succession contender or because he was the
“invisible” third place contender who emerges victorious on the second or third ballot because
of a draw amongst the top candidates. Until the moment of his selection in the Acts, James is
not mentioned at all anywhere by name.
There may be something to the Gospel of Mary after all. Not the loaded Gnostic theological
discourse delivered through Mary’s mouth, which has been developed in the second century or
a bit later, but the idea that a rift took place early on and Magdalene lost in the power shuffle. If
such a power shuffle took place with Mary Magdalene at its epicenter, then certainly it would
have been about the role of women in the Church. Jesus’ liberal views of women were not
shared by the conservative Jewish culture of his time. If he indeed had plans for Magdalene,
they would most certainly crash against the intransience of Jewish conservatism. There might
have been another dynamic at play here too, in addition to the traditional lower place for
women in Jewish society. Roman law and customs accorded women unprecedented rights and
freedoms. Repression of women’s rights in territories under Roman occupation must have been
perversely equated in the minds of the oppressed (mostly men but also women) as an antiRoman stance. One sees a similar phenomenon in Moslem fundamentalist regimes today, where
movements for gender equality are automatically dismissed by the regimes as imperialist
propaganda by the West. To make a woman the head of a Jewish sect at the time of Pax
Romana, moreover one who had a personal history of courtship with “the Roman element” as
Cayce describes Magdalene’s past, would be tantamount to an instant rejection of the entire
movement by orthodox Jewry. Instead of a misunderstanding within the Jewish religion that
could be resolved as the Apostles had hoped it would after the resurrection, Christianity would
have been viewed as an instrument of Roman imperialism and propaganda. The members of the
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early Church thought of themselves as devout Jews and not immune to anti-Roman sentiment.
Peter and John went often and taught at the Temple, were persecuted there, but went back and
taught again. Within Jesus’ circle, it didn’t require a genius to understand the political, social and
other consequences for the young Church if Mary Magdalene was elected leader.
That Mary Magdalene may have been on a collision course with the rest of the Apostles is not an
idea based solely on the evidence of the Gnostic Gospel of Mary, but also on the silence about
Magdalene in the canonical literature. Jean-Yves Leloup, the translator of the Gospel of Mary in
French states poetically:
By all apostolic accounts, Yeshua of Nazareth himself was certainly not a founder of any
"ism," nor of any institution. He was the Annunciator, the Witness, and some would go
so far as to say the Incarnation of the possible reign of the Spirit in the heart of this
spacetime, the manifestation of the Infinite in the very heart of our finitude, the voice of
the Other within the speech of human beingness. 68
So, with Magdalene, it may have not been a contest based only on difference of gender but also
on difference of ideas about proselytizing. If Mary was indeed clairvoyant in a unique manner
amongst the Apostles, she might have been less inclined to proselytize, just like Jesus, relying
instead on the power of the Spirit to manifest in the world without the need for human
persuasive power. So the dynamic within the early Church with respect to proselytizing can be
imagined as a polarization between Mary Magdalene on the left, the Jerusalem Church
reluctantly in the middle, and Paul impatiently on the right. 69 If this was indeed the case, it
would have not been much of a contest. Magdalene would have not rallied for political
leadership, Instead, she would have retreated from active missionary involvement in the Church
(which would explain her not being mentioned in the Acts) or established a small circle of
esoteric teaching with no political ambitions, which might have been seen later by the Gnostics,
or a subgroup thereof, as the legitimizing seed of their own version of Christianity.
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This polarization, if real, would have not taken place at the same time. First there would have been
the contest between the Apostles and Mary and only later between Paul and the Apostles, but the
outer poles would still be represented by Magdalene and Paul with the Jerusalem Church in the
middle.
69
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In the aftermath of December 12, I probed Anne persistently about Mary Magdalene and her
relationship with the Apostles and disciples. Some of her comments confirmed the Gospel of
Mary and others contradicted it. (Parenthetically, I should clarify again that, at that time, I was
not aware of most of the literature I am quoting here, so the present discussion is based on
thoughts and conclusions belonging to a much later time.) According to the Gospel of Mary,
Peter and his brother Andrew confronted Mary and did not accept her leadership, although
Peter seems to admit her special status when he says “Sister, we know that the Savior loved you
more than the rest of women. Tell us the words of the Savior which you remember—which you
know (but) we do not, nor have we heard them” 70 According to Anne, Peter believed in Mary
Magdalene and supported the idea of her leading the church but most disciples were against the
idea of a woman leading the church. I am guessing that the reason Peter did not assume the
position of head might be precisely because he knew that Mary was slated by the Master for
that position and the rest of the group were against such appointment. Andrew did not support
her. John did. James, John’s brother was more ambivalent. Mark and the younger disciples
strongly opposed the role of women in worship, much less in leadership (we see Mark in the
Acts again opposing Paul’s ecumenical ambitions and causing a rift between Paul and
Barnabas) 71. Mary, disappointed by the disciples’ decision to disobey Jesus’ succession wishes,
left the company, eventually ending up in Jericho where she lived until her death, according to
Anne.
There was a sadness permeating Anne during her meditations on this subject. My questions
were partly aiming for an understanding of the early days of the Church, but I was also hoping to
understand within a karmic context my own deepening sentiments towards her. It became clear,
however, that this sojourn at Christianity’s “ground-zero,” so hurtful to her, was not fertile
ground for such exploration. She mentioned a subsequent life which held for her the fondest
memories of our relationship through time. The stage was set in second-century Rome. She was
the wife or concubine of one of the most powerful military leaders in the empire, whose name
was never offered by Anne. She was indifferent to her partner, for his only interest was military
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matters and accumulation of political power in Rome. I was a Christian slave in their household
and was infatuated with her for a relative distance. Apparently, Anne’s pick-up line at the bar in
Niagara Falls had a karmic precedent. One day back in second century Rome, while I was
engaged in my household duties, she declared to me unexpectedly “I would like to run away
with you." We did, evading army searches and spies who looked for us everywhere across the
empire. We managed to hide in one of the Greek islands and live a quiet, poor but happy life
together. Then one day, many years later, I disappeared and could not to be found. She felt with
that instinct that stayed with her through her various sojourns on earth that I must have been
hurt and died while hunting or was located by my pursuers and done away with. She spent the
rest of her life quietly on her island. Her husband learned of her whereabouts but respected her
wish to spend the rest of her life alone in quiet mourning. To Anne, the years we spent on that
island together were some of the happiest of our shared moments through time and space.
A few months after having been told this story, I was working in London, Ontario, playing music
with a band. I befriended one of the musicians in the band, a singer and guitar player quite older
than me. He was quiet and lonely, withdrawn and rather self-destructive with an alcohol
addiction, but quite considerate to those around him. From the very start of our relationship, I
had an inexplicable feeling that I owed him and that I should make good on a debt to him, the
nature of which I could not fathom. It so happened that I cast myself in the unusual for me role
of a match-maker. I introduced to him a female friend of mine and they hit it off. They soon
became entangled in a relationship which I strongly encouraged. One night not too long after
this, I saw him in a dream. He was a Roman general and upon awakening I had a strong
conviction that he was the person with whose partner I had run away in the Roman story Anne
had told me. I was quite shaken. I related to him the story that Anne told me, trying to be as
apologetic as I possibly could, but without appearing completely mad. His reaction was one of
quiet desperation. He did not dismiss my story as nonsense, but he did not discuss it either. We
remained friends until our paths parted. That morning, after I awoke from the dream of my
friend in Roman military attire, I also recalled a different event that had taken place several
years earlier, long before I met Anne. Sometime in the mid-seventies I was on a trip with my
father to the island of Alonissos in the Aegean Sea during one of my brief visits to Greece from
the United States. One night my father and I along with some young people that we met on our
trip hired a boat to take us to the far (northernmost) end of the island and we enjoyed an
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amazing seafood dinner with generous portions of ouzo and homemade wine at a remote
taverna by the sea. By the end of the night we, particularly I, were very intoxicated. I lied with
my back on the sand by the Aegean Sea and studied the starry night sky and the Milky Way
which was particularly bright during that moonless night. My father lied next to me and we both
stared silently at the sky for quite some time. Suddenly I was overcome by panic, terror is a
more apt word, and I started shaking uncontrollably. My father became quite concerned and
asked me what was wrong. My answer startled him—and me the next morning. I cried “the
Roman galleys are coming. They are coming to take me away."
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THE PAST-PRESENT-FUTURE CONUNDRUM
Esse est percipi (to be is to be perceived)
—George Berkeley (1685 –1753)

I have focused on these accounts of reincarnation with as much detail as I have because it is a
theme that runs through the story of this memoir like a connecting thread. As I discussed earlier,
my own understanding of this phenomenon is not as clear-cut as in Cayce’s or Anne’s
descriptions. I believe its examination needs to start with the experience and deep
understanding of the “I," this most important point of departure for every further observation
and understanding. Depending on the degree of our self-centeredness, “I” can be something
encompassing our mind and body, in sharp delineation to everything else around this boundary.
But, as mentioned earlier, a mother’s “I” may include within its boundary the infant child she is
holding in her arms. The “I” of a true leader may include in its boundary all his/her followers.
The “I” of Christ includes within its boundary everyone and everything. To carry our cross even a
short distance, as Jesus admonishes us, means to expand our “I” from a narrower boundary to a
wider one to no boundary at all, if we follow this path of self-sacrifice to its ultimate end.
Depending of which of these “I”s represents us at any given time, our understanding of our
reach, rights and responsibilities will vary accordingly. All of these “I”s are patterns. We are
patterns: of atomic and molecular interactions, the latter forming genetic codes that can be
studied; of brainwave patterns that represent thoughts and intuitions, which now can also be
studied, however crudely still. These patterns reach other patterns across space and across time
through an act of resonance. Our resonance with these other patterns within the Akashic field
or plenum, which encompasses everything including space and time, becomes our larger karmic
pattern. Through this law of resonance, we affect or even choose our pasts as much as we
choose our futures. (As we saw in an earlier example with the bells, resonance transcends the
linearity of our perception of time. As we shall see further ahead, the causes and effects of
resonance in time do not drive on a past-to-future, one-way road, put in certain instances travel
in both directions.) These futures and pasts are ours if we keep on resonating with them. But,
once they become ours, we bear not only their patterns but also their karmic ledgers: our
identification with them subjects us to the karmic Law of Cause-and-Effect.
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What I mean by “choice” here may be deceptive. Bells or other resonating bodies resonate with
one another because they are made out of identical or compatible material: an overtone of one
bell may resonate with the fundamental or a different overtone of another (see Figure 4).
If/when they do, they do not simply choose to resonate with each other; it happens because of
common characteristics in their structure. Similarly, the karma we resonate with has a pattern
that matches our own. If we wish to establish a strong resonance with a particular pattern, we
need to adjust our own pattern sufficiently so that a strong resonance may occur. So, yes, it is a
choice, but not the kind of choice we associate with walking down the aisles of a supermarket. It
requires willful, surgical adjustment 72 to our own pattern for a significant resonance to take
place. Otherwise, we simply resonate to varying degrees with patterns that are similar or
identical to ours and which form our natural, innate karma. The mystical admonition of Christian
theology to “wear on the Christ” is an admonition to affect an adjustment of our own pattern so
that we can resonate as perfectly as possible with the “Christ” pattern. Resonating perfectly
with the Christ pattern means becoming the Christ pattern. The willful adjustment and
strengthening of the resonance with the Christ pattern mean a corresponding waning of the
karmic resonances that existed before this adjustment took place. To me, this is how the Law of
Grace, made possible by Jesus’ self-sacrifice, supersedes the Law of Karma or the “curse of the
Law” as St. Paul describes it in Galatians 3:10. The result is Redemption. In less mechanical
terms, karma is not a system of reward and punishment: it is an aid to learning a lesson
necessary for our further development. The end-goal of this development is Christhood. As soon
as the lesson has been learned willfully, the props that are set up by our inner self to help us
learn the lesson become unimportant and fall, no longer obstructing our field of vision.
To illustrate strong and weak resonances I will use the example of the overtone series which is
the driving engine of Harmonia. In Figure 4 we see two overtone series, one built on C and the
other on D-flat (or C-sharp). If we choose an upper partial of the first series built on C, say the
17th partial which is a C-sharp, we have a resonance between the two frequencies that is a ratio
of seventeen cycles of the higher pitch against one cycle of the lowest one. It is not a strong
resonance, but it is a resonance. If you have a large bell tuned to the low C of the fundamental

Sometimes these adjustments take place very slowly in the form of increasing pressure towards a
certain direction and are understood, when observed from the outside, as “random” mutations.
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and a very small one tuned to the C-sharp of the 17th partial and you strike the small bell, the
same C-sharp pitch in the same octave will resonate in the large bell rather faintly. Now this Csharp (or D-flat) seems to be only one position closer to the fundamental of the second
harmonic series built on a low D-flat (16th partial, instead of 17th). But the resonance will be far
more pronounced not just because of the slight difference of position, but because the “pitch
class” D-flat is the most important one in the second series being the pitch of the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 8th,
16th…etc. partial. (“Pitch class” is the name of a pitch irrespective of octave placement. For
example, the C-sharp above Middle-C on a piano is a pitch. A C-sharp in any octave on the piano
is a pitch class.) So, the closer you are as a “pitch class” to the fundamental, the more in
resonance you are with the overall pattern of that particular overtone series.

FIGURE 4. THE RESONANCE OF A PITCH CLASS IN TWO DIFFERENT OVERTONE SERIES

Even this convoluted explanation is an oversimplification of the complexity of resonance which
causes karmic connections and identifications across space and time. So, when psychics and
seers say “in a previous life you were such and such” they refer to a far more complex
interconnection between individual identity and the cosmos. The process of Christomorphosis 73,
which we are all undergoing, Christian or not and regardless of whether we are conscious of this
or not, is a continuous Jacob’s ladder of cosmic learning which, like our educational system, is

This is a term I have coined which etymologically means “being shaped into Christ” or “turning into
Christ."
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broken down into distinct grades/steps. Each grade has a specific knowledge mastery
requirement and a test that must be taken before advancing to the next higher grade. You may
have to do a grade over and over until you graduate to the next grade. So, after several
attempts to graduate, you don’t look back with nostalgia to past lives any more than students
look with nostalgia back to the years they failed to pass a grade and move on. Again the
explanation is too simplistic, and it implies a past-to-future momentum which will be qualified
further along in this discussion, but it also implies that time and space (and sequence in time)
enter our consciousness in order to help us develop and grow in grace and understanding. But
they are all part of an elaborate theater set and, like a theater set, they are not what they seem.
The anthropic cosmological principle in physics hints at a universe which is not independent
from our perception and consciousness of it. Our understanding of the universe through models
based on ordinary language is bound to lead into paradoxes. These paradoxes are perhaps our
new "Ariadne’s thread" to a deeper understanding of who we truly are. After banishing
metaphysics from the cosmos, the new physics is now contradicting our empirical and rational
understanding of the world. Nothing is how it seems declare Quantum Physics and the General
Theory of Relativity. Matter is not as concrete as it feels to our senses, and our observed
universe is a “collapsed” version of an infinitely richer one which is unpredictable at its core. The
smallest particles that form the cosmos may in fact be waves (but waves of what?) On the
macro-end of things gravity bends space, light and time. If the physical world is already so
“weird,” how much weirder can metaphysics be by comparison? How much more unthinkable is
turning water into wine than the possibility of time travel or recreating human intelligence out
of ones and zeros?
Whereas Newtonian physics and Darwinian evolution turned us into byproducts of larger
processes (of a large clock mechanism in the cosmos and of an engine driven by natural
selection and random mutation in the biosphere), the anthropic cosmological principle has
placed us right back in the middle of the universe. It is difficult to explain the highly unlikely
initial state of the universe that is required for anything physical to form in it or the fact that in
string theory all dimensions are rolled up into small balls and only the ones we can experience
with our senses (three dimensions of space and time) are rolled out to make our experience and
existence possible. The universe of modern physics is observer-centered, in other words
anthropocentric. Having said this, the anthropos at the centre of this universe is not the same as
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the person caught up in the everyday reality of planet earth. This center and its observer feel
and think quite differently than the concepts of reality we have developed for the microscopic
and macroscopic ends of our universe. In the center, actions in the past cause effects in the
future, not vice versa. We accept this as an axiom because we have never experienced anything
but this unidirectional causality in our lives and the experience of everyone else corroborates
ours (well, almost). History is written on the premise that linear cause-and-effect is inviolable.
We teach it to our infants as they reach with their hands to touch a burning stove and, if they do
not listen to us, they learn it the hard way. But both Relativity and Quantum Mechanics have
come to question this axiom because there are allowances in both theories for bi-directionality
in time under certain special conditions.
One of the most difficult concepts for me to empirically understand has been the possibility of
causal action from the future towards the past. The phenomenon of resonance has been the
closest I have ever come to understanding this bi-directional time conundrum, but it is a
metaphorical understanding; a poetic transposition. Resonance happens between two points in
space but the stop-and-go action between two bells as described earlier is a sequence forward
in time. You can make a mental leap and talk about resonance between two points in time, but I
could claim no empirical understanding of this, not until Anne’s two separate psychic visits to
the Evergreens, the discarnate entities who spoke through Michael Blake Green. I will let my
journal entry dated December 21, 1980 continue the story (the text in brackets is more recent
interpolations):
I can feel a careful and efficient web of synchronicity behind seeming arbitrary chance
happenings. What is arbitrary [on] one level is deterministic [on] another. By virtue of
this ambivalence, we can act on our own free will and create the future but at the same
time “see” the future psychically as an already fixed fact. Some persistent questions
have been occupying my mind as regards this dual nature of the future. A normal causeand-effect relationship implies a direction; a direction in time. It is a relationship of
precedent/cause and antecedent/effect. But if this is true, then the future must be
absolutely unfixed and therefore cannot be “seen” from the present. Furthermore, an
event taking place in the present or in the future cannot physically alter the past but
only our evaluation and understanding of it. Certain things, however, happened as I was
encouraging Anne to use her psychic abilities which radically changed my understanding
of causal relationships in time.
I asked Anne to go with her mind to Blackstock, Ontario and talk to the well-known
psychic Michael Blake Reed and his trance conductor, Phillippa Lee Reed [this was after I
had already visited them for my session a few weeks earlier.] She found the place easily
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without an address or any other help given to her and described the exterior and the
interior of the house accurately. When she approached Michael Blake Reed, he
addressed her: “Hello Anne." For some reason she felt very uncomfortable, so she did
not stay very long to talk with him. Later that [same] day, I wanted to ask Mr. Reed
some additional questions [in light of the material that emerged during Anne’s trance on
December 12] and I asked Anne if she could psychically go back again. I remembered,
however, her uncomfortable feeling from the previous visit [a few hours earlier,] so I
asked her to visit the same address a week earlier, hoping to avoid the circumstances
which may have contributed to this disturbing feeling in her. Once in meditation, she
could not find the place, although she had no trouble finding it the first time around. I
asked her to locate two friends, one of who was Steve, the drummer of our band, who
had visited the Greens with some friends for a session of their own [a few days earlier].
Once she located them back in time, I asked her to follow them to Woodstock and find
the house this way [Anne had already demonstrated in her previous search for my
family in Volos that she could do this]. She did, [entered the house] and saw Michael
Blake Reed again, only this time he did not know her. I asked Anne to introduce herself
to him and she did. Then I told her to ask Michael to look into the future, find the first
time he met her (from my time perspective) and find out why she was so uncomfortable
at that meeting. It turned out that Michael had tried to induce her into trance [a trance
within a trance that is, since in both cases she was already in trance]. She was not ready
for this, hence the discomfort. She then returned to the present waking state.
Let us call (A) the first time, relative to me, when I sent Anne to Michael and (B) the
second time I sent her a few hours later the same day—my same day. Now, let us call
my (A) time (A+) relative to Michael and my (B) time (B+) also relative to Michael. We
see that whereas, the time span (A to B) is a time progression from past to future in
relationship to me [the time between my two requests to Anne, hours apart], the time
span (A+ to B+) is a time progression from future to past in relationship to Michael [the
two times being a week apart (see Figure 5)].

FIGURE 5. BIDIRECTIONALITY IN TIME: ANNE’S TWO TRIPS TO BLACKSTOCK, ONTARIO

The first time I send Anne to Michael, he recognized her and greeted her by name. But
didn’t this presuppose on his part [or on the part of Anne’s unconscious mind] that I
would send her later into his past? If I had not done that, he would have not been in any
position at that time to know her [or for Anne to know the way to his home]. So, does
that mean that my follow-up decision to send her back to his past was already preordained? Is there a determinism outside our will of which our will (no matter how it
shapes external events) is an integral part? This leads one towards a non-directional
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concept of time with a causality which defies our time-dependent understanding of the
term but, nevertheless, with a deterministic structure.
This was the last entry in my journal. At the time of that entry, it had not occurred to me to
consider the possibility of bidirectional time and causation as a possible explanation for this
phenomenon. Suppose there is such thing as reverse causation. Suppose I start at B and send
Anne to Michael’s past (B+) and she introduces herself to him. Then I follow up in my past (A)
and send her into his future (A+). If the timeline and accompanying causation at Michael’s end is
normal, from past to future, and the timeline and accompanying causation at my end is
reversed, from future to past, the whole event becomes causally consistent. We have no
evidence, however other than this otherwise inexplicable incident, that such coexistence of
reverse timelines and causalities may be possible at the level of our classical reality, so the
conundrum remains. What is significant about this event is that (a) it happened as I have
described it and (b) it refutes every postulate of logic that depends on unilinear cause-andeffect. This seemingly insignificant crack on the surface of reductionist logic is capable of taking
down the entire edifice.
Grappling with the question of possible bidirectionality in time has been a great concern of
science and science fiction. The possibility of time bidirectionality is hinted in the General
Theory of Relativity. Since gravity curves spacetime, it is possible under some extreme and
presently unattainable technological conditions to leave the earth in a super-spaceship with a
speed approaching the speed of light and return at a time before our departure. Time
bidirectionality is also hinted at by Quantum Mechanics as a possible explanation of certain
subatomic phenomena such as physicist Richard Feynman’s “sum over histories." A
particle/antiparticle pair created in one location of spacetime and annihilated in another can be
also understood as one particle in a kind of pendulum motion in time: an antiparticle traveling
forward in time is the same as a particle traveling backwards and vice versa, so the
particle/antiparticle pair may be understood as a single particle circling time and changing
directions at the points experientially understood as creation and annihilation of two different
particles. 74 This circling of time, seems to invalidate our classical notion of causality. The latter
heavily depends on the assumption that time has a consistent and unidirectional arrow and that
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this arrow is sacrosanct. If time is reversible or more like the static dimensions of space, our
notion of causality needs to be replaced by a kind of determinism which will take the place of
time linearity and causality. As astrophysicist Michael Shallis puts it:
This interpenetration of space and time which is a feature of such a description of reality
which is commonly found in quantum theory, makes for a feeling of unity throughout
space and time. Every place is interconnected with all other places and all other times
by these virtual processes whose end result is somehow built into the initial event. Such
a viewpoint makes it very difficult to see time flowing, because flow implies going from
here to there, and the interpenetration of space and time by quantum processes
dissolves that flow. Events 'happen' in some sort of totality, essentially independent of
sequence, of flow. The easiest way to get a feel for such events is to think of them as
simply being. 75
Immediately after my last journal entry and my realization of this time conundrum, I went to
Buffalo and spent hours in the SUNY science library photocopying every article in Quantum
Mechanics and Cosmology that appeared from its title to have any connection to this problem. It
was my first voluntary immersion into science, and I spent hours and days on end reading
everything I could find for clues to this problem, skipping the math which was over my head, and
trying to learn as much as possible from the often convoluted language (for non-scientists, that
is) of these articles. One of the essays that instantly attracted my attention was the EPR
(Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen) paradox, 76 a thought experiment proposed by Albert Einstein. It was
Einstein's attack on the Copenhagen Interpretation of Quantum Phenomena, which we know
today as Quantum Mechanics, and which Einstein never accepted. To my limited understanding,
it opens a can of worms by allowing for the possibility of superluminal connections between
points in time and space. Crudely defined, the paradox involves two subatomic particles moving
away from each other at twice the speed of light (and therefore incapable of any information
exchange between them according to the Theory of Relativity,) which inexplicably seem to be
"aware" of each other's "experiences," as changes to one particle's path affect the other. This
paradox, nowadays known as "Quantum Entanglement' and the philosophical extensions that I
was attaching to it, helped me rethink the nature of reality. It was of course the icing on the
cake. My experiences with Anne were the cake. It was my desperate efforts to understand the
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kind of reality that these experiences described that forced me to turn to science for answers.
The answers were not conclusive, but any indication which could allow for the kind of reality
that I was experiencing in my life in those days was welcome. The EPR paradox seemed to cause
a crack in the mirror of reality and made it possible (at least in my mind) to pry open the rest of
the reflecting surface and attempt to see what lies behind.
This "crack" was explored more fully by John Stewart Bell in his 1964 paper titled "On the
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen Paradox." 77 In it and subsequent work, Bell demonstrated the failure of
local realism (local hidden variables). His "Bell Theorem" has been a significant contribution to
Quantum Mechanics but it has also ignited the popular imagination, for it opened the floodgates
that were protecting reason and let in an avalanche of possible views of the world that do not
square with traditional science and rationalist understanding of reality. Even though I had not
read any of Bell's writings at that time, what I read about him and his work fascinated me. With
my mind constantly and erratically scanning every piece of incoming information for rational or
irrational connections, the fact that the three initials of his name are identical with those of
Johann Sebastian Bach, caused me to draw unconscious connections between the two and raise
his stature as a scientist to a similar one that J. S. Bach held for me in the world of music. I know
how irrational this sounds but, in my defense, I did not become consciously aware of this
connection until much later. In retrospect, I can see how it would have influenced my
unconscious thinking, at a time when the high tide of my unconsciousness was very close to the
cognitive surface.
I was craving a different paradigm of cause-and-effect which could accommodate the
experiences of this time in my life. Such paradigm, if/when it was established, would radically
alter our understanding of identity and free will. We have already seen in the discussion of
Anne's two psychic visits to Michel Blake Green how the possibility of non-local connectivity in
time affects our understanding of cause-and-effect and, therefore, free will and individual and
collective responsibility. For the better part of the twentieth century, physicists too were
wondering about their findings in the subatomic world and the implications for our
understanding of life and the world around us. The difficult question for science has not been
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the reality or illusion of free will but what happens to recorded history if the past can be
interfered with. Perhaps, for reasons of self-preservation, nature (or our understanding of it)
conspires against such intrusions from the future to the past. Cosmologist Stephen Hawking
describes two different explanations why history remains consistent, despite the possibility of
time travel. One explanation is the “consistent histories approach." According to this viewpoint:
You could not go back in time unless history already showed that you had gone back
and, while there, had not killed your great-great-grandfather or committed any other
acts that would conflict with the history of how you got to your current situation in the
present. Moreover, when you did go back, you wouldn’t be able to change recorded
history; you would merely be following it. In this view the past and future are
preordained: you would not have free will to do what you wanted.
Of course, you could say that free will is an illusion anyway. If there really is a complete
theory of physics that governs everything, it presumably also determines your actions.
But it does so in a way that is impossible to calculate for an organism that is as
complicated as a human being, and it involves a certain randomness due to quantum
mechanical effects. So one way to look at it is that we say humans have free will
because we can’t predict what they will do. However, if a human then goes off in a
rocket ship and comes back before he set off, we will be able to predict what he will do
because it will be part of recorded history. Thus in that situation, the time traveler
would not in any sense have free will 78.
The other explanation is the “alternative histories approach” which has fired the imagination of
so many science fiction and Hollywood writers in films like “Back to the Future," “Terminator,"
etc. According to this approach, one can travel to the past, alter certain conditions and thus
change history. Our presents and futures automatically adjust to an alternate history caused by
our present actions in our past. Even though this cannot be ruled out in theory, there are
reasons to believe that it is not possible:
A possible way to explain the absence of visitors from the future would be to say that
the past is fixed because we have observed it and seen that it does not have the kind of
warping needed to allow travel back from the future. On the other hand, the future is
unknown and open, so it might well have the curvature required. This would mean that
any time travel would be confined to the future. There would be no chance of Captain
Kirk and the starship Enterprise turning up at the present time 79.
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Physicists, of course, speak about physical time travel and Anne’s example is about traveling
with one’s mind. One could argue that the time conundrum in Anne’s psychic visits with Michael
Blake Green was a skillful mental construct by her own mind that only had an imaginative
receptor at the other end: The B and B+ elements of the conundrum existed only in Anne’s mind
alone. It is not that simple. As I said earlier, she would need to be able to read my mind about
my intention to send her back in time a few hours later for her to be able to orchestrate such
deception. But even if we agree that she could have read my mind, the thought and the decision
to send her back for a visit in our past was not present in my mind until hours later, so she could
have not simply read it during her first travel (from my perspective), unless we admit that she
could have read a future state of my mind in which case the question of how would this be
possible within the framework of a “consistent history” remains relevant. Besides, if one
accepts the view that things, people, thoughts, feelings, music and everything we identify in our
experience are patterns that resonate with one another, then these patterns are to be governed
by the same geometry or laws that govern physics, perhaps extended to include elements of our
experience that presently lie outside the field of the human experience that physics examines.
So, the propositions of time travel either mentally or physically which result in information
should not be fundamentally different propositions as far as physical law is concerned: only the
technologies that make each possible need be different. After all, the “consistent histories
approach" has as much (or more) to fear from the time travel of information as from the time
travel of bodies or objects. If we travel to our past and we do not interact at all (i.e. exchange
information) with people there or affect the environment in any other way, the “consistent
histories approach" remains valid and intact. On the other hand, if information sent from the
future alters the way people think and act in the past, the past is altered significantly and
consistent history is no longer possible.
The idea of time-travel has been discussed so far as something connected to a curvature of Time
and its three experiential components: past, present and future. But it may also have something
to do with a more fundamental aspect of the world: its alleged holographic nature. Answers to
problems in physics, but also in neuroscience and consciousness research, point towards a
holographic universe, whereby the tiniest element of the universe contains the information of
the entire universe within itself, that is if the universe can be conceived as possessing any
elements that can be isolated in any way from the whole—another potent and inscrutable
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question. It is possible that there may not be any tiny particles in the universe to speak of.
Particles are most likely waves, waves of nothingness, bubbling within a totally empty spacetime, which, as a result of its emptiness, is nothing more than a conceptualization—an idea. In
his essay "Superspace and the Nature of Quantum Geometrodynamics," renowned physicist
John A. Wheeler states:
There is nothing in the world except empty curved space. Matter, charge,
electromagnetism, and other fields are only manifestations of the bending of space.
Physics is geometry. 80
and elsewhere in the same essay he asks:
Is space-time only an arena within which field and particles move about as 'physical' and
'foreign' entities? Or is the four-dimensional continuum all there is? . . . Are fields and
particles foreign entities immersed in geometry, or are they nothing but geometry? 81
We already saw in "In the Realm of Water" that patterns and the geometry that governs them
may be the only reality in the universe, a construct of the Mind projecting upon mirrors and
recognizing its reflection. This act of recognition is consciousness. That reality may be a
projection of the mind is as old as Plato, or older, and has been defended even during the high
tide of the Enlightenment by such philosophers as George Berkeley (1685 –1753) whose "new
principle" 82 is summed up by his famous quote "esse est percipi" ("to be is to be perceived.")
Within such universe, the future is a topos, existing within an ever-present "present." If you can
step outside of Time, you will see this future as a stationary element of the geometry of Time.
The time conundrums that Anne unwittingly brought to my attention are thus possible to
understand. Anne did not need to travel with her mind into the future and watch me make a
decision there. All she had to do was to step outside of Time altogether and see the entire timeconundrum that I described previously as a stationary phenomenon. The concept of the holistic
universe does not allow for the separation of the whole into parts, whether these "parts" are
elements of Space (objects or quanta of any kind,) or of Time (events or the categorization of
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Time into past, present and future). Physicists David Bohm and Basil J. Hiley, who have
extensively explored the possibility of holism in quantum physics, write:
Our work brings out in an intuitive way just how and why a quantum many-body system
cannot properly be analyzed into independently existent parts with fixed and
determinate dynamical relationships between each of the parts. Rather, the 'parts' are
seen to be in immediate connection, in which their dynamical relationship depend, in an
irreducible way, on the state of the whole system (and indeed on that of broader
systems in which they are contained, extending ultimately and in principle to the entire
universe). Thus, one is led to a new notion of unbroken wholeness which denies the
classical idea of analyzability of the world into separately and independently existent
parts. 83
All this discussion seems to suggest that it is possible to have a very clear and precise view of a
future event from some point in the past, a concept which would make prophecy possible and
credible. But what it truly suggests is that this foreknowledge (or rather knowledge, as the "fore" implies some kind of time linearity) is only possible from a view from outside Time altogether,
a holistic view which does not separate Time into the independent components of past, present
and future. Just as in a dream, the time linearity of the dream exists within the dreamer and is a
projection of the dreamer's mind, so in life all contents of Time and Space exist within the Mind
(and holographically within our individual minds) and can only be seen clearly (clairvoyantly) if
our minds are in deep connection with the Mind. Outside such connection, prophecy is
impossible. 84
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This is an oversimplification, for the sake of clarity, of the conditions that make prophecy and
clairvoyance possible. Both are psychic techniques developed (or repossessed) through training over
several lifetimes. Although inherited through karma, they may be abused in one or more terrestrial
sojourns and become the cause for a spiritual fall, not unlike the primordial fall from Grace as
chronicled allegorically by several spiritual traditions, including the Judaeo-Christian. The theological
reasons why evil is granted or allowed to maintain such powers are too complex to discuss
exhaustively here and to a great extent they lie beyond my own comprehension. They may have to do
with the nature of the earthly realm as a testing ground for the soul and the necessity for a crucible to
make such testing possible. Thus, as in the Book of Job, evil may unwittingly be an agent of a deeper
purpose in this world: to tempt and antagonize the creator and, therefore, contribute to the testing
process that ultimately leads to Redemption.
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THE FREE WILL CONUNDRUM
On a philosophical level, it [the phenomenon of Chaos] struck me as an operational way
to define free will, in a way that allowed you to reconcile free will with determinism.
The system is deterministic, but you can't say what it's going to do next.
—J. Doyne Farmer, Chaos pioneer
We must then wholeheartedly believe in free will.
If free will is a reality, we shall have made the correct choice.
If it is not, we shall still not have made an incorrect choice,
because we shall not have made any choice at all,
not having a free will to do so.
—Edward N. Lorenz, Chaos pioneer

One thing the concept of the holographic universe does not account for is free will—the first
casualty of belief in predetermination. So, in discussing free will, we will momentarily put the
idea of the holographic universe aside and immerse ourselves into the denser layers of earthly
experience, the domain within which free will is routinely exercised.
If free will and unpredictability did not exist, it would be possible for the future to be
predetermined from within Time and to be “read” in advance, in which case Anne’s time travels
mentioned earlier would hold no further mystery. She could have read my future “mind” and
choreographed her two virtual time excursions accordingly; or not choreograph them at all
since, in the absence of free will, she would not be able to create any choreography. Things
would simply be as they were. But in our temporal experience of the world, our knowledge of
complex systems informs us that we cannot predict the particular with any degree of accuracy,
only the composite larger picture, and this would have not been the case if we had been able to
somehow accurately see into the future beyond statistical projection. In Quantum Mechanics
Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle rules out precise prediction of subatomic particle behavior.
You can either determine the momentum of a particle or the position but not both. Thus,
subatomic particles are said to exist in a multitude of superimposed states called a wave
function which “collapses” onto one such state upon observation or measurement. It is not until
the moment of observation that the subatomic world becomes “real” in the ordinary
(temporal/causal) sense of this word. Similarly on the human scale it is at the moment that we
make up our mind about something and act on it that the virtual possibilities of what can
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happen next "collapse" into one single event which can be incorporated into a causal chain and
a recorded history.
If the behavior of subatomic particles is protected by the unassailable force of the Uncertainty
Principle in a way that the particles’ virtuality is not impinged upon by the deterministic
functioning of gravity in the macroscopic universe, perhaps a similar principle guarantees free
will on the individual human scale in a way that the latter is not impinged upon by the
functioning of the macro-historical process. It may be the very same universal law that affects
both, in fact. This law would not make a mockery out of individual free will any more than it
makes a mockery out of subatomic wave functions. Free will is and remains a strong force, like
the electromagnetic forces are at the subatomic level. By comparison gravity is a weak (I prefer
to call it meek or gentle) force. But, whereas the strong forces in the cosmos have their
opposites and cancel each other out, gravity has no counterpart and is thus able to shape the
nature of the cosmos and of spacetime uncontested. Similarly, individual will is a strong force
but it is wrapped around the narrowest nucleus of the ego and it cancels itself in its interactions
with other egos and the contrasting individual wills which are wrapped around these other egos.
By comparison, God’s will, a gentle force that remains relatively undetected in the microhistorical timeline, patiently molds human history and makes prophecy possible at no cost to
individual free will which is constantly being exercised (and contradicted) in all its power
throughout history.
Scientists may find this comparison tenuous at best, but I believe that it points to the very heart
of consciousness and may help explain why physicists have been unable so far to unify Quantum
Mechanics and the General Theory of Relativity into a single Theory of Everything. A similar
divide exists theologically between the concepts of God’s omniscience and individual free will
which philosophers and theologians have tried for centuries to reconcile. I believe that this
conundrum of modern physics may present us with a better model for understanding the role of
agency in the cosmos. The puzzling discrepancy between the micro and the macro in the
physical universe may be a key to understanding our relationship to God.
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Throughout his life Albert Einstein believed that the Copenhagen interpretation of subatomic
phenomena was wrong because “God does not play dice” 85. Einstein may be correct but at the
same time I am suspicious of any determinism derived by rationalist deduction which claims to
fit all the pieces of the puzzle together. Rationalism and the kind of consciousness that is based
on it is flawed at its core: it is the proverbial apple in the Garden of Eden; 86 the Newtonian
clockwork; the equal temperament tuning system of our Western European music. All of these
represent a matrix imposed by our finite reason upon something far more complex in order to
extrapolate from it meaning, workable hypotheses and sometimes quite powerful practices. In
so doing, rationalism often discounts minute details which, when detected by more refined
methods of observation, may cause paradigm shifts in our understanding of the world. 87 The
history of consciousness is the history of paradigm shifts in science, the arts and every other
human endeavor. Yet this narrowly defined consciousness is all we have, particularly when we
are in denial of other, deeper ways of understanding ourselves and the world around us. So,
when our consciousness presents us with conundrums and paradoxes, this is an opportunity for
growth, because it heralds yet another paradigm shift and possibly a new awareness.
Because Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle is an unassailable fact, there have been attempts at
a quantum theory of gravity so that a unified Theory of Everything may spring forth from the
quantum end of things but this has proven hard to achieve because it would require all empty
space in the universe to be filled with virtual particles and antiparticles. So, for the time being
and perhaps forever, the divide between the micro and the macro in the physical universe
stands. The tools of consciousness as have been developed through millennia of experience on
this planet are not adequate to describe what we are observing in the extreme reaches of the
microcosm and macrocosm. Mathematics, a comparatively recent brainchild of consciousness,
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Even atheists and agnostics viewed rationalism in such terms. Robert G. Ingersoll (1833-99), a
prominent voice of American agnosticism has made the following pointed remark: "Banish me from
Eden if you will; but first let me eat of the fruit of the tree of knowledge!" Ingersoll, Robert G. "The
Gods,” in Works, 1:22 (Ingersoll 1872). Quoted in (Armstrong 2009) p. 254.
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fares a bit better in its description of the physical world because it is less dependent on the
language-driven models of ordinary consciousness, but it too fails to connect the outer edges of
the cosmos into a single equation and, as long as the edges are irreconcilable and
incomprehensible, “the center cannot hold," as William Butler Yeats warns us in his apocalyptic
poem “The Second Coming” 88.
The divide between our individual free will and God’s omniscience is just as difficult to wrap
one’s head around. If I am completely free to decide on a matter, then God cannot possibly
know beforehand how I will decide. If God does, then it is preordained, and I am not really
deciding and should not be held morally responsible for my decisions and actions. Is there a way
for God to know without impinging upon the exercise of my free will? Edgar Cayce says that “it is
only when the soul that is a portion of God CHOSES, that God knows the end thereof." 89 If the
critical qualification “portion of God” was not there, Cayce’s God could be imagined as the
ultimate supercomputer that can calculate complex systems beyond the capacity of any systems
available today. If there is any allowance for God at all in modern physics, this is the kind of
“God” that you read most often about. As such a computer, God can accurately predict the
fallout from our individual and collective decisions and know the kind of future they are making
possible and probable. But does God do more than just watch and calculate?
Before we attempt to answer this, let’s examine what constitutes an impingement on the
exercise of our free will. Say, I want to take the bus and visit a friend. On my way to the bus stop
I trip and injure my ankle. But I am not about to let this stop me. Willfully, I raise myself from the
ground and limp all the way to the bus stop. By the time I get there the bus has already left and
the next one is an hour later. It will be too late by then. By the time I take the next bus, my
friend will have gone to a different appointment so there is no way I can make this work, no
matter how much I try. Was my tripping and injuring my ankle an impingement on the exercise
of my free will? Most reasonable people would agree it is not. By “reasonable” I am referring to
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when the soul that is a portion of God CHOOSES that God knows the end thereof."
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people who would not necessarily recognize God as being a partner in the previous decisionmaking process and in the ensuing “accident." Inevitably, the exercise of our free will takes place
within a web of restrictions, such as physical and human law, custom or convention, unforeseen
accidents and, finally, the debilitating effect of the exercise of other people’s free will when at
variance with ours. Yet, none of these seem to diminish or threaten the value of this gift as
much as the possibility that the future may be predetermined. Such knowledge may make us
feel cheated and be a deep cause for rebellion. We feel that our “I” is being invaded by an
uninvited intruder. Cayce puts it this way:
As soon as man contemplates his free will, he thinks of it as a means of doing the
opposite of God's will, though he finds that only by doing God's will does he find
happiness. Yet, the notion of serving God sits ill with him, for he sees it as a sacrifice of
his will. Only in disillusion and suffering, in time, space and patience, does he come to
the wisdom that his real will is the will of God, and in its practice is happiness and
heaven. 90
It may be worth remembering the last sentence of this extract because it will help explain my
experiences during the third section of this memoir, “The Crucible Years.” To make one’s will
one with the will of God, or to even move it however slightly in the right direction, disillusion
and suffering are the most effective tools. They help augment the circumference of the
individual “I” that we spoke of earlier. When this happens sufficiently through self-sacrifice
(which is what the opening up of the “I” is), such “I” is trusted with greater access to space and
time. The soul is tested in small steps and every successful attempt warrants more trust and
access. Then follows a greater test and, if successful, greater trust, greater access and so forth.
This cannot be accomplished in a single lifetime but in a long (perhaps endless) series of them in
various planetary and/or galactic systems. As this expansion of “I” occurs, we naturally act more
and more in harmony with a greater purpose and less with the unpredictable whims of our more
narrowly defined “I." Because of this, we and our actions become increasingly more predictable
and deterministic. By this I am not referring to the kind of predictability and determinism that
consciousness presently feeds upon, but willful resonance with a greater, more complex
structure. If erratic behavior seems to confirm our independence from the structure that is God,
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then, as we develop, we feel that we can express ourselves as individuals in less erratic ways.
We call this "growing up."
This is an interesting process. The more we are in harmony with God, the more we also accept
perceived indeterminacy as a kind of complex determinism that lies beyond our present grasp,
but not our inherent capacity for such grasp. We acknowledge its immense complexity instead
of attempting to limit it to what we can currently control by circuitous means (non-linear
mathematics, statistics, etc.). As our trust and faith increases, we reach a point where we no
longer feel threatened by the presence of things beyond our comprehension and control.
Developed consciousness does not fear or need to control the unpredictable or physically
menacing, a defensive tendency which I will refer to from now on as “primitive consciousness.”
The quantum wave function does not need to always collapse into a consistent and unanimous
classical event so that we can exist in a predictable environment and feel secure in it. If our
minds were not limited by our primordial fear of being reabsorbed into the Godhead, we would
be able to have a greater control over the way the wave function collapses into the classical
events of everyday reality. I believe that Jesus of Nazareth turned water into wine, restored
people’s sight, stopped weather turbulence by a single command and raised the dead by
controlling the outcome of these quantum collapses. He was able to do so because he was
completely unafraid of being reabsorbed into the Godhead. Quite the contrary, in fact: he was
born and raised for this very purpose.
This expanding consciousness is infiltrating science too. Chaos research in physics and
mathematics is evidence of such infiltration. As I have mentioned earlier, in the mid-to-late
1970's scientists in various fields, as far from each other as astronomy, biology, economics,
medicine and mathematics, were discovering that there is order hidden within what hitherto
was perceived as unfathomable randomness. Complex phenomena, such as turbulence, which
were up until then not touched by scientists, were now revealing a strange order. Fractal
geometry was discovered hiding in almost everything we habitually encounter in nature and
Chaos research was bringing it to the fore. Michael Barnsley's "Chaos Game" as well as Benoît
Mandelbrot's now famous "set" are examples of this almost magical geometry. Both engage the
computer in an iterative fashion, where the previous numerical result is fed each time back into
the input of the equation and the computer plots each new result as a point on a two
dimensional plane. Each new point that the computer is identifying is random in connection to
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the previous point (there is no rhyme or reason in the sequence of the points) yet, after
hundreds or thousands of these points are entered, a very specific picture begins to emerge, in
the first case a fractal fern and in the latter the mysterious and fascinating Mandelbrot set.
Exponents of this new geometry of nature began to understand randomness as something
different than what it was thought to be before the 1970's. Mathematician John Hubbard, one
of the pioneers of this new geometry, felt that randomness was simply a misreading of vigorous
order. Referring to the Mandelbrot set and the fern in Barnsley's "Chaos game," Hubbard
suggested that, far from being a mathematical fluke, this geometry is embedded at the heart of
nature and the natural forms that we see around us are not random evolution but an
implementation of this determinism hidden deep within nature:
There is no randomness in the Mandelbrot set. There is no randomness in anything that
I do. Neither do I think that the possibility of randomness has any direct relevance to
biology. In biology randomness is death, chaos is death. Everything is highly structured .
. . The Mandelbrot set obeys an extraordinary precise scheme leaving nothing to chance
whatsoever. I strongly suspect that the day somebody actually figures out how the brain
is organized they will discover to their amazement that there is a coding scheme for
building the brain which is of extraordinary precision. The idea of randomness in biology
is just reflex. 91
Barnsley agrees:
Randomness is a red herring. It is central to obtaining images of a certain invariant
measure that live upon the fractal object. But the object itself does not depend on
randomness. With probability one, you always draw the same picture. It's giving deep
information, probing fractal objects with a random algorithm. Just as, when we go into a
new room our eyes dance around it in some order which we might as well take to be
random, and we get a good idea of the room. The room is just what it is. The object
exists regardless of what I happen to do. 92
Our primitive consciousness has an ambivalent relationship with randomness. On one hand it
fears it, for it cannot know and control its nature. It can only know and control its behavior, at
least enough to be able to predict its outer limits and harvest it without quite knowing what it
really is. (Our ever elusive search for material substance may be leading us fast to nowhere but
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it does not inhibit us from ever more powerful and fearful entanglement with the strong forces
of the subatomic world.) On the flip side of its need for a semblance of order, our primitive
consciousness craves for randomness, because the very nature of randomness is a form of
guarantee against absorption of the individual will by the ultimate structure: God. So, here’s the
paradox: primitive consciousness cannot accept randomness, for it cannot truly know it, but it
needs it as a shield against God in order to maintain its false sense of individuality.
With advanced consciousness, we no longer feel the need to place ourselves under the
protection of randomness. We embrace instead self-sacrifice, which is the spiritual equivalent of
shedding primitive consciousness and its need to both control and collapse randomness. The
cosmic ritual of self-sacrifice gradually and slowly transforms the universe from a Quantum
world into a deterministic world but not an impoverished one. This is not the determinism of
classical reality, the result of “quantum decoherence” or collapsed wave function—one of the
infinite possibilities. This is the hyper-determinism of the entire wave function in all its
unresolved complexity, yet devoid of randomness and unknowability. When this ritual of selfsacrifice completes itself, individual free will is completely absorbed into the immanence of God.
This absorption is voluntary, not imposed from above. In fact, God, respecting the gift of our
free will, stays out of the picture unless we willingly expand our field of vision through selfsacrifice and chose to behold God ever more immanent in his (its) own plenum. Otherwise, from
within our limited field of vision, it appears that all God does is set up the conditions to make
this universe and us in it possible. In physics, these are the peculiar initial conditions that have
been set in place at the onset of the Big Bang. Many physicists are now hard at work in their
effort to eradicate God from even this elementary role by trying to find a way to conceive of a
universe with no singularities 93 and therefore no initial conditions. Given the nature of the gift of
free will, they will succeed in proving whatever their minds are set on, no matter what lengths
they will have to go to accomplish this. But even if we accept the role of God that current
physics ascribes to him, this is not all that God is or does. (S)He also gently guides the

Singularity: A point in spacetime at which the spacetime curvature (or some other physical
quantity) becomes infinite.
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implementation of the universal laws during the process of theosis, that is God’s (and our) selfrealization as we will see further along.
It may also be possible to understand the phenomena of Quantum Mechanics from a Platonic
point of view. Even in the narrowest definition of our “I," we still partake of the essence of God.
The contents of our mind: our thoughts, feelings, inspiration come from this immanent source
as does our art and our science. So, when we measure subatomic phenomena, the “I” that
observes and measures these phenomena can be said to be the same “I” that has set the initial
conditions of the Big Bang which in turn make this universe and us in it possible. It is God or, by
another name, the Platonic realm of Forms interacting with the Receptacle whose motion or
vibration causes matter into being or, more correctly, into perception. It is God observing his/her
own reflection on the Receptacle. (We are reminded again of George Berkeley's "esse est
percipi" ("to be is to be perceived.")) When this observation is conscious, that is when it takes
place through the primitive consciousness of the human mind, the formless elements of the
Receptacle coalesce to reveal a snapshot of God’s determinism (to the poor extent that our
primitive consciousness will be able to reflect) while allowing for slightly fuzzy details in the
snapshot to account for free will which is the cherished hideout of the primitively conscious
observer: us. It is as if we are squinting our eyes to protect our own self-definition from the
hyper-deterministic picture that is God. Where individual ego thrives, the “squinting” becomes
more pronounced and vice versa. This brings us full circle back to the last quotation from Edgar
Cayce.
The true essence of this realm of Forms, which is also the ultimate and only reality, is
mathematics according to Max Tegmark, cosmologist at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology 94. Tegmark considers mathematics to be the real universe, so where there is a
discrepancy between mathematics and consciousness, it is mathematics that best describes
reality not our interpretation of the mathematical equations as a modeling of reality through
language. Like many scientists, Tegmark’s Holy Grail is the establishment of a system that
objectifies mathematical reality as independent of human subjectivity. It is consistent with the

(Frank 2008) (Tegmark, Our Mathematical Universe: My Quest for the Ultimate Nature of Reality
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Allegory of the Cave in Plato’s Republic, which tells of prisoners chained all their lives inside a
cave, mistaking the shadows cast on the back wall of the cave by the outside world as the real
thing. In Tegmark’s view, the shadows is primitive human consciousness and the real world
outside is mathematics. My only caution against both Plato’s and Tegmark’s view is the possible
inference that the world of appearances is of little significance since it is an illusion. In my view
too, the world of appearances is a mind-trap from which we may exit only gradually, but it is
also God’s reflection on the Receptacle. Furthermore, it is the world into which the Christ spirit
descended in order to learn, conquer and redeem materiality through self-sacrifice and, as such,
it is “sacred ground” 95. In Christ’s footsteps, we too are called to learn and conquer and redeem
materiality, so if a collapsing wave function is part of this experience, so be it. Besides, the
determinism that ensues by this collapse, poor and limited as it may be, is probably closer to the
Platonic Forms than the indeterminacy aspect of the wave function, no matter how elegant it
may be in its mathematical expression 96. In Plato’s view, there is no room for indeterminacy in
the realm of Forms or in the mind of God. Indeterminacy is a construct of the human brain, a
side-effect of its desire to control more than it can process. The Uncertainty Principle is a
scientific limit not of the subatomic world, but of the human mind.
I would like now to return to the question of the potentially toxic mix between free will and time
travel in connection with consistent history. We have already seen that Anne could psychically
go to the past with her mind and create a time conundrum in relationship to someone else’s
psychic time linearity. Now at first sight, a psychic visit does not seem to threaten the
consistency of history: the visitor from the future is only a passive observer in the past. But
knowledge is power and, even if transmitted psychically, it can be turned into action by the

In contrast to the view of some Gnostics which, in pseudo-Platonic fashion, subordinates the
observed world to the status of an delusion, the creation of a lower deity, the Demiurge. According to
this view, Christ’s passion and death on the cross are also illusionary and therefore not of great
significance.
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psychic receptor in the past which in turn can threaten the consistency of history. Or can it?
Even if a person in the past becomes the beneficiary of knowledge from the future, this
knowledge would already be part of the consistent history that we know. When Archimedes
allegedly walked into his bathtub, displaced the water and suddenly understood that the volume
of water displaced must be equal to the volume of the part of his body he had submerged, he
might, instead of crying “eureka!," have thanked a visitor from the future for the information
that was given to him at that particular moment. Whether there was such visitor from the future
or Archimedes made a genuine discovery would not really matter because our history would not
change one iota as a result of such visit. Of course, this does not address the free will question.
What would happen if Anne was to go into the past this very moment, be indiscreet and visit
Archimedes in his bathroom (or in his dreams, if the latter was not clairvoyant) and make him
aware of a different scientific law that he has not been credited by history as having discovered?
If this were possible, then we would have to accept the alternative histories possibility for the
branching out of causality, which was discussed earlier. This possibility works better in
Hollywood movies than in real life and it is not consistent with anyone’s experience unless we
are willing to accept the “many worlds approach” whereby the universe constantly branches
into many virtual universes to accommodate every possible outcome of all decisions and actions
in the world. Our present “I” only occupies our present universe, but our “I” also branches with
the universe it inhabits. So, there are a near infinite number of copies of you in as many
disconnected universes, each branch being infinitesimally different than the one from which it
sprung. With this approach there is no alternative history, but a near infinite and constantly
multiplying number of consistent histories eternally disconnected from each other. I will not
explore this path any further because, even though it seems to best accommodate the solutions
reached in mathematical formulations of the cosmos, it is counter-intuitive and raises some very
perturbing questions about ethics and morality.
Now, let’s take a look at the future, which seems to be more of a fair game for such psychic
interventions. Can we go into the future, look at tomorrow’s stock market results, then go back
to the present and invest accordingly? Is there a universal law that forbids insider trading like
human law does? Can there be violators with this universal law as there are increasingly with
the human law? One thing we notice with psychic sensitives is that they don’t turn into
billionaires overnight, even those who have a good track record at prediction. Edgar Cayce said
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that, every time he tried to put his gift in the service of financial profit, even if the reasons were
noble (like building his own hospital to help those who could not afford health care), disaster
ensued and his gift failed him. Anne had told me that for her own fun (and to test her abilities
which she publicly repudiated) she once went to the racetrack and bet on each horse race for
quite a few races. She only bet a dollar on each race just to “build some excitement” into the
process. She got all the races right: favorites, long shots—it didn’t really matter; she knew
nothing about horses. Then with a mischievous smile she added “I got the last one wrong,” the
race in which she has placed all her earnings of the day minus one dollar. When I asked her what
happened, she said that there was a person who had been watching her go to the betting booth
after each race and cash out so in the last race he stayed close to her and overheard what horse
she bet on. Anne was aware of what was going on so she bet all her gains less one dollar on a
horse that she knew would lose the race. The gambler placed a large sum on the same horse.
She did not stay for the results, but she knew that the horse did not win. She left with exactly
the same money that she had in her pocket when she entered the racetrack and never went
back again. Her unscrupulous copycat was not as lucky, but Anne dismissed the imbalance. “He
was a loser the minute he walked into the racetrack and, besides, I did not tell him what to bet
on” she said with a smile. Knowing Anne, she and the stranger were probably settling some
earlier karmic imbalance through this incident.
Anne always said that she does not allow herself to want something badly because when that
happens, she finds herself in a situation whereby she must give up the very thing she desires.
But if she keeps herself from desiring things or people, she could be in control and have a great
deal of clarity about everything around her in the present past and future. It was like a contract:
access to this level of spiritual power meant signing a cosmic “no insider trading” clause. Since
there is no obvious cosmic police that comes to arrest you if/when you break the agreement
(although there is the self-enforced Law of Cause-and-effect or Karma), you are not trusted with
this kind of access unless you have proven yourself over the course of several lifetimes and
some significant tests along the way. In this life, she may have had no formal education beyond
fourth grade, but her cosmic education was far beyond anything I could have imagined as
possible and certainly far beyond mine.
None of the things that I have mentioned so far settle the free will conundrum. What is clear
from everything that has been said already is that free will and randomness are somehow
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connected. "A random sequence of events is one in which anything that can ever happen can
happen next" 97 says meteorologist Edward N. Lorenz, the universally recognized founding father
of Chaos research. Free will is one of the causes of such random sequences of events. In his
book The Essence of Chaos, Lorenz acknowledges this connection between free will and
randomness and also acknowledges that the determinism that hides behind the seeming
randomness of chaotic systems suggests that free will may be an illusion. Yet, in a whimsical
about face, he endorses free will, as the most logical choice—or non-choice:
Most of us presumably believe that the manner in which we will respond to a given set
of circumstances has not been predetermined, and that we are free to make a choice.
For the sake of argument, let us assume that such an opinion is correct. Our behavior is
then a form of randomness in the broader sense; more than one thing is possible next.
.....
Let us turn to the alternative possibility—that the future course of the universe,
including the animate activity within it, has already been determined, and that our
apparent free will is an illusion. It may surprise us to learn that anyone could take such a
suggestion seriously, but the idea has been proposed time and again over the centuries
by various philosophers. It is probably most often associated with the French
mathematician Pierre Simon de Laplace, who lived a century before Poincaré.
I have encountered the suggestion that, if things are completely deterministic, we
should alter our view of our fellow beings, and should not, for example, punish a
murderer or some other criminal, because it was already determined that he was going
to commit the act and there was nothing that he could do about it. Such a proposal fails
to capture all the implications of determinism. If it has already been determined that
someone will commit a murder, then, by the same token, it has already been
determined whether or not we shall punish him, and there is nothing that we can do
about it. Indeed, it has even been predetermined that some of us will not believe in
predeterminism and will think that we can do something about it.
What, then, should we choose to believe—that everything has been determined, or that
we are free to make decisions? I believe that the appropriate answer is obvious if, like
mathematicians, we introduce certain premises before attempting to reach conclusions.
Let our premise be that we should believe what is true even if it hurts, rather than what
is false, even if it makes us happy.
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We must then wholeheartedly believe in free will. If free will is a reality, we shall have
made the correct choice. If it is not, we shall still not have made an incorrect choice,
because we shall not have made any choice at all, not having a free will to do so. 98
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NEVERLAND

After the winter solstice of 1980, the date of my last journal entry, I was too busy experiencing
all these wonders to keep written records of my experiences. Besides, having had no
independent confirmation about all these things (the “confirmation” by Gheron Paisios
mentioned earlier did not happen until seven years later), I often thought that I was “losing it."
Yet another wonder and an unlikely confirmation came on or around the 20th of January 1981.
It was a cold winter with quite a bit of snow on the ground. One night I knocked on Steve’s door
in the Empress Motel, but he was gone for the evening. The knock on the door was answered by
Manolis Hadjistavrou, a mutual friend of ours and for a time my roommate in Buffalo. Manolis
was watching sports on the TV. He worked as a short-order cook in Buffalo, hung around our
band on weekends and was as far from the definition of a spiritual person as anyone I knew. His
idea of a good time was a 12-pack and watching a hockey game on TV with friends. I hadn’t seen
Manolis for some time, so I decided to watch the game with him in Steve’s room, even though
my interest in competitive sports, especially Hockey was next to nill. I had walked there in my
pajamas with a coat on top and snow boots: there was not a soul around the abandoned motel
and the distance between our two rooms was short enough for me to not worry about the
freezing temperature. As soon as I entered Steve's room, I hang my coat, left the boots at the
entrance and watched the game with Manolis barefoot and in my pajamas. The room was warm
and there was wall-to-wall carpet on the floor. There was nothing to drink or eat. We just
watched television.
In about an hour I jolted from my seat for no reason at all (I don’t recall feeling any discomfort
or any other reason why I would have reacted like this) and rushed outside barefoot and in my
pajamas, my feet buried in several inches of snow on the ground, and looked up at the clear
night sky. It was unbelievable! A bright full moon was right overhead and there was a very bright
and distinct ring of light with the moon at its center half-way between the moon and the
horizon. There was also a cross of light also with the moon as its center reaching all the way out
and terminating at four equidistant points on the ring: a huge luminous wheel with four spokes
in the shape of a cross. I was in awe! In retrospect, I could not think of any reasonable
explanation of the phenomenon. At that time, I thought I was delusional but I did not want to
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miss a moment of this experience with questioning, so I remained there staring at the sky in
ecstasy for some time. I did not feel any cold on my bare feet which were completely immersed
in the snow. A few moments later, Manolis, clearly concerned with my irrational behavior, got
dressed and walked outside to see what was wrong. He looked at the sky and saw it too. He
uttered a four-letter expletive and was clearly disturbed by the sight. He did not know what to
make of it and asked me. I was not in a mood for conversation. Finally, he realized that my feet
must be freezing and prevailed upon me to step inside. I put on my boots and my coat and went
outside again. The moon was still there, just as bright but nothing else. Still trembling with
excitement, I said to Manolis “we got to look at all the newspapers tomorrow to see what they
will make of this," then excused myself and returned to my room. The next morning Anne, who
was away the previous evening, asked: “did you see it?” I responded excitedly that not only I
saw it but Manolis had seen it too. This was more important to me somehow. As reality and mild
skepticism set in during the ensuing days, I tried to entertain the possibility that the whole thing
was in my mind. It is not that I doubted the reality of what I experienced. I never did, not even
so many years later. But all the things that were happening during those few weeks in December
1980 and the weeks and months thereafter were way outside the normal framework of my
existence as I understood it up until then. Like a person drowning, these experiences were
forcing me to reach for and hold on to the few pieces of reason left in this vast sea of
unconsciousness that was overwhelming me. But no piece of reason could explain my sudden
urge to run barefoot into the snow with no warning or sign of any kind in the midst of a cold
winter night, or the fact that there was no skin burning or other adverse effect on my body after
protracted exposure to the bitter sub-freezing temperature outside and my bare feet immersed
in deep snow. Was this a case of “mass hysteria” as the medical profession might view such
happening, which would account for both Manolis’ and Anne’s experience, even though Manolis
and I had no communication whatsoever with or about Anne either before or during the
witnessing of this phenomenon? I must confess I know little about the medical definition of
“hysteria." But, if this sense of euphoria, connectedness, not touching the ground is what
hysteria means, I wish I could feel hysterical more often. And, yes, you guessed it: no newspaper
reported anything about any of this the following day or thereafter.
My life with Anne had its darker moments too. She was normally a person in tight control of her
emotions but, in the rare instances when this control failed her, there were emotional
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meltdowns of great magnitude. The causes were not always significant, at least not to my mind
then. As Valentine’s Day 1981 was approaching and I was planning a trip to Toronto, Anne asked
me to get her an audio cassette recording of her favorite Greek music, a collection of love songs
that I used to play on the piano during cocktail hours at the restaurant. As I was about to leave
the restaurant for Toronto, another waitress asked me if I could get the same audio cassette
recording for her and she would pay for it. When I returned back to Niagara Falls with the two
recordings, and gave one to the other waitress, she tried to pay me for it but I said, “don’t worry
about it—Happy Valentine’s Day." It was stupid of me, but I was so naïve in these matters that I
couldn’t have predicted what was to follow. To tease or spite Anne, this person went to her,
showed her the same recording and exclaimed in front of everyone at the restaurant “look what
Christos gave me for Valentine’s!” Anne blew a fuse as she should have. I had never seen her in
such a dark disposition. No matter how many apologies I offered and how many times I called
myself stupid and insensitive, she was in an emotional meltdown and would not accept any
explanations from me. There was a very proud and vulnerable person hiding below the Buddhalike surface, someone aware of her own self-worth which was at variance with the selfdeprecating persona that Anne cultivated and projected in everyday life. She slammed my hotel
room door and dashed out in the middle of the night. I went to sleep with feelings of guilt and
desperation, but also knowing that none of this was intentional on my part. How could this
person who had such clarity, who could see the future and go anywhere she wanted to with the
power of her mind not see that the dark intentions that she accused me of were not real?
In the middle of the night I woke up. I was lying on my side at one side of the bed and I was still
perturbed. As I opened my eyes there was Anne lying on the other side of the bed staring at me
and frowning. I looked into her eyes and I could now see that the dark despair I had seen before
was no longer there. Her frowning was affected, almost amorous: behind it there was no malice.
Instead of pajamas, she was wearing a long off-white nightie with small pink roses that I had
never seen before. I was ready to offer an apology again when it hit me. Anne had left earlier in
the night and the door was locked. I would have heard her if she came in. No sooner than
making this thought, Anne started turning transparent and quickly vanished from my sight. I
could not believe my eyes. It was so real; I could have touched her. I was very much awake. My
heart was beating now like a crazy drum and I could not sleep for the rest of the night. In the
morning Anne came and apologized for her behavior the night before. She knew all along that
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my blunder was not intentional and she should have not behaved the way she did. I apologized
too but in my mind none of this mattered now. I quickly changed the subject and asked her to
tell me what she was wearing in her sleep the previous night. I was not surprised when she
replied, barely hiding a smile, “a long nightie with small pink roses." Even now, as I am writing
this over thirty-five years later, I can still see the features of her expression as she was staring at
me, slowly vanishing into thin air.
As spring was approaching, I had to leave the motel room because it would be made available
for rental for a much higher fee during the tourist season, a fee way beyond my means. I found a
very affordable spacious apartment, the main floor of a house right on Riverside Road, the road
that runs along the Niagara River downstream from the falls. My friends told me that the reason
the rent was so cheap, given the area and the condition of the house, was because the house
was “haunted” and no tenants stayed there for the duration of the lease. (Niagara Falls was a
small town and word of these things got around quickly among the locals.) I had experienced
too much that year to be intimidated by a poltergeist, moreover one who graciously provided
me with cheap accommodation. My discarnate roommate, a college student according to
reports who was murdered in the basement of my new residence on the night of his graduation
during a drunken fraternity party decades earlier, was mostly discrete. He never bothered me,
although I had this strange feeling sometimes that I was being watched—a small price to pay for
a place I would have not been able to afford otherwise. As far as I could tell, my feeling of “being
watched” could have very well been caused by the stories my friends told me. One night,
however, three friends: a fellow musician, his wife and their daughter visiting from Chicago,
unaware of my discarnate roommate’s existence or the stories thereof, packed up in the middle
of the night and moved to a hotel after the women saw someone (who initially they thought was
me) dressed in college graduation attire (cap and gown) enter their bedroom and stare at them.
Anne of course had seen him the first day I had moved into this house and said he was harmless.
He was still sore from the fate that befell him decades earlier and refused to move on with his
afterlife, even though Anne suggested to him that moving on was the right thing to do. So, he
stayed on and I stayed on with no further incidents to report until it was time for me to leave
Niagara Falls.
One day Anne told me that she saw a dream involving me. The Antichrist would find me and try
to take me under his wing. In her dream, he was wearing a colorful tie. She remembered the
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colors and the kind of stripes it had. That’s all she described, adding smilingly: “I think you can
handle this one on your own." That same evening Genghis knocked on my door. He was a
regular customer at the restaurant and owned a ladies’ fashions store in a different town by
Lake Erie. He was Turkish, so, I assume, a Moslem. He was an agreeable fellow, a bit dull
perhaps, who had taken a liking on me and my cocktail piano music. During past conversations
at the restaurant during my breaks or afterhours, he was willing to introduce me to a classical
music conductor friend of his to get my composing career started. That night’s visit was was
quite strange. I did not know Genghis other than as a customer at the restaurant and, besides,
hardly ever anyone visited me at my “haunted” home—a further incentive for keeping a ghost in
the premises. The first thing I noticed as he stood at the threshold was his tie: the colors and
shapes were exactly the way Anne had described them. He asked if he could come in and
seemed rather perturbed. I let him into the living room. He said that he had been hearing voices
telling him that he was Christ and that he was convinced that the voices were telling the truth. I
was the first person that he wanted to share this with. (It may be pertinent to add that he did
not know anything about my extraordinary experiences at that time; I did not share those with
anyone.) I didn’t know what to tell Genghis. I didn’t want to laugh and insult him (it was part of
my business to be indulgent with even odd customers), but it was quite amusing that he didn’t
see any oddness in all this. In a way, I was relieved that Anne’s dream, which (excuse the pun)
had scared the hell out of me earlier in the day, turned out to be such a comical incident. I
patiently talked to Genghis about the danger of heeding to the voices one hears. It was an
advice I felt the urge to offer for his benefit as much as for mine. He left considerably calmer
after my admonitions. I saw him at the restaurant several times since that incident and he
seemed slightly embarrassed by the whole affair. The subject of Genghis being anyone but
himself never came up again for conversation.
I mentioned earlier that I had a horrendous time trying to study for my doctoral comprehensive
oral exam. The aftershock from my failing the previous time had a debilitating effect on me
which I could not overcome, no matter how much I tried. During my one session with Michael
Blake Reed, it was recommended that I use an old Buddhist relaxation technique which I should
practice and use during my exam if I suddenly became tense, but that didn’t work either. I would
start trembling and shaking uncontrollably as soon as I held the music history book in my hands,
Buddhist technique or not. I confided to Anne my problem. She told me that I did not need to
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study. All the information was already stored in my mind. I just needed to relax, focus and
demonstrate that I had command of the material. Easier said than done, but she insisted that I
go to Buffalo right away and book an exam date. I did against my better judgment. Three or four
weeks later, Anne and I were on our way to Buffalo for my PhD comprehensive oral
examination. I was very nervous for I had not prepared at all for it. She was driving (I didn’t
know how to drive until quite a few years later) and was mostly silent during the entire trip. We
arrived early and waited at an empty cafeteria down the hall from the examination room. We
had some coffee from a dispensing machine, and I waited to be called in. Suddenly the strange
calmness that I had been experiencing up until that moment gave way to a violent convulsion. I
accidentally pushed the table in front of me and spilled the coffees on the floor. Anne closed her
eyes and mediated saying nothing. A few moments later, I suddenly felt this cold, refreshing
wave move from the top of my head down my entire body, relaxing my body and quelling my
anxiety as it swept through. I was calm again. Anne told me that, if I got nervous during the
exam, I should just close my eyes, and everything would be OK.
When the time came for the exam, Anne and I walked down the hallway towards the exam
room. Morton Feldman walked out from the room and his eyes immediately crossed with
Anne’s. He was first taken aback, it was a reaction as if he recognized her, but he almost
instantly regained his composure. He was remarkably gentle and kind to her and pulled a chair
out in the hallway for her to sit and wait. Inside the examination room, the same committee as
the last time welcomed me. I sat in a chair and waited for the questions. My weakness was
always with questions involving numbers and I had told this to Feldman many times in our
lessons as I was scrambling to remember dates, numbers of works by a composer, etc.—I was
never very good at this. Feldman started with number questions, just as he had done in the
previous exam, but this time I was ready for him. I closed my eyes and waited. I faintly
remember a roulette turning inside my head and I would utter out whatever number the ball
stopped at (unlike a real roulette, the numbers varied in the total number of digits to match the
question). I felt this flow of energy through me and I was in an elevated state of mind but not
the kind whereby I could consciously scrutinize the questions and methodically derive the
answers. It was an automated process and I was acting as a conduit for energy that was coming
into me from some unknown source and coming out of me as answers to the questions. In this
hyper-attentive state, the answers would remarkably pop into my mind and would surprise even
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me because, upon hearing the question, part of me thought initially that my mental trove box
did not contain the answer. But there it was, nonetheless.
This grueling process lasted for a couple of hours, but my growing confidence and accompanying
euphoria made it feel much shorter. The surge of confidence also made me feel cocky. Knowing
that the tables were now turned in my favor, I risked answers that were technically correct but
were aimed to sting, an unwise thing to do in any oral examination. In the past, Feldman had
repeatedly spoken of composer Arnold Schoenberg’s seminal historical significance. Music
history had already confirmed this, so it was not something a student could dispute, but I knew
that Feldman felt connected with the older composer by virtue of their common Jewish
background, and much less by their equally uncompromising aesthetics (Incidentally, Feldman
despised several of his contemporary academic composers, like Milton Babbitt, who were
significant proponents of Schoenberg’s twelve tone system). Feldman’s deeper connection to
Schoenberg had been the kind of special interest connection that I naturally felt an aversion to
and which had already cost me the Varese Fellowship. It was time for payback. When Feldman
asked me, “what did Arnold Schoenberg do after he moved to California?” I retorted that he
played tennis with pop music composer George Gershwin and Hollywood actress Greta Garbo—
two very unlikely partners for this master of modernism. It was something Feldman himself had
shared with me in a lighthearted moment years earlier. Everyone else in the room laughed.
Feldman’s face darkened and he said nothing.
After the rounds of questions ended, I was asked to step out for a few minutes for the
committee to deliberate. As soon as I walked out in the hallway, I saw Ann walk out of the
women’s bathroom. She was very pale and looked ill. She made a few tentative steps towards
me but then with an involuntary reaction she rushed back into the washroom again; she was
clearly vomiting all throughout my examination. In her own powerful way she had absorbed all
of my anxiety, which was severe enough to make her physically nauseous for the better part of
two hours, while she was busy sending me her energy and her remarkable clarity of mind and
perspective to help me with my examination. It was the one time in our relationship that I got to
experience the power and clarity of Anne’s mind—what being inside Anne’s mind felt like. Never
before or since was I invited to such mental and spiritual intimacy. It was typical of the
difference in our personalities, that she tried hard at all times to hide this remarkable mind and
her innate ability from the world and, for the two hours that I was given possession of it, I
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flaunted it to maximum effect to impress my jurors. I realize now that the reason why such a
remarkable gift was not given to someone like me is because I did not have the maturity and the
capacity to handle it properly. I would have abused it to my own detriment. It was given instead
to a person who had complete mastery over her ego and used this gift discreetly to help those
around her often, as on that day, in self-denial and self-sacrifice. In the exuberance of that
moment I had not stopped to think about the kind of sacrifice she was making for me by taking
over all my anxieties and my negativity to give me this opportunity to be at my best. That day I
had a glimpse into what theologians mean when they say that Jesus by his crucifixion absorbed
onto his person the sins of the world. Anne’s act was very small by comparison, but it was the
same kind of transference. Years later when I came across the biography of Gheron Paisios, the
hermit on Mt. Athos, I read that he cured completely several people from advanced cases of
cancer which were deemed incurable by the medical profession by praying that their cancer
would leave them and enter his body instead. He eventually died of cancer thanking God for his
affliction.
When Anne refreshed herself and came out of the washroom, she said in a weak voice “You
passed; you answered all the questions except one." That missed answer took place at a
moment which corresponded to a break in her concentration. I was called back in the room
again. I was told by a smiling committee that I had passed the exam, in fact done very well: I
answered correctly all but one of the questions. Morton Feldman took his leave. Lejaren Hiller
told me that Feldman had previously announced to the committee that he did not wish to be my
thesis advisor and that Hiller would be happy to be my advisor instead. I agreed but warned him
privately that I would work on my thesis composition alone in Niagara Falls and would bring the
final thesis for him to sign before my defense with no interim meetings between the two of us.
He reluctantly agreed. Anne and I got in the car and headed back to Canada. I told her about
Feldman’s repeat performance in the exam and started bragging about how I stood my ground
this time, but she interrupted me somewhat annoyed. She was physically and mentally weak
and rather cranky from her protracted dispensation of energy. She didn’t feel Feldman hated
me, which was something I was thoroughly convinced of. He simply had too many of his own
problems to deal with—that was all. I should turn a page on this book, forgive and forget. There
were many blank pages still in my life’s book waiting to be written but not in his. As she had
predicted, Morton Feldman passed away six years later at a relatively young age.
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THE “I” WITHIN THE COCOON

The most remarkable experience of that period for me, although commonplace for quite a few
spiritually gifted people, was yet to come. It was a few weeks after my exam. It was sometime in
late winter. Niagara Falls was still a ghost town with hardly anyone around. Sometimes there
were several days that went by without having seen a single human soul. During the winter, the
snow was sometimes knee-high. The sidewalks on the streets were not cleared because there
was no tourism and all the tourist shops were locked up. Most of the “snowbird” owners had
moved to their winter homes in Florida or Mexico for the winter months. Solitary walks to the
falls were a unique experience back then that no one can possibly have today with the yearround tourist industry. The isolation, the lack of human contact, the fact that my stress with the
experience of the doctoral exams was now behind me and of course all the remarkable
experiences of the past few months helped me be calmer and more introspective than usual. I
was also in a state of sensory deprivation: no television (I never owned a TV before late 1983)
and no radio. I had a turntable hooked up to a mono amplifier and speaker. This was gear that I
used for my keyboards at work when I was working there, but late in the winter of 1981, work
had dried up at the restaurant and the Greek band was let go. I stayed on playing cocktail piano
during dinner hours with reduced compensation. I owned only five LPs and that was all the
music I could listen to: one classical LP with Claude Debussy's Nocturnes and La Mer, Bob Dylan's
Saved, John Lennon's Double Fantacy (his last recording just before his assassination), Phil
Collins' In the Air Tonight and Neil Diamond's September Morning. Even so, I listened to them
sparingly, except for a few obsessive spurts when I played and sang a track over and over for
days at a time until I had my fill of it. I read a lot, took long walks, read some more and went to
work at dinner time. The business at the restaurant was not doing well and I could feel it in the
air that I was nearing a turning point in my life again.
I usually read lying on the couch in the living room. It was a typical “open-concept” apartment.
The living room was right next to the main entrance which was across the street from Niagara
River. It extended to the dining room which opened into the bedroom and the kitchen at the far
end of the apartment. Sometimes, during reading, I would fall asleep for a while. This was one of
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those times. I wrapped my left arm around and behind my head using it as a pillow and dozed
off.
When I woke up, I felt strange. The first thing I noticed as I opened my eyes was the bookshelf at
the far end of the dining room. I normally wore glasses (near-sighted) but I had taken them off
just before I dozed off. Yet, strangely enough the titles of every book on the bookshelf, a
distance of about forty feet from where I was lying, were so clear that I could read them, even
the small script. Without my glasses, the bookshelf itself would have been a blur at that
distance, let alone the books and their titles. Soon I realized that the detail I was able to see
from a distance surpassed even my vision with glasses: I could see the individual fibers on the
wooden panel wall next to the bookcase, almost down to the molecular level and I was
astonished at this clarity that did not seem to be affected by distance or perspective. I
remembered that one of my former colleagues in Buffalo, who had experimented with the
psychotropic drug LSD, had mentioned that he had this clarity of vision when under the
influence of the drug. But I could not think of any reason why I would have this clarity of vision,
having nothing similar in my system. The ability to see so clearly, however, filled me with
wonderment and a mild sense of euphoria.
The next thing I noticed was that I could not move my limbs. My arm was numb having been
folded in the strange position behind my head, so it was understandable that I could not move it
but soon I realized that my entire body was paralyzed. I could not move any part of my body.
Panic started setting in. I had not seen anyone for days and couldn’t even reach the phone to
call for help. As the panic increased so did a buzzing sound I was hearing for a while in the
distance, but I had not noticed until now. Buried inside this buzz, which was on a perpetual
crescendo, was a music which I had heard before, in fact I had owned the vinyl album. It was a
medieval French song for men’s voices and drums. I remember that, when I had first heard it, I
thought of it as delightfully dark, ominous and militant with its French limping beat and
punctuated male voices. It definitely felt ominous now as I was lying helpless on my couch.
The severity of my situation did not escape me. I told myself that I had to focus all my energies
on the task of overcoming my paralysis and stand up. In an almost superhuman push, like my
experience of watching my first wife during childbirth ten years later, I managed to sit up and
reached out with my right hand. My left arm was still hopelessly wrapped around my head,
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numb and impossible to move. I reached with my right hand for a pen which I saw on the coffee
table next to me but when my hand touched it, the tactile sensation was that of touching a glass
which was next to it. When I reached for the glass, the tactile sensation was again that of
touching a different object which I could see in a different location. It was a frightening
experience. My vision and my touch were uncoupled and were sending conflicting signals to my
brain. I was experiencing a hostile environment that could not be tamed by my senses. The
volume of the buzz, the music and my panic increased proportionately. Another superhuman
effort got me on my feet. My body felt stiff, my left arm still wrapped behind my neck, the upper
body bent slightly to the side from my waist up. I was limping and with great difficulty started
moving towards the direction of my drafting table which was at the far end of the dining room
just in front of the bookshelves trying to reach for the telephone.
As I moved away, my contracted posture afforded me a momentary glimpse of the couch. To my
surprise and further horror, I saw someone or rather something lying on the couch motionless.
This mass of flesh (this is how I understood it) looked like me and was lying in the position that I
was standing, slightly bent and with the left arm wrapped around the head. But it was not me!
In fact, it did not feel at all like it was a person: it was, like I said, a mass of lifeless flesh. I looked
at this mass of flesh in bewilderment. The “I” was standing in the position from which I was
experiencing this view. This separation, however, between the “I” and the flesh caused me
anxiety, instead of the euphoria people report during near death or out of body experiences;
immense anxiety. At the climax of this anxiety attack, the wall between the dining room and the
short hallway leading into the kitchen “opened up." I don’t know how to explain this. Everything
in the spatial arrangement of the apartment was precisely how I knew it, but suddenly there was
an extra room fitted in there not in the actual three-dimensional space of the apartment but in
some other dimension. It was like a four-dimensional space instead of the ordinary threedimensional space that we know, the fourth dimension not disturbing in the least the threedimensional arrangement. In that room I saw my mother who spoke to me with a sense of
urgency: “Christo, you need to hold in your hands the cross with the Timio Xylo and you will be
safe."
In Greek Orthodox parlance, “Timio Xylo” or “Precious Wood” is wood allegedly extracted from
the actual Holy Cross of Christ. My grandfather, Sotirios, had given my mother many years ago a
small hollow cross which had in it a small sliver of wood embedded in wax. I wore it around my
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neck all the years that I was in North America, a gift from my mother when I left Greece. This
cross was given to my grandfather by the Orthodox Patriarch of Jerusalem and the Timio Xylo
was reportedly taken from the actual Cross of Christ, which was discovered many centuries
earlier by Helen, the mother of Constantine the first Christian Roman emperor. Assuming that
Helen uncovered the true cross, cynics contended, it would have by now splintered into
extinction, considering the fervent relic worship which often went rampant during nearly two
millennia of Christianity. Cynics also contended that, if you added all the Timio Xylo that was
around at present, let alone in history, it would add up to not only a cross but an entire forest.
Be that as it may, the cross was for me a physical token of my connection with my mother and
through her with the entire foundation of my religious upbringing which would have considered
all of my experiences in that period in my life to be downright demonic. Certainly, my mother
did when I told her, reluctantly, about some of them years later. This does not only explain her
sudden appearance during this moment of strife, but also the strife itself. My upbringing was
refusing to let go at this profound moment of experiencing the liberation of the Self from the
body and was turning what was meant to be a luminous experience into a demonic one. But
there I was, and I did not know where my cross was because I had lost it soon after I moved into
the apartment. She knew: “it is in the air duct in the living room; it fell through the grill and
landed in the duct below." In yet another superhuman effort, I bent down, removed the grill,
and reached down the duct with my arm and felt my fingers toughing the little cross. As soon as
I held it in my hands, the music and the buzz began to recede. I quickly walked to the couch and
slipped backwards into the body on the couch. A second later I opened my eyes and stood up.
My arm was numb, but I could move about comfortably, although very shaken from the
experience. I was not holding the cross in my hand but the first thing I did was to go to the duct,
remove the grill and search the bottom of the duct. I felt the cross with my fingers and pulled it
out. It was exactly where my mother had seen it in the vision and where I felt it in this out of
body experience.
For days afterwards I was walking on clouds. The lightness of being that I was experiencing, and
the absence of fear were remarkable. We never know how much we constantly live under the
reign of fear, even when we are not “afraid," until an experience like this (or, more correctly, its
aftermath) makes us briefly aware of what it feels like to live in its absence. Although in full
possession of my faculties, I believed without the slightest doubt that, if I tried, I would be able
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to walk across the Horseshoe Falls and not be swept by the current. A psychiatrist would
probably say that I was mentally and psychologically unstable in extremis. But I was feeling
liberated, truly free and elevated to a constant state of exhilaration and belief that everything
was possible. Nothing before or since has compared with this feeling, except for a few rare
moments of pure creative bliss during the years that followed which have captured something
of the feeling of those days in Niagara Falls. I am not sure if it was the immense and heightened
sense of fear that I experienced during that out of body experience which caused the absence of
fear in the ensuing days, as a compensating or balancing act, or it was the sudden knowledge
that our “I” survives the separation from the physical body, the separation that we understand
as death. I am still convinced that, if someone had checked for vital signs on my body during this
experience, they would have found them missing or critically subdued. It is only during
temporary (or permanent) suspension or severe suppression of normal body function that this
separation becomes possible.
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THE LAW OF ONE

It was time to start writing my thesis composition and defend it so that I could complete my
PhD. The piece already existed in its totality in my mind in minute detail and just needed to be
implemented on paper. I mentioned earlier the inspiration for the title. What was originally an
idea that emerged from the readings of Edgar Cayce had by now become an experience of such
magnitude and acquired such immediacy and reality that those old conflicts in a nearly forgotten
continent transformed in my mind into real and present ones. Cayce had said that in the
twentieth century, the conflicts of Atlantis would be remounted on the world stage, particularly
in America, and humanity would be called to succeed in the tests that it had failed earlier to its
own detriment. Before the sinking of Atlantis, the Children of the Law of One took the records of
The Law of One with them in the lands of their exile and there they founded our present
civilization. In Atlantis, support or opposition to the tenet of The Law of One became the central
debate of their politics, religion and culture. The debate lasted tens of thousands of years and
ended in deep moral and spiritual bankruptcy before their civilization’s final self-annihilation.
This state of moral bankruptcy was so great that for a long time the history of Atlantis blotted
itself out completely from our collective species memory and survived only in legends and
myths.
Now the same collective memory is struggling to make sense of it despite the absence of any
scientific evidence that it ever existed. The debate is again coming to the fore as in the final days
of Atlantis. By then, The Law of One was viewed by the scientifically minded as tall tales for
impressionable minds. The records of it were considered religious myths from pre-scientific
minds that merited no respect in the technologically advanced world of latter-day Atlantis
where the Children of Belial, the rival political faction in Atlantis, had tamed the deepest forces
of nature (Cayce described these forces as “the nightside of life” probably referring to
antimatter) and had channeled them to the service and comfort of their kind and to the
consternation of their enemies. The mastering of these technologies was of course of no
comfort to anyone who was not “their kind," both on Atlantis and elsewhere. The moral code of
The Children of Belial had been conveniently adjusted to accept everyone else as “things” to be
exploited and used for their clan’s well-being and comfort. If the Law of One defended all people
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as children of the creative forces with equal needs and rights, then the entire Law of One, like an
antiquated Constitution, could be dismissed and discarded as no longer having any relevance for
their civilization.
What was this Law of One all about? Was it a prehistoric equivalent of a Constitution or
something deeper and more profound? If Cayce is right, we may know soon enough. The
complete records made by the Children of the Law of One and buried in triplicates in three
distinct locations in the world (one close to the Sphinx in Giza, one in the Yucatan peninsula and
one submerged under the Sargasso Sea) will be revealed again as humanity rises to a level of
spiritual development which will enable it to use this knowledge creatively and positively and
not destroy itself again. Outside of these vaulted records, the memory of The Law of One has
been maintained by periodic acts of revelation by enlightened individuals who walked amongst
us and taught the oneness of being and the unity of all things: founders of religion, philosophers
but also simple and uneducated seers, prophets and unlikely conveyors of divine messages. This
is mainly how The Law of One survived through the fall and decline of our species and how it
managed to preserve itself through the millennia that followed and never quite disappear from
the deeper layers of our consciousness. But what purpose is it being called to play again in our
troubled days which are a restaging of the final days of Atlantis with all its technological
brilliance, spiritual darkness and psychological denial? And, on a more personal note, how was I
to use all this creatively in my own life?
In my only actual visit to Michael Blake Green in Woodstock, Ontario a few months earlier, I had
brought with me the meticulous Mandala-like drawings (more complex versions of Figure 3) that
became the basis for The Law of One. Asking him to look at them in his trance state and explain
to me why I was so fascinated by these geometrical figures that I had spent days at a time
drawing to no apparent practical purpose, he attributed to me a previous life in “the
northwestern part of Eastern Europe” where I was a bell maker and a smelter, experimenting
with mixing various metal alloys in an effort to create the most resonant bells possible. My
drawings were depictions of such resonances according to Green. There was nothing more to it.
But they meant much more to me. To be fair, this visit to the Blackstock trance psychic had
taken place a month before the stream of life-altering incidences occurred, which revealed to
me Anne’s psychic abilities, and Green did predict that I would encounter a woman whose
abilities would far exceed mine. However, his reading of me, although emphasizing that it
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focused on the “present karmic resonances," became in retrospect notable for what it had not
included. Years later this, together with Anne’s discomfort when she psychically visited him at
my request, occupied my thoughts considerably. Eventually, I started drawing conclusions about
the unseen world around us and the spiritual dangers of engaging in matters that spiritually are
over one’s head. Getting back to the Mandala-like shapes, I felt that they were more than a bellmaker’s drawings. I saw in them an ideal universe, the realm of Forms that Plato talked about. I
was not aware at all the life and legacy of Pythagoras at that time, only his name and the
theorem that was attached to it, but this was certainly a Pythagorean universe. Whereas
Pythagoras stopped at the first few overtones and drew all his polygons and polyhedrals from
them and their combinations, a wonderfully complex harmonic universe was emerging as one
started adding higher partials to the system, zeroing in on irrational but beautiful ratios like the
Golden Ratio, resulting from the Fibonacci series as the series was approaching infinity. This
“vertical” complexity (the complexity of a single overtone chord) had already found its
expression in the domain of time, as in Figure 1, in my earlier works, but in The Law of One, and
for the first time anywhere, I believe that a single composition was conceived as a complete
fractal structure, starting from within timbre and expanding all the way to the overall structure.
Even though The Law of One is an (almost) totally pre-conceived and pre-composed work with
no room for personal expression or compositional intervention in real time, in retrospect I
recognize that some of the intense lessons that I was learning and experiencing at that time in
my life found their way symbolically into the composition. For example, the orchestration of the
piece is designed to counter local, gestalt associations, which result from musical events (notes,
chords, overlapping melodies, etc.) being near each other. In the pre-internet days, the mind
tended to look for relationships in the neighborhood before it looked further afield as Gestalt
psychology has correctly observed. But the important relationships in The Law of One are
between various recurrences of a single event in linear time. The listeners need to hear the
rhythmic and structural “rebirths” of the pitch of an overtone during the duration of the
composition and understand all of these “rebirths” as a single entity or “I”-dentity reincarnating
in time. They should not confuse each of these occurrences or events as a byproduct of its local
context—the other musical events that happen to be pitch-wise or time-wise closer to it. To
accomplish this, each overtone of the series has been orchestrated in a way that is unique only
to that overtone. This way timbre memory, a very powerful type of memory as neuroscientists
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have recently discovered99, helps the mind associate the various “rebirths” of a single pitch over
time as something important and reduce correspondingly the tendency of the mind to create
gestalts based on local pitch and time proximity. So, the character of a musical event is
determined first and foremost by its “karma” and only secondarily by its behavior within its
immediate context. 100 Pythagoras, who was the first on record to embrace the concept of
reincarnation 101, would have approved of this metaphor emerging from a composition based on
his harmonic ratios.
With my rapidographs drawing music symbols meticulously on transparent paper, it took
approximately a whole day’s work to just notate a single page of the conductor’s score. It was
precise work and required a steady hand. It did not involve as extreme precision as that of a
manuscript illuminator during the Middle Ages, but it required a similar kind of mental state to
get the job done: that of quiet, yet intense concentration and a great deal of patience. This in
turn meant that for hours at a time my biorhythms were quite slow and I could easily drift into a
semi-meditative state which helped me stay focused on notating this manuscript but also
helped me process in relative quietude the extraordinary events and experiences of the past few
months. My time in Niagara Falls was coming to an end. Business at the restaurant was going
from bad to worse and eventually they let me go. I was spending three days a week at home
notating music and traveled by bus to London, Ontario for the rest of the week to play in
another band there so I could make ends meet. I was told by Anne that the restaurant in Niagara
Falls closed soon after my time there, due to an incident that involved a takeover of the
premises by an armed gang during which the owners were forced at gunpoint to sign documents
surrendering their lease. I knew things were tense and the owners were expecting the worse,
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Of course, this is not the first time the concept of reincarnation has manifested in Western
European music. The concept of thematic development can be seen as such a metaphor. The
recurrence of a musical theme being “developed,” as in the sonata form, is successful inasmuch the
listener recognizes the sameness (the karmic inheritance from a previous incidence) and the
difference (the new opportunity for the theme to further develop its innate potential). The resulting
melodic/harmonic/rhythmic differences across context and time do not prevent the listener from
recognizing these variants as a single theme.
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but I never suspected that something this extreme would happen in the midst of a tourist hub in
Canada. Neither Anne nor I were there when this incident took place, but it was reported by the
other terrified staff members who were at work that night (apparently one of the gang
members had bullet-sprayed the ceiling with a semi-automatic weapon to press the point that
they meant business). This violent episode was the concluding chapter of that extraordinary
year in this land of falling waters. I kept the apartment in Niagara Falls for a few more months,
for this was the only way I could be with Anne and I kept on commuting to London, Ontario for
work in some seedy nightclubs where I would experience the darkest side of life, so opposite
and distant from my secluded and quiet life in the Falls. In my job at the “Green Lantern” in
London, loud music, excessive consumption of alcohol and other drugs and even prostitution
would be the active ingredients of the environment in which I made music. The clients were
rough and dangerous people and I was taught by the other musicians what not to do or say if I
did not want to end up on their bad side. It was the beginning of a radically different kind of life
for me and it would be my way of making a living for the following ten years or so. A new karmic
resonance was rising in the horizon as The Law of One was drawing to a conclusion. It was now
December of 1981 and I was working full time at the “Green Lantern” in London. I took a day off
work and went to Buffalo to defend my thesis. It was a breeze. Morton Feldman did not attend
the defense and the other members of the committee were very impressed by The Law of One
and my defense of it. I was granted my Doctorate. I left the university that day never to return.
Upon returning to my job in London, I joined my new colleagues: club musicians, drug dealers,
prostitutes and drunken clients. They opened a few bottles of champagne to celebrate my Ph.D.
They did not know what a Ph.D. was, but ordering and opening champagne bottles as a public
display of personal generosity and wealth was the vogue in Greek nightclubs.
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III. THE CRUCIBLE YEARS
Christianity agrees with Dualism that this universe is at war.
But it does not think this is a war between independent powers.
It thinks it is a civil war, a rebellion, and that we are living
in a part of the universe occupied by the rebel.
— C.S. Lewis
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THE FALL AFTER THE FALLS

I felt Anne withdrawing from me. We were in love with each other, but she also had a family and
deep inside Anne there was a cosmic force that was stronger than even her strongest feelings
and desires. She had to disengage despite her feelings to the contrary. I felt that my being
forced to find work elsewhere was somehow her doing. But, besides her desire to keep her
family together, there was another reason why our imminent breakup was necessary. Our
relatively brief time together was changing me in ways that she felt were not in my best interest.
I had no doubts by now about her incredible clairvoyance which was far greater than anyone
else’s that I had read about in my psychic books or personally experienced. This knowledge,
however, had a paralyzing effect on my will. Why decide about anything when I already knew
that she could see far more clearly what the right course of action was? She asked me simple
things, like how should we spend the afternoon, and I would invariably respond by asking her
the same question. One day she answered a question that I had not dared to ask: “Your destiny
is changing just because you are with me and it is not right that this should happen. I have been
trying to encourage you to follow your destiny and make your own decisions, but your will is
getting weaker every day." I protested that I was not interested in any destiny that did not
include her. I just wanted to be with her, buy a mobile home and travel from town to town
preaching the Gospel of Christ and help people without worrying about anything else. Was it not
what we were instructed to do by the Master himself during her incredible encounter with him
on that December evening? Wasn’t that our future? I saw that future. I saw the actual mobile
home, what kind it was and I even described to her where I saw my books and my other few
belongings in it. She smiled with visible sadness in her eyes: “your vision is improving but the
future you see is not your future; it is a future I am wishing into being." I felt lost and scared and
horribly empty. Like any person in love, I refused to see the writing on the wall. I interpreted the
conversation as one bad day in the life of two lovers. Things would change and get back to
normal. They had to.
I saw Anne less now, due to my long distance commuting. Soon the club in London closed, as all
of them invariably do when the owners and rich patrons are milked dry, and the only job I could
find was in Winnipeg at another nightclub there. I had to give up my place in Niagara Falls and
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bid farewell to my ghostly “housemate," as it would not be possible to visit often from Winnipeg
which was more than fifteen hundred kilometers away 102. I packed my instruments and a few
clothes, left most of my books with friends and headed to the freezing Canadian prairies.
Even though I barely knew anything about entropy and the second law of thermodynamics at
that time, I saw the world around me disintegrating and I sensed a reciprocal connection
between my latest chaotic predicament and my previous high-energy existence. After the
incredible convergences of the previous year where everything was drawn together and
synthesized into the unbelievable happenings that I have already described, I was gradually
becoming aware that the structure and understanding that I desired in my life required a great
deal of energy which had to be absorbed from my immediate environment and, by way of
compensation, I was causing disorder around me. Entropy is nature's tendency to reach a state
of equilibrium. Bernard Russell describes it as:
Whenever there is a great deal of energy in one region and very little in a neighboring
region, energy tends to travel from the one region to the other until equality is
established. This whole process may be described as a tendency towards democracy. 103
Some democracy! The state that Russell describes by this term is maximal randomness, where
usable energy has been transformed to non-usable, whereas for democracy to function
properly, it requires the investment of vast amounts of energy, far greater than in, say, a
benevolent dictatorship, if such thing is possible. But even though in science entropy applies
only to things physical (after all, it is the physical universe that physics concerns itself with),
there are indications that the second law of thermodynamics may apply to things less tangible—
such as philosophy and the economy, as Jeremy Rifkin exposed in his groundbreaking book
Entropy: A New World View, 104 which was published the same year that my life-altering
experiences were taking place in Niagara Falls. What I was experiencing, however, went even
further than Rifkin's interpretation. If you absorb order from the environment to accumulate the
kind of energy (or order) that is necessary for accomplishing your goals, your environment
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becomes correspondingly depleted of an even greater amount of such energy (or order). I
believe that even our mental and spiritual goals are achieved at the expense of order in our
environment. That this is happening with our more tangible goals and pursuits can be explained
rationally by the second law of thermodynamics—as in our insatiable consumption and
depletion of non-renewable resources at the cost of environmental and economic degradation.
Our currently unsustainable economic growth is intimately connected to this entropic view of
the world. What I am proposing here, however, is that the entropic explanation may also apply
to any kind of energy investment, even mental and spiritual. In my subsequent life, I have always
seen the correlation between my high-energy creative moments, but low in spiritual connection,
and the depletion of mental and physical energy among those closest and dearest to me,
particularly among the less focused and, therefore, more vulnerable. I mention it here simply
because this was one of those moments in my life when the intellectual and spiritual
accomplishment of my years in Buffalo and Niagara Falls had to be paid for (disproportionately, I
might add, which is also consistent with the second law of thermodynamics) with the entropy
that became the consistent characteristic of most of my experiences in Canada for more than a
decade.
Winnipeg felt dark and depressing. Athens by Night, the name of the Greek nightclub on Portage
Avenue, was next to an indigenous bar. In my brief time in Canada I had not yet come across the
country’s original inhabitants. It was my first time and it could have not possibly been under
more heartrending circumstances. The owner of Athens by Night, whose name escapes me, but
who was nicknamed “Colossus” by the club patrons, picked me up from the airport and drove
me straight to the restaurant. It was January and it was -50o Celsius 105. As we got out of the car,
we witnessed the tail end of a drunken fight among indigenous people outside the bar next
door. There were red patches of blood on the dirty snow everywhere and there were several
heavily intoxicated people bleeding, holding blood-stained broken bottles and standing around
in subfreezing temperatures half-conscious. I just stood there in disbelief trying to process what
I was witnessing. In a few minutes the police arrived, and they arrested every indigenous person
in sight, threw them into the large tracks designed for massive arrests that they had brought
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with them and left the scene just as quickly as they had arrived. I was stunned, still holding my
suitcases in my hands and not feeling the temperature at all. My new employer shrugged his
shoulders and exclaimed “Indians!” and then “let’s go in; you’ll freeze out here." This was my
first encounter with the indigenous people of the great white north and their treatment in the
hands of the “settlers.”
The club was just like the one in London, only worse, because most of the clientele were
compulsive gamblers. Unlike most of Canada, private gambling in Manitoba was legal in those
days and some of the Greek gamblers participated in card games in people’s houses, which
lasted two and three days (and nights), and during which entire fortunes could change hands:
money, jewelry, houses—“even people’s wives,” I was told, although the latter is hard to
believe. After the end of such prolonged games, both the winners and the losers ended up at
Athens by Night drinking, a bad idea after entire days of no sleep at all and strained nerves. The
winners bragged about their newly acquired wealth and bought drinks for everyone. The losers’
tempers rose, and third parties got in the middle trying to quell everyone and avoid a
confrontation. This was routine at the club. “Colossus” always warned the band and the staff in
obvious relish: “a big game just finished; we’ll be busy tonight!" One such night of particularly
big gains and losses, the tempers rose above boiling point. A fight broke out, tables overturned,
bottles, glasses, dishes and utensils flying everywhere, people engaging in bloody fights and the
owner screaming at us to keep on playing hoping that the music would calm people down. We
were not playing the kind of music that would be even remotely appropriate for such an effect
so our main concern was to physically avoid the flying objects that might mistakenly fly our way,
although most of the projectiles were directed elsewhere. The police soon arrived but this time
they did not indiscriminately arrest everyone and run off as previously with the incident at the
indigenous bar next door. The culprits this time were honorable citizens by daytime and the
gamblers apparently made it a habit to tip cops appropriately to keep their games and
transactions unreported and themselves from being harassed. This was the first and last time I
found myself in a situation like this, where everyone was in a fight with everyone else, just like in
Hollywood “B” movies. This was not funny, however. People were being seriously hurt and
traumatized and I was traumatized more than most.
That night I decided to walk the single digit number of blocks between the club and the YMCA
where I was staying. It was an unwise decision. It was still close to -50o Celsius but I was in such
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shock from that night’s brawl that I did not notice the temperature. It was snowing heavily and
walking in the thick snow made my trip more difficult and longer. My breath was freezing
instantly and, as a result, my unusually long beard was turning into a solid piece of ice. At one
point I heard a muffled sound behind me and turned my head to the right to see what it was. It
was a car driving alongside the street. However, as I tried to turn my head back to its forward
position, my frozen beard bonded with the zipper of my winter coat and my head froze solid in
the side position which made it impossible for me to see where I was going. I had to walk
sidewise the rest of the distance, like a crab, so that I did not bump into anything. When I
entered the YMCA, the horrified attendants at the front desk, who saw me in this precarious
state, fetched immediately blow-dryers and tried to melt the ice from my face lest some longlasting damage should occur. After thawing, I went to my room with tears in my eyes. I was
stressed and depressed like few times before in my life. I fell on my knees and prayed to God to
take me away. I did not wish to live any longer. I had no idea why, after experiencing such
moments of grace in Niagara Falls, I was suddenly thrown into the darkest regions of human
experience and was made to endure the most inhuman and humiliating situations I could
possibly imagine. I prayed with such intensity and desired death so strongly that I cannot
remember ever before or since focusing all my powers on one single wish as I did that night.
Suddenly, like in my out of body experience in Niagara Falls, I saw another space within the
space of the room, as if one of the walls had suddenly become three-dimensional. It was like
experiencing an additional dimension which revealed yet another space where one could not
possibly exist in the normal three-dimensional configuration of the room that I was in. Out of
this other dimension came an angelic figure that looked like how I imagined Christ would have
looked, only slightly older. His ash-blond hair had faint streaks of gray and he seemed to be in
his forties or thereabouts. He wore a pearl-gray robe and he approached me with a smile in his
face. He said something like “so you want to end this and leave this world?” to which nodded
"yes" with tears in my eyes. He extended his hand to me and I held it and we headed in the
direction from which he had come. “Come then” I remember him saying “let’s go." I followed
him with unspeakable exultation, joy and peace. Then, as soon as we reached the threshold of
the wall—the crossing over to this other dimension—he turned around extended his hand
forward in a gesture as if to stop me from crossing and said something to the effect “it is not
your time yet. There are many things you need to learn and do. I will come again when you are
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truly ready." As he was ready to cross the threshold and vanish from my sight, I asked him “Who
are you Lord?" even though in my heart of hearts I already knew the answer. He did not respond
but, smiling, he pulled something out of the side of his robe and showed it to me. It was a
playing card. King of Hearts. He winked at me, crossed the divide and vanished. The wall
attained again its usual impenetrable consistency. I was still on my knees and no part of my
rational brain was available to cross-check me on the fact that this experience took place while
awake, although under severe duress. My brain did not ask this time the kinds of questions
which normally ferment doubt and fear during such experiences. None of this felt strange to me
at all. I was immensely grateful for the experience (who wouldn’t be) and I never questioned it.
The next morning, I called Kosta Kantzoglou, the music agent friend of mine who had got me the
job in Winnipeg, and told him that I would be leaving immediately for Toronto where I would try
to make a home for myself. I did not know anyone in Toronto and that did not matter to me: I
heeded to the impulse to do so and that was that. Kosta told me that he would try to find me
temporary accommodation until I could arrange for something more permanent. I went to
Athens by Night, packed my instruments and left Winnipeg for Toronto the following day.
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WHERE THERE ARE TREES STANDING IN THE WATER

Toronto is the corruption of the Mohawk word Tkaronto meaning “where there are trees
standing in the water." 106 It was originally the name of an area 125 kilometers to the north
where Lake Simcoe empties into Lake Couchiching, the present-day location of Orillia, Ontario. I
thought of the name as an allegory. In the occult, water is the element symbolizing intuition,
psychic insight and artistic inspiration. Having your roots in water and spreading your branches
in the air, the element of the intellect and conscious awareness, was an apt metaphor for my life
as it was developing in the preceding months. Only now the trunk was also on fire, the element
of unbound energy, aggression, inspiration and action. The fourth element, earth, a symbol of
stability and mastering of worldly things, was an element very minimally present in my psychic
makeup and totally absent from my life then. My first year in Toronto was particularly difficult. I
had no fixed address and I must have changed residence close to ten times that year alone,
mostly freeloading on friends and acquaintances I had just met, before I was able to find a
bachelor’s apartment that I could barely afford and which I could call my home. It was clearly a
time of testing, but why is it that when we are being tested, we never recognize it for what it is
and we feel instead that we have been abandoned or damned? Perhaps the lack of obvious
answers is part of the test. There are countless instances of this in religious literature, not least
of which is the sense of abandonment that Jesus felt in the garden of Gethsemane and on the
Cross. Life was difficult. With minor exceptions, the people that I kept on running into were
manipulative and exploitative or had surrendered to fear, which is the gateway to every other
kind of vice. They lived the kind of lives that did not square with my beliefs and faith and yet I
could not walk away from them because my physical survival depended on my association with
them.
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While I was resentful of the caliber of the people that I was forced by circumstances to be
associating with, I refused to see that I was like them in more ways than I could recognize or
would care to admit. While in my own mind I was holding the moral high ground which allowed
me the right to be critical of others, I did not stop to think that I had been until recently (and still
wanted to be engaged) in a relationship with a married woman, something that could not
possibly square with my religious beliefs, and that my own attitude towards others was equally
as atavistic, manipulative and exploitative as that of the people I criticized. I felt like a victim of
an inexplicable cosmic curse but, in hindsight, my long suppressed inner world was in strong
resonance with my outer environment. It stayed in hibernation during my stay in Niagara Falls
but now it awakened with renewed energy and had to be dealt with. This new karmic resonance
was forcing me towards people and places I did not want to associate with, and it was up to me
to do something about it. I was so sick and tired of working in seedy Greek nightclubs in London
and Winnipeg so I swore that I would not do this anymore, even if it meant that I would have to
starve as a result. I nearly starved for quite some time but did not work again in these places,
where exploitation and human degradation were everyday occurrences.
The Greek community at the time flocked on a section of Danforth Avenue, a central street in
the eastern part of Toronto, stretching from the Don Valley to Pape Avenue. Along the various
Greek restaurants and nightclubs that defined the ethnic character of the area there were a few
Greek and Latin American coffee houses known by the French name “Boîtes." They were postdated editions of the French Canadian “Boîtes à chansons” that thrived in Quebec, the
predominately French-speaking province of Canada, three decades earlier. The Encyclopedia of
Music in Canada describes them as:
…intimate rooms which sprang up in the mid-1950s outside the normal entertainment
circuits and in which most young Quebec chansonniers made their start. Usually seating
50 to 100 on uncomfortable chairs, these smoke-filled rooms were casually decorated,
often with a fishing net. Coffee - and rarely liquor - was served on rickety tables which
were bare or sometimes covered with checkered cloths. The audience generally was
made up of students, and despite the surroundings great enthusiasm was generated 107.

"Boîtes à chansons." Entry by Benoît L'Herbier. Encyclopedia of Music in Canada.
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/boites-a-chansons-emc (Last visited: 2020 02
20)
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The four Boîtes that operated in Toronto in the early eighties, Esperides, Lyra, the Trojan Horse
and, a bit later, Quinta, fitted the above description like a glove. Most of them were Greek but
The Trojan Horse and later Lyra hosted Los Compañeros, a politically mandated group of Greek
and Andean (mostly Chilean) musicians who banded together in the mid-seventies. It was the
time when the respective rightwing dictatorships of the Greek and Chilean military juntas
resulted in a significant number of political exiles from the two countries finding refuge in
Canada. Musically, Los Compañeros was an uneven group, but its strong political message drew
a committed young audience to their music, mostly students, artists and intellectuals and the
occasional curious late night hanger-on from the Greek bouzouki nightclubs. The first Boîte to
open on the Danforth was the Trojan Horse. It was established and operated by well-known
poet Gwendolyn MacEwen and her husband at the time, guitarist/singer Nikos Tsingos.
Gwendolyn was the first Canadian literary figure I met upon arrival in Toronto. She was already
the recipient of the prestigious Governor General Award and, with several published poetry
collections to her credit, she was highly regarded within the Canadian literary circuits. She was
separated from Nikos when I met her and rarely frequented the Danforth. I had met Nikos at
Lyra, another Boîte, where he had joined Los Compañeros, Lyra’s house band, a few years
earlier. At that time, I was still a student at Buffalo, visiting occasionally the Danforth Boîtes with
friends on weekends. Nikos introduced me to Gwendolyn.
Gwendolyn cared deeply for Nikos and secretly hoped that they would get back together again.
Nikos loved and respected her, but he was not interested in rejoining her for reasons that I
would understand better later. I felt stuck in the middle of a very tense relationship, despite all
the civility on the surface. I always felt that Gwendolyn liked me only because I was close to
Nikos. In fact, when Nikos married again years later and I was the best man at his wedding, she
never forgave me and sent me an angry letter for which she apologized later. Back in 1982,
however, Gwendolyn was an enthusiastic supporter of my music, even though she had never
heard it. Her support was based solely on Nikos’ recommendation, who also had never heard
it—I had no recordings of my music yet at that time. Gwendolyn had taken it upon herself to
introduce me to the music world of Toronto. Soon after our first meeting, she arranged for me
to meet David Jaeger, the executive producer of “Two New Hours” the new music radio show
that aired from coast to coast on CBC Radio FM, the Canadian national broadcaster. When I met
David in late 1982, I was at the tail end of a three year period during which I had not composed
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anything. I did write The Law of One during that time but, as I already explained that process
was one of a strict implementation of a conceptual idea, not composition in the ordinary sense
of the word. After leaving Niagara Falls, my focus was on my day to day survival, both physical
and psychological. I felt no creative impulse to write music. When I finally did after my arrival in
Toronto in early 1982, I started writing a “rock opera” as I called it, which was a series of
pop/rock songs for which I was writing both the lyrics and the music. Nothing could have been
further afield from the rarefied world of the abstract expressionism of my schooling or the
hyper-structuralism of The Law of One. But in a few short months since leaving Niagara Falls, a
page had been turned and almost everything on the previous page seemed suddenly to be very
distant. Yet some things that I had hoped to be able to forget kept on lingering on. Still fresh
from the wounds caused by my apprenticeship with Morton Feldman, I had no longer any
interest in anything academic and vowed to never engage with the academic world of music
again. This world of disembodied ideas completely divorced from the rough life of the street was
no longer my world. I was now navigating much murkier waters and this murkiness was what I
thought of as the "real world."
When Gwendolyn and I met David Jaeger at his CBC office, I brought with me two pieces: The
Law of One and my rock opera-in-progress. David must have been totally amused by the
contradiction. Canada’s new music scene was very conservative at the time and people like
Morton Feldman who were established American icons were still distant Quasars inhabiting the
edges of the mainstream Canadian music scene. Having been a Feldman student had its
mystique, of course, and I was beginning to realize that The Law of One with its meticulous
handcrafted score impressed everyone in the new music world who happened to peruse it. But
why would a promising young composer with impeccable academic credentials introduce
himself with a piece of badly conceived rock music? To complete the picture, I looked unlike
anything one would expect an aspiring new Ph.D. to look like. My unruly beard and long
unattended hair combined with my mismatched used clothing, all a couple of sizes too small,
and my unstudied and unintentionally eccentric manners must have qualified me for the
“interview candidate out of hell” prize. David, an American draft dodger from the Vietnam War
era, who was probably used to meeting the properly attired and mannered emerging
composers, took an instant liking to this oddball misfit that I must have seemed to him at the
time. Even though he was not able to do anything for me immediately, he kept me and my
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music on his radar screen and became a strong supporter of my music in the ensuing years.
Through his “Two New Hours” CBC Radio program, David gave my music its first national
audience.

Left: Gwendolyn MacEwen
Below: David Jaeger

A few months later, I was commissioned by Arraymusic, one of only two new music ensembles
in town in the early eighties, to compose a new work for them. I decided to write something
based on Gwendolyn MacEwen’s poetry. It was the first time I engaged again in conventional
composition since Aztlan and Cain in Buffalo, and the latter were student pieces which have
since been withdrawn from my list of works. The directors of Arraymusic, pianist Henry
Kucharzyk and violist Douglas Perry, had seen a score of The Law of One and it was based on
that work that they commissioned me to write a new piece for their ensemble with a grant from
the Ontario Arts Council. They were in for a surprise. I chose four poems from MacEwen’s
collection The Nine Arcana of the Kings, a set of cryptic poems related to her novel King of
Egypt, King of Hearts about the life of Pharaoh Akhenaton and his bride, the beautiful Nefertiti.
Gwendolyn felt that these dark Jungian psychodramas were “private” poems. When I
announced to her that these were the poems I wanted to set to music, she suddenly recoiled
and countered “anything but the Nine Arcana of the Kings." Unphased by her reaction, I insisted
that I would set these poems in spite of her protestations and, if after I completed the cycle she
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did not approve of what she heard, I would discard the entire work and start again on something
else. She was already accustomed to dealing with stubborn Greeks and, besides, it was an
argument impossible to say no to because it left her in complete control. In my setting, these
poems of an Egyptian princess grieving for the death of her brother/husband were transported
geographically and chronologically and became a lament of Mary Magdalene over the dead
body of Christ, the first of several works of mine as it turned out that were inspired by this
subject. I called the work Arcana. The melodies were conjured out of the prosody (the pitch and
rhythmic profile) of the text. Next time Gwendolyn came to visit me in my bachelor’s apartment,
I played for her on a small electric keyboard my melodies and rough harmonies set to her words.
She was noticeably moved and only said “this is not your music; it is mine; it comes straight out
of the poetry." She was right, of course, but I did not want to spoil the moment by technical
explanations of why this was so.
When Arcana received its world premiere at an Arraymusic concert on October 28 and 29, 1983,
its partly neo-romantic, partly impressionistic and thoroughly eclectic style created a stir within
the rather conservative new music audiences of the time. By the 1980’s, the avant-garde of the
1950’s and 60’s had become the established orthodoxy in musical aesthetics and, even though
its adherents thought of themselves as “cutting edge” they were anything but. The shock was
even greater due to the fact that, as a disciple of one of the avant-garde icons of our time, I was
expected to confirm with my music the prevalent aesthetic biases of this inner circle of
modernist practitioners. My brief but intense life lessons in Niagara Falls, London and Winnipeg,
however, had already endowed me with an outsider’s perspective on contemporary culture. The
stylistic world of Arcana surprised even me as I was composing the work, but I had learned by
now to trust my instinct and confront other people’s biases from the outside, as it were. That
might have been fine but, in my indignant state of mind at the time, I also called things publicly
like I saw them and that did not earn me many friends in the academic music world.
After the experience of watching gamblers in Winnipeg risk everything on the gambling table, I
developed a kind of perverse respect for people who would irrationally risk everything for the
opportunity to turn the tables on their fortune. Even though they were possessed with the
compulsion to win, there was an air of freedom about them: at the root of their gambling
problem was an addict’s craving but also a deeper disrespect for material possessions. They
completely abandoned themselves to the whims of the Wheel of Fortune with the kind of trust
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and devotion that most religious people profess to have in God but don’t. Somehow, they
seemed more real to me than the “respectable citizens” whose conformity to social norms was
dictated by fear, not conviction, or the gutless academics that endlessly debated aesthetic
theory but were prepared to risk nothing for their beliefs. I was beginning to detect in me the
instinct of a cultural and a life gambler or risk taker, an instinct that often seemed borderline
suicidal to colleagues and friends. Two things were becoming painfully clear to me, particularly
after the premiere of Arcana: (1) the status quo and I were not going to get along for a long time
and (2) my road to a career as a composer was not going to be a smooth ride along a predictable
path. I was projecting on the musical establishment my feelings about Morton Feldman and his
circles of exclusivity and developed a kind of gladiatorial combativeness towards people I
thought of as compromised, both within the art world and elsewhere, which has caused a great
deal of bruises to others and me during my life and career but also has allowed me to creatively
breathe the clean air that one can find away from crowds and circles of influence. I was quickly
elevating my tendency to burn bridges to a career strategy with disastrous immediate results.
The long-term results were less obvious and more mixed.
Gwendolyn must have sensed the stir that Arcana created in the audience of the premiere and
the wider CBC radio audience who heard the piece on the airwaves. Other composers who send
her recordings of their settings of her poetry received unkind responses from her in which she
unflatteringly compared their work to Arcana. I have often joked that she must have observed
my bridge-burning strategies and decided to help along. I saw her a few more times since that
collaboration. She had a renewed bout with alcoholism which had previously plagued her
marriage with Nikos, and died in abject poverty a few years later, in 1987, the same year that
claimed the life of my teacher, Morton Feldman. By that time, I was married and we had drifted
completely apart.
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THE CRUCIBLE

The relationship between commitment and doubt is by no means an antagonistic one.
Commitment is healthiest when it's not without doubt but in spite of doubt.
—Dr. Rollo May

Back in January 1982, the time of my arrival in Toronto, I got my first job playing piano at the
Boîte Esperides (“Hesperides,” after the female mythological custodians of the “Golden Apples,”
would have been the more proper spelling). The Boîte was owned and operated by two amateur
musicians, Cosmas Marinatos, a bouzouki player and Nikos Nikolaides, a guitarist. They paid me
$150 a week, which was barely enough for rent and a couple of pizza slices a day for food. The
only solid meals were the result of dinner invitations by patrons of the Boîte, some of who must
have heard through the grapevine of my precarious circumstances. These were quite a different
kind of patrons than the ones I met in the Greek nightclubs of London and Winnipeg. At
Esperides, the main attraction was the musical repertory, invariably Blues-like Greek songs of
longing, of political repression, of love and revolution, mixed with some folk dance tunes
particularly during the late hours of the night when the rickety tables and chairs were pushed
aside to make room for a dance floor at the center of the Boîte. Since most Boîtes did not have a
liquor license, it meant that they could stay open until whatever time they wished, instead of
the mandatory curfew for liquor licensed establishments, which at that time was 1:00 am. It was
not unusual for us to start playing music at seven or eight pm and continue playing until three or
even four in the morning. Smoking was rampant and it took some getting used to, since I was
not a smoker. One night during a blackout, we lighted candles for light and played without any
amplification. But without ventilation, the accumulation of cigarette smoke became so severe
that I could not see the patrons at all from the stage even though there were only a few feet
away from me. My second-hand smoke inhalation during these days was significant.
I was still hoping that somehow my circumstances would change, and I would be able to rejoin
Anne again. The world made no sense to me without her. Time away from her felt like a frozen
moment that seemed to last an eternity. But my attempts to get in touch with Anne were
increasingly fruitless. One day, unannounced, she drove up to Toronto and we had a brief
conversation. The rest of my life was waiting for me, she said, and she had to make room for it.
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Our time together in this lifetime had reached its end. Deep inside, I had known this to be true
for quite some time, but I still protested and argued and refused to accept the inevitable. It was
to no avail. She left a slight opening in the shut door by saying that, if I wished, there would be
an opportunity for us to get together in fourteen years' time, but she was sure that by then I
would have found my own way. I stood there on the street in tears watching her drive away.
One of my new friends saw me in this pitiful state and asked what was wrong. “I am just
watching my life drive away” I said and sought refuge in the damp darkness of my basement
apartment. It was the space which could best accommodate the growing darkness inside me. I
was having a crude awakening into a different time, a different resonance, a different karma.
Along with Anne went the majestic and extraordinary spiritual experiences, the revelations, the
feeling of being connected and looked after. I felt now alone in a crude and dark world of
desires, ambitions, self-aggrandizement, anger and desperate need for everyday survival. From
the lofty regions of aesthetic debates with Morton Feldman in Buffalo through the luminous
plateaus of spiritual experience in Niagara Falls, I was now suddenly experiencing the nightside
of life.
The Esperides crowd was typical of the post-junta Greeks. The junta had fallen in August 1974,
on the very day I had arrived in the United States for my university education. But the
transformation in Greek politics was not complete until October 21, 1981 when Andreas
Papandreou’s PASOC, the Greek socialist party, formed the first socialist government in the
history of a country, which until then was perpetually governed by the political right. The
Panhellenic Liberation Movement (PAK), the predecessor to PASOC, a Greek socialist party in
exile during the junta years, had strong representation in Toronto particularly during the years
that Andreas Papandreou, the new Prime Minster of Greece, was a professor of economics at
York University in the northern part of the city. In the early 1980’s several original PAK members
still lived in Toronto while a good number of them were being gradually absorbed into
government posts in Greece. Many of the political exiles felt it was now safe enough to return to
Greece, but some chose to remain in Canada. The latter invariably flocked to the Danforth
Boîtes, the official entertainment foci of the Greek political left to listen to the revolutionary and
other art songs of the resistance years and socialize with their friends. But the politically charged
years of the Danforth Boîtes were by then definitely in the past. Between the reverse emigration
of the exiles and the fact that Greece was now a socialist country so there was nothing left to
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protest anymore, the political character of the Boîtes declined into a “touristy," pale imitation of
its past self. Greek men would frequent the Boîtes and fervently argue politics because it was a
proven way to attract and date Greek and Canadian women. Several disgruntled older patrons
used to call the Boîtes “nymphopazara,” “bride-bazaars.” There was a pervasive cynicism in the
air and political debate was generally understood and accepted as sexual foreplay devoid of any
deeper significance.
Between my abject poverty, my seeming fall from grace and the hypocritical environment in
which I had landed, I was becoming aware of a dark anger and dissension growing in me in
combination with atavistic and sexual urges, all remnants of my adolescence which had been
somewhat suppressed or bypassed during my years with Anne. My interior state of darkness
was acting as an incubator for them. In deep dissatisfaction with myself and the world around
me, I grew more self-centered than usual and gravitated towards gratification of my basest
instincts. My relationships with women were furtive and devoid of feeling. I ended up hurting
quite a few and myself as a result. There was a masochistic satisfaction drawn from this selfinflicting pain. It was my way of reacting to the cosmic joke that landed me where I was and the
cards that I was dealt. My mind and my soul held still strong the memory of God finding me and
speaking with me in the recent past, so this was not a repetition of the early years of my denying
God. In fact, at the usual political debates with leftists at the Boîte I would vigorously argue
against atheism, regardless of what Marx or Lenin advocated. That memorable phrase by my
father that “the greatest communist in the world was Jesus of Nazareth” had left an indelible
mark in my mind. In my newly found company, I discovered that I had the intellectual tools in
abundance to defend what I believed in and the will to do so at whatever cost to others or me. It
did not take long for me to be ostracized by the orthodox left as I had already been by the
practitioners of the avant-garde for my uncompromising positions. It was a small price to pay, as
I had no desire to belong anywhere. The places where I wished to be and to belong had
suddenly turned silent and had withdrawn from me. I was dropped in the midst of an arena and,
unlike the shy boy of my childhood and adolescence, I was discovering that I was armed with
considerable gladiatorial skills. The temptation was to use these skills at the slightest
provocation. In the early days of my career and more infrequently later, I used them in
confrontations with people I considered unworthy or not genuine. Those who have felt the
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brunt of my ire know what kind of blind and devastating force it can be. But, as with every such
force, ire cuts both ways.
When Rania Chaker, an occasional customer at Esperides, asked me out for a date in the
summer of 1983, I could have not possibly known that my decision would turn out to be one of
the most significant and consequential of my life. She was a single mother, a successful
hairdresser with some name recognition in the beauty and fashion world of Toronto, who
owned her own beauty salon in a posh area of the city. It started as a casual affair, one of
several at that time in my life and I thought nothing of it. She was not like any typical affairs of
mine who were not career women—except for one who was on her way to a prominent career
in television broadcasting. Despite her career success, Rania seemed lonely, slightly
overwhelmed by life and in need of someone to support her emotionally. She managed well
financially. She was not shy in communicating her needs. At the same time, she was decisive and
assertive, and this was something I was missing in my personality then. I was so absorbed in
what can be best described as a free-fall since leaving Niagara Falls, that I had little will or deep
desire for anything. My normally strong will had considerably weakened around Anne, as she
herself had warned me repeatedly, and now, in the dark tunnel of my new life since Anne exited
it, I had no strength or desire to will anything. The only thing that interested me was to establish
myself as a composer and find the destiny that Anne had talked to me about, and which was one
of the reasons why she left me. If I couldn’t have her, then at least I should attain that for which
the price was already paid. But all access to that destiny seemed off limits. I didn’t have the
financial means necessary to focus exclusively on my composition. Musical equipment, even a
budget for photocopying musical manuscripts and sending them off to prospective interested
parties cost money that I did not have. Besides, the world of new music, partly because of its
ostrich-like conservatism and partly because of all the negativity that I was habitually projecting
upon it since my experiences with Morton Feldman, was not a world that I particularly felt
comfortable in.
The truth is that, this temporary depletion of will notwithstanding, I had never been able to take
care of myself. I lacked the basic skills or desire to do even the simplest everyday things: cook a
meal, keep a clean living space, keep a basic wardrobe and organize my day’s activities
strategically. None of these things mattered to me very much. With very few exceptions in my
life, there was always someone who somehow saw to all these daily shores. Soon after arriving
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in Toronto, that role was picked up by my sister Elena. Since I left home in the early seventies,
Elena lived a tormented life. After a series of unsuccessful engagements and relationships and a
very short-lived marriage she felt that there was a curse placed on her and was told by her
mediumistic friends that the curse would be nullified only if she crossed “a great body of water."
Thinking that the “great body of water” was the Atlantic Ocean, she decided to move to Toronto
and live with me furbishing me a very short notice. She stayed with me briefly during my early
years in Toronto and it was a difficult co-existence. Elena was obsessively controlling with her
environment and I considered this an unwanted imposition. I was not nice to my sister and the
fact that she took care of all our domestic needs and kept our basement apartment impeccably
clean made me feel doubly guilty. I met Rania in the summer of 1983 and moved to her home in
the suburbs during a brief period when Elena had tried to relocate to Greece. The winds of fate
were blowing in Rania’s direction and I had no will to resist. I sensed that I was walking into a
burning crucible and, whether it was lack of will or a greater cosmic necessity, such as karma, I
felt that everything conspired towards pushing me in her direction.
Rania’s home was located on 64 Carl Crescent, in Scarborough, just south of Steels Avenue, the
borderline between the Greater Toronto Area and the city of Markham, which at that time was
often called by the media “Canada’s Silicon Valley,” with the IBM national headquarters a short
walk away and a number of other high tech companies in the area. Rania’s home was part of a
development project in typical Canadian suburbia. With four bedrooms upstairs and several
spacious common rooms on the main floor, it was way too large for three people (Rania, her son
George and me,) and certainly more spacious than anything I had ever lived in. The house was
adequately furnished except for the fact that none of the windows had any shades or curtains,
both downstairs and in the bedrooms upstairs, which was strange, considering that some of the
bedroom windows were a few feet away from the windows of the next door neighbors. Being a
private person who lived in secluded spaces like basement apartments, I suddenly felt exposed
and asked Rania, if we could remedy this by ordering some shades or any other window covers
that she wished. She didn’t think my concern for privacy was warranted and kept on
sidetracking my questions. At some point I gave up, but I gradually developed a sense of
paranoia living in that home; I felt as if the neighbors were perpetually spying on us.
George was ten when I moved in with Rania. As any young boy living with his single mother, his
secret hope was that his parents would reunite at some point, even though, since the divorce,
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Alex Chaker, George’s father had moved to California and had started a new family there. My
arrival was met with understandable resentment. Having no experience whatsoever in raising
children and being lost in my own private void did not make me the most ideal surrogate father.
There was a difficult relationship amongst the three of us. I spent most of my time at home with
George because his mother left early in the morning and returned home late at night after a
long day at work and socializing with friends afterwards. I was dividing my time between trying
to compose and feeling sorry for myself. George did his utmost to defy any rules I tried to
establish and clashes between us were frequent. Rania was extremely impulsive and followed
no rules herself. Any understanding that we developed among the three of us, and which for
additional impact and permanence we occasionally put down in writing, evaporated completely
while the ink was still wet. Having grown up in a relatively stable family, I was ill prepared to
understand the resentments of a young child from a broken marriage. I often look back with
regret at this time of my life, knowing now how a little more understanding on my part would
have gone a long way in making George’s growing pains more bearable. But, alas, this was not to
be. I was too absorbed in my own private misery and sense of loss to have any energy or interest
in being a comforter or mentor to anyone else, including a child like George, who too must have
felt abandoned by those he loved.
Rania and I were two desperate people: she was a lonely single mother slightly overwhelmed by
life, even though successful career-wise, and I was at my wits’ end as far as daily survival was
concerned with little will power and attracted to willful women. Rania was decisive and strong
and had enough will power for both of us. Part of me was fine with this arrangement, because it
meant that I did not have to be “the man of the house,” something that I never had any appetite
for, but it also created an unarticulated resentment in me. I sensed that in our new social circles,
most of them Rania’s friends, the impression of me was that of a hanger-on, taking advantage of
the compassion of a hard-working single mother. They must have seen me as a stray taken in as
a household pet, not yet house-trained. Anne had been right all along about my significant loss
of will power. I was completely resigned, like water rushing downstream, always following the
contours of the landscape.
I indulged briefly in my newfound financial independence or dependence on Rania, but none of
this was a substitute for my sense of loss and abandonment that I felt inside. If misery seeks
company, then Rania and I certainly bonded through our respective misery and sense of
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unhappiness. Soon after I moved in, Rania proposed marriage. It must have not been easy for
her, having recently emerged from a difficult divorce with her former husband, of whom I knew
very little, mostly because I did not care to ask. In retrospect, I realize that I knew next to
nothing then about Rania too. Her family lived in Greece and I had not met them or spoke with
them yet. I was receiving ambivalent signals from her about her family, but she also talked with
a great deal of affection for her siblings, two girls and three boys, and her parents, George and
Sophia Xiarchos, all of who had lived in extreme poverty in the old days in a mere two-room hut,
in Kallo Nero Kyparissias on the west coast of the Peloponnese. Anyone else in my position
would have been a bit more inquisitive about the family that I was marrying into, but not me. I
said yes, anyway. Our hastily arranged wedding in December of 1983 resembled one of those
Las Vegas drive-through weddings. Two friends were witnesses at the Scarborough City Hall
where a quick, informal ceremony was held. Rania and I were so terrified by the prospect of
formalizing our union that, in reaction, we were overcome by nervous and contagious laughter
and we couldn’t contain ourselves, to the point that the city clerk who officiated the ceremony
was almost ready to call the whole thing off and send us packing. It was an early omen of nine
years of difficulties for both of us.
During the ensuing months and years, I got to know a bit more about my in-laws by word of
mouth and from what Rania had incrementally told me to prepare me for a possible future
encounter. It sounded like a dysfunctional family. Rania had run away from home when she was
only sixteen for reasons that she refused to explain and came to live in Toronto with Despina,
her older sister and Despina's husband, a bully who worked as a bouncer in some of the
infamous night clubs in town. Rania felt uncomfortable with her new living arrangement and
married a waiter, Alex Chaker (George’s father), so that, according to her, she could free herself
from the constraints of her sister and the latter’s beau. Vangelis, Despina’s husband, was
notorious with the Greeks of Danforth Avenue because of his connections with organized crime.
The club regulars called him “Vangelas” ("Big Vangelis") and it was clear from their body
language that he was not one to be “messed with." In fact, as I realized much later, the word
had gone out that I was not to be “messed with” either, because I was now the strongman’s
brother-in-law. For the longest of time I felt this strange energy around me: Every time I took a
walk on the Danforth during the early days of my marriage to Rania, some of the seedy
characters of the street’s nightlife, who were permanent fixtures and were unusually arrogant
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and unpleasant, would silently and uncharacteristically retreat at my sight or avoid eye contact.
At the beginning, I thought it was all in my mind and later, when people started knowing me for
who I was, all this changed of course. By then, I had gone out of my way to let people know that
I did not wish to be associated in any shape or form with people like Vangelas. Sometime before
my arrival in Toronto, in the late seventies or early eighties, Vangelis had been arrested and
charged with jewel robbery and, while on bail, he and his wife fled to Greece and lived there
ever since. He was condemned in absentia and could never return to Canada as a result.
Rania was strength, decisiveness and determination were driven by a dark, the source of which
she did not want to acknowledge or contemplate. There was a private void at the very center of
her being and, to intimately relate to her or help her, you had to get close to that center. But she
would not let anyone close to it: it was an open painful wound that no one could approach, let
alone touch. Several attempts at therapy failed for, as soon as the therapist made any progress
in detecting the cause, Rania called the whole thing off. On the flip side, Rania loved people; she
took care of friends and she always offered herself as a shoulder to cry on to everyone, close or
distant. People loved her and counted on her. She was generous, accommodating, and almost
invariably put others ahead of self. It was when you were too close to her that the dark void
inside became noticeable and abysmal. But when I probed, there was strong pushback, often
painfully strong. She got seriously sick a few times and taken to the hospital. Even taking her to
the hospital was too much to ask and required a great deal of persistent effort.
I was becoming more and more intent on succeeding as a composer and that meant a
commitment of time and energy that leaves very little room for anything else. Rania, who knew
nothing about classical contemporary music before she met me and had little interest in it,
supported me wholeheartedly nonetheless, feeling all along that, if I became established and
successful, I would be financially independent and would not feel as resentful for my
predicament. I knew that success in classical composition did not automatically translate into
financial success, especially with my evidently uncompromising attitude, so I felt overwhelmed
by the certainty that we were both heading towards a perfect storm and heading there under
completely different assumptions. In many ways, my path (the path of a contemporary music
composer) was a path of self-sacrifice. Most practicing composers must give up a great deal of
material comfort in order to be able to practice their discipline. It was unfair on my behalf to
expect someone who did not understand why this was so to share this path with me. My path,
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the way I saw it then, did not include children, but Rania wanted more children. In fact she had
taken a vow and promised to Mary, the Mother of Christ, that, if we were to become a couple,
she would name her child after Her: Maria, if it was a girl, or Panayiotis (the male equivalent of
Panaghia, the appellation for the Virgin Mary in Greece), if it was a boy. Before our wedding she
made me promise that our first child would be named Maria or Panayiotis in contravention of
Greek tradition, whereby the first child had to be named after the husband’s father or mother,
depending on the gender. I smiled and agreed—to her surprise. Rania did not know back then
that my father’s name was Panayiotis and my mother’s Maria. When I told her, she thought of it
as a clear cosmic indication that we were meant for each other.
As for me, there was a desolate wasteland in the place where my heart was previously located:
the heart which had belonged to Anne and I was too afraid to let anyone else in there again.
Rania and I loved each other, but each of us felt not loved by the other party, despite frequent
and mutual protestations. Our actions reflected this sense of mutual alienation. I would hear
through the grapevine that she had affairs with other men, and I felt powerless to even confront
her with such accusations. What I did instead was withdraw into my own dark interior and be
colder, more cynical and increasingly out of touch. It was repayment of a karmic debt, I
convinced myself, for the hurt I must have caused to Anne’s husband and family. I too became
infatuated a couple of times with other women but, in each case, the unseen hand of fate
prevented me the last minute from breaking my marital vows—such as they were.
There were other reasons that exacerbated our relationship. I was almost perpetually
unemployed. Work in the Danforth Boîtes was becoming rarer and I was losing my ability to
survive on next to nothing—an ability which had sustained me during my early years in Toronto.
Rania’s lifestyle was rather lavish by my standards and of course she could afford it. Rania was
generous with her money. She helped friends, people in need and supported me. She expected
me to dress better and we often visited the boutiques of her clients in the fashionable Yorkville
district to purchase clothing for me. She even offered that I manage our financial resources (her
resources, really) so that I would not feel like a “trophy husband” which, she had noticed, had a
debilitating effect on me. I refused. I preferred not to think about finances at all than to be
continuously and painfully aware of my inability to be a provider. This of course left her
completely unsupported and increased the psychological strain on her psyche.
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In 1986 Rania, George and I planned a trip to Greece for a project that I was invited to do on the
island of Crete and to visit Rania’s family in Athens and Kalo Nero afterwards. Soon after I had
moved in with Rania, there were several opportunities that were sprouting in unusual places for
my composition. It was an early sign that non-local connectivity (the Quantum Entanglement
that I mentioned earlier) was to become a permanent modus operandi in my subsequent career.
Everything that I meticulously developed and planed often collapsed unexpectedly and burned
to ashes. Conversely, unexpected individuals completely off my radar screen, just as with
Dorothea Doig appearing out of the blue and making my university education in the United
States possible, appeared out of the blue and guided my life and creativity in what was later
confirmed as the right direction for me to follow. In this case my “quantum entanglement” was
with musicologist John G. Papaioannou one of the leading advocates of contemporary music in
Greece. In September 1984, the World Music Days, the annual international event of the
International Society of Contemporary Music (ISCM) was taking place in Toronto and Montreal.
John G. Papaioannou was the president of the Greek Chapter of the ISCM, but that was not all
he was. A formidable force in lobbying the Greek government cultural agencies and individual
patrons for the support of contemporary music in Greece, Papaioannou reintroduced to his
country some of the Greek pioneer composers who had become contemporary musical icons
outside the country but not locally, such as Iannis Xenakis (1922 - 2001) and Anestis Logothetis
(1921 - 1994). Together with his friend Stephanos Vassiliadis and Xenakis, Papaioannou
established the Center for Contemporary Music Research (KSyME) in Athens and curated the
archives of Nikos Skalkottas (1904 - 1949), an older modern icon and former student of Arnold
Schoenberg, the Viennese modernist master that I mentioned earlier in connection with Morton
Feldman.
Papaioannou had first discovered me in the two articles that I had written as a Ph.D. student for
the Dutch periodical Interface, now known as Journal of New Music Research. 108 Before visiting
Toronto for the ISCM together with the vice president of the Greek chapter, well-known Greek
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composer Michalis Adamis, he got in touch with me through circuitous routes (it would have not
been easy to locate me) and invited Rania and me to dinner in Toronto. At dinner he inquired
how much of the Greek contemporary music scene I knew. The short answer was “nothing.” I
basically left the small town of Volos which had no contemporary music activity and went
straight to the United States and then to Canada bypassing completely the world of
contemporary music in Greece. Papaioannou like my thoughts about music as they emerged in
our conversation and was clearly interested in making me interested in the music scene of
Greece, but my antithetical attitude towards contemporary music at that time made it difficult
for me to be responsive in a way that he was hoping for. A gentleman, nonetheless, he avoided
overloading me with his excitement and our meeting continued in a very cordial manner with no
further developments. A few months later, however I was commissioned by Papaioannou, Nikos
Mamangakis, another prominent Greek composer, and Theodor Antoniou, an influential
composer/conductor whom had visited as an undergraduate student many years ago at the
Tanglewood Festival in Massachusetts, where he directed the contemporary music ensemble, to
compose a work for chamber orchestra for a festival of contemporary music in Heracleion, Crete
during the summer of 1985. Omen, the commissioned work was apparently a hit at the festival,
but I could not attend for a reason that I can no longer recall. It was performed in Toronto a few
years later but, even though I learned a great deal from it in terms of orchestration, I have not
kept in in my list of works.

John G. Papaioannou
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The following year, I was commissioned again by the same individuals to compose a short
chamber opera. This time Rania, George and I decided to travel to Greece. My parents and my
brother decided to join us in Crete and meet Rania and George. The plan was to visit Rania’s
parents in Kalo Nero, but Rania was adamant that we would include her sister Despina in Athens
and her notorious husband and that my family would join us which made me very nervous.
In Crete, Rania and my father hit it off instantly. My mother was a bit more reserved, but Rania
is indomitable when she decides to befriend people, so, even my reserved mother, embraced
her and treated her like her own daughter. They spent most of the time alone, because I was
busy with the festival. From the beginning of the rehearsals, I realized that what I had written
was not very good; it wasn’t even an opera. I met and befriended two colleagues my age who
were also part of the festival, Michalis Travlos and Giorgos Koumendakis. They were also there
the summer before, so they complimented me about Omen, my previous commission, all of us
recognizing that my opera scene was a misfire. We developed lasting friendships, particularly
with Giorgos Koumendakis with whom I met and spent a lot of time every time I visited Greece
for quite a few years.
As our departure to Greece was approaching, I pleaded with Rania to not visit Despina and her
husband while in Athens, but Rania was devoted to her family, regardless of how they treated
her in the past. So, one fine summer day we found ourselves spending the night at Vangelis' and
Despina’s home. The house was like a fortress, with steel reinforced gates inside the house
blocking access to certain parts of it. It was designed to withstand attack with the core
remaining secure and defensible even after breaches of the perimeter. In the morning George,
Rania’s and Despina’s nephew who was staying at the house, came into our room and pointed a
semi-automatic weapon at us. I thought it was a toy gun, so I politely asked him to take it away
for I disapproved of toy guns. He laughed and left the room. To my terror, I learned soon
afterwards that it was real and loaded. After breakfast, Vangelis told me in no uncertain tone
that he wished to hear some of my music. I felt pressured to oblige and he and I moved to the
living room alone. I played The Temptation of St. Anthony, my first (and only) work for
electronics which I had just completed. In the living room several original Salvador Dali limited
edition prints hang on the walls in complete cacophony with the rest of the kitschy décor.
Everything was expensive and in bad taste. With my music playing in his state-of-the-art home
audio system, it all felt very surreal and not only because of the Dali artwork, which was actually
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the only thing that matched the surrealism of the music. After a bit of listening, Vangelis
pronounced: “I like it. I feel the animal instinct in it. It is alive” and, after some reflection, “this is
important work."
I felt astounded. It was one of the most astute comments on my music so far, the part about the
animal instinct that is, and it came from the most unlikely source. It surprised me that a person
like him would have the ability to connect at any level with something as abstract as
contemporary composition. The conversation that followed revealed a man fully aware of his
destiny, of the choices he made in his life and what they meant ethically for him. In his own
mind he was hell-bound and unable to change the momentum or direction of his destiny. In
hindsight, it would have been a unique opportunity for me to speak to him about my
experiences with the world of the spirit and perhaps give him hope that there is always a path of
redemption and return to our spiritual home, if we are brave enough to take it. Instead, I was
paralyzed with fear. I felt like a little insect held firmly in the hand of a strong person who could
capriciously squeeze it to extinction. But I learned a lot from this encounter. Vangelis may have
been a fallen being, but he was more aware of his darkness than any person I knew. At that very
moment, like the thief on the cross, he was also closer to salvation, but I was too scared to
understand and take advantage of the opportunity to help him.
From discussions with others afterwards, particularly Despina and my father-in-law who were
proud of Vangelas’s “accomplishments," I learned more about the extent of the involvement of
some of the family members in organized crime. Yannis, one of Rania’s brothers was a heavy
drug addict and a drug dealer. Takis, her other brother was high up in the Greek Secret Service,
serving often as bodyguard for the president of the Greek Republic and other government
notables when I first met him. He fell from grace years later for selling back to addicts and
merchants the drugs that his elite troops were confiscating in drug busts across the country,
making headlines in all the national papers in Greece and embarrassing publicly the Papandreou
socialist government. Vangelis was allegedly involved in smuggling drugs and weapons into the
country and was eventually arrested and spent years in prison. Even while he was in prison,
Despina bragged that he would be out soon, otherwise “heads would roll high up in the political
establishment." Vangelis died from cancer soon after his release. The two brothers too died very
young, in rapid sequence. The family was thunderstruck. All these things happened after Rania
and I had gone our separate ways. She was naturally devastated by the constantly bad news
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reaching her from her family in Greece. In time she grew to view some members of her family in
a different light but, during our time together, she was very protective of her folk and reacted
strongly against any suggestion by me that we should perhaps cut off our contacts with those
members of her family with unsavory lifestyles. Despite her bond with them, however, and her
refusal to look at them objectively, my respect and admiration for her grew exponentially.
Against all odds, Rania gave a heroic battle to live an honest life and raise her children with
principles that were absent from the home in which she grew up.
After that trip to Greece, I knew that I could not stay associated with an extended family which
saw and treated the world so radically differently than I did. I understood Rania’s refusal to
disown her family, no matter how much she herself had suffered in their hands since her youth,
but I knew that, if I were ever to have a career as a composer and be in the public eye, I could
not be affiliated with people like this, even though I personally retained no contact with them.
The public is unforgiving and punitive, even at the suspicion of impropriety, no matter how
unwarranted it may be. During that memorable and only visit to his home, Vangelis had offered
to help me with my career through his political connections. I mustered all the strength that I
could find to politely refuse, not quite knowing how he might react to my refusal which was in
fact an unequivocal judgment on him and what he stood for in life. Remarkably he understood.
He must have known that, no matter what assistance he might be able to extend to me on the
short term, the long term damage to my reputation would have been formidable. So, he
lowered his head, said nothing and never brought up the subject again. If for nothing else, I
respected him for this.
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Left: Rania Hatzis, Crete, Greece 1986.
Below: Christos Hatzis, Crete, Greece 1986

GRADUAL REAWAKENING

In 1987 both Rania and I realized that living in the suburbs was difficult for both of us. She had to
drive through rush-hour traffic in the morning and, during winter days with snow and ice, I had
to drive her downtown to work and drive back. Due to a traumatic traffic accident that she had
years earlier during a winter storm, she refused to drive on the highway in bad weather
conditions and there was no other way for her to get to work and back. We started looking for a
home in the city and decided on a semidetached house at 184 Fulton Avenue two blocks north
of “The Danforth” (Danforth Avenue), Toronto’s “Greek Town.” Originally a Greek
neighborhood, the street was at the time populated by mixed young families with small kids
running around the front yards, playing together and celebrating life and diversity.
Initially I had my studio on the third-floor attic. It was the first time that I had a comfortable and
secluded space of my own where I could work undisturbed. I now possessed one of the first
personal computers with music capabilities, an Atari computer with very limited capabilities but
quite advanced for its time time. By today’s standards, it was very primitive. With this and some
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stand-alone DX-7 and other synthesizers, which had just come out in the market, I could make
music electronically for the first time. All of it was Rania’s financial investment in my career. I
was still mostly unemployed, save a few poorly paid engagements in Boîtes and the occasional
small commission for compositions. Having my own gear at home, however, to create mixed
media compositions for one or two soloists and electronic playback, brought me back to a time
when I first flirted with computers, but I could not see a balance between effort and artistic
benefit.
Ten years earlier, with the help of Charles Ames, I had worked on mainframe computers with
primitive programs (Fortran on punched computer cards fed to the mainframe) to calculate the
positions of the overtone nodes that produced the Figure 1. The personal computer and the
MIDI protocol for electronic instruments were only a few years old, particularly the latter, which
was introduced in the market only a year or so earlier. It was not soon enough for what I
needed. I was invited again to Greece for the summer of 1987 by a different festival this time,
the Patras International Music Festival, which that year included a shorter computer music
festival within its summer-long program. The keynote guest for the festival was to be Iannis
Xenakis, who by that time had already acquired a mythical status in the New Music world,
including Canada. I had virtually crossed paths with him a decade earlier when I started my Ph.D.
in Buffalo and hang out with Nora Post, my oboist friend that I mentioned earlier. I was helping
Nora with annotating her by now well-known article about extended techniques for her
instrument while also composing Aztlan, for oboe and harp, my first commission. At that time,
she was eagerly waiting for the draft of a new commissioned composition for oboe and
percussion from Xenakis. Dmaathen, the commissioned composition written for Nora and Jan
Williams, a leading exponent of contemporary music for percussion and a member of the
Creative Associates at SUNY, arrived in the mail and Nora was eager to try it out. Soon she
realized that many of the multiphonics and other techniques that Xenakis had written were not
possible, so she found the closest multiphonics that matched what she intuited that he musically
wanted and sent the revised score back to him. In the package she had also included two of my
scores, which I have already mentioned earlier: Aztlan, her commission, and Cain that I had
composed for flutist Robert Dick Jan Williams. Xenakis sent a short note telling me that he
proposed my two compositions to his publisher Editions Salabert in France. Soon after that I also
got a message from Madame Salabert telling me that the compositions were technically very
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difficult and there were only a handful of players that would attempt to learn these pieces, so
publishing them in print did not make any sense. Now ten years later, I was composing
computer-assisted music again and I was imbued by the kind of confidence that was absent
during my earlier attempts for which I had dependent on the knowledge of friends, especially
Charles Ames.

In my studio in the attic of our home on 184 Fulton Avenue, Toronto. 1987.
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Since my participation at the Patras conference was contingent on presenting a lecture with
something entirely created by computer, I decided to present The Temptation of St. Anthony,
my composition from the previous year which I have already mentioned earlier. I had shared
this composition in late 1986 with David Jaeger, the executive producer of the CBC Radio
program “Two New Hours.” The program reached ears across the four and a half time zones of
this vast country and also parts of the northern United States every Sunday evening. The
Temptation of St. Anthony was controversial music for the purists of the electroacoustic
community of Canada, many of who dismissed MIDI as an inadequate compositional tool,
preferring more complex sound pallets produced in large, government-funded university
studios. David sensed something different in the slippery, cynically extroverted and intentionally
kitsch soundscape of The Temptation of St. Anthony, which was inspired by the two posters of
paintings by the same name by Salvador Dali and Max Ernst that hang on the walls of my studio,
and with a deep breath included it in one of the broadcasts of his program. He must have
expected that it would generate conversation. It did. At the final broadcast of the year, when
traditionally the staff of “Two New Hours” announced and played their favorite composition of
the entire year, David chose The Temptation of St. Anthony as his favorite of 1986. It was a
tremendous boost on my self-confidence and a much needed one.
Fast forward to the summer of 1987, I am now alone in Greece at the Patras International Music
Festival with John A. Papaioannou, by now my dear mentor, and Stephanos Vassiliadis, his
inseparable friend and soon to be mine. (You may recall that I mentioned this visit in “The Holy
Man on the Holy Mountain,” in connection with my subsequent visit to Mt. Athos.) Iannis
Xenakis arrived a bit later to great anticipation from everyone in the conference. I must have
met him during a brief introduction after he arrived, but my first recollection of him was on the
day that I gave my presentation. All the lectures were chaired by Xenakis and Papaioannou. As I
had anticipated, the other panelists were mostly electroacoustic and computer music
composers who worked out of established institutions and facilities, but not all. I met there the
Calcutta-born Clarence Barlow, 109 a computer music researcher/composer and senior professor
at the Hochschule für Musik Köln. We hit it off immediately and hang out together quite a bit
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discussing his unique approach to computer music. It was a breath of fresh air for me, as was his
contagious sense of humor. This and a few other exceptions notwithstanding, I was prepared to
be speaking to a mostly hostile crowd. I was already on a defensive mood before even starting,
and this usually is perceived by others as aggression. The metaphor that I expounded on during
my lecture did not help. It was drawn from the science fiction series, the “Foundation Triology”
by Isaac Asimov. 110 The Asimov story is too complex to decipher musically. My interest was in
showing that “large is not better” and that the future usually lies where least expected. I
compared their expensive establishments to the much more inexpensive DX7s which were
selling like hotcakes at that time. Yes, the technology of FM synthesis was developed at the
CCRMA research center at Stanford University and sold to Yamaha, but the collective creativity
of the immeasurable number of end-users of this cheap and widely available technology, like my
home studio in Toronto, would one day overtake the creativity emerging from the large,
expensive studios. My prediction was aimed to sting, and it did. When I played The Temptation
of St. Anthony at the end of my presentation and I asked for questions, there was silence and
soon after people politely headed for the exit. Sitting at the head table next to Xenakis,
Papaioannou must have felt very conflicted. He was advertising me to his Greek and
international colleagues and now he himself must have felt exposed. I was told that he turned to
Xenakis hoping for some confirmation of his own earlier estimate. What allegedly he got from
him was ““a good mind wasted to collecting trash.” I never met Xenakis again after that
incident. Despite all the discouragement, John G. Papaioannou remained a great supporter of
my work throughout the rest of his life.
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From the inauguration of the Centre for Contemporary Music Research.
Far left: John G. Papaioannou. Centre: Iannis Xenakis. Far right: Stephanos Vassiliadis

With John G. Papaioannou. Patras 1987.
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The move in 1987 to downtown Toronto was good for Rania and me, but it was difficult for
George. He was now a teenager and it was not easy for him to leave his friends in Scarborough
and make new ones. The city was different, with more pressures, for a teenager relatively
disgruntled with his home life. Even in Scarborough, George lived in an environment of tension:
between me and Rania, due to Rania’s long hours at work and my isolation in the studio
composing and having little time for anything else and other reasons particular to youth his age.
In “Scarberia” as we now used to call our old lifestyle, George was very resentful at being sent to
Greek school on weekends to learn to speak Greek. Unbeknownst to us, George skipped Greek
school most of the time, and he was making no progress with the language. After moving to the
city, however, the social networks in his new high school in our new ethnic neighborhood were
structured differently. Students of a certain background hang out together and formed their
own exclusive nucleuses by talking to each other in their own language. They used language to
define their power as a group against other groups who did not speak the language. Suddenly
polyglotism represented group power, something that not as pronounced in George’s more
sedated suburban lifestyle. Even though we no longer insisted on George on going to Greek
school anymore, he often returned from school speaking to us in Greek unprompted.
Outside the school, but with tentacles often reaching out from there, ethnicity and language
implicitly encouraged teenagers to test their collective power beyond the constraints of civil
society. Gangs formed inside and outside public schools. George was growing fast and
prematurely into an adult and, in the process, he was also an adolescent out of control, testing
his power on us. It all culminated in one dramatic day when, at fourteen, he took the family car
which was parked outside Rania’s hair salon and drive his underage friends around town with
the Toronto Police Department searching the entire city to find them. At the end of the day,
after George was charged by the police, and Rania and I were still reeling from the shock, I
blasted at him and threatened him, partly because I was beside myself worrying all day about
the worst and partly to dissuade him from trying something like this again. The next morning
Rania and I were called in by the Toronto Children’s Aid Society to answer to charges that I had
threatened George. After separate interviews of each one of us by Children’s Aid officers, it
became clear to all that we had a teenager out of control in our hands. I was completely out of
my depth, not only because of George and Rania’s expectation that I, as the father figure, was
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responsible to confront these developing situations. The few times that his mom and I
confronted George as a team because of some transgression, it took very little time before the
conversation shifted to George and Rania confronting me. I felt even more alienated and hid in
my studio, which by that time had moved to the unfinished basement of the house, with George
moving up to the third-floor attic. It was a more fitting location for my psychological landscape.
Piles of discarded furniture and other junk were pushed to the side to make some small room
for me and my equipment. It looked like a haunted space. The sound of footsteps and creaking
floors above and the usual loud vocal exchanges between George and his mother upstairs made
it almost impossible for me to compose. Having no choice, I developed a kind of concentration
whereby, any extraneous sound to my imaginal soundscape during composing was entirely
filtered out. Eventually, I could compose music under any circumstances. Friends would ask,
“how can you write music with this horrendous noise?” but it was at that very moment that my
attention was drawn to noise, and I consciously heard it for the first time. This superconcentration engendered by necessity served me well for the rest of my creative life.
It was a time of deep practice and learning, even though it did not feel like I was going anywhere
in my life or my work. I was returning to my harmonic and contrapuntal problem solving of my
youth in Greece but this time the counterpoint was not between two or more independent
voices in a traditional texture, but between two or more musical traditions superimposed. Each
line representing each tradition needed to be consistent within its own cultural context, but
vertically it had to adhere to the traditional rules of Western European harmony and
counterpoint. Actually, it was not arbitrary rules that I was concerned with, but the perfect
coexistence between individual cultures within a matrix which had to regulate this coexistence
without violating the individual character of each actor while preserving its own “Constitution.”
In terms of mental difficulty and required concentration, this was the equivalent of playing three
dimensional chess. It was a seemingly insurmountable problem to solve, but I felt that its
solution was also vital. The world was rapidly becoming more cross-referenced and unified
during the 1980s. I felt that solving these problems of this nature in art, by modeling the
problems of the larger interactions in the world itself, was vital to both society and art as a
relevant reflection of society. I will be discussing this process more thoroughly in the chapter
“Earthrise and Quaternio.”
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In the meanwhile, things in actual life were becoming increasingly chaotic and both Rania and I
were worried about George and his disintegration. He changed high schools three times
unsatisfied with the conditions in each and often stopped reporting his whereabouts, both Rania
and I worrying when he was not reporting back as often as requested. Then a couple of years
later, in 1989, George decided to audition for a role in a new installment on the “Degrassi”
television series, called “Degrassi High,” which was independently produced for CBC Television.
Astonishingly, with no previous experience in acting and with no preparation, George landed the
role of Nick, one of the bully characters in the series. Nick, the character and George with him
were scripted in 13 episodes between 1989 and 1991. On the set, the young actors were
expected to be responsible, punctual and to bring their schoolwork to the set where they were
tutored by real on-the-set teachers while their character was not engaged in the shooting.
George’s transformation from an at-risk young man to role-model was breathtaking. His
appearance, manners and disposition changed dramatically in very short time. The Degrassi
company had a strong influence on the children who joined the company at various stages of its
existence and many of the young actors moved on to prominent careers later, foremost among
them Aubrey Drake Graham, the internationally successful rapper known as “Drake.”
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George Chaker 1989
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After that experience with our families in Greece during the summer of 1986, my marriage was
on a downward arrow. Rania and I never travelled to Greece together again. I traveled on my
own which enabled me to avoid spending time with Rania’s family. Rania did the same. Upon
her return from one such trip, she asked me rather unexpectedly to leave the house. I will not
elaborate on the reason, but it was a very short notice. Despina and Vangelis had something to
do with the events in question, because, just before Rania’s request they contacted my parents
in Volos and threatened them that, if I did not leave the house, they would “ship me to them in
small packages.” My mother almost had a stroke and had to be taken to the hospital. I moved
out with a few clothes packed in haste and stayed for a while with friends as a burdensome
guest. I couldn’t afford to be on my own as I was unemployed, and I stubbornly refused to
receive welfare assistance. A bit earlier, in 1985, I had been granted Canadian citizenship. I had
made a promise to myself that I would not burden the public purse with my existence, and I was
adamant about keeping this promise, so I did not ask for financial assistance from the
government.
After a few weeks, Rania asked me to return home so that we could be together again.
Unwittingly, I was drawn back into this relationship deprived of any other options, but also
knowing that our karma was still incomplete. I felt stripped of any kind of pride and dignity and I
had very little will for anything, even less than before. To exacerbate matters, Rania still wanted
to have children and during the nine years of our marriage we tried several times for a child. But
unbeknownst to both of us we were both suffering from Alpha-Thalassemia, a genetic blood
disorder widespread among natives of the Mediterranean basin, particularly Greeks and
southern Italians, which apparently decreases the possibility of successful pregnancy. 111 So
every time there were hopeful signs of a new life that promised to save our marriage, a
miscarriage would throw us back into emotional and psychological limbo. Seeing Rania hurt like
this because of her desire to have children tore me to pieces and made me afraid to touch her. I
moved out of our bedroom and spent most of the nights sleeping on the cough in the living

The Cleveland Clinic web site on Alpha-Thalassemia indicates that: “Inheriting four mutated genes
is rare and usually results in stillbirth.” https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseasesconditions/thalassemia/symptoms-causes/syc-20354995 Last visited: 2020 12 21.
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room. The pain for both of us was immense. We felt trapped, alienated and lost in a life that
neither of us was happy with, yet our karma did not allow any escape clauses; not yet, anyway.
One night in early December 1989, as I was lying on the living room couch, I was overcome by
this familiar force, the same blind, instinctive force that led me into my marriage and other lifealtering decisions in the past. It was past midnight. I awake Rania up and told her that it was
time for Maria, the child that she had been praying for, to come into this world. There was no
rhyme or reason to my intuition and action. Our marriage was nearing its end; this much was
obvious. I had a secret crush at that time on a beautiful young woman half my age (I was thirtysix, she was eighteen), which was fortunately consummated as inner turmoil within both of us
and never developed into an actual affair. Yet here I was, proposing a new life, the advent of a
daughter who, even nine months before her birth, was already pulling all my strings. I could
sense her soul circling me like a maelstrom, commanding me to do my part. It was an
indescribable feeling. Having had quite a few miscarriages by then, Rania did not want her hopes
crashed again, but I was sure. This blind force was anything but blind. No genetic disorder could
counter it or contradict it. The moment was right. Rania was pregnant again and this time
everything progressed well. She thought that it would be a boy, but I told her and everyone else
that it would be Maria, a girl, a soul entity that would change my life forever. The next few
months were particularly difficult: the agony, the fear of a new miscarriage, the fact that we
were both sensing the end of our marriage approaching while a new life was on the way, all
these contradictory feelings exacerbated this unstable relationship constantly bouncing
between the heights of luminous expectations and delight and bouts of despair.
Maria was born in the morning of June 16, 1990. It was Sunday morning and Father’s Day. I was
in the delivery room and was so overwhelmed with expectation that the doctor had to push me
out of the way so that she could deliver the baby. The feeling at the very moment of birth was
an indescribable experience. I felt that I was at the center of a cosmic maelstrom between two
separate realities: I could feel the influx of a spirit force as the baby was drawing its first breath.
It felt like I was back experiencing the extraordinary happenings of ten years earlier when the
world I knew and understood was suddenly turned on its head. It was a moment of elevated
existence and utter connectedness. The nurse placed the baby in my arms, and I carried her to
the next room to check her weight and wrap her in warm swaddling. As I was holding her in my
arms, I felt like I was one with her and with the entire universe. Here in my arms was the
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masterpiece I had always longed to compose. It was given to me now as a gift by the very source
of Life. Since that first day, I have never lost faith in the significance of this gift. It was the first
time in my life when I felt that my center of gravity had moved outside of my narrowly defined
“I” and, instead of feeling threatened or insecure by this letting go, I felt exhilarated, complete.
The crucible that my marriage with Rania had been up until then was no longer a crucible. It had
a deeper meaning and purpose and I was holding this meaning and purpose in my arms. With
this realization, the karmic bind between Rania and me which previously could not be broken,
no matter how much we both had tried was suddenly loosened on its own. My life and hers
were entering a crossroads and I could feel the winds of change blowing my direction again. Two
years later Nick Mirkopoulos, a friend and patron, offered me the basement of his house to use
as my studio. Increasingly I started staying there for the nights too. Sometime in early 1992
Rania and I discussed separation. She did not object as previously. There was no longer the usual
hysterical reaction or an emotional outbreak. I moved my few belongings to Nikos’ home.
During the next few days, Khaled Mously, a firefighter and Maria’s swimming instructor with
whom Rania had an affair unbeknownst to me, moved into the home and lived with Rania for
many years. Later, Khaled and Rania had two children together, Emma and Sophia. I lived in the
basement of Nick’s home until late 1995.
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THE UNLIKELY YOGI
The other most important person in my life during the 1980s was Chari Polatos ( the “ch” at the
beginning of his first name pronounced as the German “ch” in “Bach”) and it would have been
better spelled as “Khari.” Chari played a catalytic role in my life during my first ten years in
Toronto. A tall, handsome and charismatic man with a long braided ponytail, Chari was a late
addition to Los Compañeros, the band that I mentioned earlier. At the time of my arrival in
Toronto, Los Compañeros used to perform at the Boîte Lyra on Danforth Avenue. It did not
require a musically trained person to know that he was an exceptional musician. A singer,
guitarist, bassist, Chari had no equals amongst his colleagues. He understood sound and music
like few did. He had the discipline and ability to learn a new instrument in a few short weeks (he
did this with the violin once) and then perform on it as if he had mastered it through hard work
all his life. Even though I had spent most of my life learning music in the best schools and with
the best teachers and Chari was completely self-taught, I always looked up to him as a musician
and as person. Chari was brutally honest to the point of often upsetting people but also gaining
their secret respect. He was unconventional, fiercely uncompromising, overtly antiestablishment, but at the same time he used the weaknesses he detected in others as a means
of making a connection with them by being compassionate and helpful. While the Greek
musicians of the Danforth were generally on their guard around me (they felt me as distant and
intimidating), they all loved Chari. Strangely, his talent and ability did not intimidate his lesser
colleagues, even though he never went out of his way to be politically correct to anyone. The
only people that Chari occasionally alienated were those who confused their puffed up public
personas for who they truly were—the would-be emperors of the Greek community. To them
Chari could occasionally be very unkind, although even they too felt that, deep down, he
harbored a secret compassion towards them in spite of his often foul-mouthed public
utterances about them in their presence.
It did not take long for Chari and me to become close friends. We were very different in music
and in life. Up until our meeting I thought very little of the art of improvisation. To me it was a
poor substitute for the technical and intellectual accomplishments that a composer was capable
of when (s)he worked outside the limitations of thinking and creating in real time. In contrast,
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Chari thought that cerebral composition was responsible for missing the entire body for the sake
of a small part of the brain: “too little gained for too much lost." But, when I showed him the
score of The Law of One, he was intrigued with how ideas of harmony, reincarnation, and the
Platonic realm of Forms—things which he held in high esteem—could find their way actually or
allegorically into musical composition. In turn, I was intrigued with what complexity of sound
and structure a brilliant musician thinking in real time with an instrument in his hands was
capable of and what rich musical communication he could establish with listeners from all walks
of life and intellectual capacity. Most of all we were intrigued with each other beyond our
musical manifestations. I was a Christian, which to Chari (up until he met me that is) meant a
hypocrite; he was a vegetarian practicing Vedic meditation, which to me previously meant a
westerner in an identity crisis.
We talked endlessly about life, art and engaged in teasingly filling in the gaps in each other’s
misconceptions. Chari was trying to impress on me to “let go," more than my controlling
disposition was allowing me to at that time. The wonderful thing about Chari was that he lived
as he preached, which was something I wish I could have said about myself back then. Unlike
me, he never pushed people around. Even during his most extravagant moments (and there
were many—too numerous to mention) Chari, was a gentle soul that treated every living being
with respect, which was incompatible with the “freak” persona that he was cultivating and
flaunting for public consumption. When I asked him about this inconsistency, he would often
reply “it helps keep away all the people who would turn out to be useless baggage in one’s life,"
meaning the members of the establishment who “suffered from an overdose of selfimportance." I was eternally grateful that he had excluded me from this group, deservedly or
not.
We became inseparable. We saw each other almost every day. Rania loved Chari (all women
did) and she was glad that the two of us hang out together. I used to compose in the basement
of our home at 184 Fulton Avenue using my small Atari computer (one of the first personal
computer sequencing systems available) usually in the wee hours of the morning, when the
family was asleep and the noises in the house died down. After the Boîte era, Chari was forced
to play fretless bass in a bouzouki night club which went on till three or four in the morning.
After closing, he usually walked to my house, which was located a few blocks north of Danforth
Avenue, and knocked on the side basement window so that I could hear him without disturbing
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anyone else. Often, we went out for long walks either on the boardwalk in the Beaches area or
on the Danforth, talking endlessly until sunrise. Breakfast followed at our favorite Golden
Griddle Restaurant across from the St. Lawrence Market and then we retired to our respective
homes to catch some sleep as our families were waking up for the new day. I still recall vividly
one such night with heavy snowfall. Chari and I did our walk on the Danforth with our umbrellas
open—an unusual sight. We were both enchanted by the magic of the snow falling thickly with
no wind whatsoever. I remarked how snow unified the world. Everything around us seemed
more connected somehow. While colors promoted multiplicity and difference, the mystical
union of white pointed towards a transcendental oneness. Some of the “night crawlers," as we
used to call the late night attendees of the bouzouki clubs, still hanging around at this late hour,
shook their heads good-naturedly and said “here come the philosophers again” laughing and
tripping in their alcoholic stupor. I was beginning to be accepted by this crowd because I was
Chari’ friend and was given his stamp of approval.
Charis too was an alcoholic and an occasionally heavy drug user. He had gone through
destructive bouts of both throughout his adult life, but he also had an incredibly strong will
power and could abstain from either with seemingly no significant effort, even in environments
where everyone else indulged in alcohol and drugs. Towards the end of our years together,
when he was unemployed and not making enough to be able to support his family, Chari was in
dire straits but kept steadfastly away from both alcohol and heavy drugs. When he was playing
in a band, drug dealers often walked up to him and put expensive rocks of cocaine into the
pocket of his jacket as “gifts," hoping to get him back into the habit and turn him into a
customer again. They kept on doing so even though he explicitly indicated to them that they
were wasting their time and money. True to his word, Chari did not touch those rocks which
kept on pilling up inside his pocket. One night in 1988, when he was laid off with no income and
no savings in the bank, he and I took one of our usual walks on the “Beaches” boardwalk by Lake
Ontario and eventually sat on a rock by the water. It must have been three or four in the
morning. There was no one around. Normally, Chari was at peace with the world: everything in
life was happening for a reason and every setback was a lesson that needed to be learned. Once
the lesson had been learned, the setback would disappear, and opportunity would knock on his
door again. Usually life events bore his philosophy out but that night he would have been less
than human if he did not feel defeated. He pulled out of his pocket two fistfuls’ worth of cocaine
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rocks which were deposited there by the dealers over several months during his nightly job at
the club, looked at them and despaired: “here’s more than ten thousand dollars’ worth of
cocaine and yet I don’t have any money to pay tomorrow’s rent." He tossed all the contents of
his pocket into the water and mused “at least the fish will be happy tonight." I felt that I was
witnessing a grand moment in the life of an extraordinary man. When the temptation was at its
strongest, so was his indomitable will. Even though penniless, he never entertained the
possibility of selling the drugs to take care of his and his family’s needs.
It seemed at times that his bouts with drugs and alcohol were almost calculated attempts to
personally experience the dark side of life, an experience which seemed necessary for this
otherworldly yogi in the grant panorama of his recurring earthly incarnations. Darkness and
Light were complementary forces for him, and he felt compelled to experience both to the
fullest. His body was severely tested by the heavy use of heroin, cocaine and other drugs. Once,
while he was on stage performing in a semiconscious state barely aware of what he was playing
on his instrument, Dr. George Balkos, a family doctor a few years older than Chari and well
respected by the Greek community of Toronto for his humanitarian work and by the Canadian
medical community for his work on bioethics, happened to be in the club. Seeing Chari in the
condition that he was in, he immediately understood the severity of the symptoms. He walked
up to him on the stage, as the show was going on, examined his eyes and told him sternly “come
and see me in my office tomorrow. If you don’t, you’ll only have days to live." With his usual
good humored arrogance, Chari retorted “I will live for quite a while, certainly longer than you."
He did go to see Dr. Balkos a few days later but he didn’t follow any of the advice that the good
doctor gave him. He detoxified on his own using his own natural remedies (with heavy doses of
Lecithin, fasting and meditation) and in a couple of weeks he was “as good as new," or so he
declared, with no more drug intakes.
A few months after that incident, I was invited to a meeting by a Greek Community cultural
committee which included community leaders, and accomplished individuals within the
community including Dr. George Balkos, whom I had never met till that evening. After the
meeting, he wanted to get together with me and talk. I had told Rania that I would be returning
home after the meeting, but he seemed determined that we should meet and talk that very
evening. Reluctantly I agreed. We ended up in a friend’s restaurant, had a bite to eat and he
started a monologue which lasted for two or three hours until about eleven in the evening. He
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spoke with passion about his life from his poverty-ridden childhood in Greece to having a
successful family practice in Toronto, his family and his wish to help people in need. I had
already heard about his contributions to the community and the respect he had garnered as a
result, but I was puzzled by the fact that this successful man who had it all together wanted
insistently to tell his life story to a perfect stranger at the very moment we met. Somehow it did
not seem in character with a person of his stature. Puzzled as I was, however, I accepted
gratefully this sincere outpouring of this good man’s heart. Then he suddenly stood up and said
that he had to drive to the cottage where his family was vacationing because his kids wanted
him to bring Greek food from the Danforth and he had to deliver it that very night. We bid
goodnight and I went home expecting to get an earful from Rania but, by the time I arrived at
home, Rania was already asleep.Next morning, I heard through some friends that Dr. Balkos had
been killed in a collision with a track somewhere close to his summer cottage the previous night.
Apparently, I was the last person he had seen and talked to. A few days later, Chari and I went to
his funeral which was attended by thousands of people—a testament to how loved he was by
the community. Neither Chari nor I brought up the little exchange between Chari and Dr. Balkos
at the club a few months earlier but we both felt the eerie resonance of Chari’ utterances. Later,
however, as we were driving back home from the funeral, Chari asked me if I could visualize
myself as an old man. I laughed and said, yes, I did, and I was looking forward to my old age.
Then he said, “it is strange: I cannot see myself being thirty eight." He was thirty four at that
time and I thought that this was just a macabre reaction to Baklos’ untimely death. He seemed
very affected by his loss.
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Below: Chari Polatos
Right: Chari Polatos with Christos Hatzis

In the late eighties, I was making a living playing cocktail piano at a restaurant on the Danforth
called “Yannis’ Place.” It was easy work and quite a few professional people would come for
dinner and light music. One of them was Nick Mirkopoulos. The year was 1988. Nick talked a big
game during my breaks when I had a drink at the bar, not an unusual behavior among the Greek
people that crossed my path in those days. I was neither accepting, nor patient during this
difficult time in my life. I started finding Nick rather intrusive and annoying and avoided him as
much as I could, but he was persistent. He kept on saying that he owned Toronto’s largest film
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production studios and wanted to help me with his contacts, but I already had met enough
delusional Greeks who promised to me everything under the sun, and who had turned out to be
complete frauds. Nick sported all their outward mannerisms: he spoke loudly, both his Greek
and English were quite tortured, was dressed clumsily and his parked car on the street outside
the restaurant resembled a wreck in urgent need of provincial inspection. One night he asked
me who I thought was the greatest dancer/choreographer in Toronto. His question was odd,
considering that modern dance had never been a conversation topic before that evening. I
mentioned Robert Desrosiers, 112 an amazing dancer/choreographer whose work I had seen a
few months earlier and I was immediately impressed. Nick replied, “well, in that case, maybe I
will build him a dance studio and bring him here to the restaurant to meet you so you that won’t
have to be doing this much longer." To cut the conversation short (and knowing the
probabilities, not to mention the fact that he probably had no idea who Desrosiers was before I
mentioned the name) I retorted rather sharply, “well, then, you do that."
A few days later, to my total astonishment there was Nick having dinner with Robert Desrosiers
at Yannis’ Restaurant and there I was entertaining them with cocktail piano music. And, yes, a
year or so later the Desrosiers Dance Theatre moved into a brand-new dance studio in Toronto’s
Cinespace studios, one of the largest film production studios in the city at the time, owned by
Nick Mirkopoulos and his brothers. Nick eventually build a film studio empire in Toronto and
Chicago. Many Hollywood A-list films in the following decades were shot at Cinespace.
After the Desrosiers visit at “Yanni’s” Restaurant, I realized that I must have been terribly wrong
about Nick, so I took him up on his invitation to visit the studios. It was a massive establishment.
As a new immigrant Greece, Nick had started as an electrician making house calls. One of these
house calls was to Fred Beavis, a long-time city councilor of Toronto. 113 Nick had some savings
from his work and asked Beavis to help him secure a loan from the bank to buy a number of
abandoned industrial warehouses on the south/east part of the city by Lake Ontario previously
owned by Toronto’s failed steel industry for practically next to nothing. He converted them into
film studios cheaply and became competitive by attracting American film productions
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Desrosiers Last visited 2020 12 23.
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undercutting the competition due to his small overhead. When I visited his studio, there were
three or four such productions, more than he was able to handle with his small staff and
inadequate facilities, so everyone had to work long hours, wildly improvise, and constantly
appease the irate producers, directors and actors who were used to better facilities but couldn’t
argue with the price.
My first visit to Cinespace was in the middle of such a pandemonium. As if he did not have
enough problems to deal with, Nick wanted to give me a personal tour. We walked around the
sets, the carpentry workshops for the sets and the recreation areas for the production teams
when not on the set. Nick was walking while holding two large Motorola phones on each one of
his ears, speaking to two different parties at the same time and breaking at moments to be my
guide as well. One of the phone calls was from Fred Beavis, who had just retired from politics.
Fred suffered from memory loss and was a bit disoriented. His phone call concerned his washing
machine which had a power failure. In the middle of the crisis, Nick tried to calm him down on
the phone and told him that he would send one of his electricians immediately to fix the
problem. Barely hearing the voice on the other end of the connection, Fred replied, “Nick I don’t
trust other people. Only you can fix things.” He still remembered Nick as the electrician making
house calls. Nick gave his two phones to one of his assistants and told him that he would be
inaccessible for an hour or so, walked into a workshop and fastened a took belt around his, and
picked up a tool box and told me “let’s go for a ride.” I was in disbelief after I realized what was
happening.
At Fred Bevis’s small bungalow home, which happened to be just around the corner from our
home on Fulton Avenue, Fred Beavis welcomed Nick and showed him the washing machine.
Nick introduce me to Fred and asked me to occupy him with conversation until he was done.
There was not much of a conversation. Two minutes later Nick returned and told Fred that
washing machine was fixed. Fred was happy beyond measure and told Nick that this was why he
did not ask any other technician. Back in the car, I quickly surmised what had happened to the
washing machine. It must have been accidentally unplugged from the power source. No other
repair would have taken less than two minutes. Nick did not confirm or deny when I offered my
theory. He pulled the car to the curb, he turned to me and said, “I brought you along with me
because I want you to remember to never forget the people who helped you on your way up.”
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Despite my chilly attitude towards him in the early days, Nick Mirkopoulos remained a good
friend and benefactor throughout my life and career. He passed away on January 7, 2014.

Nick Mirkopoulos at Cinespace Chicago.

Another person that frequented Yiannis’ Restaurant was Leo Zourdoumis, a cinematographer
specializing in aerial photography who had worked on a number of IMAX films (he was the first
cinematographer ever to mount an IMAX camera on the front of a helicopter). He was also one
of the cameramen in Godfrey Reggio’s Powaqqatsi, the second installment in a well-known film
trilogy with wall-to-wall music by Philip Glass, one of the leading lights of the minimalist
movement in music (the first and better known film in the trilogy was Koyaanisqatsi). Leo and I
became friends. Leo was a pilot and had his own small plane parked at the Toronto Island
Airport. On a couple of occasions he took me for a ride, an exhilarating and frightening
experience, as Leo was an adventurous pilot often trying to capture exciting footage with his
camera (which I had to operate) while he was flying dangerously low following closely with his
plane natural contours on the ground—like a winding riverbed. After we landed, he told me that
flying was his greatest joy in life. It made him feel like an eagle and, when the time came, he
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would like to die “like an eagle." It turned out that he lived alone in his home on Ferrier Avenue,
about two blocks away from our home on Fulton Avenue and he was rarely there as he was
usually was engaged on film projects abroad. When I told him that I was working in the
basement of my home and that it was a very noisy environment, he invited me to move my
studio to the attic of his home and work there. He figured that I could have all the peace and
quiet I need and there would be someone looking after the house while he was away. I
gratefully accepted his offer. Working in a quiet environment was wonderful. When Leo was in
Toronto, we talked about the possibility of working together on a project. I had started work on
a long cycle of mixed-media works (pieces for a live performer accompanied by electronically
produced sounds stored on a digital tape and later CD) and one of the works in the cycle was
Crucifix for Byzantine cantor and electronics which was inspired by my visit to Mt. Athos in
Greece the previous year and my encounter with Gheron (St.) Paisios, of which I wrote earlier in
connection with Anne. Crucifix was a very virtuosic work with the vocal part spanning several
octaves. Only Chari was able to sing this piece, but he had to learn the vocal part aurally because
he did not read music. Undaunted, Chari took a few weeks off from his other activities and
learned how to read music sufficiently enough to interpret Crucifix accurately.
All this was happening around August-September 1988. Leo was about to leave for Switzerland
to do a film there and he told Chari and me that, after he returned to Toronto, he would try to
make a music video of Crucifix with Chari to promote my music. I was very excited about the
prospect. It was so difficult to get anyone interested in what I was doing musically and here was
a person who took an active interest in my work and was willing to do something with it. On
September 27 he left a message on my answering machine saying that he was finished with his
film project and would be coming back to get started immediately on the music video for
Crucifix. The following day while I was working up in the attic, I heard the front door open and
run downstairs thinking it must be Leo. Instead, it was his parents who lived in Ottawa and
whom I had never met. They looked devastated. They told me that Leo had been killed in a
plane crash in Switzerland during a pleasure flight in a small plane with friends. The house was
now part of an estate and I would have to move out the soonest possible.
I, too, felt devastated. I had lost a friend and my hopes for a “break” of some kind had been
crashed yet again along with Leo. I was back at the starting line again. For a while I did not have
any interest in pursuing a recording of Crucifix. Chari was inquiring about the project from time
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to time, although I suspected that he was doing so more for my benefit than for his. Chari had
no burning ambitions. He accepted life with all its unexpected twists and turns. It was I who was
becoming ever more defiant with these setbacks. Whatever amount of willpower I had lost eight
years earlier, it was now returning. Every setback made me more determined and combative. I
had learned by then that I could not depend on other people’s help. I had to make it on my own
and take on anyone who would block my path, even death itself. Chari joked quite a few times
that “you will see that, for this piece to get finished, someone else will have to die too." After Dr.
Balkos’ untimely demise I no longer dismissed Chari’ utterances as macabre exaggerations. But I
was running on dark energy by now and death was part of the dark side of life, the experience of
which I was convinced was my new karma.

Leo Zourdoumis 1987

Support for Crucifix was nowhere to be found. CAPAC, the Canadian performing rights society,
which I had joined since I arrived in Toronto, had a funding program for recordings of classical
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contemporary music. I applied for funding so that I could get Chari in a studio to record the vocal
track and a choir. My request was rejected. A letter from the chairman of the committee,
composer John Weinsweig, who was informally known as the "Dean" of Canadian composers,
stated that Crucifix was not within "the scope of the program." Since the scope of the program
was Canadian contemporary music, I was being told in no uncertain words and for the first time
in my career that my music did not fit the committee's criteria of what contemporary music is. It
was an insult which I was not going to forget. It was my first ideological clash with the
conservative contemporary music establishment of my new country—the first of many.
A few years later, Centrediscs, the record label of the Canadian Music Centre, was getting ready
to produce and release a CD of my mixed-media works which included Crucifix. Chari was to sing
the solo part in it. By then Chari had gone back into drugs and he was in a worse shape than I
ever remembered. As the recording date was approaching and everyone was unsure if Chari
would be able to rise to the challenge of this extremely difficult part, I finally confronted him.
This was too important to me for him to leave me hanging like this. I don’t recall ever before
having applied so much pressure on Chari. I had never judged him in the past, and did not this
time either, but I demanded that he be more responsive to the way I felt and the importance
that this project had for me, whether he agreed with it or not. I also wanted him to clean up his
act and partially used the recording of Crucifix as an intervention strategy. In a superhuman
effort, he temporarily cleaned himself up and spent entire nights with me after work at the club
practicing Crucifix in a large film studio at Cinespace that Nick Mirkopoulos made available to us
every night when not used for filming. David Jaeger was the producer of the CD and he had
already met Chari on several occasions. When we moved into a church acoustic to record the
work, Chari’s delivery of the vocal part revealed all the infernal power that was consuming him:
a cry from the depth of all being, alternating between utter tenderness and titanic power.
Everyone in the recording booth was astonished. The editing was to be done by John Oswald,
the renowned experimental composer who had worked on remixing projects with rock legends,
such as the Grateful Dead, Metallica, etc. and who had previously become notorious in the early
nineties for his plunderphonic of Michael Jackson in a CD with the same title. John was very
busy, and he had to put the editing of my CD on the backburner to attend to some other more
pressing deadlines. Chari was uncharacteristically impatient. He would ask repeatedly about
progress on the CD editing. I had no answer for him as this did not depend on me. Of course, I
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was impatient too, this being my first ever recording project, but I could not scrutinize Chari’
impatience, even though I was becoming aware that his behavior was changing (deteriorating
would be a better term) rapidly.
Chari’s drug addiction was getting from bad to worse. He and I were invited to a Greek Easter
party by a friend of mine in Pickering, Ontario. He was so intoxicated and out of control that he
embarrassed me in front of my friends and their friends to the point that I had to shove him in
my car and leave the party spending Easter evening with him at a Chinese restaurant in
downtown Toronto. This was not an isolated incident. Unemployed and unable to sustain
himself or his family he was free falling into a bottomless well and had no desire to reverse his
course. I pleaded with him to no avail. In the weeks that followed he became more distant. He
started hanging out with people who were also heavy drug users and I barely saw him. I think he
did not want me to see him in this condition. He would occasionally come by and see me when
he was in a more lucid state, but these visits were becoming increasingly less frequent.
On May 6 and 7 of 1992, the viola section of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra was premiering a
work of mine for 12 violas and audio playback called From the Vanishing Gardens of Eden. It
took place during a program called “Evening Overtures," before the regular TSO evening concert
on the main stage of Roy Thomson Hall, the orchestra’s home. The work was commissioned by
Steven Dann, the principal violist of the orchestra who a couple of years earlier had moved into
a house across the street from us on Fulton Avenue and we had become acquainted as
neighbors. During the same evenings of the Roy Thomson Hall performances, the woodwind
quintet 5th Species, specializing exclusively on music by living composers, was having its own
concerts at Toronto’s Harbourfront. The members of the 5th Species had commissioned me to
write a woodwind quintet for the following season, so I was planning to go and hear them too
on a night that I was not at Roy Thomson. Chari came with me to Roy Thomson for the first night
of the premiere of From the Vanishing Gardens of Eden. He was completely intoxicated and
stunk alcohol and body odor, having probably not slept, showered, or changed clothes for
several days. He was loud and annoyed the members of the audience around us who politely
started moving into more distant seats to avoid his disturbance. I felt like I had the plague and
was in quarantine. I should have probably relaxed and taken it all in as it came, as Chari had
advised me that I should have done for years, but the person sitting next to me was no longer
the dear friend I knew all these years. Chari was vacant, barely connected with anyone or
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anything. I was upset by his behavior, particularly by the fact that he was not able to understand
how important this was for me. That night I was overwhelmed by despair. I fell on my knees and
with tears in my eyes I prayed for enlightenment. I felt that I was holding Chari back; that he
wanted to go but I had to release him first. His behavior was his way of begging for this release.
Still on my knees I mustered the strength to let him go. Next time I would see Chari I would tell
him that our paths were diverging, and we needed to go our separate ways.
The following day I became distracted with something else and did not see him as I had
originally planned. That evening I went back to Roy Thomson Hall to hear the second
performance of my piece and he went to the 5th Species concert. He had previously met the
players of that group, at a time when he was more sober, and they were endeared by his
unconventional behavior and astute musical perceptiveness. That night I was invited to an afterconcert party at Steven Dann’s home which lasted till the morning hours. Then I went to sleep at
home. Some time at four or five in the morning the phone rang, and Rania answered it. I did not
need her to tell me what it was about: I already knew. Rania said in tears “your dear friend is
gone." I got up and dressed in an almost ritual manner with no expression of any emotion and
Rania and I drove to Chari’ home to comfort his family. There we were told that he died in a car
crash right outside the Pape subway station as his car collided with an empty city bus which was
turning left to enter the station just as Chari was trying to overtake it. During the course of the
night the details started pouring in. After the 5th Species concert, he went looking for me and
could not find me as I was at the party. He then made a couple of stops for alcohol and drugs
and then seriously intoxicated drove his car into the bus trying to avoid a head-on collision with
another car at the same moment that he was trying to overtake the bus. Chari was the best
driver I had ever met but a reckless one. He had an extremely quick mind, and this contributed
to his recklessness. Knowing him as well as I did, I could imagine that he still went through all
the options in his mind during the split second before the crash. The head on collision would
have meant more than one victim, while at that time of the night the bus would have probably
been empty. So, he swerved to the right and hit the bus in the back. He was instantly killed. No
one else was hurt, not even mildly. It was the morning of May 8, 1992, a few months shy of
Chari’ 38th birthday.
During the days that followed, there was significant grieving around me. Chari’ family and
friends, Rania and complete strangers that I had never known but who felt devastated by his
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death showed up and for a few days our house became traffic central of people who
spontaneously showed up or called to offer their condolences and support. I was strangely calm
through all this. I had not shed a tear and Rania kept on telling me that I was in a state of shock
and that it would soon dawn on me that my friend was gone forever. But I was paradoxically in a
state of exhilaration. My friend that I had loved dearly was finally free from the debilitating
materiality that was holding him prisoner. I could feel his spirit hovering and dancing all around
me and this kept me in an exuberant mental and psychological disposition to everyone’s
bewilderment. There was also business to attend to. Chari and his family were completely
penniless and so were we by that time, which made us unable to help them significantly. Rania
had stopped work a few years earlier for health reasons and we lived off the health insurance
money which was running low by that time. There was no money anywhere for the funeral
which was an unavoidable cost. Somehow, I had to attend to all these matters myself. I shifted
my attention to these urgent matters and started mobilizing all his friends and acquaintances for
the purpose of raising funds for his family.
Never had I seen a production of such magnitude that ran so smoothly at the heart of
overwhelming chaos. I organized people in teams with specific tasks to accomplish. There were
no foul-ups. If I needed a specific expertise that was not included in the list of volunteers, either
someone would knock on my door or the phone would ring and the ideal person for the task
would ask if (s)he could help. One person donated their private grave in a nearby cemetery for
Chari, but eventually Chari’s mother prevailed on us to fly the coffin to Greece so he could be
buried in Athens. The owner of the Danforth Music Hall donated this large historic concert hall
for a memorial concert. Against all expectations, the mayor of Toronto granted permission to
close off Danforth Avenue, the main traffic artery connecting the east end with the center of the
city, for a public procession from the Music Hall to the scene of the accident after the concert. It
was an unheard of gesture by the city, particularly since the procession was not for a public
personality. The day after Chari’ death, John Oswald call me and said that “a project fell through
and I have free time today and tomorrow. Would you like to edit Crucifix?” Would I ever! I
rushed to John’s home, leaving others to attend to all the loose ends, and, by concert time, we
had an edited version of Crucifix which would receive its world premiere airing during Chari’s
memorial concert. Over a thousand people showed up for the concert and donated generously
to our fund and several hundred more joined the procession afterwards to the scene of the
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accident. There, the Greek Orthodox priest of St. Irene’s Church, whom Chari knew well, did a
short service right in the middle of the street bringing the public transit system to a standstill for
a good part of an hour. The money raised was enough to pay for the funeral expenses and send
Chari’s coffin and family to Greece. There was still enough money left to give to Chari’ wife so
that she and the children could get by in the months ahead. The public outpouring of support
from all corners was unprecedented. After we counted and deposited the money in the bank,
everyone returned to their own lives, but I knew that mine was not going to be the same again.
Soon after Chari’ death, I moved for good to Nick Mirkopoulos’ basement apartment for a
difficult transition period that lasted about three years.
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Christos Hatzis, circa 1989
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THE MUSIC OF DUALISM

So far, I have mentioned some of my music during these ten years (1982, when I first arrived in
Toronto, to 1992, the year of Chari’ death) only incidentally, that is in conjunction with the
stories that needed to be told. But if the events of an artist’s life are any evidence of his inner
journey, the imprint of this journey on his creative work must be even more accurate evidence.
The transformation in my compositional outlook and output during the early years of this period
could have not been more dramatic. I already mentioned my attempts at a rock opera and
Arcana, my first post-academic work, which had caught even its commissioners by surprise. Now
it is time to look at the psychological and spiritual underpinnings of this seemingly chaotic
period of my life by looking at the music itself.
It may be possible to look at the creative period which begins with my arrival in Toronto as the
spiritual equivalent of earthly birth. After existing in a rarefied state of Platonic Forms in Buffalo
and Niagara Falls, I had now allegorically fallen into the earth realm. The next ten years or so
were like infancy and childhood. I had to learn things from scratch in a manner that was
compatible with the laws of this new realm in which I suddenly found myself in. The memory of
Forms progressively receded in the background as I was busy learning how to musically walk,
talk and relate to others—as an earthling, not as a disembodied mind or spirit. In hindsight, this
metaphor confirms everything that I previously understood about reincarnation. It is clear from
all that I have already mentioned earlier that, even though I previously existed first in a rarefied
intellectual environment (Buffalo with Morton Feldman) and then in a psychic wonderland
(Niagara Falls with Anne), there were parts of my character which needed the kind of
improvement that neither of these two environments could test: these parts required a crucible,
not of the mind or the spirit, but of the body walking barefoot on scorching earth. In the cycle of
births and rebirths in various spheres in our solar system, the earth represents exactly this: the
testing ground. It enables us to see if we have mastered the love we learned in Venus, the
intellectual vigor we picked up in Mercury or the madness and unbound energy we acquired in
Mars. Earth is our solar examination room. It is the continuing and final testing ground before
we can advance to higher systems in this boundless universe through the galactic gate which
Christ has opened and made possible for us by his self-sacrifice.
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Compositionally, my first years in Toronto were exactly like the first years of earthly life. If the
metaphor is accurate, these years offer an allegorical view of the infant mind soon after birth
and until consciousness sets in and solidifies. In my case, they started with the frustration of
being unable to express myself musically. Everything that I had learned in school since my
Eastman days turned out to be woefully inadequate tools for the audience that I found myself
addressing. This was the audience of the Boîtes and not of the new music scene with which I
was completely disconnected at first. I could have gone of course the way of the world,
schmoozing with everyone of importance in the new music concert after-parties and trying to
get a commission or two, then some more and eventually an academic sinecure, as countless
young composers before and since have done and continue to do. It is not that I did not wish
commissions or performances or that I did not try to get them. I did, but I felt that life was
conspiring against me reaching these goals and these failures significantly contributed to my
general unhappiness and inner turmoil during this period of my life. When I went to new music
concerts, I heard mostly music that I did not think highly of. The composers who were present
were sometimes people of some influence (artistic directors, academics, broadcasters, etc.). but
I felt reluctant to approach them and introduce myself when I could not come up with anything
positive to say about their work. Even when I did, I was not very good at hiding my true feelings.
It was not actually the quality of their work that had this alienating effect on me as much as my
betrayed belief that classical contemporary music was an arsenal that could be used for a much
needed social transformation. The impression I was getting from these concerts was one of selfindulgence: of a music scene which suffered from chronic defeatism, surrendering its audience
to the commercial music industry, combined with an unwarranted sense of entitlement,
especially when it concerned access to government and other charitable funding. Many of the
composers that I met in these concerts were not even half as talented as Chari or musicians like
him from other genres of music. Nonetheless, Chari was not eligible to get any funding from the
Canada Council for the Arts for his projects or hear his music broadcast on the airwaves of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, while quite a few of the institutionally trained composers of
new music, such as I, could readily access these resources. 114

By the time of writing this, a lot of this has changed with the Arts Councils and with CBC. Since that
time, these and other cultural institutions have opened their mandate considerably.
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Feeling like this during concerts was not conducive to developing a group of friends within the
field of my vocation. The fact that Rania and her (our) friends were not keen on contemporary
music meant that our social connections pulled us towards different social circles. I felt
increasingly alienated and saw myself constantly as an outsider looking in. When I made
concerted efforts to attend a concert, I felt somewhat guilty, conflicted, not knowing anyone
and lacking the will or the necessary social skills to change this and, on top of everything else,
underwhelmed by the music. This is what I meant earlier when I said that I felt that life was
conspiring against me reaching my goals. But this “conspiracy,” of which I and perhaps some of
you readily accuse life, is often a deeper, self-directed force. It is we who are the conspirators.
What I wanted and what I needed were two different things, and the deeper “I," the clear-eyed
one, which kept on tracking my long-term cosmic development and its requirements, was
keeping things on track, no matter how much the more shallow “I” protested its intrusion.
Whereas with my ordinary consciousness I was seeing chaos all around me, the deeper “I” in the
background saw a solid structure whose articulation required the experience of a crucible in the
foreground. I was engaged in an Orphic/Hermetic initiation ritual consciously unaware of its
existence or significance. Like in Mozart’s “Magic Flute,” I was Tamino in the underworld, but
with no Pamina and no flute.
During this “fall” from the realm of Forms to the realm of mirror reflections, the experience of
oneness gives way to the experience of dualism. Consciousness, as philosophers and scientists
understand this term, is the experience of dualism: of understanding things in reference to their
opposite. The evidence was in the music. Arcana, my first completed work after The Law of One,
was neo-romantic in style. In the history of Western European music or perhaps of culture in
general, Romanticism was an anomaly. It helped replace the formerly held belief that music was
the manifestation of the immanent One in the world of perception with the belief that at the
core of all being there is dualism. The primordial belief in the One, manifested through number
symbolism and harmonic vibration, was supplanted by the focus on the individual as something
separate from his environment. In Romanticism the spotlight was redirected to the individual’s
shifting moods and feelings and his dramatic and often tragic contradictions 115.

For more on the discussion of Romanticism as an endorsement of dualism, read chapter 10, "The
Romantic Anomaly” in Jamie James' The Music of the Spheres (James 1993). There are competing
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The primordial seeds of dualism planted in the form of neoromanticism in Arcana, soon came to
the surface in 1984 and beyond. A chamber music piece called On Cerebral Dominance, now
withdrawn from my list of works, celebrated this dualism as a sharp play between common
practice tonality and twelve-tone rows—two diametrically opposite and mutually exclusive
compositional systems. Unsubstantial as it might have been musically, this piece opened a
creative can of worms for me. I felt that I could master the chaos around me to some degree by
reducing its complexity to a confrontation between opposites. A strange equilibrium could thus
be created, not unlike the one physicists find in the subatomic particle world, where the strong
forces of the universe remain at equilibrium by counteracting one another. This led to a further
realization. If my goal in a composition was to balance musical forces, and if my focus was
directed on the precarious balance of these forces and not on the actual forces themselves, then
my musical materials needed be not as important or interesting as the relationships they were
establishing during the course of the composition. I was beginning to suspect that the world of
phenomena was not based on substance but on relationship, something that Plato advocated
long ago, and which Quantum physicists have been rediscovering, as substance and solidity
became ever more elusive in the subatomic world.
To understand this a bit better, take Morse code or any other kind of binary code, like the ones
and zeros that lie at the heart of any computer system. It doesn't matter what they are so long
as you can tell them apart. They can be long and short blips, as in Morse code, or "on" and "off"
electrical switches as in the binary code of computers. For all it matters, they could be apples

views of course about what Romanticism represents in the history of ideas. In his groundbreaking
book The Master and His Emissary: The Divided Brain and the Making of the Western World
(McGilchrist 2009), British neuropsychologist Iain McGilchrist proposed that art history swings like a
pendulum between eras dominated by the left or the right hemisphere of our brain and the artistic
and literary reflections of these eras correspond to the mental attributes associated with the often
contradictory function of these hemispheres. According to this theory, Romanticism, a right
hemisphere dominated era, is a connection with reality, the body and the environment and not with
abstractions divorced from reality which are products of the left hemisphere, such as 20th Century
Modernism. Evidence suggest that the right hemisphere is aware of the left hemisphere and
(according to McGilchrist) the latter’s insurgency against the noetic predominance of the right, while
the opposite is not true: the left hemisphere has limited awareness and does not understand our
schizophrenic existence, thus condemned to act it out in real life. The right hemisphere is aware of it
and embraces it as a necessary but temporary human condition.
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and oranges. Yet a specific arrangement of a very large number of apples and oranges can
express complex structures like the ones we work with on our laptop computers daily. I have
nothing against apples and oranges as such, and I enjoy eating them, but here it is their specific
arrangement that is important. In fact, apples and oranges too are the result of complicated
arrangements of smaller particles balancing each other in mostly empty space. These small
particles consist of much smaller particles and much more empty space and so on. At the end of
this endless search for substance, we still do not know what the substance of a particle is. All we
know for sure is the empty space and the particle behavior, the relationships between elemental
particles. It is their behavior and their inter-relationships which define these particles in the first
place. They have no other reality apart from properties and relationships.
If relationship is the goal in musical composition, then material (or its significance thereof) can
be downgraded in any respect except its relationship to other material. This was a complete
departure from predominant 20th Century practice, whereby the invention of new materials had
become an obsession with serious music composers and was the most frequently cited criterion
for artistic originality. In my mind this search for new material was fast reaching saturation and,
like yesterday’s newspaper, did not have a long shelf life. My proposal was that downgrading
musical material allows the listener’s concentration to focus on the structure of the work,
particularly if the latter is defined as a network of relationships. And, if indeed the perception of
structure could improve by downgrading the material, then the musical material itself needed
not be original. It could be borrowed, either literally or stylistically. If the material was known or
readily recognizable, even after extensive creative interference, then a semiotically rich
relationship could be established, just like with creative photography, whereby the structure of
the original subject and the structure of the photographer’s ideas could engage in a complex
interaction which can be cross-referenced by the viewer. 116

(Levitin 2006) pp. 215 - 220. I was not aware at the time that neuroscience was evolving along
similar paths for musical cognition and memorization. Familiar material which could be "chunked,"
compressed and absorbed as a larger cognitive unit (a chord, a stylistic signpost like a cadence, etc.,
in other words easily recognizable "unoriginal" material) could aid significantly in the
comprehension and memorization of larger forms (a phrase or groups of phrases or the structure of
an entire piece of music.)
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All this of course is an after-the-fact rationalization of the process that during the 1980’s
happened intuitively and automatically, without the investment of too much conscious thought.
It all started with a visual “what if” experiment. I placed two recent photographic portraits of me
on top of each other on a glass panel and then with a ruler and a razor (and perhaps a deeper
desire for self-mutilation) I sliced through them and reassembled a composite photograph by
picking and choosing pieces from each original photograph. The purpose of the experiment was
to see how much of the information of each of the original photographs could be retained in the
composite. After playing for a while with the various pieces, I realized that, if the final composite
retained information-rich pieces from both photographs (eyes, nose, mouth, etc.), one could
reconstruct the missing information enough to be able to see both faces in the same space that
previously each occupied alone (Figure 6). In this “Self-portrait," dualism is not only evident
between the two faces looking away from one another but also between two radiant sources of
fragmentation hiding beyond the frame, one at the viewer's left and the other at the top. It
suggests that the essence of dualism and the causes of the ensuing fragmentation lie outside the
frame of phenomena (life’s “conspiracy” as I described it earlier).
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FIGURE 6. SELF-PORTRAIT, CIRCA 1985

If a face was a visually strong and immediately recognizable structure whose missing
information could be easily reconstructed by the mind even after it was chopped up, what
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would the musical analogue of a strong structure be which could survive similar mutilation in
the domain of sound? The answer again came seemingly effortlessly: it was the music of Johann
Sebastian Bach, which, more than any other composer’s, had a stealthy inner logic able to
withstand significant external interference. Just like the face in the “Self-portrait," some of
Bach’s music could be “chopped up," reassembled and still be recognizable. The urge to
musically mutilate Bach may have also had deeper seated causes. Bach and I shared the same
birthday, and it was his music that I heard on the radio in Volos as a teenager that convinced me
that I wanted to become a composer. There was enough identification therefore with this
composer to make me feel that everything inflicted upon Bach was as if it was inflicted upon me
and, therefore, Bach was a fair game for abuse.
My first and only attempt to create the music equivalent of the “Self-portrait” was a short work
for accordion and digital audio playback called Equivoque. Written for Toronto-based
accordionist Joseph Petric, Equivoque is based on Contrapunctus XII from Bach’s The Art of the
Fugue. This short piece sounds bi-tonal, but it is more than that. The two keys (the original D
minor and its tonal “afterimage," A-flat minor, a tritone away) are not superimposed as in
bitonality but are interpolated instead into alternating time-slices. Each group of these
alternating time-slices contains the entire music in one of the two keys. In performance, the
accordionist and the stereo audio playback fire rapidly sixteenth-note quanta (the contents of
each of these time-slices) according to a pre-compositional system of shifting weights between
the two tonalities which allows the listener’s brain to perceive the music as shifting
quantitatively between these two tonal poles. If the term “bipolar” did not have a specific
medical meaning, it would have been a good way of describing how the listener’s brain is forced
to process the musical information of Equivoque. 117
Equivoque can be best described as a cerebral celebration of dualism. Because of this, it
garnered political support in musical circles in which I no longer felt that I belonged. I am
referring to the musical “intelligentsia” of that time; colleagues who held to a vaguely
articulated creed of what an artist is and ought to do, and which endorsed implicitly, and

For a lengthier description of the conceptual framework of Equivoque and musical examples, read
the essay (Hatzis, The Art of the Palimpsest: Compositional Approaches to the Music of J. S. Bach
1998) http://homes.chass.utoronto.ca/~chatzis/Palimpsest/palimpsest.htm
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occasionally explicitly, dualism as the foundation of reality and philosophical thought. For me,
the piece was a rite of passage through a world that I had just been born to and needed to
understand and eventually transcend. To do so, it meant that I would have to start from the
world of phenomena and follow any thread that would lead me back to the world of substance
and oneness—the world from where I was dropped off a few short years earlier. Many of the
colleagues who supported me because of Equivoque during those early days of my career
considered my subsequent musical development as suspect and treated my work (and me with
it) with quiet, and occasionally vocal, disapproval during the years that followed. A lot of this
was due to the fact that most members of this seemingly rarefied “upper crust” of the musical
world were contented in existing within the world of phenomena and political correctness
without any desire to ask ontological questions of substance, the answers to which would have
certainly exposed their folly. For example, while many of them approved of Equivoque for its
overt dualism, they rejected Arcana for its neo-romanticism, not mindful of the fact that
romanticism (and therefore neo-romanticism) was the ultimate celebration of dualism.
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SPRING EQUINOX

This game of “musical photography” continued with another work called Stylus, also based on
The Art of the Fugue. In a typical Oswaldesque 118 manner, a live performance of Contrapunctus
VII begins to stumble and fall into a series of “time traps," looping constantly in asymmetrical
repetitions, reminiscent of a skimping gramophone stylus. When released, it moves forward
again until it is caught anew in a different “time trap." These traps sometimes happen within
other, larger ones, so the continuity of the Bach original is eventually completely distorted but,
in the process, new minimalist-like continuities, discontinuities and asymmetries emerge, which
transform the overall character of the music. This overtly conceptual piece was not accepted as
readily as Equivoque. In the mind of the purists, my engagement with the material was minimal
and entirely conceptual, so I did not merit the claim of authorship but instead I was found guilty
of cultural appropriation.
Similar charges were leveled against John Oswald (who was mentioned earlier as the editor of
Crucifix) by both the classical music establishment and the music industry. His situation was
even more precarious than mine because, unlike me, he was working with copyrighted material,
ethically (but not legally) defended by his philosophical claim to “share-right." But, perhaps for
different reasons, both John and I were experiencing a crude awakening into a world in which
ideas were considered potentially dangerous and, consequently, the reaction by the power
brokers in society could be formidable. Of course all this is common knowledge in the post-9/11
era, when ideas and beliefs threaten to tear our world apart but, back then, after three
generations or so of public indifference towards composers of classical music, my generation
had come to believe (we were taught to believe by our own teachers) that no matter what we
did, it didn’t really matter in the slightest because society didn’t care about contemporary music
anymore. American composer Milton Babbitt's much quoted article "Who Cares If You
Listen?" 119 epitomized this attitude. The indifferent “system” could of course be played against
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Applying John Oswald’s plunderphonic technique to concert music.
(Babbitt 1967)
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itself. In some respects, John Oswald did just that and, in so doing, he joined a grand tradition of
artists who deliberately manipulated the media, starting with John Cage and his New York
School of the Fifties, or perhaps even earlier with the widely publicized aesthetic wars between
the followers of Igor Stravinsky and Arnold Schoenberg, two of the grand icons of early 20th
century music.
Playing the game of your opponent to your advantage is considered of course “hip” in a
postmodern relativistic universe, whose culture is dominated by video games based on armed
conflict and martial violence. It is also a strategy fraught with spiritual danger, for one day you
realize that you have become the very problem that you seek to overcome. You can employ
martial arts tactics and use your opponent’s strength to your advantage, but ultimately, by
engaging your opponent in combat, you have firmly placed both your opponent and yourself
inside a dualist universe and, in such universe, you both lose spiritually. Against this martial arts
technique, a different one was offered by Jesus of Nazareth, which I understand as “the Christ
pattern." You engage your opponent but, instead of manipulating his strength, you gladly accept
his blows without returning them. It sounds insane and defeatist, and, from a dualist
perspective, it is. But death in a dualist universe means birth in a monist one. Accepting the
experience of defeat results in the experience of oneness and the interconnectedness of All, and
this is the ultimate meaning of Christ’s self-sacrifice. Having said all this, I should clarify that the
above is an afterthought made in hindsight. If I had consciously understood all this back then,
my experience of the 1980s would have almost certainly been different. I say “consciously”
because the knowledge was already unconsciously implanted in me and it was holding me back
like an invisible hand every time that I was ready to grab on to an opportunity which would
advance me prematurely into the spotlight. The more I was held back (which felt more like I was
knocked out,) the closer I was to learning this lesson the hard way. Or was I?
As I already said, my company and guiding light in the mid-eighties was Bach, a composer who
lived his remarkably prolific life in relative obscurity and whose music remained in historical
incubation for nearly a hundred years after his death. He was a deeply religious and humble
man, even though he must have been aware of the extraordinariness of his musical talent. The
Art of the Fugue, his swan song, was a monumental mathematical and musical achievement.
Left incomplete, there has been a great deal of conjecture about how it would have ended (or
why it did not end), and quite a few theorist/composers since Bach have written conclusions of
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their own, including one by Douglas Green, my theory teacher at Eastman. 120 The last fugue
would have been presumably a quadruple fugue and is based on a permutational matrix 121
derived from the extant first three fugues, so today we know more about what the missing
music would have been like in this work than in any other incomplete work in music history. This
is not surprising. The vigor of Bach’s structure imbues his work with holographic consistency: the
information about the structure of a missing limb is already encoded in the DNA of the whole
and can be decoded elsewhere in the body. As I already mentioned it was this holographic
consistency that originally attracted me to The Art of the Fugue as prima materia for my musicophotographic essays.
There were also other, serendipitous reasons that led me to Bach. We were both born on the
day of the Spring Equinox, March 21, and, as I already mentioned, I felt that I was at the very
beginning of my spiritual journey through materiality, a position which in the zodiac cycle is
occupied by the Spring Equinox. The year was 1985. I was called by Citizenship Canada to be
sworn in as a Canadian citizen on the date of my birthday which happened to be J. S. Bach’s
300th Birthday. When I mentioned to the immigration court judge the significance of the day
during the usual small talk after the ceremony, she gave me a blank stare. No matter. The
synchronicity was too strong to ignore, and I considered it to be a good omen for me as a citizen
of my new country. Two days later, on Rania’s birthday, the massive Bach 300 Festival in
Toronto celebrating the accomplishment and legacy of this musical giant featured a concert of
contemporary music which included yet another of my musical essays on The Art of the Fugue,
called Spring Equinox. It was the most auspicious forum for my music so far. It promised to be
the career break that I was waiting for. Rhombus Media, a young film production company
which became internationally known years later with feature films such as The Red Violin, was
filming the event for a subsequent documentary and had already done an interview with me in
my home about the work and its connection to Bach’s music. But the whole affair turned into a
disaster, mainly due to errors during the premiere caused by me as I was handling the primitive

https://symposium.music.org/index.php/33-34/itemlist/user/1023-douglassmgreen Last visited
2020 12 23.
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(Göncz 1997)
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computer setup for the playback elements of the music. That experience and its aftermath had
left a bitter taste in my mouth that has lingered for some time.
I will not enter into details, as the purpose of this book is not to push other individuals and their
careers into the mud, so let’s just say that I was robbed of this and other opportunities as a
result of a colleague’s unwarranted ambition and deft political skill. There were a few other
colleagues, who either because of artistic insecurity or because my outsider status established
me in their minds as an easy prey, (or, more likely because of karma) made my life even more
difficult during those already difficult days. Often my gladiatorial survival instinct prevailed and
labeled one of them persona non grata. He eventually maneuvered into positions of relative
influence within the symphony orchestra world, so this severe designation came with a steep
price for me and my music. It would have been easy for me to remedy this, particularly later on,
when my music became established nationally and its absence from their respective spheres of
influence became increasingly (and embarrassingly) conspicuous, but I did not. As a result of this
political and ideological intransience on my part, my career as an orchestral composer did not
start until years later than it could have otherwise, and then mostly with regional orchestras
located far from Toronto. The hurt inflicted on me by these individuals was principally selfinflicted due to my own lingering sense of failure to forgive and forget and to not be judgmental.
This has been the hardest lesson for me to learn from the Master who repeatedly indicated that
forgiveness was the only ticket to redemption. My condemnation of others was selfcondemnation. My deeper “I” desired to be tested in the hottest crucible possible and my
narrower “I” was failing repeatedly when the opportunity presented itself to dissolve these
karmic bonds with mutual forgiveness. As the opportunity diminishes with age, I hope to put this
gladiatorial instinct to rest forever and dissolve these karmic bonds.
This “strategy," if one could call it that, of burning bridges with anyone I thought of as unworthy
or unsavory left many scars, mostly on me, but also on the targets of my ire. It also documented
my continuing inability to live up to the principles that I believe in, of which I wrote about as
recently as four paragraphs ago. This continuing resentment and antagonism have become the
litmus test of my own spiritual progress or retardation and has produced mostly failing results so
far. But has anything positive also come out of this? Does this coin have a flip side? I think it has
and does. Already by 1985, I was becoming aware of the fact that, if I wanted my music to go
places where I could not because of all the forces that were holding me back, this music would
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have to have a great deal of relevance and meaning for the group of people who were not
bound by or concerned about the politics of my profession. That group would include most
listeners. Conversely, those who had a vested interest in the politics of contemporary music
(fellow composers, new music presenters, arts councils, music critics, etc.) could be easier
swayed by colleagues with better social skills and a willingness to float aimlessly with the
prevailing political currents. Because of my uncompromising principles and unenviable
personality traits, I would be dead fish in such a pond.
So, after these early experiments with Bach, and the realization that I could not, and neither did
I wish to, become part of the inner circle of contemporary classical composition, I spread out my
wings to a different world which was not dualistic but pluralistic. I would discover unity not by
batting heads against my dual alter ego and hoping that I could get past it, but by going in the
exactly opposite direction: leaving dualism behind and embracing as many parts of the human
mosaic as I was capable of, hoping to eventually arrive at an understanding of unity though a
transcendental understanding of the fragmented whole. This desire became pervasive and
gradually took me out of the kind of isolation which had been my intellectual and artistic
hallmark in the past. It also opened me to musical worlds which were routinely demonized by
most of my colleagues, such as World and pop music. I began to see healthy potential where
many classical composers saw conspiracy. I felt perhaps naively that, where market forces
prevail, backroom politics don’t, or are exposed for what they are soon enough, and that this
can only be a good thing. By saying this, I should not be creating the impression that I was
idolizing the commercial music industry; I wasn’t. I was aware of the politics of greed that were
pervasive in that world too. But I was becoming painfully aware of the ostrich attitude which
was pervasive within the musical ivory tower and where I presumably belonged. I did not wish
to be caught off guard as an artist during a time when momentous changes were taking place in
the culture all around me.
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EARTHRISE AND QUATERNIO

World Music officially began in 1980 with the establishment of WOMAD (World of Music, Arts
and Dance) founded by pop icon Peter Gabriel. Most of the world became aware of the genre by
the release in 1996 of Graceland, by Paul Simon, and more so by Peter Gabriel’s groundbreaking
soundtrack to Martin Scorsese’s film, The Last Temptation of Christ, in 1989. I did not become
familiar with this genre until I saw the controversial film in 1990, but from 1987 on, I had started
experimenting with world music, jazz and pop materials in my work. The impulse was twofold.
On one hand, world music, the music of the world, represented the Other, the element that was
missing from my music so far. On the other hand, this was the time of the advent of the
affordable personal computer and the MIDI interface, two exciting new technologies which
made it possible to test-drive composition in a way which was hitherto impossible. In the past,
the ability of composers to hear their work before the premiere performance was as good as
their keyboard skills and, even then, considerably limited. Some pianist/composers were able to
play an orchestral score on the piano if the overall texture fell within the reach of their fingers,
but even then, this left the multiplicity of orchestral timbres unaccounted for. Very few
composers were able to play their chamber or orchestral scores from beginning to end on the
piano without stopping along the way. Even in these rare cases, a great deal of the mind's
capacity was dedicated to the task of playing an instrument and not to critical evaluation of the
compositional material at hand. For all other composers, like me, whose keyboard skills were
minimal (the North American educational system had produced many such composers), the
problem of hearing one's composition became significantly exacerbated. Professor Phyllis Clark,
my piano teacher back at Eastman, had warned me about how my lack of interest in practicing
the piano would affect my compositional career later, and I had ignored her warnings. Now, as I
was attempting to move beyond my one-idea pieces of the seventies and early eighties, I
realized how valuable her advice had been and the artistic cost of ignoring it.
I knew that the ability to "hear" the compositional material in my mind with utmost detail was
crucial, since I could not hear it on the piano due to my lack of keyboard skills. I also knew that
the aspect of the composition that suffered the most from such lack of concentration was the
overall structure of a work. Depending on the composition's complexity, the structure of most
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pieces of contemporary music would begin to crumble after a while because the composer was
not able to maintain his/her concentration and control over such vast amounts of data. My
earlier attempts to solve this problem included spreading out the pages of the music on the
floor of a hallway and literally walking through the composition down the hallway to get a sense
of the structure of the overall work. Such desperate measures were of some assistance but
paled in significance to what the personal computer made possible in terms of controlling
rigorous musical structures. Even though the early software, like the Steinberg Pro-24, which I
used on a primitive Atari computer, were crude and with very cumbersome and occasionally
unpredictable user interfaces, I immediately embraced the computer as the tool that could save
me from my inadequate piano skills. This engagement with technology had a liberating effect on
my work. I could now hear the overall structure without actively engaging in performance. I
could play a section or the entire movement repeatedly until the rough edges became obvious
and could be fixed. But, most importantly, I could now start "pushing" the compositional
material precipitously close to breaking point, knowing all along through this auditioning process
how much the overall structure could accommodate before starting to crumble. I was testing
the strength of the structure, by pushing it to the brink. With the aid of computers, "stress
testing," an engineering concept, could now be applied to musical composition.
Another idea which was made possible by the personal computer was what I later described as
"cultural counterpoint" which I have touched upon earlier. Instead of traditional counterpoint,
which is the interaction between two or more melodic lines unfolding on top of each other, I
could cross-reference entire musical statements belonging to diverse geographical and/or
chronological contexts: for example, a Latin American tango pitted against South Asian music or
Renaissance polyphony, or a Cape Breton fiddle tune working on top of a fugue from J. S. Bach's
The Art of the Fugue. Cultural counterpoint was not collage which was a favorite technique of
postmodernists. Instead, it was governed by my desire to discover a convergence of meaning, or
rather a deeper, more universal meaning, which transcended local, culture-specific modes of
musical communication. This search for deeper substance, despite surface contradictions, was
not only exhaustive but also very exhausting. Working with a crude interface and trying to
discover and define rules of engagement as I went along required the kind of concentration
which pushed me to the limits of my ability and kept me knocking my head against the wall for
hours at a time in search of solutions to nearly impossible conceptual and structural problems.
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The word "impossible" did not exist in my vocabulary at that time. Having no professional
pressures to speak of (no one, I felt, wanted my music anyway) meant that I could devote myself
to solving difficult compositional problems with the kind of obsession a person with a normal life
could not afford. In the absence of demand for my work, this problem solving became a selfdirected purpose. I do not recall having to concentrate as hard and as deliberately on problem
solving before or even since. This exercise required a completely different set of skills that I had
developed through my schooling or since I finished university. It was like solving a multidimensional puzzle, a Rubik’s Cube with significantly greater number of moveable parts. As I
have already mentioned earlier, a problem occupied me for hours at a time, usually through the
entire night, and the solution stubbornly refused to present itself. I continued struggling with
the problem and came up with one inelegant and unsatisfactory solution after another only to
discard them all, until there was simply not an ounce of energy left in my mind or my body.
Usually I was too wired to sleep it off. on most such nights, I sat in front of the TV set and
watched anything (B-movies, telemarketing—whatever was on during the wee hours, including
the video noise after station sign-off) sometimes for as long as twelve hours non-stop. I was not
aware of what I was watching and not very much conscious of my surroundings. Rania got used
to these habits of mine and simply ignored me although, I am sure, she must have been
privately despairing over what must have appeared to her to be the symptoms of major
depression. Once the audiovisual information barrage brought me to a state of complete stupor,
with my neural network completely overloaded and overwhelmed, I slept for many hours and
upon awakening, completely refreshed, I went to my computer and I instantly found the
solution to the problem that seemed insurmountable 24 or 48 hours earlier.
It was closer to the time of writing this memoir twenty five years later that I realized that I was
subjecting myself to a process of mental deconstruction which is accomplished today by
protracted exposure to the internet. In his book The Shallows: What the Internet is Doing to our
Brains, Nicholas Carr writes:
As most of us know from experience, if we concentrate too intensively on a tough
problem, we can get stuck in a mental rut. Our thinking narrows and we struggle vainly
to come up with new ideas. But if we let the problem sit unattended for a time—if we
"sleep on it"—we often return to it with a fresh perspective and a burst of creativity.
Research by Ap Dijksterhuis, a Dutch psychologist who heads the Unconscious Lab at
Radboud University in Nijmegen, indicates that such breaks in our attention give our
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unconscious mind time to grapple with a problem, bringing to bear information and
cognitive processes unavailable to conscious deliberation. We usually make better
decisions, his experiments reveal, if we shift our attention away from a difficult mental
challenge for a time. But Dijksterhuis's work also shows that our unconscious thought
processes don't engage with a problem until we've clearly and consciously defined the
problem. If we don't have a particular intellectual goal in mind, Dijksterhuis writes,
"unconscious thought does not occur." 122
During this period in the late eighties, which I described earlier as a particularly trying on me and
those around me, I felt completely disconnected from my immediate environment, but my
creativity and my ability to concentrate experienced unprecedented heights—unprecedented
for me that is. Somewhere between the usually unhappy circumstances of my domestic life and
these concentration feats that I just described, I developed the ability to block out all unwanted
information, no matter how intrusive, and concentrate on a task with minimal effort. In contrast
to my college years, when trying to compose in school practice rooms with different kinds of
music leaking through the walls felt like psychological torture, I was now able to concentrate
and compose in any sonic environment I found myself in. Sometimes, friends visiting me would
hear a loud construction team working next door and ask, "how can you possibly compose in
this mayhem?" They were baffled when they were told that I hadn't noticed that the noise was
there at all until after they brought it to my attention. After that, it was difficult to block it out
again but before that, my mind was unconsciously trained to be oblivious to such noise. The
easiest sounds to block out were the kinds that could be bundled together as unintelligible, such
as noise. Conversely, music, even of the purposely banal kind like Muzak, could not be ignored,
no matter how soft or in the background. I hate soft background music in restaurants, shopping
malls or in the earphones of the person sitting next to me because I strain my attention to hear
every detail at the expense of not paying attention to a conversation in the foreground or to the
task at hand. On the other hand, when a number of different kinds of music reach me at the
same time in a way that the composite signal becomes too complex, information-wise, and I am
not able to follow any one stream independently (the "practice room" phenomenon), my mind
can increasingly compress all this sonic complexity into one "noise" gestalt, block it and allow
me to compose undisturbed.

122

(Carr 2010) p. 119. (Dijksterhuis 2004) pp. 586 - 598. (Bos 2008) pp. 1114 - 1120
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In my case, the warnings that Carr and other contemporary thinkers make about the danger of
media in distracting us from attentive and uninterrupted thinking seem to have been
unwarranted. After this protracted exposure to media stimulation, my concentration sharpened,
my sense of structure was significantly enhanced as did my ability to process mentally more
quickly and follow several threads of thought at the same time. The latter ability can be
admittedly attributed to the way overexposure to media reshapes the structure of our brains,
but not the former ones. If my foreground thinking (both musical and otherwise) appeared to be
more tangential and fragmented, it was because my understanding of problems and their
solution required simultaneous approach from several different directions. It was not thoughtscattering: it was multidirectional problem targeting expressing itself through the unfriendly
medium of linear language: linearity with lots of edits and sequential displacement on the
surface, but a unifying structure below the surface. The phenomenon of geographic and
temporal dislocation that one associates with frequent edits in a film was more pronounced in
my case, but so was the underlying unity which emerged and replaced a weakly conceived unity
of the surface. Even though less visible, my structure became more real and deeper. My
thoughts and my music held together tighter than ever before despite their scattered syntax.
The pieces of this period of high concentration followed each other in rapid succession. I have
already expounded on The Temptation of St. Anthony, which already displayed all the stylistic
elements that were to remain predominant in the subsequent four works that formed the
Earthrise cycle and well beyond that cycle. Inspired by the paintings by the same name by
Salvador Dali and Max Ernst and the eclectic dance of Robert Desrosiers, The Temptation of St.
Anthony is a restless work that belonged to no existing musical genre. The first half of the piece
is a series of stylistic mirages that touch upon various popular music genres, while the second
half makes overt references to the style of Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring and ends with a false
Hollywood-like “apotheosis.” Like in the paintings that it drew its inspiration from, the concept
of temptation in this piece is earthly and there is cynicism in the treatment of the subject, which
was reflective of the cynicism I felt about a lot of things during the eighties. But there is also
evidence of a slow awakening in it, which contributed to the recognition that the main theme of
my life during the years 1980-1994 was about temptation and testing.
I have already talked about the reception of The Temptation of St. Anthony at the Patras
International festival and the reaction of Iannis Xenakis and most of the other conferees to it.
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His reaction was not unique in the electroacoustic and new music world, although there were
noticeable exceptions. As I have also mentioned, at year’s end, Two New Hours, the weekly new
music show on CBC Radio was playing the year’s favorite pieces. David Jaeger, the executive
producer of the show, chose The Temptation of St. Anthony as his favorite work of that year. I
can imagine him wearing his trademark mischievous smile as he was announcing and playing my
piece. David was not averse to controversy: it made for good radio. Through radio, my music
was beginning to reach a national audience which was less concerned with the aesthetic politics
of the inner circle. “Two New Hours” was not reaching the wider audience that I was hoping for,
but after protracted exposure through this show, other more mainstream CBC Radio shows with
wider audience started broadcasting my music.
The Temptation of St. Anthony was followed by Nadir for viola and tape in 1988. It was
dedicated to the memory of Morton Feldman and Gwendolyn MacEwen. Both had passed away
the previous year. Nadir is a relentlessly dark dance in the ancient Dorian mode (the Gregorian
and modern Phrygian). 123 Also in 1988 came Crucifix, for Chari Polatos which premiered during
his memorial concert, followed by Orbiting Garden for piano and tape in 1989. The latter was a
commission by American pianist Anthony DeMare who was planning a concert in Toronto in
memory of Morton Feldman and had commissioned former students of Feldman’s to compose
works for this event. Stylistically, Orbiting Garden took the tendencies of the previous works to
their ultimate conclusion. Relentlessly driven by pop-infused rhythmic ideas, phasing
microrhythms and constantly shifting textures, Orbiting Garden is probably still to this day the
most detailed and time consuming piece I have ever composed. It took many months of nonstop struggle with the primitive technology that I had in my disposal to get it completed. In the
closing coda, there is a brief moment of repose and tranquility provided by a pre-recorded,
improvised vocal line by Chari Polatos before the music returns to its frantic pace and drives
forward to the final chord.
There is a light-hearted episode related to Chari’s recording of that closing line. As I had no
proper recording facilities at home and no money to rent a studio, I asked David Jaeger if Chari

An expanded version of this piece for string quartet under the same title became the third
movement of my String Quartet No. 2 (The Gathering) in 1999.
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and I could go to the CBC and record this passage in a studio there. He booked an interview
studio for this, a tinny well insulated room with a microphone in front of a chair with foam
insulation around the mike to block the popping sounds of certain consonants. Chari had
consumed heavy drugs and generous portions of alcohol the night before and, when I called him
in the morning, he did not remember that we were to record at CBC in less than an hour. In
panic, he tried to bring himself to his senses quickly and give his voice a shock treatment with
something drastic. In his condition, he was barely able to speak, let alone sing. So, he chewed
several bulbs of garlic in rapid succession—everything, the skins included. His blood shot eyes
looked like they were about to pop out, and the stench was unbearable. We got into his car and
he drove like a mad man to the Jarvis Street studios of CBC Radio. David Jaeger and David
“Stretch" Quinney, the engineer, placed Chari in front of the microphone literally holding their
noses and Stretch jested “I have no idea how he will breathe in this tiny, sealed room, let alone
sing." As usual with Chari the recording was powerful and flawless. As we were about to leave
the building, we saw a number of black limousines pulling into the CBC parking lot.
A couple of days later, David Jaeger called to tell me about all the commotion in the building
after we left. Apparently, the limousines we saw on our way out were bringing Michael Wilson,
the Federal Minister of Finance, a conservative, who was about to do an interview on national
radio regarding the just announced federal budget. Unsuspecting, a different set of producers
and engineers brought Mr. Wilson into the same interview room where Chari had just chanted,
which still reeked with an odious stench of garlic that was by all accounts quite unbearable. The
Minister threw a fit, probably suspecting that the CBC producers had done this on purpose
(there has been a long history of distrust between the federal conservatives and the national
broadcaster). After a brief inquiry, it was established that there was no sabotage involved but
Chari and I (and, secretly, our CBC friends) had felt very pleased about the turn of events that
day which had started rather inauspiciously.
The premiere of Orbiting Garden received mixed but strong reactions. In the context of all the
other quiet pieces in memory of Feldman and Feldman’s own, mine was thought of as a
tasteless provocation. To me, it was my musical and philosophical answer to a teacher who had
taught me a great deal but whose ideas on art and life I did not espouse. This was my farewell to
Feldman and his followers. Never again did I intersect with their world.
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As an addendum to Orbiting Garden, this composition proved impossible to perform coherently
by even strong and dedicated performers, initially because of its cryptic (and, as it turned out
later, flawed) notation (Figure 7). To exacerbate the problem, after neglecting to transfer the

original audio file of this piece to the newer generations of digital audio capturing and computer
technology (I switched to the PC platform in the early nineties), the click track of the original
playback was lost, as was the original MIDI and audio tracks of my Atari DAW. All I was left with
was a stereo file of the original tape part which was beginning to show its age. Forty years later,
in 2019, still lamenting that Orbiting Garden, my most labor-intensive composition to date,
never had a fair chance of showing its true colors, I recreated the original audio spending
months again trying to update some of the sounds of acoustic instruments in the original audio
(particularly the solo French horn) while also preserving its original dated quality, While at it, I
also significantly rewrote the solo piano part. Orbiting Garden came back to life again and in
2020 it was recorded in a studio by the New York-based pianist William Hobbs for an upcoming
CD of mostly my piano music. The production stalled due to the Covid-19 pandemic, to hopefully
continue in the foreseeable future.

FIGURE 7. ORIGINAL NOTATION OF “ORBITING GARDEN"
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The final composition in the Earthrise cycle was composed in 1990. I had just purchased a new,
faster computer, an Atari Mega4, with four megabytes of RAM compared to the half megabyte
of my first one. I was doing good progress on the piece, when a crash in combination with poor
backup habits caused me to lose all my data. I was devastated, for it meant that several weeks’
worth of work was lost suddenly and irrevocably. When I found the will to start composing
again, I decided that I would not try to recapture the lost music but would start on a different
plan altogether. I was already applying the lessons that Chari had taught me. Things happen for
a purpose and I wanted to turn the loss into a new opportunity. Commissioned by one of my
music’s early champions, violist Douglas Perry, The Mega4 Meta4 consisted entirely of material
borrowed from the earlier pieces in the Earthrise cycle, plus the music of the Albinoni Adagio for
Organ and Strings, which had appeared briefly in Orbiting Garden before this occasion. The only
new material was the pentatonic melodies at the very opening juxtaposed against sounds of
firearms and human sounds of immense pain, recorded by me in the studio. It was composed
during the aftermath of the Chinese government’s bloody suppression of the student uprising in
Beijing’s Tiananmen Square, an event that reminded me of similar events in 1973 at the
Polytechnic School of Athens. The piece was given its premiere and a few other performances by
Douglas and then it was recorded on CD by Steven Dann, and internationally renowned violist
and former neighbor on Fulton Avenue. It is a fiendishly difficult work for the soloist, particularly
in its coordination with the electroacoustic component, and this may have something to do with
why it has been seldom performed since. It was transcribed eighteen years later for viola and
orchestra under the title Rebirth at the request of Steven Dann. For reasons that had to do with
label logistics, Earthrise was never compiled as a CD project as originally planned. Three of its
member compositions, Nadir, Crucifix and The Mega4 Meta4, were included in my first solo CD
called “Byzantium.” After many years of hibernation, Nadir and The Mega4 Meta4 began
reappearing rather regularly on stages during the second decade of the 21st Century. As a
concert piece, Crucifix died with Chari Polatos. I have not met any other singer who could do
justice to it. Perhaps I dread hearing it from anyone else as it has been embedded in my mind to
my prematurely lost friend. As for the rest of the pentalogy, I have been constantly thinking of
reimagining these complex mixed-media compositions of my early career in different new
configurations: In an expanded form, Nadir was transformed into the third movement of my
String Quartet No. 2 (The Gathering) in 2000 and enjoyed a long life as a completely acoustic
work.
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In 1989 I began work on a different cycle of mixed media works which are collectively called
Quaternio. The first one was Pavillons en l’ Air, for tuba, percussion and tape. It was
commissioned by the CBC for tubist Scott Irvine and percussionist Beverley Johnston, who were
life partners and were looking for new duets for their unusual combination of instruments so
that they could perform together. I had known Beverley Johnston for quite a few years: she was
the percussionist in the premiere performance of my Arcana back in 1983. Since then she had
grown in reputation as one of the best percussionists around and I was thrilled to have been
asked to compose music for her. (Not in my wildest imagination could I have pictured her and
me walking down the aisle a bit more than a decade later and living happily ever after, as it
happened indeed in 2000.) Pavillons en l’ Air was different in character than my earlier works.
The extroverted, hyper-rhythmic character of the Earthrise works gave way to a more
introverted, moody style with gentler, more ambient textures. The external reason for this was
some new sound modules with better, richer sounds which I had purchased prior to embarking
on the composition of this piece and a digital signal processing unit, which enabled me to place
all these sounds in ambient contexts. The tempi slowed down significantly, and the music
became more languid and introverted. I was nearing the end of my years in the crucible and,
although my exterior life was still as chaotic as ever, my psyche was aware of impending
changes. The music was, as usual, the most reliable barometer for these changes working deep
inside me.
The next composition in the cycle was The Birth of Venus for double bass and tape playback. I
started composing it very soon after Maria, my daughter, was born in June 1990. Roughly ten
years had passed since I started drawing the harmonic Mandala shapes of Figure 3 and the
rhythmic structure of The Law of One (Figure 1). I revisited these ideas in this work for, as I had
mentioned earlier, the birth of my daughter was an event that reconnected me with those
magical experiences of ten years earlier. The harmonic cycles of The Law of One were now
“smaller” and more intimate: on a human scale. Their intellectual vigor was gone; only their
beauty remained. Unassumingly, a child-like lullaby appears, superimposed on the familiar
lullaby by Johannes Brahms in timbres that remind of multiple music boxes playing together,
softly bending and/or dissolving and all this sound world is emerging from sounds of water, the
element that makes life possible. The work was not as successful as I had hoped. The ideas had
more to do with my feelings about the gift of my daughter who had just entered this world and
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less with the double bass, a choice necessitated by a commission for the instrument by
American experimental bassist Robert Black. For the longest time I thought that the musical
ideas of The Birth of Venus would have been more appropriate for a large orchestra and I kept
the composition at the back of my mind as a candidate for such a resurrection. Finally, in 2020, a
commission request for a concerto for marimba and large orchestra arrived from Theodor
Milkov, one of the world’s foremost marimbists, and the theme of the second movement fitted
the music of The Birth of Venus, which was significantly reimagined for the occasion. Completed
in mid-summer 2020, the concerto is called Vernal Equinox, celebrating the Bicentennial of the
declaration of the Greek War of Independence. (The second movement is titled The (Re)Birth of
Venus.) Here is the relevant part of the program note,
The curious title of the second movement, The (Re)Birth of Venus, has a literal and a
metaphorical allegiance to the main theme. This movement is the reincarnation of a 30year-old composition, The Birth of Venus, for contrabass and electronics, which I penned
in 1990 immediately after the birth of my daughter Maria, who, like in the Greek myth
of Aphrodite (Venus), emerged from the waters as the pinnacle of natural beauty. (The
rethinking of this composition thirty years later was partly intended as a 30th birthday
gift to her.) In connection with the thematic of this older composition in its new role as
the second movement of Vernal Equinox, the inspiration was the little-noticed and
discussed role that the massive Greek migration of scholars and artists before and soon
after the Fall of Constantinople in 1453 played in the advent of the Renaissance
movement in Italy and the rest of Europe. The Greek themes of early Renaissance
painting and sculpture is a clear indication of this cultural and intellectual Greek infusion
from the east. My focal point of this moment of reciprocity between Greece and Europe
was the painting The Birth of Venus by Sandro Botticelli, one of the masterpieces of the
Early Renaissance. (Botticelli was born eight years before the Fall of Constantinople and
grew up in an intellectual climate fermented by the new arrivals from the east.) The
Greek myth has Venus emerge from the foam of the ocean surf off the coast of Cyprus.
The music of The (Re)Birth of Venus is full of water and wind sounds all created by
extended techniques on the acoustic instruments of the orchestra, particularly the
percussion The result is a semi-magical soundscape replete with high-pitched sounds,
known music box tunes and simple melodies that a new-born child would enjoy.
The remaining two works in the Quaternio cycle are From the Vanishing Gardens of Eden for 12
violas and tape and Of Threads and Labyrinths for oboe, harp and tape. Except for Pavillons en l’
Air, which had a number of performances for several years after it was written, the original
versions of the other three pieces of the cycle did not have a very long stage life.
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A few months before Maria was born, I was visiting my family in Volos, Greece. My brother
Sotiris, an architect, had just finished a historically authentic reconstruction of an old home
which was almost in ruins. It belonged to Dimitra Galani, one of the best known Greek female
pop singers and songwriters of my generation. Dimitra invited us to visit her new home which
looked wonderful indeed. During our visit, she asked to hear some of my music and liked in
particular a song that I had written as an undergraduate student at the Eastman School of
Music, called Erotikos Logos (“Words of Love”) on texts by the Nobel Prize Greek poet Giorgos
Seferis. She expressed interest in singing this song, once completed (there was more text in the
poem that I had not yet set to music). As soon as I returned to Toronto, I started composing
Erotikos Logos from scratch and choosing the same instrumentation for the cycle that I used for
Arcana, minus percussion. A few years later, a different cycle was created on poems by Sappho,
also for the same instrumentation and all three cycles turned into a CD release, my second solo
CD, in 1996.
From as early as the Earthrise cycle, I was organizing my thinking about new works in terms of
larger cycles with the intention of eventually turning out thematically driven recording projects.
Most classical composers of my generation thought in terms of standalone works which were
the result of commissions and some of which might eventually end up in performer-centered
recording projects. Some of my music too ended up in such performer-centered recordings and
still does. Classical music record labels prefer performer-centered CDs, not least because many
recordings are sold by the performers during their concerts. Performers tour and are an
exploitable distribution chain, while composers for the most part don’t. The problem with
performer-centered recordings is that you often end up with a hodgepodge of pieces which
have no thematic or other relationship to one another or, if they do, the relationship is usually
tenuous. Such compilations don't make much sense to me. In such compilations, I usually
preferred those that had one contemporary piece somehow thematically connected with a
classical work so that a single theme was explored from different aesthetic and stylistic angles
(like, for example, the Ligeti Trio for Horn, Violin and Piano together with the Brahms Trio for
Horn, Violin and Piano in E flat major, opus 40, etc.). Thinking about thematically driven
recordings as something important so early in my career has contributed greatly to my career
success of later years.
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Soon after Maria was born, I was invited by choreographer Shobana Jeyasingh to take part in a
project in London, UK. Jeyasingh was a dancer/choreographer of Baratha Natyam, a South
Indian classical dance form. She was quite well known in London as a cross-over artist who
collaborated with western classical composers to create an art form which could be meaningful
to the large Indian community of the city but also to non-Indian contemporary dance and music
lovers. Her experiment was attracting a lot of attention and her work had a considerable
following. She had heard about my music from Guy Protheroe, a London musician/producer
whom I had met in Athens a few years earlier and had given him some recordings of my music.
Shobana was creating a new dance piece called Byzantium and wanted a composer who was
familiar with Byzantine music and culture, hence Guy’s recommendation of me. After several
telephone conversations, letters, sketches and videotapes going back and forth in the mail,
Shobana decided that the best way for our collaboration to take place would be for her to
assemble an exact duplicate of my Toronto studio in London and have me work with her and the
dancers in her studio. So, I moved with my floppy disks to London and when I entered the
Shobana Jeyasingh Dance Studio at the Theatre Group close to the Euston station, lo and
behold! My studio was there more or less all set up and ready to go.
Byzantium, my composition for oboe and tape was a different piece than anything I had created
till that time. First of all, the first two movements were based on rhythmic (foot) patterns that
Shobana had given me. I basically had to write music that made sense on top of existing
rhythmic structures provided by someone else. At first, it was a conceptually difficult
undertaking, but later I found the premise actually helpful. It forced me to think differently
about melody and rhythm. As I got into the spirit of the dance and understood what musical
elements were necessary to drive the dancers, Shobana trusted me with developing the foot
patterns for the third movement which turned out to be musically the most successful of the
three. In addition to its unique premise, the music of Byzantium was unique within my repertory
in other significant ways. Its outer movements are in the major mode, a mode which was rarely
featured in my music up until that time. During the eighties I naturally gravitated to minor or
minor-like modes. These modes better matched my predicament and the ethos of my subject
matters. In contrast, Byzantium was not just in major; it was imbued with triumphalism. It was
an outpouring of joy and panache, not as part of a surreal landscape, like the triumphalism at
the end of The Temptation of St. Anthony, but an honest and exuberant celebration presaging
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the finale of Constantinople, my best known work to date, composed ten years later. Beyond the
serendipitous titles, Byzantium and Constantinople had something else in common. The former
was written immediately after the birth of my daughter and the latter immediately after the
death of my father. Both events were celebrations in my mind. The passing of my father was a
celebration of a life brilliantly and fully lived in spite all the adversity that was encountered and
overcome in its course.
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THE TRANSITION YEARS

After 1992, the time I broke up with Rania and moved to the basement apartment that Nick
Mirkopoulos provided for me, things started moving rather quickly in my life. First there was a
need for grieving and healing. My best friend was dead, my marriage was effectively over, my
two-year-old daughter was growing up in someone else’s home, and all this happened in rapid
succession. I was also penniless, with no steady income and hardly any possessions. Even
essential household items were scarce, as I had left everything to Rania after our separation,
including the house and everything in it. All I took with me was my musical equipment, my
clothes and some of my books. I needed a meager income so that I could at least support my
child but music commissions, even though on the increase, were not producing enough income
to bring me above the poverty line. The Danforth Boîte playing jobs had dried up and I was living
from hand to mouth most of the time. I was also worried that I was taking advantage of Nick’s
generosity, although he never made me feel unwelcome, so I felt uncomfortable around him,
not knowing how to apologize for my imposition. I hid in his basement apartment avoiding
human contact as much as I could.
Thankfully some friends defied my wishes, like Andreas A., another academic who was making
his living as a musician on the Danforth and who later moved to England teaching theology at a
university there and eventually joining the Greek Orthodox priesthood. Andreas and I became
very close. He was also very close to Chari before the latter’s untimely death, so we filled each
other’s void during those trying years following Chari’s demise. He was also close to Rania and
my sister Elena and had helped them both (and everyone else, for that matter) with whatever
they needed. He had an uncanny ability to put people at ease, by offering the right perspective
but mostly by being a good listener, something I sorely lacked, and generously volunteering a
considerable amount of his time to help others, including me. I always envied Andreas for his
selfless dedication to other people’s needs, large or small. When he visited or we went out for a
bite somewhere, we talked about our little world, philosophy, theology, gossip, ideas—there
seemed to be no end to the things we could talk about. But I was mostly alone. My womb-like
dwelling was appropriate for how I felt in those days. I stayed mostly home and composed.
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Another friendship was also coming rapidly to the fore. Nikos Evdemon was a cinematographer I
had met in 1987 at a neighbor’s home on Fulton Avenue. He was one of CBC Television’s best
cinematographers, having worked in several of the network’s series and movies and garnering in
the process a few Gemini and other cinematography awards. Sometime during the nineties, he
took an early retirement from CBC, when the network was cutting back on in-house production,
and he continued as a freelancer. As with several of the ex-CBC people, his career blossomed
further in the freelance market and he became one of the in-demand television
cinematographers in the country. Nikos and his wife Reggie were wonderful people with
expansive personalities who, like Andreas, would go out of their way to make people around
them feel special. Thirteen years older than me, Nikos was a veritable entertainer. Every Greek
Easter he threw lavish feasts at his house inviting as many as two hundred guests from the film
and music industry but also people from every walk of life who happened to cross his path at
some point or another. Whole lambs roasting on a spit, a Greek Easter tradition, were the main
feature but there was a seemingly endless supply of food and drink too and Nikos invited all his
friends and their friends and their friends’ friends to join in the festivities. You never knew who
you would meet there. Around the rotisserie of Nikos’ roasting lambs, I first met Adrianne
Clarkson, who became the Governor General of Canada a few years later, and countless people
from the movie industry, too numerous to mention by name. Nothing was ever too big or too
difficult for Nikos. He was the master of the grand gesture and he did this not for showmanship
but driven by a genuine desire to please others and share his bounty of plenty.
Nikos and Reggie had a strong antipathy for religion, any religion. A discussion about religion
was sure to unleash some hurting comments from them, if you happened to be a religious
person. Their circle of friends was mostly of similar conviction—Andreas and I were the
exception. Their anti-religious tirades, however, did not diminish their affection for the person
they were directed to. Theirs was a perverse “evangelical” desire—“malangelical” would be a
better word for it—to preach atheism. It was all very strange. They were wonderful people,
good Samaritans and they had no personal scars that I could tell from any past experience with
the world of religion, yet at the mere mention of the subject, these wonderfully generous
people could become defiant, cynical and downright vehement. Although Andreas and they
drew close for a while, and for a brief period of time they even hosted Andreas at their home,
Andreas was gradually growing into a Christian fundamentalist and eventually he could no
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longer absorb what he considered to be relentless assaults on his beliefs from Nikos and Reggie.
I had no reason to doubt him. I too, experienced the furry of their convictions on a number of
occasions but did not find their anti-religious tirades particularly threatening to my convictions
perhaps because I sensed that, underneath these tirades, there were two loving individuals who,
ironically, embodied some of the most fundamental Christian virtues that I lacked.
Andreas had a falling out with Nikos and Reggie and, in allegorical and spiritual terms, this split
became for me a crossroads. On one hand Andreas’ lofty view of the world had been my own for
as far back as I can recall, except for the brief period in my youth when I was in psychological
denial. Andreas believed in God deeply, as did I, but with an increasingly doctrinal and academic
certitude that I found increasingly puzzling. Since my studies with Morton Feldman, the word
“academic” had turned into a negative semantic for me. It carried no spiritual weight at all, and I
tended to associate it with the kind of intellectual arrogance that tends to make people
spiritually blind. As a budding theologian, Andreas believed that the path to God led through
academic theology and the certitudes that it provided you with. My enthusiasm for Edgar
Cayce’s life and work was regarded all of a sudden as naïve by Andreas because Cayce did not
enjoy academic respectability and was considered to be at variance with orthodox creed. The
former was, is, true of course but, after spending my entire life studying and trying to
understand Edgar Cayce and his teaching, I reached the conclusion that this discrepancy was
more a reflection on academia than on Cayce. As for the orthodox creed, my strongest
resonance was never with a creed of any kind but rather with the life and utterances of the
protagonist of all Christian creeds, the Master to whom my heart and mind were completely
dedicated. My approach to religion through inner resonance, as I felt it and experienced it, was
“dangerous” according to Andreas for it could lead to heresy. He was quickly beginning to sound
more and more like my mother and my maternal grandfather. To my argument that the people
throughout history who are reported to have talked to God in person were mostly simpleminded illiterate people, he often retorted that this only happened by a special dispensation of
Grace from God, in other words it was a divine “anomaly” to the plan sanctioned by the Church
which endorsed salvation through “proxy”—the professional class of priests and theologians. I
was beginning to realize that at the core of my friend’s essence there was a strong need for
certitude and legitimacy which was offered to him by fundamentalism, not as a profound
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psychic experience, but as conservative intransigence masquerading for religion. Perhaps this is
too hard a characterization, but by that time I had become an expert in bridge-burning.
On the other hand, Nikos’ vehement denial of religion was a surface thing with perhaps deeper
psychological roots, but not as deep as his own spiritual center, ill at ease as he may have been
to admit to the very existence of such a thing. True to his name ("Evdemon," Gr. “eu-daemon”
lit. “good demon," meaning “virtuous," “prosperous," “happy” etc.), Nikos did not have a bad
bone in him. His negative traits (occasional emotional aggressiveness and infrequent anger
management problems) were surface personality characteristics with no deep roots. My karmic
attraction to him was due to my sensing of this luminous core, despite the surface
contradictions of his personality (I was certainly in no position to complain to others about
surface contradictions). Once I asked Nikos to tell me what he considered to be the most
alienating thing about God, as distinct from his aversion to “official” religion. He offered with
candor and without his usual dismissive body language the familiar argument “if God exists, how
can he allow all this suffering to take place in the world?” It was the same argument I had used
when I was in psychological denial in my early twenties. It was then that I realized that due to
the fact that Nikos’ father had died from Alzheimer’s disease before I met Nikos and his mother
died from Dementia several years later, Nikos was terrified by the idea that, for genetic reasons,
he may have to face a similarly inauspicious end himself. The experience of losing his loving
parents in this tragic manner must have left indelible scars on him but what scared him even
more was the possibility that he might subject his own family and the people that he loved to
the kind of suffering that he himself had experienced with his own parents when they reached
old age. In Nikos' mind suffering was evil—something to be avoided at all costs. He was not able
to see it as a gateway to significant spiritual growth, as I had grown to understand it through my
own life experience. Nikos and I became best friends and have remained so to this date. He has
retired now and has a lot of time in his hands and complains that we do not see each other
often enough, although I see him more often than any of my other friends. Andreas and I parted
company a few years later and went our separate ways. My mother would have disapproved of
my choice at this crossroads in my life, but I was starting to consider her disapproval to be the
litmus test of my own coming of age. I was dissolving several karmic bonds at the same time. But
some dissolves were more painful than others.
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One day back in 1993 out of the blue, the two sons of a family friend, who had been very
supportive during my early days in Toronto and had moved to Greece since, came to Canada for
a visit and invited themselves to my studio/apartment. I was very glad to see them. They were
into audio technology and were asking a lot of questions about my equipment and what each
gadget did, which of course I was happy to answer. Two days later, my studio was broken into
and every piece of equipment that had caught my visitors’ interest was gone. The police
inspector who examined the premises reported that whoever broke into the apartment had
been there recently, for they had tampered with the outside doors from the inside so that the
thieves would have easy access to the premises. It was difficult not to suspect my friend’s sons. I
told nothing to the police or to their father, but the event pushed me emotionally over the
brink. I became disillusioned and felt alienated from my environment. I felt like my life was on
hold. Just when there was a glimmer of light that things would change for the better, something
catastrophic happened to dash my hopes again. My composing stopped. The insurance helped
cover the cost of repurchasing some of the equipment, but roughly a year later there was
another break in, and this threw me into a spin again. I needed a stable environment to work in
and where I lived (in one of the least reputable parts of town with sex workers lining up the
sidewalk outside the house every night and a half-way house across the street) the environment
was anything but stable. But, when I allowed myself to be philosophical, I recognized that it was
a necessary experience.
While perversely indulging in my inner darkness, I was unwittingly attracting catalysts to my
state of mind from the outside. The two brothers just mentioned were one instance. Another,
more bizarre, was that of Anthony (not his real name), a Greek man slightly younger than me
who introduced himself as a corporate lawyer. He was interested in my music and in the arts in
general and was very enthusiastic about everything in life with the kind of expansive energy that
I lacked and needed. We hit it off as friends right away. I was in a predicament of dark
desperation and he made it his mission to cheer me up. He would drop by my basement
apartment at all odd moments of day or night with a taxi waiting outside to take us to an
expensive trendy restaurant or a Greek night club—the kind of clubs which I had shunned as a
musician and now I was reluctantly visiting as a customer. Perpetually penniless, I could not
afford any of this, but Anthony had deep pockets and always insisted that he pay for everything.
He lived in high style and admired intellectual brilliance in others, displaying a great deal of it
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himself. One day he showed up at my apartment, while two colleagues and I were engaged in
the creation of "The Idea of Canada," a radio documentary which will be discussed in more
detail in "Our Home and Native Land." We needed to find a recorded audio quote from Glenn
Gould, the legendary Canadian pianist, writer and radio documentary producer, to use in a
particular moment in the documentary, one which would be appropriate for the segment that
we were working on. He asked to listen to that segment and then started narrating pertinent
quotes from Glenn Gould and giving us the citations for these quotes from memory as if quoting
from the law case book. We were dumbfounded.
With increasing frequency he would ask me out to dinner to celebrate some major successes at
the firm, one of the top corporate law firms in Canada, in which he had played a central part:
offshore oil drilling deals off the coast of Newfoundland, the legal contract for the liquidation of
a major international business conglomerate, you name it. All these called for lavish celebrations
at increasingly more expensive restaurants followed by the frequent visits to Greek nightclubs
on the Danforth with their seedy exploitation of customers, women on the payroll and
musicians like me. It was odd that we were never joined by any of his colleagues in these
celebrations but, in the predicament that I was, I never questioned the whys of things. I just
drifted along hoping that Anthony would eventually help me with my music as he had
repeatedly said he would but, instead of being cheered up, I was becoming increasingly
disillusioned by this mindless expenditure of money, time and energy on things that were not
particularly important to me and were increasingly distracting me from composing. Every time in
my life I have found myself in dire straits with no possibility of advancing my career forward,
there was always a "savior" that came out of the blue to change my life's circumstances. Every
time I placed my faith in such a person, I invariably experienced a crude awakening. The lesson
to be learned was that I should only place my faith in God, not in people of influence or power,
but I stubbornly and blindly refused to understand this lesson and learn it. The more I started
offering excuses for not joining Anthony in his outings, the more intensely persuasive he
became. He was not a person to take "no" for an answer. I progressively started having glimpses
of the darker aspects of Anthony's mind. When "celebrations" could no longer guarantee an
outing, more urgent and increasingly tragic "news" demanded my attention. An old girlfriend
was abducted in South America and was found dead having a picture of Anthony on her person
which spearheaded a police inquiry into Anthony's activities. The inquiry was uncovering things
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about him which were "untrue" and must have been "planted" to implicate him in all sorts of
conspiracy schemes. The stories were getting increasingly more bizarre. I started feeling drained
and sought to further isolate myself from Anthony. The more I closed off, the more determined
and obsessive he became.
One day George S., a distant acquaintance of mine and a long-time friend of Anthony's paid me
an unexpected visit. A respected academic, George felt uncomfortable from the moment he
walked in and was not quite sure how to introduce what he needed to tell me. Finally, he
overcame his apprehension and told me that Anthony suffered from schizophrenia and had
recently discontinued the use of his prescription drugs to the alarm of his family. He had not
used the exact medical term when he told me this, but the subtext was obvious. The "dead
girlfriend" was in fact a colleague at the university who had shunned Anthony's sexual advances
and, in retribution, his schizophrenic mind had her murdered in a faraway place (since these
created stories were real to him, he shared them with the same exact detail with everyone who
was in his confidence). The firm that he worked in was real, but Anthony was only articling
there. The money that he so lavishly spent on luxury were grant money that he had received for
his continuing studies at the university after articling (he was by all accounts a very brilliant legal
mind). At first, I reacted with complete incredulity and accused George S. of badmouthing our
mutual friend behind his back, but soon things fell into place in my own mind and it all made
sense: the fact that he never invited me to his "office," that his "colleagues" never joined us in
his "celebrations," the increasingly bizarre stories of late, but also the unnatural incisive
brilliance of his mind. . . it all made sense suddenly. I felt devastated and disillusioned once
more. I called Anthony and confronted him with all this. At the beginning he tried to present
George as yet another of the conspirators who were "after him," but he soon broke down and
started contradicting himself. I told him that I needed time away from him to get my own
disoriented mind in gear and he accepted this. But a few days later he called with one more
bizarre story, which topped all the previous ones.
One of the Danforth musicians, a bouzouki player by the name of Mike (not his real name) had
become a family friend. Rania and I had occasionally spent time together with Mike and his
family (wife and two kids). Recently Mike had been visited by Ahmed (also a pseudonym), who
was Mike's friend from way back when in Greece, and a woman who came along with him. They
were staying with Mike and his family for a few months with the intention of becoming
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immigrants to Canada, if they could. Mike held this Ahmed in high esteem and kept on raving to
all his friends about him. Reportedly, Ahmed had cured all sorts of people from all kinds of
diseases, even cancer, by applying a psychotherapy method allegedly proposed by Wilhelm
Reich, the controversial Austrian psychologist. Actually, the therapy Mike was obliquely
describing involved the application of sex and physical violence on the patient by the therapist
(or so I conjectured from Mike's often incomprehensible descriptions), which was a far cry from
Reich and certainly lied outside what was allowable by Canadian law. Besides, neither Mike nor
Ahmed had any training in psychology or any education at all for that matter. Increasingly Mike
tried to proselytize me to Ahmed's theories, vague as they were, but I dismissed them as
ridiculous. There was something cultish about Ahmed and his theories and I already had enough
to deal with in my life. I met Ahmed once when he and Mike visited me to my studio apartment
and wanted to hear some of my music. I played for them Crucifix, the piece I had written for
Chari whom Mike had met just before Chari was killed in 1992. (If my memory serves me
correctly, Mike along with hundreds of others had assisted with Charis' funeral and the
fundraising concert.) I could tell that Ahmed was not impressed with the religious character of
my music, nor was I with him, and neither he nor Mike made any further attempts to convert
me to their "cause" after that visit. I had also noticed that in recent months we no longer saw
Mike's wife or children who normally accompanied him in our previous outings and meeting. In
private I cautioned Mike to be careful with Ahmed, for in my mind he was bad news, and left it
at that. Defensively, Mike countered that I misunderstood his friend but neither of us pressed
the other any further.
Back to present tense, here was Anthony, my schizophrenic lawyer friend, who called to relate
to me one of his most bizarre stories to date. In the past, he too had met Mike and his family
and Ahmed and the woman who he traveled with (never quite understood what their
relationship was), so he was familiar with the stories about them as much as I was. Now
Anthony had a story which, as usual, was completely over the top. According to Anthony's third
party information, Ahmed was a cult leader who had formed cults in Greece and Turkey and he
was fleeing the law in both of these countries and elsewhere. He was a sadist who used sexual
and physical abuse on his victims claiming that this kind of abuse was the kind of therapy that
could cure them from their ailments. Many gullible victims, desperate for the cure which
orthodox medicine failed to provide, submitted to the abuses by Ahmed and his close
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associates. It was not only ill people who flocked to him. He also promoted this "therapy" as a
pathway to general well-being and convinced healthy people to join his cult to the eventual
horror of their relatives. According to Anthony, Mike was an old cult associate of Ahmed's in
Greece, before meeting his wife, a Greek woman from Germany, and moving to Canada with her
to get away from it all. In the meanwhile, Ahmed was getting in trouble with the law everywhere
he went and barely stayed one step ahead of law enforcement. There were international
warrants for his arrest. Now he was in Canada recruiting converts here, starting with Mike's own
family. First generation Greek immigrants were particularly vulnerable to such recruiting. GreekCanadians were an insular community and most women had no independent access to Canadian
social or legal services and some did not even speak English. So, if the husbands were converted,
the wives and young children were likely to be at the cult's mercy. The men were promised
patriarchic control and sadistic sexual gratification (not quite in those words but that was the
subtext). You would think that such promises would turn off self-respecting individuals
immediately, but the cult played into the insecurity of an immigrant arriving to Canada from a
male chauvinistic cultural background and finding himself segregated and looked down upon by
the natives of his new country. Any promise of control of his immediate environment would play
right into such man's repressed ego. Even if there was an initial resentment, pressing these
deeper psychological buttons constantly would eventually wear down the targeted victim and
subjugate him under the cult's control. Cult leaders are particularly adept at exploiting these
deep-seated vulnerabilities in potential recruits and in our days recruiters for terrorism too have
adopted these methods for their purposes.
When Anthony told me the story over the phone, I thought of it as yet another fantastic creation
of a diseased mind, but he insisted "I have proof. I you agree to see me I will show you the
proof." There was enough suspicion lingering from my own encounter with Ahmed to warrant
further investigation. Besides, Mike was friendly with Rania (as I already mentioned, we used to
be family friends) and, if there was even a shred of truth in any of this, Rania, my step-son and
my daughter could potentially be in danger. I reluctantly met with Anthony who came armed
with a videotape. There was a videotaped testimony by Mike's wife and that other woman who
arrived in Canada with Ahmed. Both had visible signs of physical abuse on their face and bodies.
They were allegedly constantly beaten and abused by Ahmed since the latter's arrival to Canada
and forbidden to communicate with anyone of our circle of friends, which explained the sudden
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withdrawal of Mike's wife and children from our circle of friends. All this was incredibly
happening in the presence or knowledge of Mike, whose cultish mind had become completely
subjugated by his "mentor." The testimonial and the descriptions by the two women were
painful to watch. In her desperation, Mike's wife decided to flee Canada with her children and
live in Germany with her parents. They needed money for their airplane tickets and the only
person they could turn to who had this kind of money (as we all believed at the time) was
Anthony. Being a lawyer, he could also be trusted to provide legal advice about their condition.
With all his own problems, Anthony had the presence of mind to put them in front of a video
camera and take their testimonial before providing them with the funds for their airplane ticket
and helping them get to the airport when neither Ahmed nor Mike were around the house.
Anthony was now in my apartment soon after their departure playing this video for me and at a
loss as to what to do next. He was visibly conflicted and agitated. We both were.
Trying to rationally size up the situation and examine it from all angles, we became keenly aware
that things could be quite different than they looked. The mother could have planned to kidnap
the children and flee the country and, to legally buttress her case and to secure an airline ticket,
she had invited a lawyer to witness her physical condition which could have been self-inflicted.
Facilitating their departure from the country may have accrued legal liability for Anthony but,
not knowing the extend and power of the reach of Ahmed's purported cult, he felt that to not
do anything might have amounted to danger for the women and the children. So, he
instinctively followed his heart instead of his legal mind. I would have done the same in his
situation. Rattled as we both were by the experience of watching the video, we examined our
options as to next steps. The obvious thing to do would be to go with the video to the police. My
concern was that, besides the recorded testimonial, which was second-hand evidence at best,
we had nothing else to go on. I was also keenly aware that the only available eyewitness was a
schizophrenic who would have no credibility in court under cross-examination.
I called Sylvia, a friend who taught languages part-time at the University of Toronto and who
also knew Mike tangentially, to come and watch the videotape. Sylvia was a particularly
eloquent person and would be able to explain to the police this complicated and, admittedly,
fantastic-sounding story with a certain degree of authority. We started calling various police
stations trying to locate a specialist in the police department who specialized in cult issues so
that we could make a deposition and surrender the videotape. After considerable bouncing back
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and forth, we met with an officer in one of the Toronto precincts and related to him all we
knew. He told us that there was little they could do, unless the women came back to Canada
and became the principal plaintiffs against Ahmed and Mike. But he warned that, if Mike
decided to press charges, the women could find themselves in the position of defendants in a
kidnapping case against them. We mentioned that Ahmed might be applying for landed
immigrant status and that this information should be shared with the immigration authority
responsible for granting such status. The police officer said that his department would keep an
eye on Ahmed's purported activity, but he was nonchalant about everything else. Well, at least
we had done our duty. A few days later I met Mike and warned him to stay away from Rania,
George and Maria and keep away from their neighborhood. If he did not, I would personally see
that Ahmed, Mike and their purported cult were publicly exposed. He protested that it was he
who was the victim of his wife's machinations and not the other way around, but I had no
interest in his explanations. The fact that he never pressed charges for kidnapping against his
wife and that Ahmed vanished from the scene soon afterwards were to my mind evidence for
wrongdoing on his and his friend's part. Now, as I look back at this story, I can see the distinct
possibility that, due to fear for my own family's safety, I may have done injustice to Mike by not
giving him the same benefit of the doubt that a court of law normally would. But the human
heart is not a court of law. When particularly vulnerable members of our community like women
and children are at perceived risk, the heart will invariably err on the side of protecting them.
After the dust settled on all these experiences, I became severely depressed and spent the
following days, weeks and months mostly sleeping and, when I could find enough energy, with
Maria at her favorite park close to my former home. Sensing my state of mind, even Maria did
not want to spend time with me, and it took considerable effort on my part to convince her that
we ought to do something together. This string of continuous disappointments was taking its toll
on me. I was no good around other people and increasingly craved the solitude and womb-like
protection of my basement apartment.
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STARING AT THE DREAM MIRROR

Spending often days at a time alone in an environment of relative sensory deprivation with no
television or radio, I began to regain the state of mind that I had attained in Niagara Falls ten
years earlier when I led a similarly solitary existence. This time the world of the unseen was
reaching me through portentous, vivid dreams which after a while I started to record in a
notebook at my bedside. The more I kept records of my dreams, the more numerous and clear
they became. Many were cosmic and symbolic in nature, and a few were weirdly precognitive.
The more the world of dreams began encroaching into the world of my waking reality, the more
I wanted to be transported to the former. I turned into an avatar in a different reality.
Sometimes I went to sleep every few hours in order to live in the dream world and I spend most
of my waking time recording what I remembered from that other world. My dream avatar was
becoming progressively stronger and my waking self progressively weaker in the balance.
As my dream diary became more and more extensive, I wrote an introductory note, dated
August 15, 1994, most of which is quoted below:
Since my separation from my wife, Rania, in the summer of 1993, I had a lot of time to
reflect on my life and on my goals in life. This much-needed reexamination and personal
scrutiny granted me a closer relationship with the Divine and made me aware that I am
now entering a new phase of personal creativity. It is a particularly frustrating period.
The face of this new creative individual that I am to become eludes me. The creative
tools I have developed so far through education and diligent practice seem to be,
temporarily at least, useless in establishing me at this new state of being. My muse, who
for the better part of the past decade has competed against everyone for my attention,
time and energy, has hidden from me and is silent. The astrological symbols, for
whatever they are worth, confirm this time as a testing period. Saturn, the planet of trial
and tribulation has recently entered the constellation of Pisces which in my own native
chart, besides being the sign of music, is also the dwelling of Mercury, the planet of
creativity.
Instead of just sitting around and feeling helpless through this period of groping and
waiting for something to happen, I resolved to help along this process in any way I
could. Two things proved particularly useful: The Bible and my old, nearly forgotten
books on Edgar Cayce. Their effect on me during the hours of reading and for some time
afterwards was unmistakably uplifting. The first thing I learned especially when I read
the Book of Job in the Old Testament, was that faith is the prerequisite for patience, and
patience is the living proof of faith. I always considered myself to be a man of faith, but
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patience was not one of my strong traits. Mastery follows practice, so I started
practicing patience the same way I practiced music. The results were not long in coming.
I am not one of those individuals who can remember dreams upon awakening. I can only
recall a limited number of times in my life when a dream, or a portion thereof, was
retained in my memory after awakening. What happened, beginning in May, was
incredible. A flood of dreams in increasing frequency left such strong impression on my
waking consciousness, that I soon realized that I should record their contents and decide
later what, if anything, had any meaning beyond the surreal, nonlinear connections
which the subconscious establishes upon its contents. After a few dreams I realized that,
if I occupied myself with the dream immediately after waking up, an explanation of what
the dream “meant” would often present itself.
As I said earlier, I was reading at the time a book on Edgar Cayce and his interpretations
of other people’s dreams. My dreams continued for quite some time after I had finished
reading that book and had moved on to other ones, but the character of my
interpretations has been influenced a great deal by Cayce’s vision and world view. Not
that it should be any other way; Cayce’s vision is also my own. It is an essentially
Christian viewpoint, far more universal in its scope and potential than that of any
institutionalized Christian denomination or dogma.
There has not been any conscious attempt on my part to impose Cayce-style
interpretations on my own dreams. Whatever similarities are there between the two are
entirely unconscious. Most of my interpretations, listed underneath each dream as
comments, originated from the same source as the dream itself. In some instances,
when no interpretation was made available, I tried to interpret the dreams in a way
which shed as much light as possible upon their obscure symbols, drawing from
previous experience. There were a few instances where subsequent events which took
place several days later made the meaning of the dream quite clear and proved my
artificial interpretation of it false. Besides shedding light on the dream, these events
established, to my mind at least, that some of them are precognitive. This is very
important. While their success in deterring adverse effects or actions has so far been
limited—after all it was the warning not heeded which proved that they were
precognitive in the first place—these dreams pointed to a larger design in the affairs of
mankind which had a reassuring effect on me. My sense of hopelessness was replaced
by a sense of purpose, however unfathomable the latter might had been at times.
It was Cayce’s elevated and occasionally poetic discourse of ethics which again provided
the explanation. He speaks of the pattern of the mustard seed, of how it must die and
must be buried, so that it may become something far greater, as a metaphor for a
universal pattern of redemption. This is the pattern, which was exemplified by Jesus’
life, and especially his death. By giving up his physical body, he assumed a far better one
which could take on physical attributes at will. By giving up self, he became the
Archetype of Self (to use Carl Jung’s terminology). By giving up life, he became Life. This
pattern, the pattern of the Cross, in one with which we all must resonate sooner or
later, if we expect to arrive at the next stage of our evolution as a species.
If there is any truth to these dreams and their interpretation, then this next stage must
not be far off as man counts time. Like humanity’s progress in other areas, its spiritual
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development too is nonlinear; it follows a geometric progression. What took years to
accomplish in earlier stages of this development may take weeks or even days towards
the end. Also, since spiritual development is essentially an unconscious process, even
when consciously motivated, its progress cannot be monitored externally. The forceful
geological processes which culminate in an earthquake or in a volcano eruption are not
measurable with any degree of accuracy. It is possible, of course, for a seismologist to
predict in general terms the likelihood of such an event, but not with pinpoint accuracy.
Why should it then be any different with collective psychological processes? The
argument that there is very little evidence out there that humanity is reaching a
breakthrough point in its spiritual development may be correct as an observation but it
ignores an important point about spiritual development in general, namely that the
process itself is not measurable; only its irruptive results are. All we can do is a series of
‘soundings’ for indications as to what is happening below the surface and for further
indications as to what may eventually happen above it. In this sense, dreams and other
psychic manifestations are our only clues. They do not constitute evidence or proof,
because they are not measurable and are not articulated with a discernible vocabulary
and syntax. But I am not concerned with proof. The only proof I have come to accept
over the years as an artist and as a human being is the one which resonates well with an
inner source. It is the same source which affirms in me that beauty, elegance, love and
faith are truths and, therefore as such, they are their own proof.
Reading these lines again fifteen years later, I am amazed at my understanding of what that
stage of my life meant within the grand scheme of things, even though I did not have the benefit
of hindsight that I have now. It was indeed a time of final preparation for the life out of the
shadows that was to embark soon. The dreams were enhancing and confirming this
understanding. There are different kinds of dreams and mine usually fell into two distinct
categories: body dreams and elevated spiritual dreams. I mentioned earlier that some of these
dreams were precognitive. Below are a few examples that demonstrate this aspect followed by
comments that were made immediately afterwards. The first is clearly a body dream.
May 7, 1994 . . . All the surroundings in this dream were dark interiors reminiscent of my
grandfather’s house at Pharsala. When I was a child, Pharsala was still a small village in
the middle of Thessaly, the central part of the Greek peninsula. Invariably, most of my
recent recollections in dreams date from back then. In grandpa’s house (which was
where Aunt Hermione, my father’s sister, also lived) there was a makeshift addition to
the west side, the paranga, and that’s where I spent most of the time during my visits to
Pharsala. In the dream I was in the company of many people both at Pharsala and at
nearby villages and I was constantly eating dairies (cheeses and eggs) in large amounts.
Then I got into a bus, one of those old buses which even back then could only be found
in remote villages like Pharsala, and sat next to a seat upon which was a bucket filled to
the rim with water. I thought “when the bus starts moving on this bumpy road, the
water will surely spill over."
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Comment (May 7, 1994): The meaning of this dream was literally given to me upon
awakening. I was aware of someone having told me that “you have a high cholesterol
problem. If you do not stop immediately your excessive intake of dairy foods, you will
get a heart attack." It was not really a voice that I heard saying that, but I knew upon
awakening that I had been given that warning.
As I mentioned in the first section of this memoire, my early childhood years were difficult with
little food to go around. By contrast, our trips to Pharsala were a treat. My aunts had farms, so
bread, dairies and milk were produced in-house and existed in abundance. My dream was
associating my continuing indulgence for dairies with these childhood visits to my father's
birthplace. This is consistent with how the brain stores memories (contextually) and how the
body communicates through my subconscious its warning about an impending health crisis. I did
not heed to the dream’s warning. I continued my excessive dietary intake of dairies and in 2008,
after several years of having not visited a doctor for a checkup, I was diagnosed with Type 2
Diabetes and high cholesterol and I now must be medicated for both.
Other dreams involved situations of which I would have no way of knowing the outcome
beforehand, like one on May 24 in which I saw land on Mt. Pelion, the mountain on the north
side of Volos, my birthplace, surrounded by barbed wire. The location of the forest land was
precise: I had never been there physically, but I knew its geographic coordinates. A few months
later, while in Volos, I was told that, during the summer, a forest fire had destroyed the very
land tracts that I had seen in the dream fenced with barbed wire. A lot of the dreams involved
levitating and flying on my part and encountering whales and dolphins on beautiful blue waters
by scenic beaches. They also frequently involved confrontations with various villains in which,
with my ability to fly and possessing extraordinary power, I usually had the upper hand. Wishful
thinking, perhaps. My dream avatar had all the strength that I wish I had and didn’t.
One dream, dated June 7, is of particular interest. Not only was the dream potent but the flood
of images and interpretations that overtook my consciousness while still in a daze after
awakening and a remarkable incident a few days later set it apart from the rest in the collection.
Early morning (5:00 AM). I was in a plane, a 747 or something equally spacious, on a
return flight home. We were flying low over beautiful marsh land and ponds. At some
point during the flight I turned off the lights so that everyone could sleep and later I
turned them on again as people started awakening. A bit later I looked out the window
and I saw buildings outside as one would see them from a car window. I knew right
away that there was a mechanical problem with the plane and that we would soon
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crash. We did not crash, but the plane had to do an emergency landing on a plateau on
a mountain by a river turning into a waterfall further down. The mountain looked like it
was in Cashmere or Tibet, but at the time there was no snow anywhere in sight. There
was beautiful green vegetation, mostly small bushes and lichens, everywhere. We
walked up towards a large walled structure which looked like a monastery. On our way
there many beautiful women were dancing naked around us, enticing the passengers of
the plane. It appeared that having sex with the women was a local custom or a ritual of
some sort. Everyone but me eventually found a mate and entered the monastery for the
ritual. I refused to participate in the ritual and stayed outside. As night came, I looked
for a hiding place, because I was afraid that the local police might come looking for me
and charge me with disobeying the local customs. I climbed up the monastery wall
looking for a hiding place at one of the turrets. Soon the dancing women and some of
their mates came out of the monastery and continued their ritual outdoors. One of
them noticed me in my hiding place and drew the attention of the others. She
challenged me to come down and have sex with her. I came down, but still refused. By
now everyone was suggesting that I was either impotent or homosexual, but I did not
heed to their coercion and avoided them. While I was standing alone in the morning by
the mountain side, quite upset with all this testing that I was being put through, V. F. [an
acquaintance here in Toronto] arrived from somewhere else. He approached me to
bring me news that Nick Mirkopoulos [my landlord and friend] was dead. This news
affected me so much that I broke down crying and my tears seemed to have no end. V.
F. who was quite embarrassed by the fact that, unlike me, he was maintaining his
composure even though Nick was just as close to him as he was to me, diplomatically
explained to those around us that he was not crying because he was still in shock and
that he would later realize the magnitude of the loss and cry too. As all the passengers
assembled, we decided to climb down the mountain where we had landed to the plains
below from where we could arrange for transportation back home. There were a few
staffs to go around and I was given one of them. The temperature at that height was
very cool and the passengers were not dressed for such temperatures. I discovered,
however, that I had a winter coat on and that in one pocket there were a pair of gloves
and a scarf. “An unexpected gift” I exclaimed. The person in charge of us suggested that
we organize like an army and that we charge forward as if in battle. I was very close to
the top in command and understood that the motive for this charging was to keep the
morale of the people up so that they would not be overcome by exhaustion. I
questioned, however, what would happen if after organizing into a mighty army as we
did, we were to encounter resistance at some point by people who would be driven by
instinct to protect their land from our invasion. This tactic would lead us into a conflict
and that was not really our mandate.
Comments (June 7, 1994): There are a lot of elements in this dream that will probably
become clear in the future. Upon awakening though, I had a strong impression that the
vast army (cavalry) charging the fields that I saw towards the end of the dream was the
army of Alexander the Great entering Asia Minor [Alexander’s army eventually reached
as far as India]. The sight was awesome and the feeling very exhilarating. As an officer or
general in that army I was riding at the front of the army and slightly behind and to the
right of Alexander. I could not see his face clearly because we were riding south towards
Asia and the morning sun was behind him casting his shadow on me. I had a feeling,
however, that he was a very handsome and charismatic man who could rally the rest of
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us to our death by just saying the word. I felt that I had grown up with him in his court
and that we were both disciples of Aristotle. It was in fact Aristotle’s vision of a ‘civilized’
world that had brought us out to Asia—or so I believed. The feeling during that last
segment of the dream [which in retrospect would appear to be first in actual
chronological order] was truly indescribable. There was a feeling of exhilaration as we
were literally flying on top of those beautiful racing horses in a yellow field of ripe wheat
ready to be harvested, filled with high hopes and a sense that we were performing a
great mission. I could not help questioning, however, even as we were riding those
fields why, if our mission was to civilize the rest of the world, did we need such a strong
and well trained army to accomplish our goals and what would happen if the people we
wanted to civilize were not particularly interested in what we had to offer. Eventually
Alexander forgot his mission and became corrupted. Asia offered him more than his
Aristotelian upbringing could protect him from. The detrimental practice of his new
Asian court to worship him as a god and constantly seduce him with every imaginable
flattery ultimately turned him into a hedonistic megalomaniac. The more he regressed
spiritually, the more he grew to hate himself. He did not display that feeling publicly, but
he took to the bottle and other drugs and gradually alienated his early childhood
friends, those of us who remained uncorrupted that is. Often, our refusal to worship him
was interpreted as envy by his new advisers. Being close to him was not a guarantee for
a long life, as Cletus [Alexander’s closest friend who, in spite his disappointment with
him, chose to remain at his side] found out. I held a post in India, a self-imposed exile
really, to keep myself as distanced from Alexander and his new lifestyle as I could and
waited for the inevitable collapse of the empire. He died at a young age. The news of
Nick Mirkopoulos’ death [a metaphor for Alexander’s death] was not the only cause of
my subsequent breakdown. The death of Alexander confirmed irrevocably the death of
the dream to which we had dedicated our lives. [I must add for all that it is worth that,
since my first exposure to Greek philosophy, I felt an inexplicable resentment for the
writings of Aristotle and an equally inexplicable attraction for Plato and his philosophy].
The shipwrecked plane in Asia and the Tibetan sex ritual tie in allegorically to this story.
Nick Mirkopoulos, my landlord, is Macedonian by birth. So is V.F., a politically savvy
person for whom I harbor an inexplicable dislike in real life. All these convictions about
Alexander and his accomplishments I held intuitively for a long time, certainly long
before I had this dream. The dream may be therefore a poetic enactment of these
convictions with a cameo appearance of me in a minor role. I still have the feeling,
however, that I witnessed a part of history with some allegorical and some actual
scenes.
Subsequent note (June 19, 1994): Early this morning Nick Mirkopoulos called me and
invited me to join him for coffee at his penthouse upstairs. We had not seen each other
for quite some time, and we had a long talk about many things. Nick is obsessed with
the story of Alexander and the whole Macedonian issue which is currently the hottest
political issue in Greece. In fact, I saw the poster of a recent film called “In Search of
Alexander” which was funded by another Torontonian native of Macedonia, Steve
Stavro, close to where I was seating. We both thought that the film was really a B-movie
and had very little to do with the actual Alexander and his legacy. While telling Nick of
the things that I was doing recently, I mentioned my dreams and the record I was
keeping of them. I started reading to him what I wrote about this particular dream [the
dream itself, not my commentary], since he was centrally involved in it. Then something
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very incredible happened. I was still reading the very beginning of the dream with the
plane landing on the plateau with the stream and the water fall when he interrupted me
and said . . . “and this waterfall further down spits into several smaller falls. Close by
there are old ruins on both sides of a path which leads to a monastery with very high
walls.” I was stunned. The description was not only accurate, but it included elements
[like the ruins for instance and the splitting of the water falls] which I had not even
recorded, but which I now recalled having seen in my dream. Nick was describing in
vivid detail the landscape of my dream. He then went on to describe the entrance to the
monastery which was also incredibly accurate and the interior of the monastery which I
could not verify, since in my dream I had never entered the building. While he was
talking, I thought that Nick was describing a dream of his own, but it turned out that this
was an actual place he had visited in northern India in the Cashmere area. I felt
goosebumps and a strange sensation in my spine. Then came the real coup de grace. It
turns out that in this monastery, the name of which I have forgotten, there are the
sculpted images of Buddha and Alexander next to each other. Apparently, Alexander
was worshipped as a god in that part of the world and this worship survived even when
Buddhism became the prevalent religion in the area. I guess, in retrospect, that the
mention of Nick Mirkopoulos in the dream was to indicate that he had crucial
information which would reveal the nature of this dream to me. I would have not read
this dream to Nick, if it were not for this mention.
This dream had affected me profoundly for reasons that had less to do with history and more
with questions of mentorship and leadership. It is not significant if the experiences themselves
were real or imagined: imagination, properly understood is a powerful reality in its own right. In
my long cosmic search for a master, Alexander and, by osmosis, Aristotle had failed me, just as
Morton Feldman had. Only Jesus of Nazareth had not failed anyone. He too drove people to
their physical demise, but in that case, it was an indescribably liberating experience; the
experience of Redemption. The Alexander story made me more convinced of my lasting
allegiance to the Master of masters. But, unlike the conventional view of history, I believe that
nothing is one off—pass or fail. We return repeatedly trying to right the wrongs and learn from
our mistakes. According to Edgar Cayce, Alexander too came back to finish what he had started,
this time without letting down his teacher and mentor. As Thomas Jefferson, he helped build a
new nation along principles of Aristotelian philosophy and justice: The United States of America.
And in our days, Act II has embarked on the karmic stage, as the new Alexandrian Empire is
engaging in a confrontation with the old Persian Empire once again, first with Iraq and
Afghanistan and more recently in a diplomatic breakdown with Iran. The rhetoric is the same
too: the doctrine of spreading “democracy” . . . by force, if necessary.
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There are sixty four recorded dreams in my journal dating from May 7 to December 14, 1994.
The last recorded dream was a spiritual send-off by my avatar, who retreated afterwards into
the deep recesses of the soul for yet another fourteen years. Here is the record of the dream
from my diary followed by a comment immediately upon awakening and a follow-up comment
from 2008.
December 14, 1994. A woman shuffled and cut a deck of Tarot cards and she picked the
Six of Wants from the top of the deck. The card depicted Jason [as in “Jason and the
Argonauts”] raising the Golden Fleece in the air for all to see and in the background his
companions raised their wants in celebration. The woman gave me the card and asked
me if I knew what it meant. I was quite disinterested, but said “yes, I know; it is the card
of career success and public recognition” and then I walked away. I do not recall the rest
of the dream. In fact, I remembered this part of the dream quite a bit later during the
day.
Comment (December 14, 1994): The image of Jason and the Golden Fleece is the image
of the Six of Wants in my own deck of Tarot cards. Whether this is predicting some
future development, or it is simply wishful thinking only time will tell.
Comment (December 29, 2008). It is interesting that after this dream I stopped recording
my dreams. If I remember correctly, this dreaming spree dried up and the changes in my
life that this record of dreams predicted started becoming reality. Beyond the
comments made in this journal 14 years later, many other things I dreamt during those
months of 1994 came to fruition or presaged important changes in my life. There have
not been that many dreams since then until the second half of 2008 when I am going
through a similar readjustment period. There seems to be an important renewal that
redefines my life every 14 years or so. The most momentous one was in 1980 when the
spiritual foundations that have shaped me as a person and as an artist were first
established (also a period of depression, realignment and growth). Fourteen years later,
the time of the dreams documented here, a similar realignment took place in my life.
Only God knows what the present one will bring.
This last dream marked, to the day exactly, fourteen years since that incredible night with Anne
in Niagara Falls. I had asked Anne before we went our separate ways if we would ever be
together again. She had said, “There will be an opportunity in fourteen years or so for us to
reunite, but your life then will be taking a different course which will not include me. Yet it will
be your call; if you wish us to be together hard enough, it will happen." At the far end of the
crucible that the eighties and early nineties had been for me, I was now looking forward to this
“different course." There would be no looking back.
These dream experiences were the principal experiences with the numinous during that period
of my life, but there was one which was different, for it was deliberately sought after. Sometime
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in 1992, Thea Carvel, a friend of mine who worked as head of a community social service and
was keenly interested in parapsychology, offered to psychically regress me. I was quite intrigued
about the possibility of going under myself after having witnessed Anne and Michael Blake
Green do this twelve years earlier. The session was not entirely successful for I never completely
lost consciousness but, after several suggestions to relax and slow down my biorhythms, I began
to feel that I was transported to a different place and time. The vividness of the images was so
pronounced that it was nothing like daydreaming or imagining things, or even dreaming. These
were strong impressions imprinted in my mind so vividly that, years later as I am recording this
experience, they are still retained in their minutest detail. I was in a place which I understood to
be a palace in Atlantis during its early days. My parents (it felt like they were my parents, but I
was not quite sure) were the king and the queen of the realm sitting on their respective thrones.
He was Poseidon, and his wife's name had an Egyptian-sounding name which I could not
pronounce or clearly remember afterwards 124. The remarkable thing about the two of them was
that they were very radiant. They clearly had all the characteristics of a human figure, but they
were semi-transparent (you could almost see their thrones through them) and radiated a strong
field of energy throughout their bodies, particularly their eyes, impossible to behold for too
long. Poseidon's countenance was like Christ's in his apparition in Winnipeg during the cold
winter of 1982, except here he was more radiant and otherworldly, literally beaming with bright
light. He looked older, ageless is a better word, but with no evidence of corruption in his face or
body.
It was a marvelous sight and I was overcome by an indescribable sense of joy and well-being, but
I also felt humbled by the presence of these two god-like beings in this magnificent space which
I called home. I was not like them, my body was opaquer, not transparent or radiating like
theirs, but still of lighter density than human bodies are today. I did not feel that my frame was
as solid as today's skeletal structures, which meant that I could bend my body just by willing it in
ways that are not as easy with our present bone structure, unless you happen to be a

When many years later I came across the name Hatshepsut, Queen of Egypt from 1540-1481 BC it
suddenly hit me that this (or something very similar) was the name I was trying to pronounce in my
regression in 1992. Obviously not the same person, as the two were separated by many millennia—
the figure in my regression having preceded Eve. But their names were very similar.

124
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contortionist. There was a very large aquarium in the palace (I think it was not contained but
part of the ocean outside,) which could be seen through a transparent wall. In the aquarium
there were dolphins swimming and playing and I was utterly fascinated and enamored by their
movement and all I wished was that I could swim and move about like them in the water. I
believe that I tried swimming with them, and I was intrigued (my not completely regressed
mind, that is) by my ability to shift my body in ways that imitated the movements of the
dolphins. Even though completely devoted to and in awe of Poseidon and his wife, I was not
entirely sure why I was in this earth realm—it seemed that this habitation was more my parents’
idea than mine and, devoted as I was to them, I followed along (I say I "followed" because it felt
like I had been projected into my body and not born through natural conception and birth as
people are conceived and born today). I felt perplexed about what was the reason for me to be
on this planet and the only thing that intrigued me was being in the company of these two
magnificent radiant beings and the dolphins and their movements in the water.
It was many years later that I began to see a pattern in all these psychic resonances: the karmic
presence during the early days of Christianity, the “Alexander” dream and the “Poseidon”
regression of this chapter and, most importantly, my present life’s pattern. In all of these I was a
reluctant participant. I was glad and honored to be part of each experience but not quite sure
why I was there in the first place or what would be the outcome of the daring social experiment
of which I was invariably the reluctant participant. In the case of the Alexander dream, my fears
were warranted and borne out by history, but in the case of Jesus of Nazareth and the
“Poseidon” regression my reluctance was unwarranted. Cayce mentioned a pre-Adamite
incarnation of the Christ soul as a radiant thought-form projecting into materiality and his
description is in many ways consistent with the “Poseidon” I experienced in my regression. If so,
what I was psychically experiencing was the very beginning of the great cosmic experiment of
humanity as we now know it, so to be reluctant at such a moment would indicate a deep
character flaw in my own pattern, or rather in the pattern I was identifying with through
resonance. Perhaps my pessimism about the prospects of humanity regaining its initial lofty
position before it fell was too strong to allow me to be energized and muster the requisite
enthusiasm for such an experiment. I did participate nonetheless each and every time, mostly
from the sidelines. My participation was due to my trust that the one I was following was the
right one to follow, skeptical as I may have been about the ultimate outcome of his experiment.
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Whether or not any of these experiences and the accompanying characters have any reality
outside the realm of the imagination, they are in fact very resonant with my own real character
traits in this life. To this day, I believe strongly in Christ and in the pattern of the Cross that
Yeshua of Nazareth has set out for everyone to follow but not as strongly in the Pauline tradition
that gave a decisive theological and historical direction to Christianity, even though I have
grudgingly come to recognize its historical necessity. This tendency to ambivalence and
aloofness is again keeping me in the sidelines and I am beginning to suspect that it is not just
skepticism but perhaps some hidden sense of pride that is blocking my public engagement in
this life. I habitually embrace lofty ideas and believe in them strongly, but I am weary of the way
they are being practiced in the real world and I am often loath to engage actively in their
dissemination. This is not because of cowardice (those who know me well know me as a serious
risk taker) but because of my persistent skepticism in our ability as a species to overcome the
consequences of our fall without outside assistance. Inadvertently, this skepticism has tainted
my views on human leadership. Despite several opportunities that have come my way over the
intervening years, I have never accepted or held a leadership position in any organization. Many
of my colleagues have accepted positions as directors of arts organizations and/or actively seek
nominations for such or similar positions. I have always felt an innate aversion to all this. My
approach to change is always bottom-up, helping one person at a time. I feel a profound
mistrust for top-down solutions to humanity’s problems. I keep on telling myself and others that
this is the only way the world will change, but the devil’s advocate inside me does not stay quiet
for long. It is this devil’s advocate who is engaging in this self-criticism right now, perhaps an
inevitable side-effect of our lateralized mind. I will allow him his due, but I will not buy into his
fundamental argument.
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EXITING THE SHADOWS

On March 5, 1993, the woodwind quintet 5th Species gave the world premiere of my Burial
Ground, the composition they had commissioned from me a year earlier, at the Music Gallery in
Toronto. It was dedicated to the memory of Chari Polatos and based on the moving aria “When I
am laid in Earth” from the early Baroque opera Dido and Aeneas by Henry Purcell. Libby van
Cleve, the oboist of 5th Species, broke down in tears as she was introducing the piece. Everyone
in the ensemble knew that Chari was killed the evening after he attended their concert. In the
audience was Gustav Ciamaga, a senior professor of electroacoustic music at the Faculty of
Music, University of Toronto and one of the early pioneers in this field in Canada. I had heard a
work of his about a year or so earlier in a concert by the Canadian Electronic Ensemble which I
did not particularly like so, when he invited me to join him and some of his students for a drink
afterwards I had felt a bit apprehensive not knowing how to avoid commenting on his work. I
did join him and his students, nevertheless and, even though he guessed my feelings about his
piece, he was a real sport about it—a rare phenomenon among composers. After the premiere
of Burial Ground, he walked up to me to tell me how much he was moved by my piece,
impervious to the fact that I had not been as courteous about his work a year earlier.
In the fall of 1993, Sylvia, the academic friend I mentioned earlier in connection with Anthony,
brought me a newspaper announcement about a tenure-track position in electroacoustic music
at the Faculty of Music, University of Toronto. The announcement was for a junior appointment
at the Assistant Professor level. As I have mentioned repeatedly, I had shunned the academia
since I received my doctorate and had not considered moving away from Toronto in search of a
tenure-track position. She knew this and said, “Well this is right here in your favorite city, so you
can have no more excuses for not trying." She was right, of course, but the reasons for my
aversion to the academic world had little to do with location and more to do with the traumatic
experiences that I had during my studies with Morton Feldman and with the path of spiritual
and intellectual development that I had taken during the preceding fourteen years which carried
me further and further away from the academic frame of mind. Nevertheless, I needed to think
practically for a change and not just about myself. I had a child now and, even though
commission requests were coming in with increasing frequency, I was not financially solvent and
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still depended on Nick Mirkopoulos’ and others’ generosity for barely making ends meet. So I
reluctantly wrote a letter to Paul Pedersen, the Dean of the Faculty of Music expressing my
interest in the position and sent along a few scores and recordings of my music and a bio which,
besides the compositions, had very little to show in terms of academic accomplishment during
the eleven years since my doctorate. I had figured that I was no longer a desirable candidate for
such position for the reasons I just mentioned so I gave it no further thought.
I was very surprised when a few months later, in January 1994, I received a phone call and a
letter from Paul Pedersen announcing that I was on the short list and I should come in for a
meeting. At the meeting, Paul and Gustav Ciamaga (it was his position that was announced due
to his imminent retirement) told me that I would have to go through a full day scrutiny by the
search committee, by teaching an undergraduate core theory class, a couple of individual
composition lessons, give a public lecture about my music and ideas, and have a two hour
interview with the search committee at the end of that long day. They also gave me a tour of the
Faculty of Music and the Electronic Music Studio. I felt very conflicted about all this, particularly
since I had not anticipated that I would survive this far in the selection process. When I saw the
Electronic Music Studio, I mentioned that it did not seem to me to be any more advanced than
the one that I had in my basement apartment, coming off as quite arrogant and insulting in the
process. They did not seem to be phased by my lack of propriety.
Back at home I felt even more conflicted. I could probably present my music in a half-acceptable
manner but the prospect of teaching a theory class seemed utterly terrifying. During my student
years I was strong in theory, even though I never thought that the discipline in its present state
did more than barely scratch the surface of its subject. But I had never taught a class in it and,
moreover, I had forgotten most of my core theory, as I was busy for years on end developing a
compositional practice which was increasingly idiosyncratic and intuitive. There was another
thing too. Commissions started pouring in and, at that rate, I anticipated that I would soon not
have enough time to handle them all, let alone teach. I had made too many sacrifices already
trying to become a composer to throw all this away for the security of a nine-to-five job. And it
was not just the time commitment either. I thought that the academic world, with its power
politics and its ivory tower mentality, would eventually corrupt me and my music and I would
end up sounding like one of those academic composers whose music I did not care for. There
was another reason too, which I conveniently neglected to consider as a motivator. Not thinking
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very highly of my academic abilities, I probably feared that at the end of this process I would still
end up not getting the job, sacrificing in the process a great deal of time, energy and, not least,
pride and ego.
Anxiety was building and I could not think straight. In one of those moments that I felt
completely overwhelmed by the thought of me in an academic position, I wrote a letter to the
Dean, explaining the reasons why I wished to withdraw from the short list: I did not believe that
composition could be taught, or at any rate that I could teach composition, as most of my
experience was in problem solving with no accompanying ability to communicate my process to
others. That much was true. My process was intuitive and not at all methodical and I had spent
no time learning how to verbally articulate what I was doing—there had been no reason for this
until now. Whether composition could be taught or not, however, was only a conjecture on my
part. I was in no position to know one way or another, for I had never tried it. A week later I
received a nice letter from Paul Pedersen indicating that he did not agree with any of my
arguments, but he respected my wishes and would remove my name from the short list. I read
the letter still conflicted, but finally with a sense of closure. All my friends thought I was crazy.
I had not learned yet the one lesson that Chari had tried to teach me for the better part of our
ten years together, that is to let life take its course and not fight it. I made my decision at a
moment of haste and anxiety before even trying to calm down, meditate, focus and only then
decide while in a proper frame of mind. Even though there was closure to my anxiety, I was not
sure I had made the right decision. Was my music so important that it justified freeloading on
others for my physical survival and not being able to provide child support for my daughter? It
was not that Rania ever asked for child support. She knew my financial predicament and the fact
that I walked away from our marriage with next to nothing, so she never made any demands.
But this did not make me feel any less guilty. But when your surface “I” decides erratically or
contrary to the current of destiny which has been set in motion by the deeper “I”s of your being,
things have a way of bringing you back on course, no matter how hard you paddle in the
opposite direction and against the current. Your individual will may let you paddle towards any
direction on the calm surface of a lake, but when you are caught in a rapids heading for a
waterfall, you will be swept by the current no matter what you do. As I was to find out very
soon, I was now caught in such rapids.
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One by one, my commissions started to fall through like a domino and for the weirdest of
reasons. In one case, the ensemble that commissioned the composition dissolved and the arts
council that had already paid me the commissioning grant wanted the money back as there was
no longer any commissioner to premiere the work. It was money I had already spent. By
September 1994 I had only one commission for a choral work by Soundstreams Canada and that
was all I had. I was devastated, broke and had nowhere to turn for help. Instead of looking for
solutions to my predicament, I withdrew and lost myself for several months in the world of
dreams, which I chronicled in the previous chapter. Having withdrawn from the short list for the
tenure-track position seemed now like a terrible idea but it was too late. By the end of the
summer I had decided that I would find enough money for a trip to Greece, take my four-yearold daughter with me and spend some time with my parents in Volos. They could feed me, get
to know their granddaughter better and I could write the Soundstreams commission there since
that was all I had to do in any case. There was no other reason why I should stay in Toronto.
Rania was happy with the arrangement. Maria was literally glued to her and did not want to be
with anyone else, so this would be a good way for me to disengaging her a bit and give Rania
some breathing time in her new relationship with Khaled Mously.
In September, just when things could not get worse financially, my friend, who had brought to
my attention the announcement of the tenure track position a year earlier, visited again with an
announcement for a different job in electroacoustic music, also at the University of Toronto but
this time at the Associate Professor level, an academic level above the previous one. She knew
of my predicament and she tried to prevail on me to reapply. I wanted to, but I considered it
inappropriate. It would have been embarrassing for me to contradict all the reasons why I was
not a suitable candidate which I had already stated in my previous letter to the Dean, and all this
just because I was suddenly short of cash. Who in their right mind would take me seriously the
second time around? She was adamant, arguing that institutional memory was short, but I was
not swayed. I said, partly to get her off my back, that the only way for me to reapply would be if,
in the off chance, I was invited by the search committee to reapply. To my utter astonishment, a
week later the phone rang. It was Gustav Ciamaga who said “we decided not to hire anyone the
last time around and we upgraded the position. We would also like to invite you to see our new
electronic studio." I had a nice lunch with Paul Pedersen and Gustav Ciamaga and sensed that
they were keen on me participating in the search process again. They showed me the upgrades
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to the studio. They had built a new state-of-the-art recording studio and the electronic studio
was completely revamped with the latest gadgets. I was very impressed. Gustav tried to prevail
on me that my worries about my composition suffering as a result of having a teaching position
were not warranted and, besides, if I felt that way after I did the job for a while, I could always
quit and go back to my old lifestyle. Unbeknownst to him, this time around I needed no
convincing. I threw my hat in the race the same day that I packed my suitcases and Maria and I
boarded a plane to Greece.
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Maria Hatzis circa 1994.
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Greece was not easy either. As soon as I arrived my laptop blew up as it received high voltage by
connecting it through MIDI to a music keyboard which ran on European current. I decided that I
would have to compose the Soundstreams commission with pencil and paper, something I had
not done for more than ten years. Jetlagged, Maria had a culture shock. She was a four year old
who had never travelled before with anyone but her mother, to whom she was unusually
attached to the exclusion of all others. She barely knew her grandparents and was unable to
speak their language. She had a problem understanding why everything around her was
different and had to be learned from scratch. She was constantly upset and wanted to go home
to her mother right then and there, not able yet to understand the forbidding distance that
made such request impossible. When she was not crying, she wanted to be constantly with me
and demanded my constant attention. Even then she was not contended and cried most of the
time. I could have never imagined that bonding with her on our own away from her mother
could have been so difficult.
Finally, with his usual wisdom, my father realized that she might be able to overcome her
culture shock, if she found herself mostly in the company of other children her age. He prevailed
on the local kindergarten teacher to take Maria in for the six weeks that we were to stay there,
as this would be great for her and for the other children, many of who would encounter an
English speaking child for the first time. The teacher agreed. Every morning, “Mastro Panos," my
father, secured Maria in a box fastened on the back seat of his motorcycle, a ride that Maria
simply adored, and took her to the kindergarten which was located right by the sea a short
distance from our home. In the afternoon he picked her up and brought her home. It worked
like a charm. Every evening Maria taught me the Greek words that she had learned, and I
pretended to learn Greek from her which made her quite proud. My composing time was during
the few hours that she was at the kindergarten and after she went to bed in the evening.
My initial frustration gave way to a heightened state of connectedness. Three generations of my
family were together, connecting, learning from one another and making up for lost time. I
spent most of my time with Maria. We often made day trips, particularly on Sundays, to nearby
monasteries where we attended the Liturgy and explored the lush countryside afterwards. Most
of the Monasteries were on Mt. Pelion, one of the most beautiful natural attractions in Greece.
After the Liturgy there was always a get together with the monks or nuns and, as soon as I told
them that Maria was the great granddaughter of Sotirios Schinas, they would bring my
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grandfather’s books from their libraries, some of which had a picture of him, and show them to
Maria. The resemblance was unmistakable, particularly the protruding ears, and even though
very young, Maria would recognize the resemblance and I could see a light flashing in her eyes
and a faint smile on her lips. During our time in these idyllic places, I kept humming possible
melodies for my choral composition and asked Maria if she would compose the piece with me
and tell me which ones she liked and which she didn’t. It became an interesting pastime, but it
was also guiding me gradually into accepting melody in my work as a primary compositional
element. First it was the computer failure, then it was Maria’s need to be around me all the time
and finally it was the fact that I found myself mostly away from creative isolation or writing
material. In the end, it all conspired to making me approach this new composition in a way that I
would not have normally.
I had never written choral music before. This commission was for oboe, chamber ensemble and
choir for a Soundstreams “encounters” concert. “Encounters” was a series which paired a major
international composer with a Canadian composer in the same concert and some of the
concerts in this series were quite popular. This concert promised to be a particular draw for it
would pair British composer John Tavener with me. Tavener was one of the most popular
classical music composers in the world at that time and he had never previously visited Canada.
Lawrence Cherney, the artistic director of Soundstreams, decided on me for the pairing because
he saw extra-musical thematic connections. Born Anglican, Tavener had converted to Orthodoxy
and was considered at that time one of the most visible musical advocates of Orthodox music
internationally. I was born Orthodox and lived in Canada, a fact that made Tavener amendable
to sharing a concert with me. It was a “fit” as far as these things go. The fact that Tavener’s
music was mostly choral and I had no experience in that medium could be remedied by a choral
commission from me, Heirmos, the composition that I was working on during my visits with
Maria to Orthodox monasteries in the Greek countryside.
Up until then, I had an ambivalent attitude towards choral music. My involvement with
computers but also my interest in packing as much musical information into as small an interval
of time as possible, kept me away from “information-poor” music, which is how I thought of
most choral music I had heard so far. When Andreas A. had brought to my attention the music
of John Tavener a couple of years earlier, I dismissed it out of hand as something simplistic and
lacking musical merit. As usual, I was too quick to judge, not only the music itself but also the
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spiritual/intellectual milieu in which it breathed. Up until that time, music which was dispensing
information at a rate that was not challenging the listener was to me substandard. It was a kind
of sonic “wallpaper," be it minimalism, ambient music, New Age, choral music, or whatever.
Moreover, I disliked ambience because it confused complex musical information and favored
the kind of music which lacked it. In my own musical upbringing, the only ambient music I had
ever heard was Byzantine church music and my experience of this was through poor
amplification systems in rather noisy ritual environments. (The one exception was my
experience of ritual music at Mount Athos, in the summer of 1987, when I met Gheron Paisios
and was inspired to write Crucifix.) I liked the music of Greek Orthodox Church itself, but
conceptually, not as a moving sonic experience. Throughout my life, the quality of things, as
opposed to that of concepts, evaded me: the feel of a certain fabric to the touch of the fingers
or the difference in taste between caviar and other fish eggs. In my years of socialist fervor, I
associated this kind of sensibilities with materialism and social and economic privilege. These
were things that the rich indulged in. To this day, I have never developed a taste for many of the
other arts for this reason or, to be exact, I don’t consider such taste to be an absolute necessity
in my life, or even the hallmark of a developed person. I love experiencing a painting in a
museum, but I have never considered investing a large sum of money in owning an original
instead of a cheap reproduction. To me the conceptual accomplishment is identical in both. I
never got hooked on the “feel” of the original as opposed to the accurate copy and, even now, I
largely find the social attitudes that promote such difference to be largely unsubstantial.
Tavener’s experience during his upbringing was very different. He was born and raised an
aristocrat. He liked fine and expensive things, and he owned a lot of them. His ears were filled
with the sound of the great Anglican cathedrals with wonderful choirs and 6 - 8 second natural
sound delays. In such spaces, you would be instinctively aware of the magical modulation and
timbral complexity with which a beautiful acoustic can enrich vocal or instrumental sound and
you would be instinctively guided as a composer to provide less information so that you could
get more from the natural acoustic to be part of the piecture. After hearing Tavener works
performed live in such ambient spaces, I was astonished at how different the experience was
from hearing the same works on a recording in the comfort of my own home. Many of his
compositions had the ability to manipulate architectural ambience and achieve powerful
acoustical effects. I learned how to apply this to my own work, after experiencing a concert at
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St. Paul’s Cathedral in London in 1998. I observed how the resident boys’ choir, who practiced
and developed their sound in that space, could sound bigger than larger adult guest choirs
which simply got sonically lost in the vastness of the same acoustic.
Heirmos worked unexpectedly well in the ambient space of Grace Church-on-the-hill, in
Toronto’s posh Forest Hill area where the Encounters concert with John Tavener took place on
April 4, 1995. Scored for oboe (or oboe d’ amore), chamber ensemble and choir, the work
consists of a slowly unfolding melodic line for the oboe which is interrupted by a slow recurring
chant by the choir set to the texts “sing to the Lord and magnify him forever and ever,"
beginning with one voice and building up at each repetition. The opening motif of the oboe line,
which is reintroduced and further expanded at each instrumental entry, forms the basic building
block of the instrumental music. At the beginning, vocal and instrumental music alternate but
they gradually overlap until they merge into a single musical discourse. Heirmos is slow and
meditative and it takes time (and requires patience) to musically blossom. The premiere
performance by Lawrence Cherney playing the oboe d’ amore and Elmer Iseler conducting the
Elmer Iseler Singers was very good and the capacity audience was thunderous in its reception of
the work. This was my first experience with an audience of this size which did not consist of
primarily contemporary music practitioners. It was also my first experience with writing music
specifically for voices in an ambient space. I was bitten by the choral bug and the infection
spread in the years that followed.
Tavener was impressed by Heirmos, even though he did not consider it an “orthodox” work. It
puzzled him that, even though he identified it as “non-orthodox," he was still moved by it. He
favored me during our first encounter in Toronto, thinking of me as a fellow Orthodox
composer, but Tavener and I could have not been more different as personalities and
backgrounds. After meeting him, I suspected that his attraction to the Orthodox Church was
solely based on the fact that the latter was one of the most conservative Christian churches
around. Anglicanism and, to a lesser extent, Catholicism were going through a period of soul
searching, with reform movements gaining momentum. To the best of my knowledge, there
were no corresponding liberationist movements in the Orthodox side of the Apostolic Church.
The Orthodox Church took all its guidance and signals from the past and that past was an
imperial one. Patriarchs and emperors shared almost equal power for the better part of a
millennium and change and “progress” were not valued as something positive: creedal and
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political status quo was seen as divinely ordained. The Orthodox Church traced its lineage all the
way back to the first Church of Jerusalem and as a result considered all other denominations as
secessionist and schismatic. John Tavener reportedly has traced his own family tree all the way
back to John Taverner (1490–1545), the Renaissance composer by (almost) the same name. It
was not difficult to see why in the post-war England, with the mighty British Empire in shambles
and the legitimacy of aristocracy questioned more than ever before, people like Tavener and
Charles, the Prince of Wales, 125 would be attracted to the Christian sect that has kept the ideas
of divinely sanctioned social order alive. 126 Tavener converted to Russian Orthodoxy in 1977.
This aspect of the orthodox tradition has always been foreign to me and to most of the orthodox
laity in Greece. Yet, some neo-orthodox and native orthodox, particularly those with academic
and other connections to the UK, Andreas A. included, embraced with uncritical enthusiasm the
possibility of greater rapport between the British royal house and the Orthodox Church and this
enthusiasm extended to John Tavener and his music. Personally, particularly after I got to know
Tavener during his visit to Toronto, I could not reconcile his cool, aristocratic etiquette with the
passionate, street-level activism of the Jewish rabbi, who became the Savior of the world, and
who had become by then the only real spiritual value that I could understand and embrace. I
also could not understand the rampant desire by some orthodox theologians and their support
base to bend over backwards in order to catch the “big fish” of British royalty, and I couldn’t
bear to behold the sad spectacle of them inadvertently turning themselves into second-rate
courtiers of an insecure aristocracy. But all these experiences belong to the future of the time
frame that we are discussing here; to a different time, when I had the opportunity to develop a
first-hand experience of this world and its aspirations while visiting England. As it turned out,
John Tavener and I shared yet another “encounters” concert in Toronto in 2002 and one in St.

Prince Charles has long been interested in Byzantine history and culture and has been reportedly
seen on a number of occasions making low profile visits to Mt. Athos. According to Helena Smith
writing in the Guardian (May 12, 2004), “Athos encapsulates Charles’ profound admiration for
tradition, ancient wisdom and a divine natural order."

125

“We are hurtling into an abyss of depravity, profligacy, plunder, theft, complete immorality. The
only place I see where there may be the beginning of some sort of regeneration is in Russia." HRH
Prince Charles, quoted in the Russian journal “Den” in September 1992.
http://www.orthodoxengland.org.uk/hrh.htm
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Paul’s Cathedral in London in 2004 in which my choral work The Troparion of Kassiani saw its
premiere with Tavener’s “muse," soprano Patricia Rozario, in the solo part. We met
intermittingly a few times in between and since, including a random encounter while stranded
at the Eleftherios Venizelos airport in Athens during an aviation workers strike. In all occasions
the conversation was cordial, uncomfortably formal (to me that is) and devoid of any spiritual
content whatsoever. John Tavener passed away in 2013. In the spring of 2015 Soundstreams did
a posthumous Tavener memorial and I was again invited to be part of that concert. Even this
late in my career, I was still the Orthodox sidekick to John Tavener as far as Soundstreams were
concerned.
The events following my trip to Greece with Maria unfolded rapidly and exponentially. I made
the short list again for the university position. This time I went in for the tests and interview with
confidence. Soon after the interview I received a letter from Paul Pedersen offering me a tenure
track position in composition at the University of Toronto. I saw him and Gustav Ciamaga at the
encounters concert with John Tavener a few days later and accepted the offer for the position.
The first cheque for my first ever salaried job arrived in the mail at the end of July and I started
paying off some debts immediately. Elena, my sister, moved temporarily into Nick Mirkopoulos’
basement apartment with me and we started looking in earnest to purchase a condo. By the fall
of 1995 I had signed a formal separation agreement with Rania and owned a two bedroom
condo on Eaton Avenue close to the Greek section of the Danforth (and close to Rania and
Maria), a few steps from the Pape subway station where Chari was killed. Elena spent a small
fortune tearing down the interior of the condominium and renovating it, while I was busy trying
to teach composition to students for the first time in my life. By Christmas, Elena and I had
moved into the first dwelling I had ever owned.
I was 41 and a new part of my life was just beginning. I was as ready as I would ever be.
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“OUR HOME AND NATIVE LAND”

During my early years in Canada, the country was in a process of constant reconfiguring and
reinventing. Unlike most of the countries that I knew and certainly Greece, whose rigid sense of
national identity weighted heavily on its citizens, Canada was, perpetually it seemed, in search
of an identity and, as a result, in cultural flux. At the forefront of this identity search were the
French/English debate, which tied in to Quebec’s unique status in the confederation and the
ever-present possibility of the province’s cessation from Canada, the political status of Canada’s
indigenous people and the cultural and political presence of the ethnic minorities which lent
support to the view of Canada as a cultural mosaic and to a federal policy known as
multiculturalism. As a composer entering a country in such state of flux, I felt that I was invited
to be a contributor, one of many, to this emerging identity of this young country. My fascination
with the cultural mosaic and the human soundscape was already evident with the compositions
from my Earthrise cycle composed during the late eighties. However, as I wrote in an essay 127 in
2007, the key work that steered me towards the direction of Canadian identity was a CBC Radio
commission, a radio documentary/composition called The Idea of Canada.
After an inquiry with his colleagues at Radio Music, CBC Radio documentary producer Steve
Wadhams asked me if I might be interested in becoming involved with a radio
documentary/composition project that he had conceived and which was to be a tribute to the
legendary Canadian pianist Glenn Gould, commemorating his 60th anniversary and also ten years
since his death. I was not familiar at the time with Glenn Gould’s ground-breaking work in the
realm of radio documentary or his radio documentary trilogy, The Idea of North so, when Steve
started excitedly talking to me about people speaking in counterpoint and in fugue, I initially
thought that he was joking. Speech, being a serial information stream, in contrast to music
which is a parallel stream, does not readily lend itself to this kind of contrapuntal treatment

(Hatzis, The Idea of Canada: Conceptual and Creative Approaches to the Human Soundscape
2007). This essay was first read as a keynote speech at the AIS2: Intersections conference at the
University of Regina, Canada on June 18 2007.
http://homes.chass.utoronto.ca/~chatzis/TheIdeaofCanada.pdf Last visited in 2020 12 23.
127
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without causing semantic noise in the process. In fact, after Steve introduced to me Gould’s
experiments in this genre, I was still unconvinced of their artistic worth or their potential for
future development. In the intervening time since Gould's experiments, however, technology
had evolved significantly and I thought that it might be possible, and certainly worthwhile, to try
and see if the ideas behind Gould’s experiments were conceptually and intrinsically flawed, or
perhaps the necessary technology was not there at that time to allow the full implementation of
these conceptual ideas.
While the idea of people speaking in the form of a fugue is still one to which I do not give serious
thought (I still believe that it is conceptually flawed), the idea of textual counterpoint intrigued
me. Would it be possible to have a stream of parallel textual meanings while maintaining the
serial character of text delivery? It occurred to me that J. S. Bach does a similar thing in his solo
instrumental music, where various contrapuntal lines are implied in the serial delivery of a single
melodic line by interpolating small fragments of each line and allowing the brain of the listener
to decipher and “reconstruct” the multiple threads even though the ear hears only a serial
presentation of pitches—one pitch at a time. Could something like this happen with text? If we
recorded four separate people speaking four separate sentences and then we interpolated
words from each of these four sentences so that the listener hears only one word at a time,
would the listener be able to reconstruct the meaning of all four sentences in such a linear
presentation by stringing together words belonging to separate voices guided by gestalts
created by pitch and timbre alone? I hadn’t even thought at the time that about ten years
earlier I had conducted such experiments of interpolated distinct streams of information in the
“Self-Portrait” of Figure 6 and with my short composition Equivoque.
After a few experiments, it became apparent that this was still a difficult proposition for the
listener: it required an inordinate amount of attention which radio listeners may or may not be
willing to devote to an “environmental” signal such as radio: most people listen to radio while
engaging in some other physical or mental activity. This special radio program that Steve
Wadhams was asked to produce was meant to be delivered to a wide radio audience and not
just one that willingly tuned in to experimental work, such as the more limited audience of CBC’s
“Two New Hours.” The results from these initial experiments, however, were audibly cleaner
than Gould’s textual fugues so it confirmed to us that we were moving in the right direction at
least. The next stage of the experiment was prompted by the realization that, for whatever
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reason, our brains seem to be comfortable processing various streams of musical meaning at the
same time (multiple melodies and/or rhythms, for example) but only a single stream of text.
Moreover, our brains are also capable of processing a single stream of text and multiple streams
of music at the same time, as is the case with the aural processing and semantic decoding of a
song, for instance. So, if a system of equivalency could be established, whereby a small sample
of text was indelibly associated with a musical motif or a non-text sound sample in the mind of
the listener, then the simple introduction of the motif or sound sample independently of the
text should invoke the meaning of the associated text in the mind of the listener. The rationale
of the experiment was that, since non-textual sound samples can be processed in parallel by the
brain, one might be able to trick the brain into believing that it is processing text in parallel by
means of such text-sound associations.
One of the technologies that were relatively new in the early 1990’s was pitch-to-MIDI
conversion. I got my hands on a commercially available devise that was developed by Torontobased computer music specialist Bill Baxton and started converting spoken language into its
“sound shadows” through MIDI. This technology was not without its technical problems, but it
made it possible for me to capture and retain the prosody of a text, the text’s distinct melodic
and rhythmic profile, after dispensing with the text itself, its symbolic aspects and even the
actual sound. After a few experiments, I was amazed how much of the sound quality and
recognizability of spoken language can be maintained by means of this mechanical extrapolation
of prosody. As an example, in the second movement, the phrase “Do you believe in Canada?”
was transformed by this method into an electric guitar and a big band sound sample which
repeats together with the phrase for a while before it is introduced on its own without its
textual equivalent. During these latter repetitions, when the same voice goes on making other
statements, the “Do you believe in Canada?” sound sample is juxtaposed against the newer
statements, attributing unique meaning to them, as if someone was actually interjecting the
question “Do you believe in Canada?” at that point. It is a case of juxtaposing a textual
statement and a musical statement that has specific textual meaning, thus creating the textual
counterpoint that Glenn Gould was after, but without multiple threads of text obscuring the
meaning of each other. By applying semantically enriched sound comment on text and enriching
the meaning of the text through this process we got closer to Gould's ideal. This technique of
extrapolating prosody established a bridge between the purely textual and the purely musical
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aspects of this documentary and it prevented the music from devolving into a soundtrack to a
documentary as opposed to a central contributor to the articulation of its structure.
These few techniques, plus an incredible wealth of documentary material that Steve Wadhams
and our two engineers/co-creators, Laurence Stevenson and Rod Crocker collected from CBC
archives across the country formed the primary sonic pallet of The Idea of Canada, the title
chosen as a tribute to Glenn Gould’s The Idea of North, but also in view of the fact that in mid1992 the country’s collective psyche was occupied by the “Meech Lake Accord” and the national
referendum on the nature of Canada’s Confederation that was soon to follow. It was a time of
manic excitement and work habits for me. We had originally planned to work on this project for
about six weeks but, as I embarked on the project, Chari was killed in the traffic accident and I
immediately switched gear trying to get his and his young family’s affairs in order, so this
tragedy put our project on the back burner by at least a couple of weeks and shortened the
overall duration of the project by an equal amount of time. Partly due to my own personal
devastation which almost immediately turned into manic creativity and partly due to the
excitement of seeing the early efforts at artistically combining all these sound resources pay off
strange but worthwhile dividends, all four of us soon discovered that we had forgotten CBC
Radio work hours and other commitments and we were working around the clock, sometimes
days and nights, combining and recombining material, creating short lists of archival material
that might be likely candidates for the project, and building thematic and semantic streams
comprising of unrelated material with no particular idea as to their eventual usefulness.
We were guided by no grand plan which might give meaning to all or any of these efforts.
Sometimes Steve Wadhams, as executive producer, would try to introduce some method to our
madness, but we would soon discover that the project was not going to be developed along
traditional lines of documentary cause-and-effect, but most likely chaotically, with order
suddenly emerging out of nowhere. After cutting and re-cutting endless reels of tape of
interview and other material, in the end we realized that we did not have enough content of the
kind that we needed to articulate the up, close and personal view of what this country meant to
Canadians of all walks of life, so we invited selected people into the CBC studios to ask them
questions about their country and record their responses. Six of the respondents developed into
distinctive voices throughout The Idea of Canada and four of them were combined into a fourpart counterpoint in one of the sections of the work. One of them, Marie Lynn Hammond, a
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well-known folk singer, was asked at the end of the interview if she would sing a cappella a few
tunes that best remind her of Canada. At the end of a French Canadian song, she declared on
the interview microphone “I forgot the words, but it doesn’t matter because no one will
understand." Towards the end of the project when I was having a hard time finding a final
cadence for this inconclusive work—not an unexpected problem for a work that already had
everything and the kitchen sink in it—Steve Wadhams suggested that we revisit Marie Lynn’s
impromptu statement about no one understanding what she sung. It was perfect: a composition
that is entirely governed by a musical structure is concluded with a textual cadence. In fact, in
typical documentary fashion, we had to restage the moment: Marie Lynn’s original statement
was not intended to be recorded and sounded a bit like mumbling. It was important that there
was no ambiguity about what she said at such a crucial end-moment, so we had to ask her to
come back into the CBC Radio studio to rerecord her statement, ridiculous as this request must
have sounded to her at the time. At another point in the interview, when she broke down after
expressing strong emotions about what it would mean for her, a mixture of British, French and
indigenous blood, to live in a divided Canada, the music stops suddenly and completely to allow
for this powerful moment to be experienced raw by the radio listeners without any musical
underscoring.
The relationship of textual and musical meaning in The Idea of Canada is very complex and it is
constantly redefined as the work unfolds. In the end, however, the thing that keeps this tapestry
together, even though, at the foreground level, it constantly tries to tear itself apart, is the
deeper awareness of being human that is common to all of us even though experienced only
through the voices of Canadians in this particular case. The deep discontentment with our
predicament, accompanied by the usual finger-pointing and name-calling is definitely there, but
so is the sense that, below the discontentment, there is a living, beating human heart yearning
and aching to return to its spiritual home where there is no conflict between human beings, but
a convergence; a meeting at our ultimate depth. This is, I believe, the one theme that invariably
runs through all my compositions.
One evening during the making of The Idea of Canada, Laurence Stevenson walked into my
basement studio with some LPs under his arm and asked me if I had ever heard Inuit throat
singing. I hadn’t, so he played a couple of the LPs. I was utterly fascinated. It was unlike anything
I had heard before or since. Sounding like rhythmic, animal-like growls alternating constantly in
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complex hockets, throat singing is a game in which each of two players/singers was trying to
vocally throw the other off balance. One would eventually lose, either because (s)he was
outsmarted by his/her partner or, alternatively, run out of breath. Both partners would laugh at
the end of each attempt. I incorporated some elements of this unique art into The Idea of
Canada but, from the first hearing, I felt a deep connection with this practice and with the
people who expressed themselves through it, and I longed to get a first-hand experience of
Canada’s arctic inhabitants. The opportunity arrived three years later, when CBC radio producer
Keith Horner and I visited Baffin Island in the Canadian arctic and recorded and interviewed Inuit
throat singers. The project, another radio documentary/composition called Footprints in New
Snow, this time about the Inuit and their culture, won the Special Prize of the Prix Italia, one of
the most prestigious international broadcasting awards, and was released as a CBC Records CD
along with my other Inuit-inspired works several years later.
Soon after The Idea of Canada, and due to its success and the possibilities that became evident
for the genre of radio documentary/composition, Steve Wadhams and Laurence Stevenson
convinced the CBC administration to create a small studio called the Experimental Audio Room
(EAR) which could incubate similar projects in the future. They asked me if I had a project that I
could do at the EAR to test-drive the new studio. I had a commission for string quartet from the
Smith Quartet in London, UK, and I decided to add an electroacoustic component to the piece.
Fresh still from the experience of having heard Inuit throat singing, I asked Steve Wadhams if he
could secure some recordings of throat songs from CBC North that I could use in my piece,
which he did. So, during late 1993, I set up shop at the EAR and started composing Nunavut, for
string quartet and audio playback, which was later renamed String Quartet No. 1 (The
Awakening). When I first arrived to work at the EAR, the studio was still being wired and tested.
While waiting for Laurence Stevenson to finish the wiring, I started improvising on one of the
new, state-of-the-art keyboard synthesizers. My doodling sounded Celtic, folksy and New Agey,
which was inspired by the rich, rippling sound of the keyboard patch that I had selected.
Laurence, who was also a Celtic fiddler and was affectionately known to his CBC friends as “the
Celt," turned around and jovially challenged me: “I dare you to incorporate this into your new
piece.” Like most folk musicians, he thought that classical composers looked down upon folk and
pop music. I was not about to be stereotyped so I retorted “not only it will be included, but it
will become the main theme."
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String Quartet No. 1 (The Awakening) was written during the darkest days of this transition
period between the years 1990 and 1995. It was again a time of deconstruction and of forsaking
all kinds of assumptions about composition and life. The piece itself was inspired by news of
rampant suicide incidents amongst Inuit youth in the Canadian arctic and had a dark, manic
quality about it, but there were also glimmers of hope. The main sound sources on the audio
playback were Inuit throat songs, icy, synthesized sounds and ominous bouncing violin bow
sounds as well as the sounds of locomotive trains. It was as if, with their shamanistic throat
songs, Canada’s indigenous people were exorcising the advent of the European immigrants who
spread their culture and their diseases by means of smoke-puffing dragons riding on iron rails. I
was one of those immigrants. During my childhood, the locomotive train was a source of power
and energy but now, in this new composition, it served as a confession of remorse for the
devastation that we have caused to the indigenous people of this country. I could not become
fully Canadian without experiencing this rite of passage and acknowledging its darkness.
Because of these powerful and deep emotions, questions of musical legitimacy and
appropriateness evaporated and seemed insignificant. On many occasions during the
composition of the piece, like in the light-hearted incident with Laurence, I would try something
spontaneously, and my mind would protest its apparent naiveté, but my instinct would prompt
me to go ahead and use it. By the end, I was compositionally in a different place than I had ever
been before, and this new place was psychologically confirmed a few months later by the
emergence of Heirmos.
My String Quartet No. 1 (The Awakening) had a slow start. It premiered by the Smith Quartet on
June 11, 1994, in a concert which was part of the Greenwich Festival in London. Few
performances followed but reception was rather mixed. In the early 2000’s, it was performed
repeatedly and recorded along with my second string quartet by the internationally renowned
St. Lawrence String Quartet and that recording garnered me my first Juno Award. (A
performance of this work by the SLSQ on February 25, 2005 at the Konzerthous in Berlin,
reportedly caused a small riot between the sharply divided audience and between the two
concert reviewers of Berlin’s main dailies.) Later still, in 2014, listening to the recording of this
composition convinced choreographer Mark Godin to draft me as composer for an ambitious
project by the Royal Winnipeg Ballet on the subject of the Indian Residential Schools, one of the
darkest stories of Canadian history. Going Home Star: Truth and Reconciliation, the resulting full-
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length ballet, was co-commissioned by Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission. It
premiered in 2014 and toured Canada throughout 2016.
By 1994, and significantly due to my feelings about how The Idea of Canada, String Quartet No.
1 and Heirmos had turned out, my instinct had gained my complete trust, and this has been the
case ever since. I was finally able to reconcile my inner and outer worlds and use the former as
the driving engine for the latter. I was finally ready to exit the world of shadows and become a
public voice.
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

The end of 1995 is a convenient borderline to mark the end of my early life and work. The
creative period which began then is continuing, but I lack the hindsight to be able to speak
about it, from the “outside” as it were, with the kind of understanding that I already have about
my life up to this point. It is also that, from this point onwards, both my life and my career have
become a matter of public record. I believe that, with a few notable exceptions, my most
important work to date took place after that year, but there are writings by me and others
about the subsequent compositions which they are easily accessible, so I will leave the
discussion of this period to professional biographers or, failing this, possibly to a future personal
reflection. I will mention here in brief only a few of the highlights of my life and work since 1995.
My initial fear that teaching full-time at a university would inhibit my creativity proved to be
unwarranted. On the contrary, it enhanced it. My annual compositional output almost doubled
since 1995 and I became much more energized and creative as a result of sharing my knowledge
with young aspiring composers. The saying “the more you give, the more you have” has
definitely been true for me. Teaching, which began as a “job," has now become a vocation. I feel
grateful to have the opportunity to share my experience and whatever knowledge it has
imparted on me with young minds eager to make their own mark in the world. My misgivings
against my own teacher, Morton Feldman, were transformed into a positive “Do Not” list which
informed my relationship with my own students. I still believe, as in my letter to Paul Pederson
when I first declined the position, that composition cannot be taught in a strict sense. But it can
be shared and transmitted between friends, if they maintain a rapport as equals. So, my goal
with my students is to attain the kind of friendship that makes possible the sharing of insights
and gives me the courage to act as a mirror upon which the students see themselves and they
learn whatever there is to learn from this process of self-examination. As different people will
see different reflections in the mirror, so must compositional instruction be different things to
different people.
My entering the public arena and becoming visible, inevitably brought with it strife, conflict and
antagonisms which at times seemed overwhelming and energy consuming. It is the inevitable
part of being a public figure and working in a highly politicized environment like the academia,
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but I have learned over the years to accept it as a fact of life and not mull over it. Most of the
time, the resolution to the problem depends on your ability to step into the shoes of your
opponent and see the dispute from their perspective. In a perfect world, this tactic would be
able to address any problem and solve it, but this is far from a perfect world so there have been
scars caused and received throughout my academic existence. Along with the antagonisms there
have been long-lasting friendships. One needs mention. In my early days at the university,
slightly overwhelmed by the politics which were particularly fierce back then, I turned for help
to Gustav Ciamaga, the man whose position I held after his retirement. For a long time, Gustav
had become my almost daily lunch and dinner companion and for some years we attended
noon-hour mass quite often at the Newman Catholic Chapel a couple of blocks from the
University of Toronto’s Faculty of Music. Gustav’s wisdom and years of experience with
academic politics (he had served as the Dean at some point) helped me steer clear of traitorous
paths and maintain a perspective on bureaucracy and its apparent unwieldiness and resistance
to change. Impatient as I have always been, I wanted things changed quickly and ended up
crashing hard against people and situations in the early years. Gustav advised patience,
perseverance and slowly implementing the long view, piece by piece. I did with rather
remarkable results, particularly when other people put their own ideas and energy in the service
of a vision for a better future. Gustav Ciamaga has been one of those godsend angels that
entered my life out of the blue and changed it in unmistakable ways. The karmic debt I owe him
is immense but, as is usual with debts of this kind, you pay forward and I am hoping to find
myself in a position to do just that. Gustave Ciamaga passed away in June 2011 and he is sorely
missed.
In 1996, Beverley Johnston, the percussionists that I had known since my first year in Toronto
commissioned me to compose a new piece for marimba and tape. I was already engaged in a
series of works based on Inuit throat singing, some of which I have already discussed earlier. I
thought that the dark, coarse, percussive growls of the throat singers would blend well with the
low, hollow, resonant tones of her new five-octave marimba so I started working on a piece for
marimba and pre-recorded Inuit throat singers. The piece was called Fertility Rites, after the
throat songs themselves, which, according to one of the community elders in Baffin Island that
Keith Horner interviewed, were a “shamanistic mating ritual." I used to do my composing inside
my windowless office at the university where I kept all my studio gear and Bev dropped in from
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time to time to record marimba sounds for my audio sampler and inquire about the process of
the piece. A very attractive woman with a pure heart and a brilliant musician with a nation-wide
reputation, Bev was beginning to cast a spell on me. I could not take her out of my mind. When
the piece was completed and it was time for me to play it for her, I took the liberty of asking her
out for dinner after the upcoming “unveiling” of the piece. She sent me an e-mail message
confirming that dinner was fine. Her message was titled “Fertility Rites and dinner." I couldn’t
resist and responded, “is it not supposed to be the other way around?” We laughed about my
impropriety during dinner but a few days later we were dating. No one who knew her as a
performer, a force of nature on stage, would have guessed how vulnerable and fragile she was
in real life. In the beginning of our relationship I felt like I was walking on eggshells. But gradually
we learned about each other’s sore spots and how to not exacerbate them and we
complemented each other well to the surprise of our mutual friends who, I suspect, were
placing bets as to how long we would last together.
The relationship was growing, based on mutual respect and trust, without the drama, instability
and disillusionment that had been my experience with my former marriage. But the deeper our
relationship was growing and the more it was approaching that point where a marriage proposal
was in order, the more conflicted I was becoming about the prospect. After the traumatic
experiences of my life with Rania, the idea of marrying again terrified me. Everyone who knew
Bev thought that I was an idiot for having reservations: my parents, my sister, friends—
everyone. Bev was first and foremost a person I could trust, who valued home and family and
who inspired me to be at my best all the time. I could sense that she was growing restless with
my indecision. We both knew that the time had come for our relationship to move to the next
level and that I had to overcome my fears and reservations. Finally, I mustered the courage to
do what I knew all along was the right thing. I proposed to her on Valentine’s Day 1999 at Avli,
our favorite restaurant on the Danforth with Maria, my daughter, present. To my eternal
gratitude, she said “yes.”
The next thing to take care of was the nesting arrangement. I still had the condo in the Greek
town which was located at the east end of the city and Bev owned a small house in Etobicoke, at
the west end. She housed her percussion studio in the basement of her home and was fortunate
with having very understanding neighbors. It would have been impossible for us to live together
and both work in the same home; we would be getting at each other’s and our neighbors’
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nerves with all the sound we produced. So, we needed to find a house with a separate standalone building which could be converted into Bev’s percussion studio. In the city, this would
have been a proposition beyond our financial means, so we decided to look in the rural areas
around Toronto where house prices were lower and the lots considerably larger. During the
winter and spring of 1999, I took a half-year sabbatical leave from the university and Bev and I
got into the habit of getting in the car once or twice a week and travelling around southern
Ontario looking for homes in different communities and rural settings within commuting
distance from Toronto. We searched far and wide and eventually settled on the first house we
saw which was close to Uxbridge, Ontario, about an hour’s drive north-east of the city. The
setting was quite remarkable. Thickly forested area all around, part of the Oak Ridges Moraine, a
conservation area; a small lake across the main road; a water spring about one hundred meters
away and three ski resorts within walking distance. We sold Bev’s house the day after it was
listed and bought our dream home in the country, which (we discovered afterwards) needed so
much work, that we ended up called it the “money pit." But we loved it all the same. We kept
my condo in the city so that we could spend some nights there during the week when we had to
be in town for teaching, concerts or visiting family and friends. We moved into our Uxbridge
home mid-August 1999 and started renovations and adjustments, the most significant of which
was building a brand new percussion studio for Bev adjacent to the garage. A few months later,
on May 22, 2000 Bev and I were married in a picturesque little old church close to our house.
And we have lived happily ever after.
Rania lived together with Khaled Mously for about ten years. They have two children together,
Emma and Sophie. We kept close and so did our families, spending Thanksgiving, Christmas and
other impromptu occasions together. Then Rania and her partner grew apart and went through
a protracted and unnecessarily nasty separation and divorce. The legal settlement of assets and
custody fights over the children took years to finalize, causing a lot of hurt to each other and to
the children. Maria, my daughter, was affected by the tension in the household even before
hostilities erupted openly. From the very start, Maria was a fiercely willful child who wanted to
do everything her way. We rarely could prevail on her when she had her mind set on something.
She had an indomitable will and, no matter what we said or did, she invariably had it her way in
the end. Her growing pains, including dropping out of school at grade 10 were unusual and
deeply felt, even though mostly self-inflicted, but I always kept my faith in her, knowing that she
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was going through her own crucible early in life and that she would emerge stronger for the
experience. By eighteen she was taking care of herself, could be counted for support by those
around her who needed help, had a full-time job and had reached a level of maturity that most
people do not attain until they are thirty or so. As she became more conciliatory; she grew
rapidly in wisdom and grace. She was always surrounded with a lot of friends who, aware of her
caring and commitment, found in her a person that they could trust for confidence and support.
Now, towards the end of her third decade, she continues to be my greatest joy in life.
George, my step-son, entered the spotlight early in life. When he was sixteen, he had auditioned
and got a role in the popular television series Degrassi High on CBC Television, as I have already
mentioned earlier. George did not have a mean bone in him, but his television character, Nick,
had several. After the series ended, he got involved with physical fitness and, for many years,
co-owned and operated Diesel Fitness, one of the best known “boutique” fitness centers in
downtown Toronto, with frequent write-ups in the national and local press. The business
eventually went under when George was in his mid-thirties and, in the ensuing years, he
experienced his own crucible while trying to pay outstanding business debts and survive
financially on a shoestring. He is emerging much the wiser now still working in his chosen
profession and prospering with his young family that includes his partner, Kiera Summerfield,
their son, Paxton, who was born in May 2014, their daughter Harlow, born on January 6, 2016
and Bryton, born in November 2018.
As for me, since 1995, there have been many compositions, performances, recordings and tours
too numerous to mention. My music has been constantly and increasingly in the spotlight.
Internally, it has been expanding on the themes that were set in motion in the early to midnineties but with increasingly pronounced spirituality and religiosity and a continuous pushing of
the boundaries. Some pieces helped me make deep connections with various communities in
my new country, like the Armenian (Light from the Cross), the Ukrainian (Wormwood, written to
commemorate the 20th anniversary of the Chornobyl nuclear disaster in Ukraine) or Canada’s
Atlantic culture (WATER, for multiple children’s choirs and a Celtic band, based on traditional
fiddle tunes of Newfoundland). I have already mentioned one of my most profound connections
with the Canadian First Nations community through my collaboration with the Royal Winnipeg
Ballet on Going Home Star: Truth and Reconciliation, a project about the infamous Indian
residential schools, which premiered in in 2014 and toured the country in 2016. As my repertory
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multiplied, the range of instrumentation expanded as well. Most of the pieces were still set for
standard classical instruments and voices but, staring with Constantinople in 2000, I began to
work with wonderful musicians from other genres, like the Cairo-born Arabic singer Maryem
Hassan-Tollar, with whom I had several fruitful collaborations, the Michigan-based rap singer
Steve H. Henry (aka Bugsy H.,) who has lend his voice and rap texts to my work In the Fire of
Conflict, inspired by urban violence, or the Greek pop icon George Dalaras, whose name is
synonymous with every major development in the Greek art song and pop music in general
during the past forty years, and for whom I composed Credo, a setting of the Nicene Creed.
Further excursions into pop music let to creative partnerships with well-known Canadian pop
musicians, particularly pop vocalist-songwriter Sarah Slean (my two song cycles Lamento and
Ecstasy,) Polaris Prize winning throat singer and performance artist Tanya Tagaq, among others,
and indigenous Canadian groups like The Northern Cree Singers and their leader, Steve Wood
with whom I have become a life-long friend.
The list of works is simply too long to mention here in any detail. I will only mention two. The
first is a large cycle of works which began in 2004 with Sepulcher of Life, my choral symphony,
after a visit to the Great Pyramid of Giza in Egypt, but which was not conceived in its entirety as
a project until 2008. The cycle, called Redemption, is a group of thematically connected works
following a plan of redemption as described by Edgar Cayce, the central protagonist in which is
the historical figure better known to us as Jesus of Nazareth. According to Cayce, Christ entered
the earth realm under various incarnations prior to the one in which he became the Savior of
the world. This large project, which is meant to be presented in its entirety during a single day, is
my most ambitious project to date and it is still a work-in-progress at the point of writing this.
The second work, an audiovisual installation called Harmonia, is an animated rendition of the
Mandala drawings that I did in 1980 (Figure 3) unfolding in time according to the time map of
The Law of One (Figure 1). This time around, computer animation and sound design are
rendering the numerical relationships of Harmonia perfectly, resulting in what has become a
profound audiovisual experience for quite a few people who watched it. I owe its existence to
colleague Bruno Degazio, a brilliant composer, sound designer and animator who had read the
articles that I had written as a student back in 1979 and 1980 for the Dutch periodical
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Interface 128 and decided that the time was now technologically ripe to transform these ideas
into computational and audiovisual reality. Harmonia has also been the inspiration for a book I
have authored since the present memoir called Resonance: A Journey of Connections Made by
Intuition. 129
It seems that, starting in 1980, my interest in Cayce, esotericism and the harmonic series has
been following these fourteen year cycles that I have mentioned earlier. It had resurfaced in the
early to mid-nineties with works like The Birth of Venus and Of Threads and Labyrinths, which
partially explored the overtone series, my resurging interest on Cayce during that same period
and the intensive dreaming of 1994. It returned in 2008 with yet another record of frequent and
often portentous dreams like fourteen years earlier, more extensive reading and writing on
Cayce, Pythagoras and Hermes, the full implementation of Harmonia and the Redemption cycle
and, finally, this book. What will this new transitional period of my life herald is still unclear, and
there is no point in speculating, but I feel that great and imminent changes lie ahead for
humanity as a whole and, hopefully, some spiritual changes for me personally, so I am imbued
with a quiet but also eager anticipation. I feel no fear about the future: every year that passes by
brings us ever closer to the return of Him, the Christ, who is to me now the only real essence in
this world of sacred and profane illusions.
Speaking of illusions, I belatedly 130 realize that I have spent most of my adult life chasing after
one such illusion, which has been variously masquerading as career, worldly success and
approval by others. I also realize that, when I feel satisfaction for achieving any of the above
goals, I feel a deeper dissatisfaction translating as a thirst for the living water that Jesus
promised to the Samaritan woman in the Gospel of John. In moments like these, I feel that I had
forgotten the reason why I entered this realm in the first place, which I understood as a child but
lost somewhere along the way, as my chronic insecurity translated it into a need to prove myself
to all those who rejected me and my ability along the way. I may have partly succeeded in my
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(Hatzis, Chronochroma 1979), (Hatzis, Towards an Endogenous Automated Music 1980)

For a free download of the pdf of Resonance: A Journey of Connections Made by Intuition, please visit
https://www.dropbox.com/home/RESONANCE
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This last paragraph has been added at the end of the year 2020.
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superficial goal, but in retrospect, I realize that there was a steep spiritual price to pay for such a
small accomplishment. My only hope is that I may have been able to divert some of my power
to heal, which is innate in each and every one of us, into the music that I was granted to share
with the world, and that the music is able on its own to carry these messages that up until now I
did not have the courage to deliver, that is with my own utterances and selfless dedication to
others. In my dying day, I will probably close my eyes with the vision of that mobile home that
took Anne and me from one town to the next delivering His message about his imminent return
and bravely witnessing our quantum reality dissolving into quantum dust, while His luminous
and penetrating light dissolves all the props, physical and intellectual, which our species has
been erecting in this realm of illusions since the very beginning of our existence.
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EPILOGUE
What makes this memoir rather unusual is the fact that, in this day and age of scientific and
technological advancement, its author seems to be stuck with antiquated ideas about religion
and God, which long ago have been supplanted by more reasonable explanations of the world
and our place in it provided by science. For the better part of four centuries, this supplanting
process has produced a series of brilliant fireworks that has not only helped change our ideas
about the world but, more importantly, us. It is impossible for us now to think of our ancestors
and their belief in the supernatural as the product of anything but ignorance, or a different
primitive brain wiring. 131 Until recently, the rift between science and religious belief had
progressively widened beyond all hope of reconciliation. I say, “until recently,” because things
may be changing rapidly in the last few years. I would like to close this memoir with a few
thoughts about this rift and my belief and hope that the chasm between the two may be healed,
or at least better understood.
In the ongoing debate between science and religion, all too often the terms “God” and “religion”
are used as signifiers for rather different things and, consequently, the debate is riddled with
problems of definition and meaning before it even begins. In both current religious and scientific
discourse, our understanding of the concept of “god” is as something or someone in a dialectical
relationship with humans and humanity. The Jewish and Christian literature is full of such
encounters between the numinous and humans. Abraham has personal conversations with God,

The desire for a “biological” explanation of the widespread phenomenon of ancient humans
conducting frequent conversations with the Divine, has led to the theory of Bicameralism, advanced by
American psychologist Julian Jaynes (1920 – 1997), whereby the right hemisphere of the premodern brain
spoke and the left hemisphere listened and thought that the “voice” of the right hemisphere came from
the outside and belonged to a divine source. The fine distinction that satisfied the materialist mind is that
it was not God speaking through the agency of the right hemisphere; it was the right hemisphere alone
that did the speaking.
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Joseph connects with him through dreams, Jesus has a constant inner conversation with him (he
calls him “Father”) and demonstrates outwardly the superhuman power resulting from the Son’s
identification with the Father. The Apostle Paul encounters the discarnate Christ on his way to
Damascus, hears his voice and experiences a blinding light—an experience that radically
changed his life and the course of Christianity and human history. Paul’s companions hear a loud
noise during this incident and see Paul thunderstruck and hear Paul speak to his God, but not
the conversation. Everything in religious literature suggests a God that is something different
than us, who throughout history converses with us selectively, either personally or in small
groups. These conversations happen by divine dispensation, and they are not a natural
phenomenon repeatable at will—our will. It is difficult to define the privileged individuals by a
set of commonly shared properties. Not all the people that God has spoken to were ardent
believers or pious people before the encounter. Cain, who committed fratricide, was certainly
not, but God spoke to him, nonetheless. Paul was a persecutor of the followers of Christ, and
still was privileged by a conversation that entirely changed his life. Moreover, interaction with
the numinous is intricately connected to one’s state of consciousness and perception. Paul’s
unshaken belief that he had talked with God was not shared by his travel companions. They all
knew that something extraordinary had taken place, but each person’s experience of it was
different. In our own neuroscientific age, Paul’s and similar experiences by others are
increasingly attributed to clinical abnormalities in the brain that have a medical name attached
to them.
It is not difficult to see why science would have a problem with the God of the scriptures.
Capricious behavior on behalf of a being that can alter or temporarily suspend natural law would
make any scientific understanding of the world unworkable. Even though classical physics has
been supplanted by its more erratic Quantum cousin, science still craves a lawful universe in
which reductionism can work its magic and help build the allegedly inviolable edifice of our
current understanding of the world. In such a lawful universe, any capricious being with power
to break the law (and a witnessed record of having done so) must be logically quarantined, to
avoid further contamination, or completely eliminated.
Science had quarantined God for quite some time before banishing him/her to a state of nonbeing. It was not that difficult for Isaac Newton to convert such a powerful and self-contained
being into a clock maker who sets the world in motion and then permanently retires, or for
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proponents of Intelligent Design to place him behind Darwinian preadaptation or at the other
side of the Big Bang, where/when God sets in place the unlikely initial conditions and then
(again) retires. God’s permanent retirement and banishment has been a continuing goal for
science. Consistent with its goal, science has sought to find God’s replacement in all kinds of
substitutes, no matter how far-fetched or mind-boggling they may be, such as the “many
worlds” theory or multiverse, preadaptation as a “lucky chance,” among many unlucky ones . . .
the list goes on. A lot of scientific propositions claim to be the shortest distance between two
points only in the absence of the possibility of God, which is a priori accepted by science as a
given. Anyone who has considered the string theory propositions that our three dimensional
reality is a holographic projection from a two-dimensional cylindrical projector requiring many
dimensions besides the three we are familiar with or anyone who has contemplated the
intellectual leap of faith that the concept of the multiverse entails must admit that, by
comparison, the idea of God is significantly less farfetched. I call it “leap of faith,” because the
multiverse cannot be experimentally or experientially confirmed; we can only be conscious of
existing in one universe and one time sequence. Even if such confirmation was possible, we
would still need to consider the quartet “observation - theory - mathematical proof –
experimental proof”, which is foundational for science, and which miserably fails with the
multiverse theory. Furthermore, these four “must have’s” are products of consciousness and
we know precious little about the real nature of consciousness. So long as the nature of
consciousness remains unknowable, everything that depends on consciousness is ill-equipped to
serve as a tool for inquiries that presuppose consciousness. This list encompasses every
intellectual and scientific inquiry.
It is for this very reason, that theoretical physics and mathematics, the fields of inquiry that have
led the way for the rest of science during most of the 20th Century have been recently
supplanted in their leadership role by mind research. Without an understanding of what mind is,
it is impossible to make any self-evident pronouncements about the world out there. Mind
research, however, is a circular exercise. It will always be an exercise in introspection that makes
objectivity impossible and it cannot survive the crashing rocks of dualism and dialecticism that
reside at the very heart of reason. To avoid these crashing rocks, science, until recently that is,
had banished mind to being something not real but rather an epiphenomenon of brain function.
At the center of this belief was the model of a mechanical universe and a mechanical mind, a
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brain, that need no external agency to function properly. Thus, the philosophical problems of
mind and consciousness and the logical conundrums that these agencies brought to bear for
science could be avoided. But, when it comes to brain research, you need to stand on an
observation platform outside the brain in order to study it. 132 The only possible such platform is
the mind. Mind can study the brain if the two are not one and the same, therefore our
observation platform is not an epiphenomenon of the object of our observation. This would also
mean that the examining consciousness, that makes possible observation, theory and
mathematical and experimental proof must reside on the observer’s platform and not be a mere
property of the observed. So, consciousness must be an aspect of mind, not of brain function,
however the two may be related otherwise. I believe that mind was recently called back from
retirement by philosophy and science for this very reason. If we accept the above distinction
between brain and mind, brain research is indeed possible. However, all we have accomplished
is to simply kick the problem downstream and momentarily delay the inevitable conundrum. If
consciousness is an aspect of mind, we need to next study the mind and at this ultimate stage
we will have run out of platforms or vantage points for this examination to take place. In order
to continue, we may next need to call God out of retirement, but not the deist god that
Abraham, Paul, Newton and Einstein have brought to our attention in the first place; not the
one residing outside the world and occasionally interacting with it as a stop-gap solution to our
philosophical conundrums.
The acceptance or rejection of the ERH is not just a philosophical consideration. In my own life, I
have experienced rare moments which allegorically speak of our perception of reality in terms
similar to the phenomenon of “Quantum Decoherence.” 133 During my student years in the
United States, I rarely used the airplane as a means of transportation. In the few occasions when
I did, I became aware of an interesting psychoacoustic phenomenon. The passenger cabin of the
planes in those days was much noisier than it is today, and the noise was nearly evenly

The counterargument of traditional scientists is that we can study each-other’s brains and
maintain the pre-requisite distancing this way. But the concept of “I” and “Other” as different entities
is a product of consciousness and to assume this difference is to assume that the world “out there” is
indeed “out there.” This assumption is not warranted while the nature of consciousness evades us,
hence the circularity.
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distributed along the audible frequency spectrum: it was “white noise.” I often entertained
myself during long flights by hearing in my head a melody that I was working on in my own
compositions or one of my favorite melodies from the classical repertory that I was studying for
my music lessons. I focused my mind to every minute detail of the melody, the harmony, etc. in
order to make its “hearing” as vivid an experience as possible. Often, at some point during this
focusing process, I heard someone in the cabin whistle the same tune that I was hearing in my
mind, in the same key and tempo and identically in every other way. Startled, I looked around
me to identify the passenger who could read my mind and replicate in real life what I was only
imagining.
There was no such passenger. Like present-day noise blocking headphones, my mind was acting
like a filter unconsciously blocking all the frequencies that I was hearing in the white noise
spectrum of the plane so that my concentration could not be distracted. This blocking process
included all frequencies except the ones that I was allowing in my mind as I was mentally
“whistling” my tune. The tune that I was hearing reaching me from the outside was “real” in the
sense that it was indeed reaching my ears from the outside by my focused mind selectively
picking its pitch elements out of the myriad frequencies in the white noise acoustic spectrum
around me. It was a case of selective hearing. My sonic imagination was acting as a potent timevariable filter on my perception of the external noisy environment. I had this experience more
than once on plane flights and it was equally startling and real every time. Like quantum
decoherence, the classical events of Quantum Physics caused by the collapse of the wave
function upon observation, the myriad frequencies of the cabin’s white noise were collapsing
into the “classical event” of the melody in my mind—my mind’s sonic “observation.”
Once I realized what the cause for this auditory illusion was, it was not a huge leap from there to
questioning whether my entire perceptual apparatus, and not only my hearing, was a highly
developed filter which isolated the contents of my own creative imagination within a highly
noisy environment, suppressed everything else except these contents and presented them back
to me as reality reaching me from the outside. I wondered if in fact the only real thing out there
was a “wave function,” or “white noise” containing all possible observations and everything else
was an actual projection fleshing out the contents of what I understood as external reality by
projecting my inner reality on this formless complexity. Philosophically, this is only a slight
rethinking of Plato’s view of reality. Replace our imagination with Plato’s realm of “forms” and
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the noisy environment that is filtered by us at will with his “Receptacle” and the rest of Plato’s
ontology can remain intact. He called the former “perfect” and “permanent” and the latter
“imperfect,” “transitory” and “corruptible” and he presented his readers with the allegory of the
Cave to demonstrate which of these two worlds was truly real.
Plato’s admirable intuition about how our world may truly be still crashes upon the impasse of
dualism. To transcend this impasse at the very heart of rational inquiry, we would have to
understand and pronounce the observer-observed distance as anomaly or illusion. Plato’s
proposition does this by internalizing reality and seeing it as a projection from the inside out, 134
not the other way around, but it still does not address the question “projection on what?” So
long as this “what” or the “out” remain (the “Receptacle” in Plato’s case or the white noise
environment in my experiences above,) we are still stuck with dualism. To transcend dualism,
the observer-observed duality must collapse and the two must become one. That in turn would
make the world “out there” indelibly merge with the world “in here” without invalidating either,
except possibly their perceptual distance. Everything would amalgamate into an indivisible One,
in contrast to our commonsense belief that the world out there is indeed out there, which has
been with us since the development of the frontal and prefrontal parts of our brains or perhaps
much earlier, since the emergence of the lateralized brain (or even earlier still, since the
emergence of the lateralized mind, human or otherwise).
What would consciousness be like in such a world, when the “I” and the “Other” become
completely indistinguishable? It is impossible for reason to transcend its dualist birthplace, so

Plato’s “inside” isn’t inside us. It is in an inviolable dimension all its own, the realm of Forms. The
world and our ordinary consciousness of it are imperfect by-products of the interaction between the
realm of Forms and the platonic Receptacle, a formless milieu with no characteristics of its own,
which, when impregnated by the Forms, gives rise to illusionary entities: the shadows upon Plato’s
Cave that we mistake for reality. In his book Our Mathematical Universe, (Tegmark, Our
Mathematical Universe: My Quest for the Ultimate Nature of Reality 2014) cosmologist Max
Tegmark, a controversial thinker and science provocateur, accepts Plato’s version of the world but
replaces the realm of Forms with mathematics, something that Plato might have considered himself,
even though mathematics was still rudimentary during his time. I see this realm not as inviolable as
either Plato or Tegmark see it, but as the very beating heart of creativity: our creative imagination
causing imprints of itself upon the complexity of the Receptacle. By “our” creative imagination, I
mean the Godhead of which (in our dualistic consciousness, at least) we and our reality around us are
but holographic projections.
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some other kind of experiential faculty would have to supplant it. Edgar Cayce, a significant
guiding light throughout most of my life as evidenced in this memoir, has described such
consciousness as the “Christ pattern,” a pattern that we must all assume before humanity can
ascend to the next stage of its evolution. This is a pattern that requires identification with the
whole, the One (“you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and
with all your mind, and with all your strength,”) 135 and also with the perceived sum of the parts
(“you shall love your neighbor as yourself.”) 136 In the Bible they are listed as religious
commands, but in the spirit of the Christ pattern they are simply pre-conditions for the monism
that is necessary to transcend the logical conundrums of our existence as mentioned above and
the deep-seated unhappiness that accompanies our consciousness of these conundrums (I
understand it as the unhappiness of the Prodigal Son). The other pre-condition that completes
the Christ pattern is the Cross. A willful nullification of the concept of separation, the very
condition that creates a semantic and experiential distance between “I” and “Other,” can only
be accomplished by self-sacrifice: the willful crucifixion of the “I” on the altar of the “One.”
This, and this alone, is to me what Christianity is all about. Unlike some present-day theologians,
like Markus Borg, I find nothing problematic in the other recorded utterances or acts of Jesus,
including his virgin birth, miracles and resurrection. Like naturalism, miracles are in the eye of
the beholder. To persons able to catalyze the kind of disturbance of the physical equilibrium that
we understand as a “miracle,” their mental framing of this phenomenon is as natural to them as
the use of reason to impose order on a seemingly chaotic world is to rationalists. Both are
ultimately leaps of faith. The dismissal of either position by its opposite is driven by an equally
fundamentalist outlook of the world. In this sense, Christ introduces temperance to a
fundamentalist view driven by rationalism or to one driven by dogmatism. In fact, in his trance
utterances, Edgar Cayce paints a far more cosmic composite profile of the Christ than even the
canonical and apocryphal gospels do. Cayce reveals a Christ that transcends the geographical
and chronological particulars of Jesus of Nazareth, infusing him instead with a constant and
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personal engagement in cosmic affairs. I find this to be crucial to any future understanding of
Christianity.
On the other hand, the theological debates about the nature of Christ, as God, man or both or
the reality or not of his virgin birth, miracles and resurrection are of secondary assistance to my
understanding of Christ’s mission on earth; not because they are not real (they are very real to
me) but because they are not crucial to the understanding of the message of redemption
through self-sacrifice that lies at the heart of Christ’s message. I believe that these debates are
the result of the dualistic and dialectical nature of language and our language-based
consciousness. Nothing that has come out of the theological debates of the past two millennia
and the suffering they have caused to so many people has produced anything fruitful, and I
suspect these creedal confrontations are partly responsible for the advent and flourishing of
atheism. In monism, the God-human divide ceases to be anything but a mirage of languagebased thinking, not unlike the mirage of scientific thinking and the conundrums that we have
encountered in our days and in the pages of this memoir. Besides, the possibility of Biblical
miracles, parthenogenesis and even resurrection cannot be as bizarre a possibility to multiverse
enthusiasts as they certainly were to classical physicists. Jesus said that the kingdom of God is
within us. 137 The Neoplatonist philosopher Plotinus, one of the principal early advocates of
monism, would have agreed with this statement, although he too, like many scientists today,
rejected the notion of God as an entity in a dialectic relationship with humanity. In Plotinus’s
mind, such dialectic relationship would invalidate monism. Monism is regarded by a few recent
thinkers (philosopher Thomas Nagel being one of them) 138 as the only conceivable way forward
in solving the current conundrums and impasses of science and philosophy. As I mentioned in
the Prologue, “monism by exclusion” is a paradox, therefore we will need to understand
monism as the ultimate amalgamation of everything, including infinite complexity; monism as
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(Nagel 2012). Thomas Nagel, being an atheist and a believer in the power of logical deduction to
answer the ontological questions about our world, finds it impossible at this time to advance a
monistic theory that addresses evolution among other scientific problems and cannot imagine what
such theory would look like in the future. Nevertheless his probing into the problems of logic and
science leaves him convinced that monism must be the ultimate answer to questions facing scientific
or philosophical inquiry now and in the future.
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the very living, beating heart of God that includes us and everything around us in one, indivisible
whole. This condition cannot be conceived rationally. Rationally, the world “out there” will
always be out there. Oneness needs to be experienced by faculties that connect instead of
causing or requiring distancing. Religion (from the Latin re-ligare: to re-connect) is the ideal
environment within which such faculties can function and thrive.
In his book “Reinventing the Sacred,” biocomplexity researcher Stuart A. Kauffman has stretched
the envelope of scientific inquiry to such an extent that his conclusions and proposals are not
that far from my understanding of ultimate essence, as expounded in this memoir, even though
we have reached a similar forest clearing from radically different paths (it is not the same forest
clearing for reasons that I will dwell upon presently). Kauffman’s study of complexity in the
fields of biology, quantum physics, technology, legal language and economic theory has led him
to the concepts of emergence, agency and meaning following a methodology that, for the
longest time, has denied substance to such concepts:
The word we need for how we live our lives is faith, bigger by far than knowing or
reckoning . . .
The existentialist insistence that we make our meaning in a meaningless universe by our
choices and actions was a response to reductionism, in which the universe is
meaningless. But life is part of the universe. In a newly envisioned universe, biosphere,
and human culture of unending creativity, where life, agency, meaning, value, doing,
and consciousness have emerged, and that we cocreate, we can now see ourselves,
meaning-laden, as integral parts of emergent nature. Whether we believe in a Creator
God, an Eastern tradition, or are secular humanists, we make the meaning of our lives to
live a good life in all these ways. 139
Kauffman is an atheist. You would have hardly guessed this by reading this passage. Even though
he does not advocate monism in so many words, his faith in the sacredness of everything in the
world is his way of suggesting this path as an existential answer to the current conundrums of
reductionist science.
If one allows for the necessary variation in semantics between different writers, one might even
suggest that my Christian views and his concept of the sacredness of nature are very close, if not
identical. There is a fundamental difference, however. Kauffman sees sacredness as a
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mysterious property of a partly lawless and constantly creative nature that we need to accept in
order to survive as a species. Of course I do not disagree with any of this but, since I am pushing
the envelope from the diametrically opposite end of this divide, I see the substance of the world
as something entirely different, the creative self-realization of the Godhead of which we are but
holographic projections, sentinels if you wish, in a close or more distant orbit around our source
and center of meaning. Our connection with our source is the centripetal force that allows for
the deep connection of all things. The centrifugal force that keeps us in orbit is the exercise of
our free will, driven by our fear of being submerged in the will of God and surrendering our
individuality in the process. This atomic or heliocentric model is of course a language-based
construction. There is no real separation between the nucleus and the rotating electrons or
planets. But our current earthly consciousness is language-based, and we have evolved to
understand the world mostly through language and reason: there can be no conversation of the
kind we are engaged here without language or reason.
Kauffman’s acceptance of the sacred in nature and my own monistic view of the essence of
Being would preclude a dialectical relationship between God and humans. But lack of such
dialectical relationship would seem to contradict my belief in miracles and in the personal God
that I have encountered repeatedly in my own life. Miracles should not be an insurmountable
problem in Kauffman’s view. He often describes Darwinian preadaptation as a wondrous, but a
natural miracle of sorts. A partially lawless, creative and emergent world, such he advocates,
should also partially allow for the possibility of miracles as creative anomalies in the otherwise
lawful framework of nature. Neither Edgar Cayce nor I have thought of miracles as anomalies or
exceptional dispensations from God, although quite a few people of faith see them as such.
Cayce and I accept them as fundamental natural laws, which, for the desired outcome, require
the expenditure of a specific kind of energy that we need to acknowledge and master before we
can expend it. It is not our energy to master or expend. We can expend it because, as
holographic projections of the deeper essence of the universe, we contain within ourselves all
the power of the universe. But to master it, we need to first believe in the possibility of such
mastership. I believe that miracles happen routinely in our everyday lives, but we generally lack
or refuse to acknowledge the requisite paradigm that would enable us to recognize them as
such, except under extraordinary circumstances.
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With the exception of my extraordinary real-life experiences during the early eighties, I am now
mostly aware of this paradigm through my musical creativity Even though I have been well
trained as a composer and have practiced my vocation for decades, I still feel at the moment of
completion of a new composition that I have been handed a gift, which I alone would have not
been able to bring to life. My best work to date has always been the result of such a partnership
between the “I” willing and the Transcendent granting. Depending how one choses to
understand the concept of “I,” this statement can be a simple tautology or a delusion but, to
me, it is the beginning of a path towards the dissolution of dualism.
A dialectical relationship between God and humans lies at the heart of our religious
understanding of how God communicates with his chosen ones. In most religions it is a choice
made by God and, when made, humans (like Jonas, in the Old Testament story) are caught in the
maelstrom of the connection unable to avoid it or control it from their end. My view is that it is
not a dialectical relationship at all. When we are unable to reach a oneness with what Karl G.
Jung calls the Archetype of Self (and which, incidentally, he identifies with Christ,) an encounter
with this archetype must take place in “real” life—the world “out there”:
Like the related ideas of atman and tao in the East, the idea of the self is at least in part
a product of cognition, grounded neither on faith nor on metaphysical speculation but
on the experience that under certain conditions the unconscious spontaneously brings
forth an archetypal symbol of wholeness. 140
Jung seems to say that the ineffable One (he calls it the collective unconscious) communicates
directly with its holographically resonating nodes, us, through the only language that our
cognitive mechanisms are currently capable of speaking and understanding: from the “outside”
as it were, or through dreams, creativity and artistic inspiration . . . anything that, in our limited
understanding, we may accept as real, however exceptionally. The personification of God is a
natural outcome of our consciousness’ inability to experience something real but abstract
inwardly. We can love God by loving the Other, which is consistent with Jesus’ admonition
earlier. A similar thing happens also when our dualistic consciousness refuses to recognize the
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darkness in us, the inevitable byproduct of our search for perfection in a world lateralized by a
lateralized conscious mind and its physical counterpart, the lateralized brain:
The psychological rule says that when an inner situation is not made conscious, it
happens outside, as fate, that is to say, when the individual remains undivided and does
not become conscious of his inner opposite. 141
These metaphysical encounters are not illusions. They are not even metaphysical. They are real,
in the best sense of this term. The quotations from Jung above would seem to indicate that
dualism (the archetypes of Self and Shadow or Christ and Antichrist) reside at the very center of
our psyche and it is impossible to transcend them, but this is not what he advocates. Healing is
possible but only if we immerse ourselves in the Mysterium Coniunctionis, the alchemical
substance that makes the world One; the endless superconscious movement towards the very
center of everything, the center that is God. Nature’s incessant creativity, even in the midst of
an entropic universe, is an outward expression of God’s creativity: God as ultimate essence; God
as all-inclusive and consciousness eluding; God as the ultimate abstraction; God as personal and
anthropomorphic; God as a creator, as an ever-present friend and benefactor. All of these are
possible and experientially true when the Mysterium Coniunctionis replaces dualism in our
consciousness with monism, and language with music.
Complexity is not self-conscious, as some Artificial Intelligence advocates claim and what
Kauffman uses as a point of departure for his investigation into the creativity and sacredness of
nature. Looking at large streams of data is indeed like scanning for large but hidden pictures, but
this is where the similarity ends. The complex phenomena are not real, they are just the kind of
atmospheric disturbance that causes a mirage except that, in this case, it is the mirage that is
real and substantial and the informational noise is but a limitation of our consciousness
mechanisms, a glitch if you like. It is the thunder and lightning that the others experienced while
St. Paul was engaging in a conversation with God. You can call the thunder and lightning the
“sacredness of nature” but you would be robbing yourself of the magnificence of the real and
true phenomenon, trading it instead for the epiphenomenon of complexity and its occasionally
suggestive and wondrous behavior. Not that nature is not sacred. It is. In monism, everything is
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sacred, but “everything” would not be just the surface of the world that has exclusively occupied
science since the beginning of human though, but also its many inner layers infinitely leading to
the ultimate center which is at once the whole and the part: God. It is probably for this reason
that minds used to processing complexity, the number crunchers, are less likely to have a
personal experience of the sacred while people who live simple and uncomplicated lives and
think simply but with a natural love, faith and wisdom are more likely to be the recipients of
visions, dreams and messages from the Divine and experience the true nature of Being in all its
majestic and utter glory.
My present state of mind is not such a natural and pure state. This shortcoming has enabled me
to be analytical of my own experiences of thirty-five years earlier when I was a very different
person, housing a very different brain and attached to a very different mind. Because it is
impossible to erase the indelible mark that these experiences have pressed upon my sense of
self and identity, it has been impossible for me to recast the person that I used to be into a more
believable and acceptable one that might put your doubts to rest. The fact that I can no longer
experience as intensely the profound belongingness and connection that I personally
experienced then does not make those experiences invalid. They have changed me in utterly
significant ways and have reshaped my thinking about our nature and origin in the rather
startling ways revealed through the pages of this memoir. I do not lament the loss of deep and
direct contact with the Divine, even though I often long for it, just as a person lost in the desert
desperately longs for water. On good days, I convince myself that this contact that was then
made through dreams or waking experiences has mutated into a different kind of connection:
through music, which can be shared less dismissively with others. Whether this is a satisfactory
substitution remains to be seen. This music and the memories of having lived in the
Bridegroom’s presence is all I have to share. Unless there is a startling development around the
corner that I am not presently capable of intuiting, these will be my life’s legacy.
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